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“THE EVE OF ST. AGNES” AND THE SEDUCTIVE
MYSTERY OF IMAGINATION
Lyndel P. Colglazier
Rogers State College
In the “Eve of St. Agnes,” Keats creates a paradoxical romantic
 
lover: the unsavory voyeur with sublime motivation. Concealed in
 Madeline’s closet, Porphyro
 
imagines not only that he will restrain his  
lust but also that
 
he will maintain  an attitude of worship  while he lurks  
in the dark to see his beloved undress. Keats’s would-be romantic lover
 comes to this sordid endeavor with his imagined purpose one of
 sublime worship. It is in the blend of these two elements—
 imagination and reality—that Porphyro comes to embody the poet’s
 idea
 
that the creative power of imagination could shape perception and  
thereby alter 
reality. The mysterious magic of the imaginative
 
process fascinated Keats,  
and his central statements about the nature and
 
power of imagination,  
for all their familiarity in Keats criticism, will perhaps bear
 
repeating.  
Keats wrote, “I am certain
 
of nothing but  of the holiness of the  Heart’s  
affections
 
and the truth of Imagination—What the imagination seizes as  
Beauty must be truth...” (1:184), and “the excellence of every Art 
is
 its 
intensity...” (1: 192).1 Keats
 
believed it  was the ability of the artist to  
imagine 
purely
—that is, without interference from preconceived ideas or  
his own 
ego
—and to be absorbed intensely by that which is imagined  
that made “all disagreeables evaporate, from their being in close
 relationship with Beauty & Truth” (1:192). A variant of this idea is
 recorded in a letter
 
to George and Georgiana Keats: “[t]hough  a quarr l  
in the streets 
is
 a thing  to be hated, the energies displayed  in it are fine;  
the commonest Man shows a grace in his quarrel....This 
is
 the very  
thing in which consists poetry” (2: 80-81). This idea, that a street
 quarrel can be simultaneously condemnable and finely energetic, the
 matter of poetry, exemplifies Keats’s discussion of the “poetical
 Character” (1: 386). The “camelion Poet” suffers “no harm from its
 relish of the dark side of things any more than from its taste for the
 bright...both end in speculation” (1:387).2
Keats believed that true imaginative power
 
requires that the artist  
imagine other possibilities, all possibilities, any possibility; the artist
 must be capable of an absolute negation of self,
 
a “Negative Capability,  
that is when a man is capable of being in uncertainties, Mysteries,
 doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact & reason” (1: 193).
 Instead of striving for certain knowledge, the poet must be “content
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with
 
half knowledge”; he  must settle for an evanescent world,  where  all  
things are possible, all things mysterious, where the
 
desire for  the truth  
of the matter, the soul of beauty, “overcomes every
 
other  consideration  
or rather obliterates all consideration” (1:194).
Keats uses the context of romance in “The Eve of St. Agnes” to
 
explore
 
the seductive mystery of imagination and its power to shape and  
alter perception, its capacity to envision the impossible as possible, to
 stretch reality’s limits. While the poem has many of the essential
 elements
 
of romance—especially  Gothic romance with  its  dark, gloomy  
castle, its secret, daring lover, and its beautiful, young virgin—“The
 Eve of St. Agnes” is an unusual romance, with Angela acting as a
 pander for Porphyro and the would-be romantic
 
hero peeping at his  love  
while
 
hidden in her closet3
Concerning the peeping-Tom elements of Porphyro’s behavior,
 critical interpretations differ, both as to the fact of Porphyro’s
 perversion and as to the poet’s intent, assuming some degree of
 perversion exists. Even when interpreters accuse Porphyro of
 voyeurism, they disagree on how to interpret it and how heavily to
 weigh it.4 Yet the complexity of the poem seems to arise
 
not  so much  
from its romantic elements or from its suggested evidence of perversion
 but from Keats’s depiction of various imaginative processes and their
 power to shape
 
perception, thereby altering  reality. Reality, for Keats,  
is what we imagine it to be: “The imagination may be compared to
 Adam’s
 
dream—he woke and found it truth”  (1:185).
It is through imagination that individuals surpass themselves; that
 which is imagined transcends mundane reality. Keats compares this
 process to hearing “an
 
old Melody—in a delicious place—by a delicious  
voice” and in that moment
 
experiencing the melody’s initial power  on  
the “soul,” making the “singer’s face more beautiful tha[n] it was
 possible.” Keats goes on to say that even “with the elevation of
 
the  
Moment...mounted on the Wings
 
of Imagination,” the  experience does  
not seem imaginary. In fact, that which is envisioned “here after”
 becomes
 the 
"Prototype”  of “that delicious fa e” (1:185).
Alone among the characters in the poem, Porphyro embodies the
 transcendent blending of reality and imagination. While lurking in
 Madeline’s closet may, objectively, be perverted,
 
Porphyro’s imagined  
intent 
is
 sublime. The tension in the  poem lies between what is in the  
external world—unaltered, objective reality—and what imagination
 makes possible in perceiving that reality. One such
 
aspect  of unaltered  
reality is the harshness of winter. Bitter cold invades the chapel,
 envelops the castle, and surrounds
 
the poem’s “honey’d middle” (49).5
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The pervasive chill closes the
 
lushest  moment  in  the poem,  Porphyro’ s 
seduction and
 
the lovers’ consummation; for when “the rose / Blendeth  
its odour with the violet,” reality invades Madeline’s room: “the frost
 wind blows,” sleeting
 
the window with ice (320-22).
Through the poem’s characters, the role of imagination and a
 number of imaginative processes are examined. With the Beadsman,
 Keats introduces not only the harsh world of
 
wintry reality but also a  
very specific kind of imagination: the imagination of religion, a
 spiritual imagination cut off from reality, absorbed in prayer and
 penance. The
 
Beadsman’s heartfelt  absorption in heaven, God, and  the  
hereafter is
 
part of the  ascetic world of religious imagination. Dead  to  
the world of
 
sense and pleasure, the Beadsman is alive to the spirit  of  
religious mystery; his spiritual absorption is an act
 
of love inspired by  
imagination. While he can hear “Music’s golden tongue” (20), the
 Beadsman 
is
 not part of the sensual world, not part of reality—for  
Keats, a less than sufficient human existence. It is not imagination
 that the Beadsman lacks, but
 
a fused harmony between reality and the  
imaginative heart. Because the Beadsman a sensate, living creature who
 has rejected an essential part of his own existence, “already had his
 deathbell rung; / The joys of all
 
his life were  said and sung” (22-23).
Inside the castle’s chambers, Keats introduces what might at first
 appear
 
to be another kind of imaginative process, but this one  is created  
neither
 
of spiritual  visions nor of heartfelt emotion. It relies instead on  
pageantry, wealth, material artifice; it is a world of “silver, snarling
 trumpets,” “argent revelry,” “plume, tiara, and all rich array”
 (31,37,38).6 Contrasted with the cold chapel and the lone Beadsman,
 the castle 
is
 full and warm and alive, but among the guests there is an  
undercurrent of spite and petty 
viciousness:
 “whisperers  in anger, or in  
sport,” “looks of love, defiance, hate, and
 
scorn” (68-69). What passes  
for
 
beauty in the castle is not true beauty, which finds its shape in the  
imaginative heart. Without such shaping, what is achieved 
is
 a false  
kind of imagination: “[n]umerous as shadows haunting fairily / The
 brain” (39,40). True imagination, true
 
beauty, is inspired in the heart,  
not in 
the 
brain. In contrast to the golden melody the Beadsman hears  
in his chapel, here, in the castle’s glittery interior, the sound of music
 is “like a god in pain” (56). This is a sensuous, even sensual world,
 but its “triumphs gay / Of old romance” hint of soiled and tarnished
 romance, and “These,” Keats says in the poem, “let us wish away” (40,
 41).
What is needed is heartfelt, limitless imagination, able to shape
 
and  
change perceptions of reality. Neither the Beadsman’s imaginative
 process, with its exclusionary spiritual premise, nor that
 
of the revelers,  
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4 “EVE OF ST. AGNES” AND IMAGINATION
with its superficial artifice, 
is
 adequate. Keats envisioned the best  
imaginative process as that which is inclusive, joining the world of
 imagination and the world of reality, the world of heartfelt, utterly
 vulnerable vision
 
with the world of objects and sense.
As we move farther into the poem, farther into the castle, we meet
 the three
 
players in the romance and begin another examination of  the  
role
 
of imagination, its seductive mysteries, and  its  power to transform.  
Of the three—Angela, Madeline, and Porphryo—Angela is the least
 imaginative. Throughout the poem, she is described in unflattering
 terms. “[W]eak in body and in soul,” an “aged creature” (90-91),
 Angela calls herself “A poor, weak, palsy-stricken, churchyard thing”
 (155). Long past love and romance, she is dead to the imaginative
 heart. She
 
believes, as she explains to Porphyro, that the rituals of St.  
Agnes’ Eve are deceitful, laughable:
God’s help! my lady fair the conjuror plays
 
This very night: good angels her deceive!
 But let me laugh awhile, I’ve mickle time
 to grieve.
 
(124-26)
This statement comes to be ironic since the “angel” who deceives
 
Madeline is Angela herself, by allowing Porphyro to steal into
 Madeline’s chamber. In the romantic “languid moon,”
 
Angela laughs at  
love (127), a response which Porphyro, caught as
 
he  is by  love’s fancy,  
finds incomprehensible. When he proposes that she take him to
 Madeline’s room, claiming fiercely that
 
he will not  “look with ruffian  
passion in her face” (149), Angela does not believe his protestations;
 she cannot imagine the possibility that he might hide in the closet,
 watch Madeline undress, and sit quietly in adoration while she sleeps
 “lily white” (52).
Yet affection for this suitor is evident when Angela addresses
 
Porphryo, saying that her “prayers for thee, each mom and evening, /
 Were
 
never miss’d” (157-58). She succumbs to his wishes, giving  him  
full
 
advantage of the wherewithal of seduction: Madeline’s  own lute for  
a lover’s serenade and a storehouse of “cates and dainties” (173), a
 sensual seduction for a famished lady sent “
supperless 
to bed” (51).
Angela cannot imagine any other outcome from Porphyro’s
 secreting himself in Madeline’s closet than one which
 
would necessitate  
his marrying the
 maiden.
 If Angela  were convinced that Porphyro was  
simply going to watch Madeline in secret and leave her undisturbed,
 there would be no need for her statement: “Ah! thou
 
must needs the lady  
wed, /
 
Or  may I never leave  my grave among the dead” (179-180). In  
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giving Porphyro his opportunity, Angela realizes completely the
 
significance of what she is doing. With such an arrangement, it is no
 wonder that Keats writes, “Never on such a night have lovers met, /
 Since Merlin paid his Demon all the monstrous debt” (170-71), which
 comes in sharp contrast to an earlier passage in the poem when the
 imagined visit 
is 
described:
Young virgins might have visions of delight
And soft adorings from their loves receive
 
Upon the honey’d middle of the night.
(47-49)
Unlike Angela, Madeline, “St. Agnes’ charmed maid,” is
 
susceptible and imaginative (192). In fact, she is all imagination,
 much like the Beadsman, but Madeline’s imaginings take
 
their bearings  
from the physical world rather than the spiritual: Instead of heavenly
 spirits, she imagines Porphyro, the 
man
 she loves. So ensnared is she  
by the augury of the evening that even while dancing in the midst of
 many 
an
 “amorous cavalier” (60), Madeline’s “heart  was otherwhere: /  
She sigh’d for Agnes’ dreams, the sweetest of the year” (62-63).
 Disconnected from
 
reality Madeline is heedless of the festivities within  
the castle; thus removed, she is “Hoodwink’d with faery fancy; all
 amort, / Save to St. Agnes” (70-71). Dazed and panting, she comes to
 her chamber in a 
high
 state of excitement, absorbed by the promise of  
St. Agnes’ Eve and her imagined visions. She goes to sleep a pure  
young virgin, like a “splendid angel,” to dream of her sweet love’s face
 (223). This sleep becomes, as Stuart Sperry notes, “a dreaming,
 endless fantasy” (40).7
Of the three characters, Porphryo is the most complex and hence
 
the  
most interesting. Kern calls him “the most ‘realistic’ figure in the
 romance, the one who apparently embodies the narrator’s own valued
 tendency to pay homage to the real in the very act of obeying the
 promptings of strong desire” (184). In Porphyro we
 
have a character of  
vitality and force, whose love is no “faery fancy” (70), no dream-laden
 vision, but a real, live woman, for whom he is willing to face
 “barbarian hordes, / Hyena
 
foemen, and hot-blooded lords,” dangers of  
which Porphyro is well aware (85-86). While mindful of the reality of
 his situation, Porphyro is driven beyond his capacities by his own
 imaginative heart and 
his
 love for Madeline. When he appears in his  
enemies’ castle, Keats tells 
us
 what is foremost on Porphroy’s mind,  
the reason for 
his
 courageous adventure. Porphyro wants
12
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All saints to give him sight of Madeline
 
But for one moment in the tedious hours,
 That he might gaze and worship all unseen;
 Perchance speak, kneel, touch, kiss—in sooth
 such things have been. (78-81)
It is important to note that Porphyro is already planning what he
 
would
 
like to do should he be given a  chance to see Madeline, and his  
plans include much more than
 
hiding discreetly  in the closet The irony  
here 
is
 that while Angela cannot fathom Porphyro’s  being so chaste in  
such an intimate, sensual setting, Porphyro himself truly believes,
 truly imagines in his heart, that, if given the chance to “touch,” to
 “kiss” the disrobed woman he loves, he will be able to curb and
 suppress
 
all lustful desires.8
The irony of this contradictory tension is further intensified by
 Porphyro’s imploring—with the full knowledge of Madeline’s rituals
 for this night—“all saints” to give him a chance to “speak, kneel,
 touch, kiss” and simultaneously swearing
 
to “all saints” that his “voice  
shall whisper
 
its last prayer, / If one  of her soft ringlets I displace, / Or  
look with ruffian passion in her face” (47-49).
The poem suggests questions as
 
to  Porphyro’s character, describing  
him as one for whom the “very dogs would
 
execrations howl / Against  
his lineage” (87-88). Moreover,
 
the only  one in the castle who  “affords  
him [Porphyro] any mercy” (88-89), Angela herself is described as
 “weak in body and soul” (90). The narrator goes on to make several
 allusions to unsavory aspects
 
in Porphyro’s behavior. Both Angela and  
the narrator describe the romantic encounter in terms of demons and
 witches. She says that Porphyro “must hold water
 
in a witch’s sieve, /  
And
 
be liege-lord of all the Elves and Fays,  / To venture so” (120-22),  
and, once the  deal  between Angela and Porphyro is struck, the narrator  
compares the planned lovers’ meeting to a deal between witches and
 demons.
Noting that “Angela’s speech tends to link him [Porphyro] with
 
witches and fairies,” Stillinger finds nothing admirable or romantic in
 Porphyro’s visit
 
to Madeline’s bedchamber (538), describing Madeline  
as “frightened out of
 
her wits” and lamenting to find Porphyro at her  
bedside. The critic maintains that Porphyro is “well aware of what
 night it is,” as he
 
follows his request to see Madeline by “an oath upon  
the holy loom used to weave St. Agnes’ wool” (537). Stillinger
 describes what the poem calls Porphryo’s “stratagem” as a “ruse, an
 artifice, a trick for deceiving”; he also notes that Angela finds this
 request
 
“no laughing matter” (537). Stillinger  maintains, and  I concur,  
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that Keats’s image of a “tongueless nightingale” (206) “embraces the
 
entire
 
story  of the rape of Philomel...a further note of evil” (541)9
Images of death accompany Porphyro as he
 
makes his way through  
the castle. He 
is
 told by Angela to “Flit like a ghost away” (105) or  
“these stones will be
 
thy bier” (108). He  waits in a room that is “silent  
as a tomb” (113). Once Porphyro 
is
 duplicitously concealed, images  of  
death surround Madeline. Her taper with its “little smoke, in pallid
 moonshine, died” (200); the hall door shuts in a “dying tone” (260).
 These images portend the death of Madeline’s virginal innocence and 
her induction into a real, though not necessarily less imaginative (if
 Porphyro
 
is  any  example), world  of love.
While Madeline’s imaginings are not spiritual in the same sense
 
as  
the Beadsman’s (rooted as they are in the love of a flesh-and-blood
 man), Madeline is indeed “Hookwink’d with faery fancy” (70). Her
 imaginings are just as otherworldly as the Beadsman’s, just as
 unattached to reality. With Madeline’s bedchamber removed from the
 gaiety and excitement of the rooms below, with the ascetic, almost
 sacrifical, rituals of St. Agnes’ Eve, one might expect the maiden’s
 room to be 
as
 cold as the Beadman’s  chapel. Instead the power of love  
and imagination suffuse
 
the room in  “warm gules,” “Rose-bloom, ” and  
“soft amethyst” (218, 220-21).10 The beauty that we find in Keats’s
 description of Madeline’s disrobing—her hair freed from “wreathed
 pearls,” her jewels warmed by her
 
skin, “her fragrant boddice.. .rustling  
to her
 
knees”— is given to us through Porphyro’s eyes (227-30). The  
sight
 
of Madeline is  real  and sensual  and  exceedingly warm; yet, while  
watching his heart’s love disrobe, “Porphyro grew faint” at “so pure a
 thing, so free
 
from mortal taint” (224-25). The  tension here is between  
the flesh-and-blood reality of the
 
woman Porphyro sees undressing and  
his own imagined vision of
 
the pure, spiritual Madeline he has in his  
heart. This duality, embodied in a single entity, mirrors Porphyro’
s internal conflict between the reality of his human desires as a
 
man and  
his good intentions—his imagined vision of his own pure, lustless
 heart.
Unable to abide by his vow to Angela and to himself, Porphyro
 
wakes his sleeping beauty with his sensual song of love; the fragile
 balance
 
tips toward  sensual reality. When  Madeline wakes, she beholds  
Porphyro, “the vision of her sleep” 
(299),
 but as one might expect, the  
reality of her lover’s face is not as she imagined, not exactly as she
 dreamed:
How chang’d thou art! how pallid, chill,
 
and drear!
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Give me that voice again, my Porphyro,
 
Those looks immortal, those complainings dear!
Oh leave me not in this eternal 
woe,
For if thou diest, my Love, I know not where 
to
 go.
(311-15)
This is more 
than
 Porphyro can withstand, and what he swore and  
imagined in his heart that he would not do, he does. Yet, the act of
 love is a transcendent experience, an otherworldly
 
reality. This is when 
imagination and reality converge not only for Madeline but for
 Porphyro as well. At this moment, the “honey’d middle” of the poem,
 and of the night, closes 
(49).
 The reality of the winter storm begins  
“pattering the sharp sleet / Against
 
the window-panes; St. Agnes’ moon  
hath set” (323-24). Madeline gets what she dreams, what she wishes
 St. Agnes to give 
her,
 what she imagines she wants, but the reality of  
that fulfillment is the loss of her virginity, estrangement from her
 family, and an ultimate death of innocence—none of which she had
 envisioned.
As
 fanciful and wondrous as Madeline’s visions may be, it is 
Porphryo who gives the better example of the imaginative heart
 working its way through reality, not excluding but including the
 tangible world of sense, with all its potential for perversion and
 
evil.
Madeline 
is
 seduced by Porphyro, but both are seduced by the power  
of imagination, which entices and lures these lovers into seeing more
 than reality
 
alone can hold. When Porphyro enters  Madeline’s chamber,  
he 
is
 guided  and  seduced by his imaginative heart, his own vision  of his  
good
 
intentions to watch only, to “displace” not one of his lover’s curls  
(148). Madeline 
is
 seduced not so much by Porphyro’s actions as a  
lover—still hazy as she is with her dream—
as
 by her own romantic  
visions of the mythical promises of St. Agnes’ Eve and the faery
­charmed visions of her heart. It is these that Madeline asks that
 Porphyro fulfill: “Give me that voice again, my Porphyro, / Those
 looks immortal, those complainings
 
dear!” (312-13).
As the lovers leave the castle, Keats creates a kaleidoscope of
 images. Without
 
the benefit  of imagination, which imbues reality with  
beauty and life, the evening’s revelers, now “bloated wassaillers” (346),
 resort
 
to coarse dreams “Of witch, and demon, and large coffin-worm”  
(374), sexual images which allude to Angela’s part in Porphyro’s
 conquest. Unimaginative Angela dies
 
“palsy-twitch’d, with meagre face  
deform”
 
(376).
Most critics, Sperry among them, recognize the poem’s “shifting
 flow of color, mood, and atmosphere” which “creates new contexts for
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visualizing character and action,” making “it difficult to decide which
 
[contexts] are the most enduring, lifelike, ‘real’” (38). This is
 particularly true in the closing stanzas of the poem. The blur between
 reality and imagination becomes more
 
pronounced as the “elfin-storm  
from faery land” (343) increases in intensity, as do the magical,
 mystical elements surrounding the
 
lovers.11 Because of the new  reality  
of their situation, Madeline and Porphyro must leave the castle; yet the
 mystery of love and imagination guides them as they find a “darkling
 way” through “sleeping dragons” (355,353): “They glide, like
 phantoms, into the wide 
hall;
 / Like phantoms, to the iron porch, they  
glide” (361-62). As lovers, Porphyro and Madeline are a part of the
 sensual world of physical reality; surrounded by enemies, they know
 that reality is not without
 
danger. Yet they carry with  them the creative  
power of imagination and the intensity of love, which, when finely
 blended, 
can
 carry them through reality  and, mysteriously, beyo’nd it.
“The Eve of St. Agnes” strives toward an understanding of
 imaginative complexities and the mysteries of human acts, the
 paradoxical duality of human existence. Through the artistry of the
 poem, Porphyro’s act of perversion is transformed, and with imagined
 visions of love, another love, more human and complex, is bom in its
 place. Though the lovers of 
the 
poem have long since  fled—“ aye, ages  
long 
ago
 / These lovers fled away into the storm” (370-71)—Porphyro  
and Madeline have gained immortality, 
an
 eternal presence, a kind of  
spiritual purity in the art of the poem.12
Keats places the 
ugly
 before us and, with the imaginative vision of  
his talent, transforms a peeping-Tom perversion into art, a romance of
 love and beauty. 
In
 our reading of the  poem, we end  not with the ugly  
but with a rare glimpse of the truth of the heart. Perhaps the lesson of
 Negative Capability is that the living of all life is uncertain,
 mysterious, and fuller as a result of imagination and love.
NOTES
1All quotations from Keats’s letters are taken from The Letters
 
of John Keats, ed. Hyder E. Rollins, 2 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.,
 1965).
2 
See letter of 27 October 1818, to Richard Woodhouse for  
further discussion of the “poetical Character
”
 which Keats describes  
as having “no self,” “no character,” “no Identity” (1: 387).
3 
Stuart Sperry’s essay “Romance as Wish-Fulfillment: Keats ’s  
The Eve of St. Agnes,” SIR, 10 (1971), 27-43, suggests that a
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reading of the poem for either “good or evil, truth or deception”
 
ignores “the complexity of the work, its subtlety of tone and
 mastery of the imaginative processes” (28). The circumstances
 may, according to Sperry, leave us 
“
puzzled as to which species of  
romance" it [the poem] belongs” to; yet “such doubts and
 questions" add to “effect and meaning" (30). Subsequent references
 to Sperry, cited by page number, refer to this essay.
4For a discussion of the metaphysical elements of the poem
 
and Keats
’
s treatment of the romantic form, see, respectively, Earl  
Wasserman’s The Finer Tone: Keats’s Major Poems (Baltimore,
 1953), and John Kern
’
s essay “Keats and the Problem of  
Romance,” PQ, 58 (1979), 171-189. While Jack Stillinger’s “The
 Hoodwinking of Madeline: Scepticism in ‘The Eve of St. Agnes,'”
 SP, 58 (1961), 533-555, emphasizes the unsavory aspects of
 Porphyro
’
s behavior, Martin Aske takes a different approach in  
“Magical Spaces in ‘The Eve of St. Agnes,'” EC, 31 (1981), 196-
 209. Acknowledging some degree of impropriety, in that
 Porphyro is “lucidly aware of his quest having a firm and definite
 sense of an ending" (202), Aske maintains that “Keats manages to
 avoid imputing motives of voyeurism to his hero” by withdrawing
 the personal pronoun “he” from lines 249-252 (204). Subsequent
 references to Kern, Stillinger, and Aske, cited by page number,
 refer to these essays.
5
 
All quotations from the “Eve of St. Agnes” are taken from  
The Poems of John Keats, ed. Jack Stillinger (Cambridge, Mass.,
 1978).
6
 
Aske writes that “doors and chambers give shape and depth  
to the magical landscape of Keats’s poem” (197). He suggests that
 the narrative is a progression through space, 
a
 passage through  
doors and chambers which “externalizes the lovers’ dream-desires
 in a veritable erotics of space” 
(208).
7 Both Kem and Stillinger see parallels between Madeline and  
the Beadsman. Kem says the poem seems to “celebrate the
 possibilities of alliance between imagination and reality” and that
 the Beadsman and Madeline both exemplify what he calls “escapist
 imagination,” “an essentially negative and exclusive form of
 imagination, one that turns away from the real rather than toward
 it” (183). Stillinger writes that “[b]oth are concerned with prayer
 and an ascetic ritual; both are isolated from the crowd and from
 actuality” (548).
8 
C. F. Burgess, “'The Eve of St. Agnes’: One Way to the  
Poem,
”
 EJ, 54 (1965), 389-394. Burgess discusses this aspect of  
duality in the poem in terms of contrasts. He writes that the
 “most dramatic conjunction of the spirit and the flesh” is
 “Porphyro
’
s love for Madeline which partakes of both the ethereal  
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and the carnal” (391). Subsequent references, cited by page
 
number, refer to this essay.
9 
Stillinger discusses the unsavory aspects of Porphyro’s  
actions in depth, referring to Porphryo’s “peeping-Tomism” and
 the “unheroic implications of 'Noiseless as fear in 
a
 wide  
wilderness'” (540, 542). His analysis of Stanza XXV draws a
 parallel between Satan’s response to the angel Zephon in Paradise
 Lost and Porphyro
’
s fainting spell in response to Madeline’s  
purity (542). Stillinger admits to portraying Porphyro in an
 “exaggerated fashion” to suggest problems with earlier criticism;
 he goes on to note Keats’s own confession of having “evil
 thoughts” when he was with women (546).
10
 
Burgess has an interesting description of Keats’s use of  
color in “preparation for this symbolic blending of silver and
 reddish-rose” (392).
11
 
Burgess interprets the lovers’ fleeing the castle as an  
indication that there can be no “satisfactory nor sustained
 reconciliation” between reality and imagination (393).
12Kern attributes lines 370-371 to the narrator
’
s manipulation  
of the romantic plot which “neither affirms nor denies Porphyro’s
 sense of triumph,” making the conclusion “more problematic than
 romantically satisfying,” with the end becoming a way of setting
 the lovers “outside the temporal limits of the poem” and exposing
 it as “fictive, an imaginative projection” (187).
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Eleanor M. Tilton
Emerita, Barnard College, Columbia University
On the 29th of
 
February 1912, a night-letter went out from New  
York 
City
 to  Windsor, Missouri. It read:
Have a two year offer fourteen hundred first year probably
 
fifteen hundred second English instructor university of
 Philippines Manila free transportation from here around the
 world regular college work chance for advanced work
 probably save half salary no danger to health must decide
 tomorrow night will consult professor first probably
 accept.
Even at twenty-three Ralph Leslie Rusk knew what facts were essential
 
for a particular purpose and in what order to put them. The addressee
 was his father who was determined to provide for all seven of his
 children advanced education,1 but who apparently wanted also to
 
keep  
them close to home. The elder Rusk, wiring his preference promptly,
 evoked from his son a four-page letter as carefully detailed 
and
 ordered as  
the night-letter—masterly compositions both. These documents speak
 eloquently
 
to a former student  of Professor Rusk. Here is both the man  
one knew and the man who was
 
“hard to  know.” He had  not given way  
to what he called his father’s “natural parental impulse” to protect his
 offspring. From this initial diagnosis, the letter moves to convince the
 elder Rusk that the decision to accept the job was made in a “cool,
 reasonable way, without allowing any heat of enthusiasm to
 affect.. .judgment.”
In spite of sweet reason, the letter suggests a pressing desire—the
 
desire to travel. There 
is,
 after all, romance in the phrase “around the  
world.” The young man allows himself to admit that the prospect of a
 long voyage is not unappealing. And once there I suspect he enjoyed
 hastening his letters to Miss Clara Gibbs with extra postage that 
they might go 
the
 faster  “via Siberia.” Rusk would be  a traveller all his life, 
a traveller who wanted to see with his 
own
 eyes and hear with his own  
ears. The self-appointed teacher of his four sisters, he had
 
begun their  
education with geography; he would describe for them in lively detail
 his first visit to a city; and later provide them with his own translations
 of French and German poetry. It was not just for scholarship that he
 followed Emerson’s journeys from Philae to Craigenputtock. Nor was
 it to find Achille Murat’s grave that he travelled by bus through the
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South, renting lodgings in private houses, calling on those who might
 
welcome him. Here was no tourist his eye 
on
 sights, seeking the  
comfort and convenience of recommended hotels, nor the dry scholar
 intent only on the past. It was not to find Emerson that he took (by
 local transport) a visiting nephew to Jones Beach as well as to the
 Cloisters. The nephew recalls an impromptu lecture on one of the
 Unicom tapestries; the talk drew a crowd of attentive listeners. Not
 alone for professional reasons, Rusk welcomed the invitation to
 Heidelburg (1948). The better to realize
 
his desire to know at first hand  
places, people, and cultures at home and abroad, he kept alive the
 languages he had learned. 
In
 Manila he  promptly found a tutor. I once  
expressed an Emersonian doubt of 
the 
value  of travel and was promptly  
rebuked. “I do not agree with you.” In his letter of 2 March, Rusk
 does not trouble
 
to argue  the certain  advantage  of knowledge  of another  
culture.
Carefully planned as it is, the letter does not altogether chill the
 
heat of another enthusiasm. The writer 
is
 moved by strong ambition.  
That teaching was to be his profession was probably a foregone
 conclusion. His grandfather and father had been teachers; he 
had
 begun  
practicing on his sisters before the youngest w s even in school.
 William H. Rusk, though for his health banished from the schoolroom
 to the farm, had given his son every encouragement. He had provided
 the maps for the geography lessons and did not rebuke 
his
 hand when  
the avid reader absorbed in a book
 
rested his team longer than needed.  
At a sacrifice acknowledged in the letter, he sent his youngest son to
 the University of Illinois to study literature. The move to Columbia
 after two years of high-school teaching revealed a new world. The
 young man found out
 
“that a Ph.D. is almost absolutely necessary now  
for any considerable advancement in the English departments of first-
 class American Colleges and Universities. It 
is
 the only means of  
entrance into the ‘charmed circle’ as they call it; and
 
it’s that very  circle  
I
 
am bound for....”
Whatever the immediate attraction of the job in Manila, ambition
 required the complement of prudence. Rusk consulted three friends2
 who concurred in thinking the salary a generous 
one
 that would allow  
him to save for
 
the  necessary second year in residence. There is nothing  
to show that he had a subject
 
for the all-important dissertation. No one  
of these advisers had 
then
 or later any interest in the new field of  
American Literature; 
nor
 is there any evidence  that the name  of William  
Peterfield Trent had drawn him to Columbia. When he set out for
 Manila in 1912, he
 
probably did not  know that Governor  of the Islands  
was Emerson’s
 
grandson.3
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Rusk had come to Columbia to continue his study of romantic
 
poetry. As a boy and young man
 
he not only read and learned poetry by  
heart, and translated it; he wrote it. He read and recited it for his sisters’
 pleasure. He even gathered his poems and translations together,
 illustrated and bound them as gift for his mother. According to his
 sisters, his taste was for the romantic and heroic. And he provided
 serial fictions of his own devising for their amusement and for
 neighboring children. Perhaps now it can be revealed that the secret
 project that
 
engaged the retired scholar’s attention was the writing of a  
novel. He destroyed it as he destroyed the volume of poetry after his
 mother’s death. If this side of Rusk comes as a surprise to his former
 students, they are bound to admit that he was as severe a critic of his
 own work as he was of theirs.
Not a man to sacrifice judgment to feeling, he observed that the
 
romantic poets were scarcely a
 
new topic in learned journals; he  turned  
to a field only just beginning to be studied. On his return for his
 second year in residence, he would find at Columbia Jay B. Hubbell
 with whom fourteen years later he would help to edit the first learned
 journal devoted to American literature. He must have found his
 dissertation subject fairly soon after he returned from the Philippines,
 though he was surely already initiated into the conception that the
 dissertation should be “a contribution to knowledge.” His reading
 showed him that however far historians had taken their study of the
 middle-western frontier, the literature had received scant attention. The
 “contribution” might well be made here. The University of Indiana
 where he would teach for ten years was a good base from which to
 work.
His first publication, however, is not the two-volume dissertation
 
but
 
“The  Adventures of Gilbert Imlay” (1923). As a student  of Shelley  
he would have heard of Imlay, whose novel The Emigrants had “for
 some time but with extremely doubtful right, the distinction of being
 the first important fiction of the pioneer settlers of the West.” Here
 
is a  
link at least between the early interest and the later. And considering
 Imlay’s entanglement in French political intrigue, one would like to
 make another. As a boy, Rusk had been entranced by Napoleon; he
 must have learned something of French history. The delight of his
 childhood was to reconstruct (with tacks) the great Napoleonic battles.
 I would not venture to suggest that the reenactment of a Napoleonic
 campaign is good training for scholarly research, but
 
it would certainly  
teach the player something of how to plan. From the age of eight,
 according
 
to  a sister, he was a planner.
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The Imlay essay (a dense 26 pages) certainly required planning.
 
Bristling with footnotes, it foreshadows the two-volume work
 
of 1925.  
The thoroughness of the research shows patience and perseverance,
 virtues that scholarship requires. Rusk had help. On Christmas day
 1915, he had
 
married Clara  Gibbs. As long as I knew him, Rusk never  
spoke of his own work in the first person 
singular.
 From Rome, 1939,  
he writes: “We search old newspapers as usual...”; from Concord,
 1945: “We work from Monday to Friday at the Emerson house....”
 And before
 
I knew him, in a letter of 1922 to his sister Ruth, he reports  
“our schedule is dragging a bit—each library requires somewhat longer
 than we planned.” A student’s astonishment at the amount of work a
 scholar had produced evoked the remark: “Well, he must have a good
 wife.” Rusk’s plural pronoun might sometimes include his daughter; it
 
alwa
ys included his wife.
As well as painstaking research, the Imlay essay demonstrates
 careful writing and skilful composition. Although encrusted with
 footnotes, the essay carries its burden of detail smoothly. The easy
 movement is the more remarkable because so much of the evidence 
is indirect, evidence in which moreover there are yawning gaps. A man of
 integrity, Rusk was never tempted to bridge gulfs with speculation or
 brighten shadowy places with fictions. What it was “impossible to
 know” he would not invent. All Rusk’s work is so easy to read that
 jejune critics who apparently prefer to be tormented by tortuous
 speculation or dazzled by fictions may never see the solidity of the
 content or recognize the skilful composition. In the Imlay essay, he
 creates out of verifiable fact the sketch of a character the more real
 because still puzzling, and
 
gives a narrative of events the  more exciting  
because
 
of unsolved mysteries.
In the
 
ten years  between 1915 and 1925 he must have perfected the  
orderly habits that conserved time for the exacting research he
 
asked of  
himself and would ask of his students. When he returned to Columbia
 with the manuscript of the dissertation, he had to know the magnitude
 of what he had accomplished as well as the limits of his knowledge of
 American literature, limits he would candidly admit to one of the
 graduate students he took over from Trent. He had, however, made a
 “contribution to knowledge” of major importance and continuing use.
 He was
 
qualified for entrance into that “charmed circle” he had learned of  
in 1911. Without the
 
degree he reached the rank  of Associate Professor  
at Indiana; with it, he joined the graduate faculty of Columbia
 University, becoming a full professor in 1935.
Heir to W. P. Trent, for the next twenty-nine years Rusk guided a
 
succession of sometimes puzzled, sometimes exasperated, and
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sometimes terrified students toward the degree. He acquired the
 
reputation of being the university’s “hardest taskmaster.” The focus of
 his concern with 
us
 and  for  us was the dissertation. From hindsight his  
single-minded attention to the dissertation shows a sense of proportion
 then beyond youthful comprehension. He left the selection of courses
 to us; the successive hurdles that culminated in the matriculation orals
 were of slight importance in his eyes. I remember being taken aback
 by
 
his offhand reply  to  my question about the orals. He was untroubled  
when a student did badly or failed it. Of one who
 
did “rather poorly,” he  
writes in his private notes: “but I have faith in his ability to write—
 and to write criticism in particular.” Providing questions for another
 who
 had
 failed, he writes to the chairman declaring the candidate a “good  
man,” by which he meant that the student could write well, could do
 research, 
and
 had an independent mind; these criteria show  up repeatedly  
in the private notes. What he wanted from his students was a good
 book—a good book, after all, could last, could make its author’s
 reputation. Of a dissertation that had not been quickly accepted for
 publication,
 
he wrote  the chairman: “I am ashamed that  so  good a book  
should not
 
find a  publisher.” He begrudged any excess time a student  
might spend on teaching or on 
any
 interest outside the dissertation. If, 
in the course of his own work, he came upon manuscripts or references
 useful to ours, he promptly shared it, and there was pleasure in
 reciprocating. I believe that the “charmed circle”
 
he had had in mind for  
himself he had in mind also for his students.4
Turning consistently on the three criteria, the notes report the signs
 
that warranted doubts. Those who could not impose coherent and
 rational order on their materials and those given to groundless
 speculation were not promising. He preserved a one-page sampling
 from a fifteen-page outline that showed only too plainly that the
 composer had no sense of order, proportion, or discrimination. No
 comment is attached to the sample; none is needed. The scholar has
 only here to let the facts speak for themselves. Another student, an
 enthusiast in every sense of the word, had proved in his first seminar
 report that Emerson was a
 
“mystic” only and, in the next report, that  he  
was
 
a “stoic” only. The note concludes: “I fear that a considerable part  
of his report on the stoics was from intuition
 
rather  than  research but  he  
has a genuine interest
 
in philosophy—but he EXAGGERATES.” The  
caps appear doubly expressive.
No one who knew him will be surprised that the notes are
 scrupulously fair. Rusk was a just man and no one ever doubted it.
 One note is suggestive. A seminar was entertained with a detailed
 Freudian interpretation of Cooper. Rusk records a sample. There
 
is no  
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word in the recording that suggests an intent to satirize the student or
 
even the method, but the latter is surely the effect. For the rest the
 record shows that the report included some excellent criticism and was
 very well written, both observations repeated in next
 
year’s note. What  
Rusk expected of criticism is clear from another note reporting a
 student’s “close
 
reading” of a poem. He does not say that  he found the  
painstaking line-by-line interpretation (an undergraduate exercise at best)
 tedious; more serious in his eyes 
is
 the student’s submission to the  
text; the work was not a free critical judgment of the poem as well- or
 ill-made.
As a critic of his student’s work, Rusk used familiar devices, but
 
he appears to have used them with more consistency than most of us
 do. Downright errors were corrected at once. Weaknesses of style were
 dealt with by positive suggestions, but not by specific picking at the
 text. Weakness of reasoning and 
inadequacy
 of evidence were countered 
by
 
direct questions. Suggestion met labored or incoherent organization;  
some other scheme to be tried out was proposed. Such suggestions
 were likely 
“
to wait till whole book is in rough draft.” A “stickler for  
good writing” and insistent on “deliberate and careful work,” Rusk did
 not impose his style on his students nor force his way of thought upon
 them. 
As
 more than one former students now gratefully recalls, Rusk  
“did everything he could to help me make it a good book.” He might
 see that a student’s “difficulty will be to select the right parts and weave
 
them
 into a firmly patterned and smooth narrative” or that another must  
“find the proper way of saying the right things without so much
 formality and stiffness.” And from a letter to me: “The job you have
 still to do 
is
 to be charged up to your lack of patience with detail....In  
the notes you are at your worst.” True, the consequence of this
 thoughtful help might be another year’s research and another year’s
 revision. Some of his students fled to lower ground where the terrain
 was easier.
At the same time he was not unsympathetic nor ignorant of
 
mitigating circumstances that might delay progress. His work at
Columbia spanned the great depression and the second world 
war.
 He  
did not know that the last word of my first seminar report coincided
 with my last nickel, but his notes show continuing thought for
 students who might have to borrow money, for a young woman with a
 sick child and a husband in the army, for the demands made upon an
 only child with ailing parents, for the anxieties of a new father, for a
 black student whose intelligence and very real ability might not be
 recognized, for the future of a badly wounded war veteran. Of the last,
 his note reads: “I must do all I can to help this man.” Some students,
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but not all, found the “warm human being” behind the reticience,
 
beyond the distance he quite rightly maintained.
He did nothing to curry the
 
students’ favor or to  exact applause in  a  
classroom. Just when he came to the conclusion that literary history
 might
 
be dull, I do not know. In 1950 he succinctly gave his reasons:  
“A
 
literature was not a unit All  its particles were mutually  repellent.”  
That there could be a unifying idea was an illusion, for a thesis
 “distorted as much 
as
 it  unified.” He  resorted to no tricks to make his  
large lecture courses entertaining; he concentrated on making them
 thoroughly informative. At first
 
he wrote  out his lectures; he was later  
lecturing without notes. The lectures were “talked, in stately, flawless
 sentences
 
and paragraphs.” He catered to no fashion, followed no trend,  
and eschewed the
 
affectations that make  for instant popularity. He had  
no eccentricities of manner. It goes without saying that he did not
 exaggerate.
Not many students credited him with humor, perhaps because he
 
was inclined to understatement. He handled lapses of taste with
 expressionless irony. Liable to falling into slanginess, I simply did not
 recognize 
his
 oblique  objection until later I saw the fault for myself and  
recalled with chagrin what he’d said. Another student treasures the
 criticism: “I think this will do—when you have cooled it off a bit.”
 To cool a student’s enthusiasm for Melville’s “thought,” he said:
 “Melville
 
always dives deep but he never comes up with anything.” He  
could respond to a feeble pun by pretending
 
not to get it, but he liked, I  
think,
 
appropriate  levity  and genuine wit
With gifts and virtues, some recognized only in retrospect,
 Professor Rusk, however “hard to know,” had
 
his students’s respect if  
not always their affection. Perhaps Rusk is best understood by a
 sentence of his own that two correspondents recalled to me. In his
 preface to the Life of Emerson, he puts “a high value on Emerson as an
 individualist struggling, though never with entire success, to keep his
 little area of personal freedom safe from encroachment.” The
 complement to this idea is
 
recoverable from his 1950 review of Spiller  
and Thorpe (italics mine): “One is relieved to discover that editorial
 authority has not subdued the contributors to a dead level, for it would
 be unthinkable to set unity of tone above integrity of persons.”
 Holding this Kantean
 
principle, the teacher  would respect the integrity  
of his students, and the scholar would direct his
 
work toward biography.
The
 
change  of direction  from The Literature of the Middle Western  
Frontier to The Letters of Ralph Waldo Emerson did not
 
occur  at once.  
Between 1925 and 1928 he ventured
 
into another desert, that of colonial  
poetry. What he thought of what he found there is inferrable from his
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1930 review of
 
Ola Winslow’s American Broadside Verse and Oscar  
Wegelin’s Early American Poetry 
(Second
 Edition). Too temperate and  
too sensible to inflate the literary value of colonial poetry, Rusk could
 find in this verse and doggerel “some interesting reflections of the men
 and
 
manners of an earlier day,” some humor largely unconscious, some  
useful matter for the student of dialects, and some “robust realism.”
 The reviews show his familiarity with the primary materials; and
 Columbia now possesses his collection of photostats and notes, the
 record of his exploration of newspapers and rare books. What he
 
might  
have done with them 
is
 unknown, but he used them in a seminar in  
colonial literature, as the MSS of M.A. papers show.
There are conflicting
 
stories about what led him to Emerson letters,  
but I think he always preferred to learn from primary sources.
 Commenting on a book by a well-known popularizer of American
 subjects, Rusk describes the author as diligent enough
 
to “wade through  
the froth and scum, even within limits, generally, of secondary
 sources.” In the few reviews he wrote, polite as they are, he shows
 little liking for works at third hand or works that presumptuously
 dragged their subjects out of their own time
 
into the twentieth century.  
It is only by digging into the documents contemporary with one’s
 subject that a scholar
 
can “make  his  reader  live for the moment wholly  
in the past.” There can be no surer way of getting into the past than
 
by  
reading another man’s mail.
Letters lead to biography; from letters even more than from
 
journals, comes the
 
“sense of constant movement and the coexistent life  
of body and mind.” The phrase is of 1950, but I think it 
is
 not the  
expression of after-the-fact discovery so much as of a long-continued
 inclination to tell a story. In 1923 he had done his best to shape the
 skimpy facts of Imlay’s “Adventures” into a Life. The
 
phrase itself is  
used in a sentence that diminishes gratitude for criticism wherever it
 may “weaken” that sense of movement. Rusk’s professional life lay
 between the Cambridge History of 
Trent,
 Erskine, and Van Doren and  
the Literary History of Spiller and Thorpe; the whole review of the
 letter is written
 
from  Rusk’s sense of change. And at its close he yields  
to the
 
temptation of playing “the...perilous game of guessing” what the  
next such compilation will be like. He foresees that the study of
 literature will come to ignore all national boundaries. The one-time
 teacher of geography finds the appropriate metaphor: “In literary
 geography, one needs to remember, there is no Mississippi or
 
Amazon  
whose course lies wholly within the
 
boundaries of one country and no 
Hudson that belongs entirely to one state.” Yet the concluding
 consultation with the crystal ball turns as if by compulsion toward
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biography [italics mine]: “...readers will care little about
 
what quarter  
of the world an idea comes from, but much about the roots of
 personality out
 
of which it grows and much about its validity  and about  
the excellence of the art that can give it new and beautiful life.” To the
 question that follows and ends the review—“Or is this last only wishful
 guessing?”—the answer in 1979 appears to be “Yes.” The oddity 
is that he had said in the same review: “The cobwebs of pedantry, just
 being cleared away from literary history, begin to appear again in
 criticism.”
I do not mean to imply that Rusk came to biography because he
 
could not help it. A man so little impulsive and so given to careful
 planning does not drift with his inclinations. He wrote the biography
 when he was ready to write it, well-prepared by the close work on the
 Letters. He had thought out carefully his editorial plans by 8 October
 1929, begun his work, and was already in touch with Emerson’s
 grandson Edward Waldo Forbes.5 On 8 October he wrote Ashley
 Thorndike a long account of what he proposed to
 
do. He wanted to put  
his relation to Forbes 
on
 a sound footing, and believed that Forbes  
would welcome assurance of his “honorable intentions
 and...willingness to do a thorough and scholarly job of editing.” He
 suggests as intermediary Bliss Perry. Thorndike promptly reported to
 Professor
 
Perry: “I am writing to you to say that Rusk is an A-No.1  
man and could be trusted with
 
anything.”
To someone who remembers Mr. Forbes as  the kindest and  gentlest  
of men whose own brother called him a “saint,” Rusk’s approach seems
 over-cautious, but it was wise. The greater part of
 
the important work  
that had used the family papers had been
 
done by members of the family  
or close
 
friends of Emerson himself. Rusk was the fir t outsider to see  
the rich collection of Emerson papers then not housed in Houghton
 Library. All Emerson scholars have reason to be grateful that Rusk
 was careful, that he 
was
 a man who “could be trusted with anything.”6
We can be grateful 
too,
 that he was an “A-No. 1” scholar. The  
extraordinary 
notes
 he  took provide a descriptive index  to all the papers,  
its usefulness diminished only by such rearrangement of the papers as
 the Houghton Library had to make to insure their preservation and to
 organize them in a way to make them retrievable. (The quantity of the
 papers is suggested by 
the
 fact that they are not yet entirely catalogued.)  
Rusk’s notes are dated and annotated to show whether he used the
 material while it was still in the Emerson house or after it came to
 Harvard. The manuscripts are described in sufficient detail to allow
 them to be recognized. And every note has been
 carefully 
checked, each  
line of quoted matter m ked. The 
notes
 include a complete index to the  
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centenary edition of the Works and to the Journals as edited by Edward
 
Emerson. Since the editors of JMN give MS pages, Rusk’s notes from
 the MS journals provide
 
an index to JMN as well.
Rusk looked at everything, and there was little he did not
 
read. If  
he did not read through a manuscript, the note card says so and says
 why. It would be possible, if anyone cared to do so, to determine
 what—with the biography in mind—Rusk chose to ignore and what he
 chose to attend to. When the effort is to cope with abstract ideas, the
 note-taking is dutiful only and so perfunctory, part of the job, but not
 the most grateful part. The likes and dislikes show up more comically
 in his record of letters to Emerson. I suspect Aunt Mary tried his
 patience before she became rather more than Emerson himself could
 take. Aunt Mary’s handwriting and incoherence extend a double
 invitation to close one’s eyes. In the Life, Rusk tends to minimize her
 influence upon her nephews, reading backwards, so to speak. It seems
 not to have occurred to him that she might have had a certain nuisance
 value in provoking her nephew to defend such favorites as Hume and
 Coleridge. Emerson wearied of Thoreau’s contradictious
 
nature  too, but  
this relation is not diminished. Lesser lights grow dim to the
 notetaker. Anyone who turns to the originals sees why; Emerson
 attracted a number of tiresome correspondents.
The scholarly editor shows up when Rusk studies a letter for
 
evidence that Emerson has written 
one;
 his cautious “Probable letter,  
but there is no proof’ appears on a number of them. This kind of
 caution insures that there are relatively few mistakes in The Letters
 except those
 
of the kind impossible to avoid; only new material corrects  
them. The logic, on the evidence, cannot be faulted. Listing letters
 from catalogues Rusk cannot avoid repeating their errors; he corrects all
 he can. The only avoidable errors—and these are few—arise from his
 using Cabot’s choronological list of the letters that came his way.
 This list happens to be less accurate and less informative than the
 original list made as the letters came in. Ghosts crept into the
 chronological list and reappear in The Letters. Rusk’s
 
decision (made at  
the start) not to reprint letters already in print but only to provide a
 guide to them can be questioned because so many of them appear in
 ephemeral publications, some so ephemeral that he did not find them,
 but he had his reason. He wished to hold strictly to holograph texts.
 He could not quite keep to that part of the resolve; certain copies by
 Cabot or Ellen Emerson being in their matter of sufficient importance
 to
 
persuade him to weaken. Fault-finding aside, texts, notes, and  index  
are models for editors
—
models unfortunately not always  followed. The  
texts are not only correct and readable as they, first of all, should be,
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but the notes and index make them continuously usable for scholars
 
with their own questions about Emerson or any of his friends and
 correspondents. The Letters are a major achievement and that they were
 printed before the Life
 
is all to the good.
Of the prize-winning Life, reviewers have spoken with eloquence,
 and even reviewers who had honest objections found too much to
 admire to indulge in their complaints. The few who thought carping
 was
 
their job are negligible; and the arrogant young will no doubt  mend  
their manners along with their ignorance. The deserved praise need not
 be repeated, but only someone who has made constant use of the book
 can testify
 
to how many questions are answered there. Having ruined a  
presentation copy by constant handling, I am a good 
witness.
 I needed  
to know precisely when the Emerso s moved to Roxbury; I found in
 Rusk: “It could hardly have been 
any
 lack of financial prosperity in  the  
school that determined the family to leave Federal Street and Boston on
 May 24,1823, one 
day
 before Waldo’s twentieth  birthday.” Turning to  
the biography of another literary figure because I needed to know
 precisely when this gentleman left his midwestern residence to return
 east, I found to my frustration that he left “before the frost was barely
 out of the ground.” The specificity of Rusk’s book remarkably does
 not impede the movement; at the same time precision keeps the style
 from being merely pleasing to the ear. What gets said is neither trivial
 nor useless, sentimental nor vague. The lazy reader is not allowed to
 indulge himself. To give so much sheer fact without building a rocky
 road is not so easy as Rusk makes it look.
Such was Rusk’s reputation that not long after the Letters were
 
published and well before the Life was written, he had inquiries from
two university presses and two well-known commercial publishers 
as well as others less well-known. Incentives would probably
 
be welcome  
even to 
so
 determined a man as Rusk. His original version of the  book  
was apparently longer, but I think not so much was sacrificed for
 publication as is sometimes said. The compression of the notes and the
 incorporation of the bibliographical apparatus into the index certainly
 saved a great deal of space, not to
 
mention  that the method  allows a text  
unpeppered with superior numbers.7 The method takes some getting
 used to, but it works easily enough. From the note-card files it is
 possible to get a notion of how much of the text was cut. Rusk
 marked material
 
used in the Life, once in pencil and again  in red crayon.  
The pencilled notes identify the chapters in which the matter was used
 in the first version; the red crayon entries, the chapters in the second
 version. I have not made a systematic study of all the cards, but have
 observed that the many notes I have noticed show a difference of two
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chapters only. How much cutting
 
of paragraphs, phrases, and words he  
made there is no way to tell, but, 
as
 we all know, such pruning makes  
a better
 
text. Whatever loss he may have regretted, the  book as revised  
was probably the better candidate for the National Book Award it
 received.
A prize-winner, Rusk was for a brief time a celebrity and for all
 
time a scholar whose work no student can afford to 
ignore.
 Yet while  
he was deep in the proofreading i  th  Fall of 1948, the
 
invitation came  
from the University of Heidelberg. Rusk’s letter to the Columbia
 chairman 
is
 characteristically restrained and fully informative, but it  
points in a new direction. He had, as always, a plan, this time to turn
 his courses in the direction
 
of comparative literature. In the record from 
Imlay to
 
Emerson, I see a paradoxically controlled inclination to break  
down fences. Though certainly in no hurry to do 
so
 and making his  
choices according to his 
own
 light, not scrambling to follow a fashion,  
he seemed
 
while  he completed  one move to have his eye on the next. I  
think that secret project 
had
 been in the offing for a long time.
On his return from Heidelberg in 1951, he 
was
 a few years away  
from retirement. The rumor was that Rusk had “mellowed,” and had
 even become 
unpredictable.
 Perhaps he had, but changes were  altering  
the character of the graduate school and altering noticeably the
 conception of the dissertation which, with publication no longer
 required, need no longer be a “contribution to knowledge.” Students
 came under the guidance of a committee; fewer examiners were
 summoned for the 
defense.
 And the number of graduate students had  
grown beyong the capacity of any English department to maintain the
 earlier standards. There were jobs waiting in the fifties; the dissertation
 became a
 
union card. When I lamented  lapsing standards, Rusk wrote:  
“I agree with you.” 
His
 retirement in 1954 came just in time, I think.  
What he exemplified in his own work and what he taught and taught
 well
 
was  no longer required.
Retirement was no doubt welcome to him, though no one could
 imagine 
him
 idle. He had accumulated more Emerson letters. There  
was talk of a seventh volume, but in 1959 he turned over to me the
 new letters and all his files. He carefully superintended the moving and
 stacking of them for their transportation
 
from  Riverside to Morningside  
Drive. There was something else he wanted to do. I summoned the
 nerve to ask, but, smiling, he kept his secret and his area of freedom.
 The accumulated facts left Riverside Drive to make room for fiction—
 unguessed at and unrevealed. He was, after all, still a hard man to
 know, but always a 
man
 to admire. The recurring word in letters from  
relatives and former students is the word “integrity.” His contribution
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to our knowledge of American Literature is undeniable. He was indeed
 
an
 
“A-No. 1 man” to be “trusted  with anything.”
NOTES
1Fem Rusk Shapley’s account of her father is on deposit at
 
the Jay B. Hubbell Center for American Literary Historiography,
 Duke University.
For this account of Ralph L. Rusk, I owe my thanks to his
 
family and his former students. His sisters, Fem Rusk Shapley,
 Zay Rusk Sullens, Edna Rusk Dalton, and Ruth Rusk Curry
 provided me with their recollections. Mrs. Shapley in particular
 sent me the night-letter and the letter of 1912 and gave an account
 of her father and biographical notes 
on
 her older brothers and her  
sisters. Rusk
’
s nephews Mr. Fred Rusk and William E. Sullens,  
M.D., and his niece Elizabeth Rusk, Ph.D. also provided
 recollections. Both Dr. Sullens and Elizabeth Rusk worked for
 their uncle. It goes without saying that I owe a great deal to
 Rusk’s wife Clara Gibbs Rusk and to his daughter Margaret Ann
 White. Mrs. White’s essay on her father is with the
 accompanying documents.
Jay B. Hubbell recalled his first meeting with Rusk at
 
Columbia in 1914-1915 and their work as editors of American
 Literature. Emery Neff and James L. Clifford spoke 
as
 former  
colleagues, and Lewis Leary in the double capacity of former
 student and colleague.
In addition to Professor Leary, the following former students
 
kindly replied to my letter of inquiry: Joy Bayless, Mary
 Elizabeth Burtis, Herbert Brown, Mary Sue Carlock, George A.
 Cook, Thomas Giddings, Clarence L. Gohdes, Stephen J. Haselton,
 John A. Kouwenhoven, Patrick F. Quinn, William Randel, Lyon N.
 Richardson,
 
and Joseph Slater. My sparse quotation from these  
letters gives no indication of their great value to me.
For documents, I have drawn upon the files of the Columbia
 
English Department, from material in the Columbiana Room with
 the welcome help of the Curator Paul 
R.
 Palmer, from Rusk ’s own  
MS records and his letters to me, from the files of notes for his
 work on Emerson, and from his publications.
Editor’s note: UMSE expresses gratitude to Professor Tilton,
 
to the Jay B. Hubbell Center for American Literary Historiography,
 Duke University, and to Professor Joel Myerson (for calling
 attention to Professor Tilton
’
s essay).
2Rusk gives only surnames—Graves, Smith, and Wright—in
 
his letter, but from the clues of his details, two of them are readily
 identifiable. Graves had to be Frank Pierrepont Graves who had
 already served 
as
 president of two western state universities  
(Wyoming and Washington) and had taught at the University of
 Missouri in 1904-1907. It must have been between 1904-1907
 that he gave an address for graduation at the Windsor High School;
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Rusk recalls the address in his letter. He was at Columbia 
in 
1911-1912 to take 
a
 Ph.D. in Education. He would become New  
York State Commissioner of Education in 1921. (The only other
 Graves in the Columbia Faculty and Student directory of 1911-
 1912 is a woman.) Dr. Wright “my teacher and friend” has to be
 Ernest Hunter Wright, an instructor then beginning his long career
 at Columbia. Smith 
is
 less certain, but eliminating women,  
pharmacy, medical, and law students (and my own high school
 geometry teacher) leaves among the few possibilities Robert
 Metcalf Smith, later Professor of English at Lehigh. In the letter
 Smith 
is
 described as holding a graduate fellowship in English;  
Robert Metcalf Smith did hold a fellowship in 1911-1912.
3William Cameron Forbes was governor-general from 11
 
November 1909 to 12 August 1913.
4
His letters to me confirm this judgment; in one he writes: “I  
am pleased, of course, because you give your book on Holmes so
 important a place.
”
 One of Rusk’s former students had the  
impression that Rusk was disappointed in him because he 
was content outside that “circle.
”
5For Forbes, see Edward Waldo Forbes, Yankee Visionary,
 
Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, 1971. Forbes was director
 of the Museum from 1909-1944, serving also 
as
 Lecturer in the  
Department of Fine Arts.
6That through the devotion of the Emerson family, so much
 
was preserved does not diminish our debt to Rusk.
7That the method was invented late 
is
 clear from a letter to  
me of 9 November 1948. He writes that the book 
is
 about two-  
thirds in galley, but the notes, to come at the end of the book, are
 still to be condensed and put into final form.”
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COOPER AND WORDSWORTH
Lance Schachterle
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
To modern readers, James Fenimore Cooper and William
 
Wordsworth exemplify important but quite different facets of
 Romanticism. To contemporaries, they ranked among the foremost
 writers in English in the first half of
 
the nineteenth century. Yet these  
similarities pale before their apparent differences. Wordsworth’s lyric
 art and his introspective range of mind are far from what we usually
 think of as Cooper’s strengths—exciting narratives and ambiguous
 characters like the Leatherstocking who provoke 
us
 to contemplate the  
distinctiveness of American stock. Further, Cooper’s distaste for
 personal reflection (even in his letters) or for critical inquiry about the
 nature of literature differs strikingly from Wordsworth’s probings, in
 prose
 
and poetry, about his art.
Documentary evidence
 does
 exist, however, to  indicate  that Cooper  
read Wordsworth, and from that evidence we can begin to look more
 closely at both common traits and even literary influence. Because the
 Cooper family suffered the bad fortune through the nineteenth century
 of repeatedly 
losing 
their homes and personal libraries to  conflagrations,  
we cannot tell what books the author owned or perhaps annotated.
 Fortunately, however, we can chart Cooper’s interests in poetry through
 
his
 career-long use of chapter epigraphs or “mottoes,” by which he  
characterizes the ensuing chapter in all his fiction from his second
 novel, The Spy (1821), through Ways of the Hour thirty years later.1
 And as I shall argue, these mottoes not only disclose his reading of
 poetry, but in their thematic anticipation of the narrative, they also
 enable
 
us to see how the  novelist used selected verse  to complement  his  
own prose.
1.
Cooper almost
 
met Wordsworth. The American spent seven years  
in Europe between 1826 and 1833, mostly on the Continent. His
 longest sojourn in England, however, lasted only three months, from
 28 February 1828 to the 28th of
 May.
 Settling with his family in St.  
James Place near Green Park, Cooper soon
 
discovered the benefits  of an  
association with the banker-poet, Samuel Rogers. Often in Rogers’s
 company, Cooper visited and dined with
 
prominent  British literary and  
public figures. His travel
 
book on England records a delightful evening  
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with Coleridge and Sir Walter Scott on 22 April, during which the
 
poet’s flood of imaginative discourse on the Unity of Homer daunted
 the two novelists into comparative silence.2
Cooper was less fortunate in his plans to meet Wordsworth. The
 
same travel
 
book  laments that
I have just missed seeing Mr. Wordsworth too, in
 
consequence of ill health. He dined with 
Mr.
 Rogers, and I  
was asked to meet him, but my old enemy the headache and
 a severe nervous attack, obliged me to send excuses,
 though I put them off as long as I could, and drank hot tea
 all the morning to get myself in trim. Mr. Rogers sent to
 press me 
to
 join them in the evening, but I was then in  
bed. (p. 166)
Thus ended the only occasion where the two authors might have
 
met.
 Knowing of Cooper’s mixed feelings about England, one cannot  
help but wonder about the nature of his “severe nervous attack.”
 Cooper records that he had
 
talked to Scott  at length about the inequities  
for writers in both countries because of the absence of international
 copyright laws.3 Such matters were appropriate to novelists depending
 on sales in times of uncertain
 
markets and of commercial reversals. But  
what topic could have occupied Cooper 
and
 Wordsworth?
One topic Cooper very much had on his mind but probably would
 not have broached was his book then in progress, Notions of the
 Americans. Written at the behest of Lafayette to explain American
 institutions to Europeans, Notions expanded
 
in scope  as Cooper labored  
to correct what he viewed as purposeful distortions by Europeans of
 American democracy. The demands on his energy this book exacted
 weighed heavily on 
him,
 and according to his wife, led to the very  kind  
of nervous irritation that sent him to his bed the night of the
 Wordsworth
 
dinner.4
In Notions of the Americans, Cooper—four generations distant
 from his namesake who emigrated from Stratford-on-Avon in 1679—
 pleaded for his countrymen to strive for cultural independence from
 England as fifty years earlier they had acquired political sufficiency.
 Servile deference to
 
British critics, especially about political and literary  
matters, hobbled native growth of a true indigenous literature. Cooper
 also lamented the
 
absence of a copyright agreement, though  for reasons  
different from those of Scott (and later of Dickens.) To Cooper’s
 distress, American pirating of British authors, free of royalty charges,
 flooded the new world with cheap British books, thus dampening the
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market for native authors. Understandably, these suspicions about the
 
consequence of British cultural hegemony helped make Cooper uneasy
 during his social visits in London. Perhaps, then, the pressures of
 composing his longest declaration of
 
American cultural independence  
prevented Cooper from accepting his one invitation to meet
 Wordsworth.
2.
Judging from the novelist’s use of chapter epigraphs, Cooper’s
 
inability to dine vith the poet did not diminish his reading or use of
 Wordsworth in his mottoes. Indeed, a survey of the roughly one
 thousand chapter epigraphs
 
discloses helpful evidence of Cooper’s broad  
reading and his use of what he read, by which
 
we can  chart an interest in  
Wordsworth that 
matures
 in the novelist’s  prolific last decade.
Almost half of Cooper’s chapter epigraphs come from 
Shakespeare, a not surprising tribute to an author Cooper clearly knew well. At the
 outset of his career, in books as diverse as The Prairie, The Red Rover,
 and The Water Witch, Shakespearean texts supply almost every motto.
 Both early and late through his thirty-one novels, Cooper turned to
 Shakespeare
 
for pithy mottoes to typify  the content of a new chapter.
After Shakespeare, Cooper most often drew on contemporaries,
 Scott and Byron, Who share with him an ability to “spin a good yarn.”
 Byron is the most 
frequently
 quoted author after Shakespeare,  with fifty-  
six attributions spread throughout Cooper’s works. Scott’s poetry
 contributes twenty-three mottoes, though curiously Cooper’s use of
 Scott drops off after his return to the United States. Following Scott
 are twenty epigraphs borrowed from Cooper’s London neighbor,
 Samuel Rogers. And as a writer bom in 1789 and first educated in
 Albany by an English cleric of orthodox tastes, Cooper’s reliance on
 eighteenth-century poets like Pope, William Cowper, Thomson, and
 similar figures occasions little surprise.
In choosing epigraphs, Cooper turns less often to American
 
sources than one would
 
expect from an author who pleaded vigorously  
for American independence from British literature. The young authors
 Cooper cites in Notions for trying “to extract sweets from even these
 wholesome, but scentless, native plants”5—Halleck, Bryant, Percival,
 and Sprague—appear occasionally with Bryant the dominant source.
 Various American satiric verse writers contribute to Cooper’s stock of
 epigraphs, as do folk-tales, anon., and
 
in Wing-and-Wing, the “14,763d  
verse of Yankee Doodle.” Nor did Cooper ignore the younger
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generation
 
of American poets who dominated the  scene after his  death in  
1851. Longfellow (bom 1807), who did not begin
 
publishing regularly  
until the 1830’s, supplies epigraphs for five of Cooper’s novels of
 
his  
last decade. Similarly, Whittier (also bom in 1807) 
is
 quoted twice in  
Cooper’s third from last novel, The Oak Openings (1848).
Surveying Cooper’s epigraphs yielded as the greatest surprise,
 
however, his use of epigraphs drawn from all of the major Romantic
 poets save Blake: five sources from Shelley, five from Coleridge, nine
 from Wordsworth and even one (in Oak Openings) from Keats. The
 Shelley references occur as early as The Headsman (1833), the last of
 the three historical romances set in Europe and fruit of Cooper’s
 Continental 
sojourn.
 The remaining Shelley quotations, like all those  
drawn from Coleridge, occur in Cooper’s final decade during which he
 produced
 
almost half his fictional  titles.
3.
After Byron, Scott, and Campbell—whose Gertrude of
 
Wyoming  
mirrored the sentiments of many Cooper situations—Wordsworth
 proved to
 
be Cooper’s favorite source for epigraphs among the poets of  
the older Romantic generation. Cooper first used a Wordsworthian tag
 as the motto for chapter VI in one of his earlier works, The Red Rover
 (1827). Here a reference to lines from “Rob Roy’s Grave” (1807)
 parallels Rob Roy’s boast of taking the law into his own hands with
 similarly unsettling insinuations expressed by Cooper’s titular
 character, another freebooter who mixes love of personal liberty with
 selfish
 
gain  and anti-authoritarian politics.
Cooper’s other eight Wordsworth epigraphs all occur in the fiction
 of the 1840’s, and display familiarity with some of the poet’s best
 known lyrics. In The
 
Pathfinder (1840), the  heroine’s first  impressions  
in Chapter VII of the wilderness (soon to be filled with threatening
 Indians) is introduced by the opening lines of Wordsworth’s lyric of
 1815 “Yarrow Visited.” The thematic anticipation of these lines 
is
 apt.  
“Yarrow Visited” opens in disappointment that a stream long sought
 supplies so little to the 
fancy,
 but the poem concludes with a wealth of  
associations to “heighten joy/ And cheer my mind in sorrow.”
 Similarly, Cooper’s heroine in The Pathfinder experiences enough
 excitement in her trip down the wilderness stream that “the real
 sublimity that belonged to the scene”6 becomes indelible. In his
 epigraph, Cooper apprehends and emulates the dynamics of
 Wordsworth’s lyric with its movement from wan indifference to
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recognition that Yarrow with its acquired cast of human ties yields at
 
last a “genuine image” (1, 86).
The other two
 
references in Pathfinder are more conventional tags,  
less complexly woven into the fabric of the novel. Chapter XXII opens
 with lines from Wordsworth’s “Laodamia” (1815) paying tribute to
 Laodamia’s fidelity to her dead husband; as Laodamia follows him into
 the shades, so in Pathfinder a soldier’s wife has been tomahawked by
 Indians as she left safety to grieve for her fallen husband. And in
 Chapter XXV, the opening lines of “Resolution and Independence”
 (1807) with “the sun...rising calm and bright” after “a roaring in the
 wind all
 
night” aptly herald the rescue  of the heroine  and her friends by  
a young suitor.
Cooper’s next novel, the historical romance Mercedes of Castile
 
(1840), draws upon
 
two of the poet’s  best known lyrics to introduce  the  
novel’s
 
principal heroines. We are prepared  for Isabella of Castile, who  
in Chapter II
 
decides to  leave her sheltered life by marrying Ferdinand of  
Aragon, by the conclusion of “To a Skylark” (1827) which celebrates
 the lark as “Type of the wise, who soar, but never roam.” And the last
 chapter memorializes the marriage of Mercedes to her suitor Luis with
 the final lines of “She Was a Phantom of Delight” (1807):
A perfect woman, nobly planned,
 
To warn, 
to
 comfort, and command;  
And yet a Spirit still, and bright
 With something of angelic light.
Before examining in more detail Cooper’s use of Wordsworth in
 
The Deerslayer, let me comment briefly on two final Wordsworth
 epigraphs drawn from the first and last parts of Cooper’s anti-rent
 trilogy, the “Littlepage Manuscripts.” In the final volume of the
 trilogy, The Redskins (1846), Cooper calls for the last time on a
 Wordsworth lyric—“Louisa” of 1807—to introduce his heroine in
 Chapter V. More interesting is his use in the first volume of the
 trilogy, Satanstoe (1845), of the whole of one of Wordsworth’s central
 lyrics, “My Heart Leaps Up” (1807). In the context of Chapter XVII
 (an exciting narrative where the hero completes his rescue of the
 heroine), Cooper seems to quote the poem to evoke the sense of joy the
 lovers naturally feel at
 
being saved from a threatening flood. “When I  
behold/A rainbow in the sky” marks for them as for Noah an escape
 from the waters. Yet as I shall
 
argue, Cooper knew the deeper levels of  
the
 
poem well, for  in the Deerslayer  Cooper explores the  consequences  
of “natural piety.”
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4.
In his preface to The Deerslayer (1841), Cooper attributed to a
 
singular letter from England the encouragement he needed to continue
 with his labors when doubts about the novel beset him during its
 composition. “An anonymous letter from England...written as he
 thinks by a lady” reached him during his difficulties, which he took as
 “a request that he has been willing enough to construe into a sign that
 his attempts will be partially forgiven, if not altogether commended.”7
 Thus he persisted in finishing the novel, the last of the Leatherstocking
 Tales to be written, but the earliest in terms of the age of the hero,
 Natty Bumppo.
Cooper’s
 
indebtedness to the land of Wordsworth went beyond this  
encouragement. Cooper spent most of his life after his return to the
 United States in 1833 in Cooperstown, the village founded by his father
 William Cooper at the southern end of Lake Otsego, one of the finger
 lakes in New York’s own Lake District. In his introduction to the
 Cooper Edition text of the novel, James Franklin Beard cites a
 Wordsworthian “
vision
” of nature at Lake Otsego as a deeper source and 
inspiration for Deerslayer. Beard recounts a passage in the Introduction
 to the novel written by the author’s daughter Susan. She narrates
 returning from a summer afternoon excursion in 1840 around the lake
 when her father fell into a reverie: “He was lost in thought for a
 moment, —figures and scenes foreign to the day and hour seemed to
 rise before him. Soon the vision passed away.” But her father
 immediately declared
 
his intent  to write one more book  about “our little  
lake” (p. xx).
Beard regards this vision, as Susan terms the event, to be a
 
Wordsworthian spot of time, and 
draws
 comparisons between the poet’s  
youthful roamings of Cumberland and Westmorland and the novelist’s
 similar laying down of memories as a boy in Otsego County (pp. xx-
 xxi). Cooper’s recollections of the past did not cease with this vision,
 however, which Beard suggests was sustained by the novelist’s success
 with the book:
By 5 May the book was in press; and the novelist, still
 
captive to the nostalgia of his effort, was inviting
 boyhood friends like James Stevenson and Peter
 Gansevoort, Herman Melville’s uncle, to visit him for a
 week at the Hall where, as he wrote Gansevoort, “IWel could
 all turn boys again.” (p. xxxvii)
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For Cooper, the Deerslayer was the final occasion—the last of
 
three—through which to render his affection for the lake and village of
 his childhood memories. At
 
the outset of his  career, Cooper had drawn  
upon childhood memories of Cooperstown for the geography of
 Templeton in The Pioneers (1823). Set in 1793, Pioneers shows the
 wilderness
 
already threatened by human  encroachment: the novel’s best-  
known scenes
 
of the pigeon-hunt, the  dragging  of the  lake for  fish, and  
the forest fire all depict nature ravaged by the thoughtless settlers.
 Home as Found of 1838 discloses a
 
Cooperstown still further removed  
from pastoral, for the central action revolves around the attempts of
 populists to wrest away from the Effingham family a choice fishing
 spot picturesquely situated on the lake. (The plot was
 
a thinly-disguised  
borrowing from
 
real life as  Cooper after returning  from Europe asserted  
the family’s ownership of “Threemile Point,” a rendezvous claimed by
 popular will while the Coopers had been on their extended visit to
 Europe).
But Deerslayer was different from these earlier evocations of
 
Cooperstown. The novel takes place in about a week’s time, vaguely
 specified as between 1740 and 1745—a half century before the
 novelist’s father began the settlement of Cooperstown. Though
 squatters have already moved
 
in—the former pirate Tom Hutter claims  
the lake and its environs by right
 
of  force—nature remains as largely  
unfettered as the countryside of Wordsworth’s youth. Indeed, another
 Englishman, D. H. Lawrence, spoke
 
of Cooper’s  presentation of nature  
in Deerslayer as “a decrescendo of reality, and
 
a  crescendo of beauty”  
when compared to its four predecessors.8 Lawrence responds to the
 hazy glaze over
 
the  novel  which mellows its landscapes even as it blurs  
its plot: Deerslayer “
is
 a gem of a book. Or a bit of perfect paste.  
And
 
myself, I like a bit of perfect paste  in a perfect setting, so  long  as I  
am not fooled by pretence of reality” (p. 57).
Cooper recaptures in
 
Deerslayer the awe he as a youth must have  
felt when first encountering fresh vistas. When young Natty
 Bumppo—not yet possessor of the honorific “Deerslayer” he later
 earns—first sees Lake Otsego or “Glimmerglass,” the narrative voice
 turns
 
lyrical to capture the hunter’s emotions:
the most striking peculiarities of this scene, were its
 
solemn solitude, and sweet repose. On all sides, wherever
 the eye turned, nothing met it, but the mirror-like surface
 of the lake, the placid void of heaven, and the dense
 setting of wood. 
So
 rich and fleecy were the outlines of  
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the forest, that scarce an opening could be seen, the whole
 
visible earth, from the rounded mountain-top, 
to
 the water’s  
edge, presenting one unvaried hue of unbroken verdure.
(pp. 35-36)
Deerslayer here as elsewhere responds to the tranquility of
 
Glimmerglass, for he can mirror its calm. But his traveling
 companion, the boisterous Harry March or “Hurry Harry,” is too much
 the restless American ill at ease in the wilderness (a type Lawrence
 quickly pierced) to share Natty’s equanimity. Like the “Youth of green
 savannahs” in Wordsworth’s “Ruth” (1800) whose contact with the
 American wilderness only feeds his “voluptious thought,” Hurry Harry
 is too restless to sense in nature a standard of order against which
 human action may be judged. Thus throughout the novel he is
 oblivious not only to the signs Deerslayer can read to sense the
 presence of others, but he is also unable to comprehend the larger text
 of natural
 
order open  to Natty.
Like Wordsworth, then, Cooper repeatedly contrasts
 
the naive, even  
simple characters, Natty Bumppo and later Hetty Hutter (the heroine’s
 younger and enfeebled sister) with more sophisticated figures like Hurry
 Harry, the piratical Tom Hutter, and the beautiful but unchaste Judith
 Hutter. Hetty proves to be so “natural” that she can do no wrong. But
 she also cannot make sound judgments about right and wrong (she 
is befriended by a she-bear with cubs but yearns for the handsome yet
 heartless Hurry Harry). Natty
 
places above self preservation a primitive  
sense of keeping his word by returning to Indian captivity, and thus
 gains respect from his enemies even as he rejects Judith’s offer of
 marriage.
Near the
 
center of the novel, in a rich  description of a June evening  
tremulous with beauty but also threat as the whites approach Hutter’s
 abandoned island home, Cooper explicitly points to the failure of Hurry
 and Hutter to respond to nature. The narrative draws our attention to
 the “hymns of birds” which sound a “moral counterpoint” to the
 “appearance of the sun itself’ which “Bathes in deep joy, the land and
 sea.” The last
 
line, a verse from Bryant’s “The Firmament,”  resembles  
the Wordsworthian
sense sublime
 
Of something far more deeply interfused,
 Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
 And the round ocean and the living air,
 And the blue sky, and in the mind of man.
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While this scene moves the others on board Hutter’s ark, “All this,
 
however, Hutter and Hurry witnessed without experiencing 
any
 of that  
calm delight, which the spectacle is wont to bring, when the thoughts
 are just, and the
 
aspirations pure.”9
Though Deerslayer is in captivity among the Hurons when this
 moment occurs, we may assume he would not have been deaf to the
 “moral counterpoint” of nature. He is a youth intrinsically good,
 though not primevally innocent. He 
is
 fallen and human enough to err  
and to recognize his errancy, as when he
 
boasts of his sureness of eye  
and slays a distant eagle on the wing. “We’ve done an unthoughtful
 thing in taking life with an object no better than vanity,” he laments
 when the thrill of success fades before “the dying eyes riveted on its
 enemies with the gaze that
 
the helpless ever fasten on their destroyers”  
(p. 446). (Compare the narrator’s “troubled pleasure” in the
 
purloined  
boat in The Prelude, Book 1, which results in his return home “in
 grave/ And serious mood,” or the “sense of pain when I beheld/ The
 silent trees, and saw the intruding
 
sky—” at the end of “Nutting.”)
Invoking The Prelude as a comparison to The
 
Deerslayer focusses  
other similarities. Both deal centrally with growing up. Both works
 tell of initiations. As the ego in The Prelude faces college, London,
 and the French revolution, Natty Bumppo faces his first warpath, his
 first human killing (soberly told with his tender regard for his dying
 foe), and 
his
 encounter  with the beautiful Judith Hutter. In both works  
characters make moral choices, and 
turn
 to nature for refreshment if not  
g idance. Both works
 
end up with a sense of youth passed by, and  new  
but straitened 
paths
 opened ahead.
In excusing returning for the fifth time to the character of Natty
 Bumppo in the Introduction to Deerslayer, Cooper pleads that “the
 pictures, of
 
his life, such as they are, were already so complete as to  
excite some little desire to see the ‘study,’ from which they have all
 been drawn” (p. 1). This study, I suggest, is Cooper’s attempt for the
 five Leatherstocking Tales to show how “the Child is the father of the
 Man.” The later use
 
of the epigraph for  Satanstoe (1845) demonstrates  
Cooper’s knowledge of this lyric; his sense of the importance of
 narrating Natty’s youth shows his desire as a novelist to demonstrate
 how for 
his
 most famous character the “days” are “Bound each to each  
by natural piety.”
Earlier I noted that the one Wordsworth epigraph in Deerslayer 
is 
from “To the Cuckoo” (1807). Having touched upon similarities of
 mood and tone between Deerslayer and parts of die central body of
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Wordsworth’s
 
lyrics, we can turn again to Cooper’s use of the  epigraph  
from “To the Cuckoo.” The epigraph sets out chapter 16, which
 narrates Deerslayer’s attempt to rescue his friend Chingachgook’s
 betrothed from the Hurons. The attempt succeeds, but Deerslayer is
 captured and later freed to negotiate with the remaining whites; still
 later he returns to the
 
Hurons to endure “the tortures” from which he is  
saved ultimately by the arrival of British regulars. Cooper’s rendering
 of the
 
quatrain betrays either a misremembering of the text  he read, or a  
faulty 
version, 
but he does capture Wordsworth’s point:
I hear thee babbling to the vale,
 
Of sunshine and of flowers,
 But unto me thou bring’st a tale
 Of visionary hours, (p. 271)
While the cuckoo, the “wandering Voice” bespeaking
 
nature, brings to  
others sunshine and flowers, Deerslayer’s environment is about to grow
 darker and to initiate “visionary hours” from which, after trial, he will
 emerge triumphant, his initiation completed.
Earlier I asked what Cooper and Wordsworth possibly could have
 
spoken about had they dined together on 22 April 1828. Clearly, from
 Cooper’s sympathetic use of Wordsworth’s nature lyrics, a topic both
 men could have shared—had they overcome their considerable
 reticence—
was
 their youthful love  for nature’s wealth, and their mature  
recollections of such intimacies. Wordsworth in Cumbria, Cooper in
 Otsego
—
both could recall the mood of “To the Cuckoo”:
To seek thee did I often rove
Through woods and on the green;
And thou wert still a hope, a love;
 
Still longed for, never seen.
As
 Cooper labored to show Deerslayer truly was the “Child” who  
“was father to the Man,” the author himself tapped rich veins of
 memory which unlocked what Lawrence called the “crescendo of
 beauty.” If Deerslayer was, as I have suggested, Natty Bumppo’s
 Prelude, then the act of writing it
 
released for Cooper, in the words of  
the penultimate
 
quatrain of “To the Cuckoo,” the ability to
listen, till I do beget
 
That golden time again.
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NOTES
All references to Wordsworth
’
s poetry are taken from The Poetical  
Works of William Wordsworth, ed. 
E.
 de Selincourt and H.  
Darbishire.
1Precaution (1820), Cooper
’
s first novel and an imitation of the  
contemporary English novel of manners, contains no chapter
 epigraphs. The Monikins (1835), a political satire, employs
 summary phrases in prose as chapter headings. The remaining
 twenty-nine novels all use verse epigraphs to open chapters.
2James Fenimore Cooper, Gleanings in Europe: England, ed.
 
James P. Elliott, Kenneth W. Staggs and Robert D. Madison
 (Albany, N.Y., 1982), pp. 126-128.
3Cooper had tried to assist Scott by proposing strategems to
 
obtain benefit of American copyright for his recent life of
 Napoleon, by which Scott hoped to profit enough to reduce his
 debts after the Ballantyne bankruptcy. See Gleanings in Europe:
 England, p. 315.
4See The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, ed. by
 
James Franklin Beard (Cambridge, Mass., 1960), 1: 253.
5James Fenimore Cooper, Notions of the Americans , ed. Gary
 
Williams (Albany, N. Y., 1991), p. 349.
6The Pathfinder, ed. Richard D. Rust (Albany, N.Y., 1981), pp.
 
90-91.
7The Deerslayer, ed. by Lance Schachterle, Kent Ljungquist, and
 
James Kilby (Albany, N.Y., 1987), p. 1. For the text of this
 anonymous letter, see pp. xlii-xliii.
8“Fenimore Cooper
’
s Leatherstocking Novels” in Studies in  
Classic American Literature (London, 1964), p. 47.
9The Deerslayer, 
p.
 324. Cooper’s compositors misread “moral  
counterpoint” as “novel counterpoint,” and editions prior to the
 SUNY text have failed to recognize Cooper’s sense in this passage
 of the moral gravity of nature.
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LYDIA GWILT: WILKIE COLLINS’S SATANIC,
 
SIRENIC PSYCHOTIC
Jonathan
 
Craig Tutor
Rust College
In Armadale, Wilkie Collins incorporates evangelical and
 
psychological
 
principles to develop  Lydia  Gwilt as his ultimate  femme  
fatale. Of course, such an assertion opposes most evaluations of his
 artistry. Many critics concentrate on the Gothic antecedents for
 Victorian sensation novels,1 and others emphasize Collins’
s streamlining the typically convoluted action.2 Thus Michael Sadleir
 praises Collins’s “faultlessly constructed plots,” but criticizes his
 characters as mere “puppets”—an authoritative and oft repeated
 evaluation.3 General
 
agreement that he  influenced  Dickens’s later plot  
construction4 also tends to obscure Collins’s emphasis upon and depth
 of characterization.5 He nevertheless
 
subordinated the plot of Armadale  
to his characters’ mental states and sandwiched the narrative between
 Wrentmore’s and Lydia’s confessions. Three episodes—Ozias
 Midwinter’s first view of Miss Gwilt, Doctor Downward’s
 collaboration with her, and her suicide—reveal her regression into a
 madness borne by religious
 
obsession.
Although T. S. Eliot and Edward Wagenknecht consider Lydia’s
 diary a deus ex machina, Collins elsewhere claimed that egotism leads
 intelligent criminals to
 
produce such self-incriminating journals.6 The  
murderess herself recognizes the danger of compulsively writing her
 darkest thoughts: “Why do I keep a diary at all? Why did the clever
 thief the other day (in the English newspaper) keep the very thing to
 convict 
him 
in  the  shape of a record of everything he stole?” Ironically,  
she points to both realistic characterization and her own failing
 
intell
ect: “Why are we not perfectly reasonable in all  that  we do? Why  
am I not always on my guard
 
and never inconsistent with myself,  like  a  
wicked character in a novel?” (9:375-376). As
 
her paranoia grows, she  
does indeed try to maintain such a constant vigilance as that
 foreshadowed by her self-interrogation
 
and symbolized by her journal.
In Lydia’s diary desperation eventually alters descriptions; like  
Poe’s brilliant narrators, she becomes unreliable. Her degeneration,
 however, 
follows
 contemporary beliefs that hallucinations attended only  
the severest cases of insanity/ Gillian Beer links the rise of detective
 novels with fear of forgetting; the need for comprehensible origins
 becomes the “search for parentage in Victorian fiction.”8 Ozias uses
 his father’s deathbed letter to formulate a familial fatalism, but
 
Lydia
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repeatedly finds herself adopted and discarded (possibly because of
 
illegitimacy and/or hereditary insanity, her earliest memories involve
 
an  
orphanage
 
and visitations by a wealthy man).
Miss Gwilt consistently seeks guidance from her diary, which
 whets her appetite for violence, and from Mrs. Oldershaw, who
 disappears during her protegée’s psychic struggle. Lydia’s schemes
 require that she record minutiae in her diary, which becomes a detective
 story with a predetermined dénouement; Ozias likewise wrestles with
 Wrentmore’s confession to disprove its conclusion. Crushing guilt,
 however, causes both readers’ dissociation as they ignore what they
 must recall: Midwinter bums his father’s letter, and Lydia resorts to
 laudanum. Self-justification eventually renders her a mad, Satanic
 figure, but spiritual rebirth obviates Ozias’ struggle.
The Gothic convention of insanity, according to John R. Reed, was
 
“a curse imposed by gods or devils”; in Victorian novels, madness
 resulted from “a sinful, ruined life” or “a passionate nature trapped in
 unbearable circumstances.”9 Despite Lydia’s sinful life, her insanity
 exceeds poetic justice; Ozias, a noble savage, verges upon similar
 disintegration as a familial curse seemingly dogs him. His instability
 eventually represents Romantic imagination dovetailing with spiritual
 insight. When rebirth quells 
his
 violent nature, Collins challenges  
assumptions that criminality is inheritable.10 The Woman in White
 (1860), Armadale (1866), Jezebel's Daughter (1880), and The Legacy of
 Cain (1887) qualify G. H. Lewes’s theory with the biblical principle of
 ungodly fathers’ sins falling upon their children (Cf. Exodus 20:5,
 34:5-7). Thus, if evil tendencies pass to a child, such false spirituality
 as Wrentmore’s fatalism may energize them.
Lydia initially attempts self-regeneration through organized
 
religion. Her music teacher, a married man with children, fell
 desperately in love with her and shot himself. His brain damage and
 commitment to an
 
asylum foreshadow her own  mad end and provide her  
an authoritative precedent of suicide. School administrators indirectly
 condemned
 
her: “Miss Gwilt’s  beauty having been at  the bottom of the  
scandal, it was...impossible—though she was proved to have been
 otherwise quite blameless in the matter
—
for her to remain” (9:316).  
Assumed guilt, rather than devotion, apparently prompted the girl to
 enter a convent. When she abandoned
 
her novitiate, the priest  who had  
recruited her rejected her 
as
 other authority figures had. He pronounced  
her “possessed by the devil” (9:318) evidently to escape blame.
 Implicitly, she was unnerved and suggestible; to her, his cant would
 explain her alienation and involvement with Ingleby’s murder and the
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teacher’s suicide 
attempt.
 The priest’s  duplicity, moreover,  prepares for  
Mrs. Oldershaw’s
 
affected piety and Lydia’s  own spiritual delusions.
In Thorpe Ambrose a grown Miss Gwilt poses as a martyr to
 slander and 
retreats 
to a partially developed neighborhood; the desolation  
supposedly reflects her sensibilities after Allan’s romancing. Less
 consciously, Lydia cloisters herself in a figurative convent. This
 isolation
 
also recalls the solitude Waldron, her first husband, had forced  
upon her. The guilt of her and Manuel’s murdering 
him
 haunts her,  
even though physical abuse might have mitigated the crime. The
 martyr’s retreat, therefore, helps Lydia to recreate the period before the
 murder, a symbolic return to relative innocence. She also
 unconsciously continues her prison sentence; her suicide likewise
 fulfills the execution she
 
narrowly  escaped.
A grievous childhood, failed novitiate, supposed demonic
 possession, and murder conviction apparently make
 
Lydia amenable to  
Wrentmore’s
 
belief that she embodies evilness (hence her nickname for  
Mrs. Oldershaw is Mother Jezebel). Midwinter eventually abandons
 this fatalism, but it presents a self-fulfilling prophecy to Lydia.
 Through Ozias she hopes to find a
 
new life and to change her essential  
nature; when he withdraws, Lydia suspects that an aura emanates from
 her and evinces her fate. Downward’s abortion practice
 
foreshadows her 
failed regeneration and symbolizes her confounding novelty with death.
 Thus his recently constructed asylum on “a new road” and in “a new
 neighborhood” unnerves 
her.
 She writes about “a wilderness of open  
ground, with half-finished villas” and “a hideous litter of boards,
 wheelbarrows, and building materials...scattered in every direction”
 (9:425). She apparently perceives the
 
disarray as destruction rather than  
construction and disregards the semblance to her martyr’s retreat.
Lydia describes an “overgrown dismal house, plastered with drab
­
colored stucco, and surrounded by a naked, unfinished garden, without
 shrub or flower in it, frightful to behold” (9:425). The denuding
 quickens her fear of revealed duplicity, diminished rational control, and
 spiritual subjugation. As her first reencounters with Downward and
 Mrs. Oldershaw illustrate, Lydia no longer trusts her judgment.
 Although she can readily kill Allan, Ozias’ figurative murder, in her
 deserting and denying him, also seems to confirm her dementia—
 especially when she almost poisons him. She cannot ignore that
 Downward, a former abortionist,
 is
 a murderer by middle-class Victorian  
standards and that he now claims to save patients’ emotional lives.
 Whereas killing Waldron could have been a crime of passion, Lydia
 leagues herself with a man who regularly killed for profit, and she
 evidently associates 
his
 asylum with the prison which held her. That  
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association, Downward’s past, Waldron’s death, and decimation of the
 
Blanchards could initiate the delusion that she is a death angel
 
of sorts.
With such supernaturalism, Collins adapts the Fatal Woman
 convention. Including aggressive eroticism, vampirism, sexual
 cannibalism, and demonism, the type influenced Coleridge’s Geraldine,
 Keats’s Lamia, Byron’s Gulnare, Swinburne’s Mary Stuart, and
 Thackeray’s Becky Sharp.11 Lilith is the princess of succubi often,
 like Lydia, having red hair
 
and inhabiting lonely areas; the main charge  
of Lilith’s servants, moreover, is to kill newborn babies.12 As she
 affected the character type, seduction 
and
 murder gave way to damnation.  
Ly ia’s union with an abortionist expands Lilithian infanticide to
 suggest the sacrifice of children to Moloch and, therefore, to Satan. If
 Newgate romances domesticated the Byronic hero so that “trailing
 clouds of brimstone no longer oppress the atmosphere,”13 Collins
 combined elements of an attractive arch-criminal and of Lilith to
 reintroduce
 
the brimstone.
Lydia
 
exhibits none of the haggardness Victorian readers expected  
in such a villainess.14 With an eye toward realism, Collins creates
 instead a tableau to illustrate “her devilish beauty” (9:38). Ozias, a
 quadroon, becomes darker in an
 
ivy-enshrouded gazebo as he spies upon  
a brilliant woman ironically epitomizing a virginal heroine. In the
 garden, she is voluptuous, fair as porcelain, and instinctively graceful.
 Her eyes are “large, bright, and well opened” with “that purely blue
 color...rarely met with in the living face” (8:470). Her red hair is
 “superbly luxuriant” (8:470), worn “unshrinkingly in a plaited coronet”
 with “one vagrant love-lock” (9:62). Her skin 
is
 “so delicately bright  
in its rosier tints, so warmly and softly white in its gentler gradations
 of color on the forehead and the neck” (8:471). Fair complexion and
 hair suggest light,
 
reason, and  goodness; she  disarmingly contrasts with  
Ozias’ cruel mother, a
 
beautiful mulatto. Lydia’s widely opened eyes  
imply innocence, as opposed to his seemingly furtive glances. Her
 blush and lone love-lock hint at passion and aver modesty.
 Physiognomically, she should personify refinement, hence the plaited
 coronet (an ironic symbol of her megalomania); yet, she forges,
 blackmails, commits adultery, inadvertently causes many deaths,
 possibly prostitutes herself, and thrice conspires to
 
murder.
Ozias expects to see the dowdy maid Brock mistakenly described;
 the correspondence would prove that she had plotted against Allan,
 fulfilling Wrentmore’s prophecy. The beautiful creature so unnerves
 Midwinter that he apparently suffers a cataleptic seizure. When Lydia
 and Neelie notice him, his reactions evince psychological and spiritual
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bondage. Despite Lydia’s civilities and
 
her charge’s scorn, he remains  
“spellbound” in “breathless astonishment,” aware of only “the
 astounding contradiction.” He approaches them “without knowing
 why” and searches “like a man lost” (8:473). As Pedgift Junior had
 likened him to “a lost
 
man” (8:442), the mesmerism and analogy point  
to the Mephistophelean woman and Ozias’ potential damnation. In 
his perceptual limits, her seeming metamorphosis to a pleasing shape also
 connotes Satanic power
 
(her beauty, however, is evanescent; cf. 9:81).
Lydia’s beauty and obsessions correspond to God’s indictment of
 Satan: “Thine heart was lifted up because of thy beauty; thou hast
 corrupted thy wisdom by reason of thy brightness” (Ezekiel 28:17).
 Given Miss Gwilt’s similarly corrupted wisdom, her brilliance could
 refer to fiendish piety: “Satan himself is transformed into an angel of
 light,” and “his ministers” pose as “ministers of righteousness” (2
 Corinthians 11:14-15). The apostrophe to “Lucifer, son of the
 morning” (Isaiah 14:12) emphasizes his luminosity, as does his name,
 “light-bearer.” The word “devil,” moreover, denotes the alienation of
 man from God and of man from other
 
men.15
Lydia’s visual brightness symbolizes her unholy unction and
 madness. Her relentless quest for Allan’s estate betrays a fiendish lust
 for power. Midwinter sees her in an Edenic garden where she,
 serpentlike, suns herself and virtually hypnotizes him. She does not
 separate him from 
God,
 for he already assumes a divine  curse. Because  
she too accepts damnation, she reinforces Ozias’ spiritual
 
estrangement.  
She alone, however, 
can
 alienate him from Allan. Besides associating  
her with Lilith, Lydia’s red hair links her to traditional Satanic figures
 such as Judas and Cain.16 Her purely blue eyes, a type “so often
 presented...in pictures and books” (8:470), stress the unnaturalness of
 her wit and power. Responsible for a drowned crew and eight other
 deaths, she seems to seize Satan’s “power of death” (John 8:44) and to
 emulate him as 
“
a murderer from the  beginning” (Hebrews 2:14). Red  
and black, symbols of sensuality and death, therefore, eventually
 overshadow her brilliance and reveal her essence, as in her red hair
 spread over widow’s weeds 
and
 her silhouette before a blood-red lake.
Devilish properties notwithstanding, Collins subdued elements of
 the historical source, Marie de Brinvilliers. Often with little
 motivation,
 
the seventeenth-century marquise used undetectable poisons  
to murder almost a hundred people. Fumes killed her paramour, who
 mixed the poisons, and she thrice attempted suicide after capture, once
 by eating glass. Tortured
 
and nearly naked, she confessed and suffered  
execution.17 Collins retained her research in poisons, lethal gas,
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lover’s ironic death, sensuality,
 
joy in murder, and death wish; but he  
reduced the number of victims, lovers, and suicide attempts. 
In 
Lydia’s  
death gas replaces the grotesquerie of swallowed glass. Public nudity,
 torture, and execution do not enter the fictional version, but
 
motivation  
for suicide
 
remains ambiguous. Her name reflects this softened image:  
Gwilt combines guilt and wilting malevolence; Lydia suggests the
 Christian seller of purple (Acts 16:14-15, 40). Similar ambiguity
 attends de Brinvilliers’ seeming 
repentance
 after torture.
Ozias apparently makes his
 
wife wonder whether a spiritual rebirth  
is possible; thus she struggles to penetrate 
Mrs.
 Oldershaw’s spurious  
piety. The difficulty of such analysis marks Lydia’s weakening
 cognition; the same deterioration moves her, as a supposed patient, to
 cultivate the sympathy of Downward’s neighbors, though 
such
 pity in  
no way helps her. Implicitly, she imitates her former self. Although
 allegiance to Ozias stultifies her, the woodenness recalls her bouts of
 depression; nearly hallucinating, she had marveled at the “strange
 shapes” of clouds and compared herself to Lady Macbeth (9:173).
 Lydia, therefore, describes the asylum as a mortuary: The doorbell
 “pealed...like a knell,” and a “pallid, withered old man-servant”
 answered “as if he had stepped up out of his grave” (ironically
 foreshadowing her self-deification). The fire is “dying in the
 
grate” (9:  
425) as 
she,
 like an evil spirit, uneasily crosses the threshold.
In Downward’s office, Lydia ignores the business furniture to
 search for symbols of her
 
torment. She had believed that she  must offer  
Allan as a rich victim to Manuel, or the captain would expose her.
 With
 
Manuel dead, nothing adequately excuses her plot and its probable  
consequences. Thus she sees outside the snuggery “fields and trees,
 doomed but
 
not  yet  destroyed  by the builder.” Her phrasing suggests a  
suspicion: Her plans, her “buildings,” necessitate spoiling something
 good and natural. Thus
 
“the builder” will ruin  the “fields and trees” just  
as she will destroy her marriage, her last hope of innocence, and Ozias,
 the character most sensitive to natural settings. Lydia abruptly turns to
 the snuggery, but the decor intensifies her stress. “Horrible objects in
 brass and leather and glass,” she writes, “twisted and turned as if they
 were sentient things writhing in agonies of pain” (9:426). The
 biological specimens horrify her because she projects repressed fears
 
onto
 them; the sadomasochistic “brass and  leather” convey her sense of  
entrapment, ultimately her damnation.
The biological display would remind Lydia that others have
 
repeatedly rendered her a decoration. For example, the Oldershaws 
usedher
 
in a mountebank show, and  gangsters hired her to lend their casino  
an air of legitimacy. Perhaps she even regards her novitiate as a
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masquerade. Such
 
depersonalization apparently attends her depression;  
with Downward, her silence confirms a genuine collapse.18 Like
 Ozias, Lydia finds that immediate objects symbolize spiritual turmoil,
 but her suffering alters visual perception. Downward’s preserved
 animals evidently revive her memories of dehumanization, and the
 blurred identities of
 
the specimens illustrate her disequilibrium. Such  
ambiguity, moreover, facilitates projection of her fears. Probably
 anticipating Allan’s torment and her own, Lydia attributes redundant
 “agonies of pain” (9:426) to the objects. Though public outcry saved
 her, she still wonders why she escaped a long sentence or
 
execution for  
murdering Waldron; her projection could
 
thus include images  of herself  
displayed, convulsing in a noose and facing hell.
The seemingly tortured specimens have counterparts, “shapeless
 
dead creatures of a
 
dull white color float[ing] in yellow l quid” (9:426).  
The doctor scrupulously maintains his new role and would not keep
 abortuses as mementos of his former practice. The specimens are
 inappropriate for an asylum
 
director’s office  and contradict Downward’s  
therapeutically soothing regimen; their grotesqueness would perplex or,
 in Lydia’s case, unnerve a patient. The bizarre appearance of the
 objects, if not their existence, depends upon her questionable
 perception. Although she imagines the suffering of the contorted
 specimens, she does not attribute pain to the floating ones. She now
 identifies only herself with the writhing animals; the others represent
 Allan,
 
whom she had believed to be drowned by Manuel.
Posing as a patient, Lydia submits to a final exhibition as
 Downward uses
 
her to gain cred bility; ironically, neighbors touring the  
asylum see no pretense. Instead, a “strangely pale and old” woman
 glides by “like a ghost” (9:501) and follows “among them, but not of
 them” (9:506), in unconscious parody of
 
Ozias’ sanctification. If the  
diabolical veil of beauty slips, madness alters her appearance, as
 Downward’s photographs imply. She resembles the zombielike
 doorman, and even the doctor finds her “impenetrably and coldly
 composed” (9:502). With “hungry eyes” the women soon have
 “devoured her from head to
 
foot” (9:505). Lydia inverts her vampirism,  
and the resultant unholy communion indicates self-deification and
 catatonia. In assumed insanity, she seems to become, like Hamlet,
 intermittently mad. The visitors see “something in her face, utterly
 unintelligible to them, which check[s] the well-meant words”; they
 intuit her megalomania and surmise that Downward was “delicately
 concealing...that his first inmate was mad” (9:508). With dramatic
 irony, he confides that she has “shattered nerves—domestic anxiety”
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(9:505); he probably does not suspect that the murder of Waldron
 
haunts
 
her or that she adores Ozias.
If the doctor doubts Lydia’s sanity, he still uses the tour to show
 her the fumigating device, the means to poison Allan. Her grip on
 reality becomes 
so
 weak that she blames Downward for the plot and  
relegates herself to an auxiliary role: “The doctor will kill him by my
 hands” (9:514). She seems to forget that she recruited Downward and
 that she alone will control the Blanchard estate. With no training he
 ironically proposes credible treatment for mental stress. He finds a
 pharmaceutical approach
 
inadequate and augments therapy with tranquil 
environs. His hospital removes “the ten thousand trifles which...
 irritate
 
nervous people” (9:510). Lydia’s Neapolitan apartment provided  
a similar haven; she consequently mastered her sadomasochism for a
 time. Nuisances of the kind Downward cites, however, most likely
 prevented her recovery. She could neither exercise her formidable wit
 nor find any meaningful pursuit. Allan interrupted her honeymoon,
 resurrecting her hatred, and Ozias withdrew to write, an act she
 interpreted as rejection. Downward forbids his patients access to
 provocative material (Collins’s self-parody), but Lydia
 
pored over her  
diary and excited her lust for violence. Aware of this arousal, she
 viewed the book as a demon tempter and essentially divided her
 personality.
In 
Downward’s snuggery a photographic montage  suggests  Lydia’s  
plight. The asylum, fake diploma, and appearance support his role, but
 such items as the montage perfect the illusion.19 The garish office
 suits the doctor, but it also reveals Lydia’s turmoil. Through
 photographs he implies that unrestrained neurosis can become
 psychosis. Like
 
the preserved animals, the pictures engross Lydia, who  
writes: “The left-hand frame illustrated...nervous suffering as seen in  
the face; the right-hand frame exhibited the ravages of insanity”;
 between them was “an elegantly illuminated scroll” proclaiming
 “Prevention 
is
 better  than  Cure” (9:426-427). Lydia does not grasp that  
the montage 
is
 her psychological mirror. Downward’s recuperative  
regimen impresses his neighbors, but his ostentatious oratory evinces
 duplicity. When he privately presents the same regimen to her, he is
 uncharacteristically earnest and apparently
 
suspends role-playing.
Confusing fantasy with reality, Lydia
 
loses the capacity to discern  
right from 
wrong.
 Thus she considers murderous acquisition of wealth  
to be self-defense and views despair as pragmatism. Nonetheless, her
 values barely exaggerate the middle-class cult of respectability; her
 withdrawal from the convent and faith in money imply
 
a substitution of  
wealth for
 
God.20 The fireplace under the photographs emphasizes the  
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fiendishness of such mores. After Manuel drowns, Lydia acquires a
 
primary ingredient for
 
poisonous gas. The yellow fluid resembles that  
surrounding the passive biological specimens and points to her
 associating them with Allan. Twice she tries to kill him—by
 drowning and lethal gas—exactly as she attempts suicide, and she
 poisons his brandy with the laudanum on which she depends (again
 Collins’s self-parody). Instead of a repeated process, Lydia’s modus
 operandi is her various means of self-torment. The ironic pattern
 follows her increasing inability to accept responsibility. Ozias’
 welcoming Allan to Naples most likely convinced her of her marital
 failure and irredeemability. Having wooed and discarded her, the squire
 also represents the Blanchards who used and then repudiated her as a
 child; killing him would symbolize her revenge upon all
 depersonalizing authority.
Thus, before Lydia entered the asylum, she was paranoid: “
A 
horrible fancy has taken possession of me. He [Ozias] has been noble
 and good... .Who
 can
 tell what a gap that dreadful difference may make  
between us, unknown to him and unknown to me?” Her anxiety
 builds: “It is folly, it is madness; but, when I lie awake by him..., I
 ask myself whether any unconscious disclosure of the truth escapes
 me”; terror leads to gross uncertainty: “Is there an unutterable
 Something left by the horror of my past life, which clings invisibly to
 me still? And 
is
 he feeling the influence of it, sensibly, and yet  
incomprehensibly to himself?” Lydia’s deification of romantic love
 exceeds metaphor and opposes Brock’s belief in purification through
 Jesus Christ’s sacrifice: “Is there no purifying power in such love as
 mine? Are there plague-spots of past wickedness on my
 
heart which no  
after-repentance can wash out?” (9:352-353). Like Wrentmore, she
 idealizes affection, becomes violent, and eviden
tl
y doubts her sanity—  
hence her “horrib e fancy,” “folly,” “madness,” and “unconscious
 disclosure.” “Taken possession” demonizes her irrationality, and 
when she poisons Ozias, the gas 
symbolizes 
her fancied aura.
When Lydia meets Downward in his office, she is already self
­horrified and self-damned. Her search for reflections of
 
terror, though  
draining, could be an artistic exercise distancing her from guilt. 
Both the floating and writhing specimens remain forever in the jars, and
 photographs of both 
the 
neurotic and psychotic  patients hang above the  
flames; these images of eternal torment correspond to Lydia’s
 acceptance of the belief that she personifies malevolence (thus she
 enjoys
 
playing  a  sonata  which suggests to her  “the  agony  of lost spirits  
in a place of torment” [9:360]). Through Wrentmore’s fatalism she
 becomes 
as
 bound as the specimens, photographed patients, and the  
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paralytic himself. Her projections consequently connote entrapment,
 
and her collapse paradoxically results from and breeds perceived
 helplessness. In over-compensation Lydia almost runs from the
 building to which Downward lures Allan. She grabs her cloak and
 blurts, “I’m not in prison” (9:522), yet she
 
never leaves.
Lydia’s despair prompts her to kill Allan: “The gulf is dug
 between us [Ozias and her]—the worst is done” (9:522). To her, then-
 failed
 
marriage is worse than murder. Her “gulf’ alludes to the “great  
gulf’ between
 heaven 
and hell (Luke 16:19-31); Dives, dressed in purple  
and damned, is the antithesis of Lydia, the Christian seller of
 
purple.  
They correlate
 
to Lydia Gwilt’s  assuming  damnation  despite the offer of  
salvation. Her passive “is dug” reveals that she again attributes her
 predicament to fate. When Ozias finally finds her, a “dead silence”
 (9:488) thrice foreshadows her
 
denials and death. After she  renounces  
him, he begs Bashwood’s help and unwittingly points to her madness:
 “Am I seeing things that you don’t see?...Am I looking or speaking
 like a man out of his senses?” Her
 
three  denials render Ozias a  Christ-  
figure; murder for money, red hair, and suicide link Lydia with Judas
 and 
the
 spirit  that  temporarily led Peter: “She rais d her eyes to his for  
the
 
first time. Her lost spirit looked  at  him, steadily defiant, out of the  
hell
 
of its own despair” (9:490).
Bashwood screams, “He’ll kill you,” but Lydia’s reply 
is
 more  
bizarre 
than
 Ozias’ fury. “With  a sudden irradiation of her blank face,”  
she murmurs, “Let him kill me,” and musters “a frightful smile.”
 Frail, aged Bashwood cannot stop her husband, so she either talks to
 herself or prays. Such manslaughter would satisfy her death wish and
 end her self-horror. Ozias would have to kill her barehanded as her
 Satanic brilliance reappears and her masochism nears
 
an  orgasmic  level.  
Evidently, a cataleptic seizure stops him: “He dropped, as the dead
 drop. He lay as the dead lie” (9:491). His corpselike attitude and her
 response suggest
 
that he  ironically  foils the plot: Lydia “rocked him on  
her bosom in an agony of tenderness beyond all relief in tears, in a
 passion of remorse beyond...words” (9:492). Soon, however,
 “merciless necessities” (9:493) consume her. Because Wrentmore’s
 prophecy demonizes her, she apparently feels that Midwinter’s killing
 her proves his righteousness
 
and  her remaining value to him.
Paradoxical characterization stems from Lydia’s psychic division.
 The megalomania that daunts Downward’s neighbors surfaces as she
 sends Bashwood
 
for a doctor; her stare and voice  would warn  “any man  
living to obey her in silence” (9:491). She and Ozias believe that they
 are fated to play evil roles. Spiritual rebirth evidently transforms his
 acquiescence into trust in God’s forgiveness and guidance. Lydia,
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however, again fights any sense of
 
powerlessness. When her reason  
collapses, suppressed emotions emerge with a suicidal vengeance.
 Until then, she depends upon “the fatal force of her
 
character” (9:489).  
Bashwood admires her strength, yet he hopes to blackmail her with
 information gathered by his son. Rather than demanding money or
 sexual gratification, the steward assumes that he can make Lydia love
 and cherish him. Mutual amorality informs his intended threat—“do
 what she might, commit what crimes she pleased—to think twice
 before
 
she deceived and deserted him again” (9:533). His plans point to  
her delusion of redemptive romance and subordination of murder to
 marital failure.
Ozias recognizes his pain multiplied in Bashwood; implicitly,
 
Lydia senses their similarity. Her “stronger will” dominates
 
the steward  
“as it had conquered 
him
 throughout” (9:550), but soon she acts as if  
she cannot distinguish him from Midwinter, whom she has never
 subjugated. As the old man intends to blackmail her, Ozias
 unwittingly threatens to expose the plot. She evidently assumes,
 however, that he will countenance the murder which would irrefutably
 confirm their fatalism. Lydia believes that Ozias sensed her evilness
 and, therefore, rejected her; yet, she gathers that he will rejoin her
 because she now indulges the proclivity. She cannot grasp the
 discrepancy, and her ravelment monomaniacally culminates in a belief
 that “there is
 
no  other way” (9:551) but murder. The guilt of Waldron’s  
death would persuade her to kill Armadale; refraining from the present
 murder would not, in her mind, compensate for the previous one, as
 Ozias’ saving Allan would not wholly atone for Ingleby’s wrongful
 death. Although Midwinter has no inkling
 
of her plans, she paranoidly  
thinks otherwise: “He will leave the words unspoken which he has
 come here to say—when he knows.. .that the words may send me to
 
the  
scaffold” (9:551). She cannot concentrate
 
or muster the frankness of her  
diary, and the paranoia expands from her fear of emitting a
 
subliminally  
perceptible aura of evilness.
Lydia proceeds to concoct a gas in the fumatory apparatus
 
connected to Allan’s bedroom. The process involves 
six
 stages, five  
minutes elapsing between each step; during the twenty-five minutes,
 severe mood swings initiate her delusional climax. 
In
 manic excitation  
“she went downstairs 
into
 the hall; she walked to and fro....She came  
up again; she went down again.” Apparently, catatonia, rather than
 caution, arrests her: She stares, “without conscious thought of any
 kind, into the black night” and hears a dog howling. Oddly detached,
 she finds herself “following the faint sound
 
as it  died away into silence  
with a
 
dull attention” and listens for its return “with  an expectation that  
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was duller still." Meanwhile, "her arms lay like lead on the window-
 
sill; her forehead rested against the glass without
 
feeling the cold."  
After an interval, "the moon struggled out," and thus "she was startled
 into sudden self-remembrance" (9:552-553, emphases added). 
In
 such 
debilitation Lydia cannot focus
 
upon the murder at hand. After the third  
step, her energy seemingly returns as sexual arousal: "The fever-heat
 throbbed ... in her blood, and flushed fiercely in her cheeks....again the
 suspense began to madden her." The area becomes "too confined for
 [her] illimitable restlessness," so she re-enters the hall and circles
 "round it like a wild creature in
 
a cage" (9:553).
The analogy points to Lydia's fatalistic belief that she 
is
 "a wild  
creature in a cage," that she must play her evil role with no moral
 qualms. Nonetheless, unendurable guilt disproves the assumption. Her
 recurrent stops and starts indicate failing confidence and decay of
 cognition, and an otherwise trivial event marks the extent of her
 delusions. Another caged animal, a house cat, approaches her; Lydia
 identifies herself with amoral nature and caresses the animal:
 "' Armadale hates cats ....,Come up and see Armadale
 
killed!' The next  
moment her own
 
frightful fancy horrified her" (9:553-554). Apart from  
her assertion, there is no indication of his hating cats. She fantasies
 the collusion of 
t
he animal as she justifies the murder itself: She  
invents Allan's animosity and then defends against it. At last she
 seems to realize how far her mind has wandered and how tenuous her
 rationalizations have become, but she is unaware that Satanism tinges
 her 
fantasy,
 cats  being traditional, demonic familiars,
Lydia immediately fears her husband’s waking. Because no
 transition occurs, she evidently
 forgets
 amorality  and associates him and  
the animal as innocents, in contrast with herself. Dark humor enters
 her supposed collusion with the cat, but the situation parallels her hope
 that Ozias would support murder. Furthermore, the animal's insomnia
 reminds her
 
how lightly he sleeps. Alerted, she  checks the hall outside  
his room and finds her handkerchief, proof that "the last man on earth
 whom she would have
 
suspected" (9:549) had indeed deceived her. The  
discovery is a touchstone of her collapse. Despite Bashwood's
 obtuseness, she not only succumbed to his deception, but also
 promoted
 
it. Diminished reason had led Lydia to horrify im when she  
left him on guard; thus he refuses to admit that Ozias entered the
 hallway. Her subsequent reactions also suggest dementia. Seeing
 Allan
 
asleep  in Ozias' room, she stumbles "with a frantic upward action  
of her hands"; "like a woman stupefied," she stares at th
e
 door and  
finally lurches to the fatal bedroom "before her reason recovered"
 (9:556).
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When murder was Lydia’s primary
 
concern,  her erotic  carriage  had  
impressed Bashwood—“her flowing hair, as it lay red over the black
 shawl”; “her supple, long-fingered hand, as it slid
 
down the  banisters”;  
and “the smooth, seductive grace of every movement” (9:550). The
 Gothic union of murder and sensuality underscores her death lust (the
 mirrors and 
cupids
 near Wrentmore’s deathbed served a similar purpose).  
In saving
 
Ozias, however, her hand twice gropes “wildly and clumsily”  
for the
 
hidden  lever to unlock his  door: “The  third time her eyes helped  
her hands” as her
 
body seemingly reflects her psychic division. Either  
Lydia suffers a temporary blindness consistent with her symptoms of
 catatonia, or she averts her eyes as she had done while denying him.
 She eventually saves Midwinter because “her instinct rushed into
 action” (9:556), not because her reason returned.
Lydia drags Ozias into the hall still “without daring to look”
 
(9:557) at evidence of her imbalance. Her reluctance lends a
 hallucinatory quality to the scene, as if the horrors of the snuggery
 culminate in this vision. Having rendered him unconscious, the gas
 “seized her, like the grasp of a hand
 
at  her  throat, like the twisting of a  
wire round her head” (9:556). The imagery recalls
 
Midwinter’s aborted  
attack and the hanging she barely escaped,
 
but “the twisting of  a wire  
round
 
her  head”  primarily refers to irremediable mental collapse. Thus,  
when Lydia 
reels,
 gas intoxicates her, nd her will and guilt madden her.  
Ironically
 
cradling Ozias’ head, she searches for signs of life,  as she had  
done after his last seizure. Her anxiety apparently conjures up an
 attractive alternative. She had monomaniacally perceived Allan’s death
 as the only means to happiness; in a slight variation, she feels that
 suicide/martyrdom is her proper end. With “strange composure,”
 therefore, she is “resigned to welcome the chance of his [Ozias’]
 recovery,
 
or to accept the certainty of his death” (9:557-558).
Collins
 
emphasizes Lydia’s self-absorption by twice indicating that  
“not a cry or
 
a tear escaped her”; she had  virtually glowed when Ozias  
tried to strangle her—even though he would have assumed the guilt
 maddening her. She also disregards how her suicide would devastate
 him: “Something softly radiant in
 
her  eyes.. .lit  her  whole countenance  
as with an inner light, and made her womanly and lovely once more”
 (9:558). Despite suggested regeneration, her visage simply reflects her
 delusion of self-redemption. Doubly ironic, death quickens Lydia,
 whose humanization marks a re-entry to the role of succubus. The
 “inner light”
 
and revived beauty refer to Satanic  brilliance  and the belief  
that suicide would redeem
 
her. Craving laudanum-induced forgetfulness,  
she redefines martyrdom to repress fear of damnation and twice links
 
the  
poisonous gas with 
oblivion.
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As Lydia
 
had played a martyr to slander, she supposedly sacrifices  
herself for love. She writes her suicide note on Brock’s deathbed letter
 and
 
apparently associates her demise and his, hence the religious tone:  
“The one atonement I can make for all
 
the wrong  I have done  you  is the  
atonement of my death.” She claims
 
her “wickedness has  one merit—it  
has not prospered,” yet she seems to forget the many deaths for which
 she is responsible, the
 
only exception being Allan’s survival. The final  
line, “I have never
 
been a happy woman,” suggests that her sorrow is  
compensatory. Lydia buries reference to affection in midletter and
 unconsciously 
admits
 dissociation: “I had  some innocent moments,  and  
then I loved you dearly.
”
 Still preoccupied with oblivion, she tells  
Ozias to “forget me...in the love of a better woman” (9:559), but she
 never considers 
the
 trauma of his waking near her  warm corpse. Thus  
she uses the note to evoke sympathy by promoting her ostensible
 selflessness and by obscuring her attack 
on
 Allan.
Lydia addresses Ozias as “my angel,” promising him “a happy
 life...if you are
 
freed from me” (9:560). Her suicide, however, insures  
that he will remember his dubious debt to her and will never be
 psychologically free. She forgets her claim that traumas can warp
 psyches (apparently a
 
corollary  from Downward’s regimen): “I might,  
perhaps, have been [a] better woman...if I had not lived a miserable
 life” (9:559). Until she prays, she makes atonement only to Ozias.
 Brock’s letter evidently reminds
 
her of God. Before she  enters the gas-  
filled room, Lydia notices that “the waning moon shone in faintly at
 the window” and
 
that “light...was slowly  fading  out of the  murky  sky.”  
The pathetic fallacy and her exclamations suggest that she associates the
 darkness and damnation: “Oh, God, forgive me!...Oh, Christ, bear
 witness that I have suffered” (9:560). Rather than repenting, she
 emphasizes her all-atoning sorrow, and even her
 
prayer alludes to the  
martyrdom informing her suicide note. The delusion simply extends
 her self-deification. Thus Bashwood creates a shrine to her and
 
keeps  
her castoffs as holy relics, his romance being cultic and ecstatic.
Lydia’s only consistent orthodoxy is a belief in damnation; she
 
never substantiates faith in divine redemption. Without preparation,
 
her  
prayer appears to be a psychological reflex, a response to suggestion.
 By leaving the prayer ambiguous, Collins preserves a degree of
 sympathy for her. Well before her suicide, though, Lydia copied
 Brock’s letter in her diary and dismissed his evangelicalism. “A
 believer in the Bible” (9:298), he cites Christ’s sacrificial death and
 condemns
 
fatalism. The rector dwells upon forgiveness of sins through  
faith, imputation of righteousness, and divine guidance: “The
 mainspring of all the good
 
I have ever  done,” such trust “comforts and  
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quiets me, lying here, to live or to die, I know not which. Let it
 
sustain, comfort, and enlighten you” (9:300). Brock claims that the
 coincidences joining Allan and Ozias, if seen through faith, disprove the
 family curse: “The Atonement...has its mortal
 
reflections....If danger  
ever threatens Allan, you, whose father took his father’s life—YOU,
 and no other, may be the man whom the providence of God has
 appointed to save him.” Lydia had recopied the last line, adding that
 “the words...have shaken me to the soul” (9:301). Fear of harming
 Ozias moved her to aver: “I have trampled my own wickedness under
 foot. I am innocent” (9:302). Her self-redemption, however, directly
 opposes Brock’s doctrine.
To render her unhappiness redemptive, Lydia must forget when
 
murderous excitement was
 akin
 to sexual arousal. She had felt “terrible  
excitement” when she rode with Allan: “There I was, alone with him,
 talking in the most innocent, easy, familiar manner, and having it in
 my mind all the time to brush his life out of my way...as I might
 brush a stain off my gown.” The desire “made my blood leap, and my
 cheeks flush. I caught
 
myself laughing” and, therefore, “pull[e ] down  
my veil” (9:252). Her stained gown, rushing blood, flushed cheeks,
 shifted clothes, and stifled laughter connote eroticism (the blush and
 racing blood reappear as Lydia
 
makes the  lethal gas [9:553]). She links  
death and romance, as opposed
 
to pursuing spiritual regeneration. Her  
supposed repentance lacks such authentic intensity; in profound
 suggestibility, she approximates Brock’s deathbed message of divine
 grace. Thus, though she and Mrs. Oldershaw have parted, Lydia
 unconsciously mimics her
 
mentor, who poses as  a revivalist. Evidence  
of a spiritual rebirth, in
 
Lydia’s suicide  note  and prayer, is incomplete;  
her
 
essential nature is unchanged. The death  lust an  latent necrophilia  
which had excited her with Allan also control her at death. Therefore
 she twice caresses her seemingly dead
 
husband  and kills herself on his  
bed.
In her suicide
 
note Lydia refers to  Allan’s  rescue as a solely human  
feat. She sees Brock’s
 
message again as she writes her farewell  and, as  
if knocking on wood, she mouths a prayer. Her last words to
 Midwinter are more forthright: She “lingered for her last look in this
 world—and turned that look 
on
 him. ‘Good-by!’ she said, softly”  
(9:560). Lydia’s
 
“good-by,” a contraction of “God be with ye,” implies  
that He would be with Ozias but that she does not expect such divine
 companionship. Unlike Brock, she neither claims that faith eases
 
death  
nor directs Ozias to return to Allan. Ceasing efforts to placate God,
 Midwinter simply accepts heavenly redemption; no longer defending
 Armadale, the young writer merely sleeps and thwarts the conspiracy.
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Such
 
sleep symbolizes his new-found fait  and  surrender to Providence  
(cf. Luke 8:23). When, without
 
similar foundation, Lydia  sleeps in the  
gas, no one saves her physically or
 
spiritually.
Ozias’ spiritual
 
rebirth dramatically  contrasts with Lydia’s deluded  
end. Alluding to Romans 8:28, he accepts Brock’s evangelicalism,
 renounces fatalism, and testifies to his “new mind” (9:572) and “new
 life” (9:573). He distrusts his perceptions and depends instead upon
 God's compassion and wisdom: “In that
 
faith I  can look  back  without  
murmuring...and can look on without doubting,” as two archetypes
 confirm rebirth. Whereas Lydia had recently looked upon the pitch-
 black night, “the darkness had
 
passed” when Ozias stares outside, and  
“the first light.. .rested tenderly on his face” (9:573), a wholesome
 luminosity which her Satanic brillance mimicked. His salvation and
 Brock’s tenets refute the agnosticism or atheism generally ascribed to
 Wilkie Collins’s canon.21 With Ozias, the author returns the
 conversion convention to a spiritual application; he suggests that the
 literary change in character, epitomized by Lydia’s romantic
 idealization, 
is 
pernicious and devilish.
Thus Lydia Gwilt collapses and becomes a Satanic figure, as if
 such
 despair
 and violence are infernal. Suppressed emotions become her  
nemeses as projected fears verge upon hallucinations in Downward’s
 asylum, and her death wish and perceived powerlessness culminate in
 sadomasochism and necrophilia. Assuming a delusional martyrdom,
 she fulfills earlier hints of
 
demonism and parrots Brock’s doctrine as  
emotional devastation results in an absolute suggestibility. With
 Lydia, therefore, Collins reveals a depth of characterization and a
 
spec
ifically evangelical  orientation.
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ABSALOM, ABSALOM! AND THE RIPPLE-EFFECT OF
THE PAST
Robert Dunne
Central
 
Connecticut State University
Bringing one’s present experiences to bear in reconstructing the
 
past is an inherent given in the practice of the historian. It is a
 vivifying process that integrates the static
 
remnants of the past with the  
present, thus confirming the interrelatedness of time. R. G.
 Collingwood notes that
To the historian, the activities whose memory he is studying
 
are not spectacles to be watched, but experiences to be lived
 through in his own mind; they are objective, or known
to him, only because they are also subjective, or activities of
 his own.1
In Absalom, Absalom! William Faulkner allows his characters to
 
reconstruct the rise and fall—the history—of the Sutpen family and
 illustrates, through their various retellings, how such characters regard
 and respond to the past, and, ultimately, to the present and future as
 well. This paper intends to give a critical overview of the major
 characters’ conception of time and history, via their tellings of the
 Sutpen 
story. Faulkner himself often spelled out his conception of time and
 history, fostering the view that past, present, and future are essentially
 interrelated:
time is a fluid condition which has no existence except in the
 
momentary avatars of individual people. There is no such
 thing as was—only is.2
In other words, history comprises a continuum of time, in which the
 
past is never sealed off from the present but 
is
 rather contiguous with  
it. In the novel Quentin Compson, too, acknowledges this fluid
 condition of time:
Maybe nothing ever happens once and is finished. Maybe
 
happen is never once but like ripples maybe on water after the
 pebble sinks, the ripple moving on, spreading, the pool
 attached by a narrow umbilical water-cord to the next pool
 which the first pool feeds, has fed, did feed, let this second
 pool contain a different temperature of water, a different
 molecularity of having seen, felt, remembered, reflect in a
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reflect in a different tone the infinite unchanging sky, it
 
doesn't matter: that pebble's watery echo whose fall it did
 not even see moves across its surface too at the original
 ripple-space, to the old ineradicable rhythm?
The seamless quality of time suggested here 
is
 further explained by  
Faulkner: “There isn’t any time....There is only the present moment,
 in which I include both the past and the future, and that is eternity.”4
 Faulkner acknowledges indebtedness
 
for his conceptualization of time to  
Henri Bergson, who similarly characterized the interrelatedness of time
 as a “continuous flux,”5 adding that “I consider duration as the
 multiplicity of moments bound to each other by a unity which goes
 through them like thread.”6 It becomes apparent in the book that the
 actors
 
in  and narrators  of the Sutpen story have different reactions to the  
contiguousness of time. To begin this analysis, there are characters
 who try to arrest
 
or manipulate the continuous nature of time.
Rosa Coldfield is one such character whose actions attempt to
 arrest changes brought about by time. Rosa virtually ceases to be a
 participant in a full life—having a present or future—because since the
 events
 
at Sutpen’s Hundred,  which occurred around the time of the Civil  
War, she has spent the next forty-three years looking backward to that
 period trying to make sense of it. Like one of Sherwood Anderson’s
 grotesques, her life 
is
 locked into a position of looking backward in  
time, to figure out how she might have lived in the present had past
 events turned
 
out differently. As she tells Quentin  before they head out  
to Sutpen’s Hundred
 
in 1909: “there is that might-have-been which is  
the single rock we cling to above the maelstrom of unbearable reality”
 (186). The events surrounding the Civil War become the only life
 Rosa ever knows; even at age twenty, in 1866, she recalls that she
 seemed to live in that moment alone, without having had a childhood,
 since “the world came [to her] not even as living echo but as dead
 incomprehensible shadow” (202). Mr. Compson also describes her
 childhood, in that “grim mausoleum air of puritan righteousness,”
as being composed ironically of an “absence of youth” (72).
What she wants to come to grips with about the past 
is
 why she  
did not get
 
married (to either  Charles Bon or Thomas Sutpen) and  why  
the Southern way of life disintegrated, both of which are related to and
 take place around
 
the  War. In her  talking at  Quentin (there is really no  
conversation, only a monologue) she imagines that there might have
 been wedding vows between Bon and herself. However, after Bon’s
 murder by Henry, whatever hopes she had had become dashed. She
 heats the shot’s echo
 
and interprets  it this  way:
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That sound was merely the sharp and final clap-to of a door
 
between us and all that was, all that might have been—a
 retroactive severance of the stream of event: a forever
 crystallized instant in imponderable time (197, emphasis
 added).
Thus the “arras-veil before what-is-to-be” remains docile for Rosa, for
 
she chooses not
 
to “make the rending gash” in it (177). Regarding the  
Southern way of life, in her looking up to Sutpen as a Civil War hero,
 she 
considers 
him and other such Southerners as having “fought for four  
honorable years for the soil and traditions of the land where she had
 been
 
bom” (18). The consequences of the South’s Lost  Cause are seen  
by Rosa to have been, in hindsight, a “holocaust which had taken
 parents security and all from her” (18).
That she is so vehemently jaded towards Sutpen for most of her
 
recollection and that she is so convinced of the impossibility of taking
 action in life after the War demonstrate how her obsessive
 reconstruction of the past is, for the most part, fed by emotion rather
 than reason. Rosa
 
says as much herself to Quentin:
That is the substance of remembering—sense, smell: the
 
muscles with which we see and hear and feel—not mind,
 not thought: there is no such thing as memory: the brain
 recalls just what the muscles grope for: 
no
 more, no less:  
and its resultant sum is usually incorrect and false and
 worthy only of the name of dream (178).
As someone who contents herself with living in that “crystallized
 
instant” of the past, Rosa is prepared to die virtually after she meets
 Clytie and Henry Sutpen after forty-three years, for she is able, for a
 moment, to re-live the past in actuality 
when
 she pushes aside  Clytie as 
she did forty-three years earlier to run upstairs and see what lies behind
 the bedroom door. Instead of confronting antiquated ghosts, as Mr.
 Compson suggests in his letter to Quentin at Harvard, she meets
 instead “actual people.. .[the] actual recipients of the hatred and the pity”
 (470). The reconstructed past that embodies Rosa’s present comes face
 to face with the living
 
remnants of the past, and we get the impression  
that
 
once this meeting occurs, the two visions of the past cannot cohere  
for Rosa for very long.
In
 Ellen Coldfield we see that once Ellen achieves status and the  
appearance of well being, she too tries to put a stop to the natural
 progression of time. After being married to Sutpen for several years
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and raising two children, Ellen succeeds (Mr. Compson guesses) “at last
 
in evacuating not only the puritan heritage but reality itself;...[having]
 immolated outrageous husband and incomprehensible children into
 shades; [and] escaped at last into a world of pure illusion,” (83) a “bland
 region peopled by dolls,” as Mr. Compson adds (83). But of course
 Ellen has
 
no control over the  fluctuations  of time, and  so her  static, Old  
South world-view crumbles upon any intrusions of reality. If we
 believe Mr. Compson’s account, what causes Ellen’s eventual
 dissolution is not Henry’s denial
 
of family  or the break-up  of Judith  and  
Bon’s engagement, but rather the “shock of
 
reality entering her life”  
(96), which leaves her a “substanceless shell” that will be buried only
 two years later as a “shape” and a “recollection” (156). Judith, unlike
 her mother, consciously removes herself from
 
a participatory life of her  
own after Bon’s burial and after she gives Quentin’s grandmother a
 letter she received from Bon. Although we see Judith does not fall to
 pieces like her mother, or become stagnant like Rosa—because, for
 example, she takes in Bon’s octoroon wife and raises his son—we do
 see resignation on her
 
part: as Rosa wants to be  remembered through  
her story’s retelling to Quentin, so Judith wants Bon’s letter to be a
 remembrance of “something just because it would have happened...at
 least a scratch, something, something that might make a mark on
 something that was once” (158). Judith resigns herself from living for
 a present or future and leaves an artifact behind to prove that she was
 once, at least, a participant in life.
In opposition to Rosa, Ellen, and Judith, we can look at Thomas
 
Sutpen, as gleaned from all the
 
narratives, as someone deeply  
committed to living in the present with, at the same time, probably
 more concern with molding the shape of the future. Different from
 others in this respect, he differs
 
also  in his regard  towards the past. His  
humiliation at the
 
hands  of a well-dressed black servant way  back in his  
Tidewater Virginia youth is a catalyst for Sutpen’s design, which is,
 basically, the erection of
 
an impressive present and future Old South  
lifestyle upon
 
the foundations of a pre-fabricated past. Without drawing  
on his real-life experiences, Sutpen plays out the role of Old South
 plantation owner in a rather mechanical
 
fashion. Sutpen seems like the  
antebellum patriarch only in terms of the physical props of the role;
 i.e., in striving to fulfill the role so perfectly, Sutpen negates the
 element of human unpredictability as well as a code of. values, thus
 transforming the
 
role into a mere formula to be solved rationally. For  
how else could he
 
just  pick up and leave his household as a youth to  
become a 
man
 on the make in Haiti, and how. else could he make a  
clean break from his first wife only to start from scratch again in
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Jefferson if he were concerned with more than just physical
 
appearances? General Compson characterizes Sutpen’s ignorance of
 values
 
and human unpredictability as a kind of innocence,
which believed that the ingredients of morality were like
 
the ingredients of pie or cake and once you had measured
 them and balanced them and mixed them and put them into
 the oven it was all finished and nothing but pie or cake
 could come out (328).
Sutpen himself illustrates his tendency to rationalize over human
 
emotion and morality when he goes to talk to
 
the general. In his mind  
he
 
had achieved all the accouterments  of a Southern gentleman; he runs  
through these props like items on a laundry list: “‘I had a design. To
 accomplish it I should require money, a house, a plantation, slaves, a
 family—incidentally of course, a wife. I set out to acquire these,
 asking no favor of any man’” 
(329).
 That business in Haiti with his  
first wife, he thinks, ended cleanly upon his arrangement for support,
 leaving him justified to make his second attempt at achieving his
 design. Of course, in his second attempt he builds again a past from
 scratch; however, when his legitimate past impinges on the present,
 incarnate in his son Bon, his entire design is eventually brought to
 ruin. The actual presence of
 
Sutpen’s past is too much for its brittle,  
abstract replacement to bear; it collapses in part because of Sutpen’s
 obliviousness of other people’s feelings or their needs to communicate.
 For example, Sutpen considers Bon’s appearance at his house not as a
 “moral retribution” but “just an old mistake in fact which a man of
 courage and shrewdness...could still combat if he could only find out
 what the mistakes had been” 
(334).
 He can adapt sufficiently to the  
vicissitudes of
 
the present but necessarily fails to keep past events in  
the past. That he can adapt to changes in the present is clear by his
 activity in the Confederate army, which both contributes to his image
 of being a Southern patriarch (as
 
even Rosa  acknowledges) and ensures  
that his investment in Sutpen’s Hundred would remain secure. But
 both the outcome of the war and Henry’s abandonment of the family
 force Sutpen once again to adapt to change and start
 
from scratch in a  
third attempt to achieve his design. On his third try, his actions
 certainly adapt
 
to the changed present  (e.g., he opens  a store with Wash  
Jones); however, the fixed purpose of his design no longer seems in
 sync, for by this time his land is diminished, his standing in the
 community is no longer 
even
 tentatively tolerated (he refuses to ride  
with the “sheets and hoods”), and time itself is confounding him. He
 
is  
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about sixty when he starts for the third time, and his proposal to Rosa
 
is explicitly made only for the purpose of breeding a male heir.
 Finally, his very last attempt to sire a male heir with Milly fails when
 she gives birth to a girl. It elicits little surprise that the instrument of
 Sutpen’s death is a rusty scythe. For though Sutpen can try to deny the
 past, he is helpless against the impending reality of the future, and
 comes to a violent death when seemingly both past and future fall in
 upon him in the present.
To borrow a line from Mr. Compson, Charles Bon certainly is a
 
curious one. But Mr. Compson’s pairing of Bon with Sutpen is
 significant:
He [Bon] came into that isolated puritan country household
 
almost like Sutpen himself came into Jefferson: apparently
 complete, without background or past or childhood (114).
Rosa never sees Bon, 
and
 all that we are given of him comes from his  
letter to Judith, Mr. Compson’s narrative, and Quentin and Shreve’s
 reconstruction of events. Because we have so few facts to go on, it
 may be worthwhile to consider Quentin and Shreve’s reconstruction.
 
To
 recall Collingwood,
The historian not only re-enacts past thought, he re-enacts
 
it in the context of his knowledge and therefore, in re
­enacting it, criticizes it, forms his own judgement [sic] of
 
its
 value, corrects whatever errors he can discern in it.7
If we
 
buy Quentin and Shreve’s version, then, we can assume that Bon  
does not choose to deny his past but is simply ignorant of it. Only
 when he becomes involved with
 
Henry does he yearn to  find recognition  
of his past, by Sutpen’s acknowledging him to be his 
son.
 And  
furthermore, only when his desire is frustrated does Bon begin to
 resemble his father, as seen in his willful desire to negate the past and
 start from scratch, a desire which is documented in his letter to Judith.
 For he writes to Judith that “what WAS is one thing, and now it is not
 because it is dead, it died in 1861...J must stop...thinking,
 remembering—mark that I do not say, hoping” (162-63). Bon’s desire
 to forgo the past is denied ultimately, when Henry, his closest
 acknowledged tie to the past, confronts him at Sutpen’s Hundred and
 murders
 
him.
It 
is
 worthwhile to consider Mr. Compson for a moment, for  
although he is not an actor in the Sutpen story, he does play a
 significant role in transmitting much of the Sutpen history. Mr.
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Compson’s recollections fill chapters III and IV and are found also in
 
chapters VI and VII, via Quentin’s narration of Sutpen’s past, as
 
related  
by Quentin’s grandfather. As a transmitter of history, 
Mr.
 Compson  
himself is conscious of the historiography involved in telling the
 Sutpen story and seems frustrated over the difficulty in
 
drawing out any  
meaning from it:
It’s just incredible. It just does not explain. Or perhaps
 
that’s it: they don’t explain and we are not supposed to
 know. We have a few old mouth-to-mouth tales; we
 exhume from old trunks and boxes and drawers letters
 without salutation or signature, in which men and women
 who once lived and breathed are now merely initials or
 nicknames out of some now incomprehensible affection
 which sound 
to
 us like Sanskrit or Chocktaw; we see dimly  
people, the people in whose living blood and seed we
 ourselves lay dormant and waiting...impervious 
to
 time and  
inexplicable....They are there, yet something is missing;
 they are like a chemical formula exhumed along with the
 letters from that forgotten chest...; you bring them
 together in the proportions called for, but... no thing
 happens: just the words, the symbols, the shapes
 themselves, shadowy inscrutable and serene (124-25).
Mr. Compson’s “chemical formula” image should recall the image that
 
General Compson, in referring to Sutpen, uses of baking cake; that
 with all the right mixtures and ingredients, a nice neat little cake—or
 story—should, but does not, result. Mr. Compson’s method of
 reconstruction has been faulted for being too rational. Carl Rollyson
 charges that Mr. Compson in this passage discounts the “interpretive
 processes of the mind.” Rollyson goes on to say that
 
reconstruction of  
the past entails far more than piecing together the artifacts of
 
the past,  
that “the past is made imaginable by the intricate connections such as
 
Mr.
 Compson himself is able to make  between the human thoughts and  
activities suggested by this evidence.”8 Larry Allums points out that
 Mr. Compson’s reading of history remains deficient, then, because he
 holds himself aloof from the Sutpen history.9 But this point is only
 partly true, because Mr. Compson is still able, as Rollyson suggests,
 to employ his imagination to fill in gaps which the artifacts do not
 account
 
for. He can become involved in the telling of the story without  
being overwhelmed by it. An important point to examine, then, 
is why much of Mr. Compson’s version of events 
is
 rejected by Shreve,  
who supplies a fuller, more imaginative telling of the story.
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Shreve, a Canadian, is explicitly an outsider in all of this. Not
 
from the South, not even from the United States, Shreve yet sees
 something
 
in  the Sutpen story that ‘“my people haven’t got.”’ He asks  
Quentin in the Harvard dorm: “‘What is it? something you live and
 breathe in like air? a kind of vacuum filled with wraithlike and
 indomitable anger and pride and glory at and in
 
happenings that occurred 
and ceased fifty years ago?”’ (450) Allums suggests that Shreve
 successfully is able to “engage and then disengage” himself
 
from the  
telling,10 avoiding both the aloof extreme of Mr. Compson and the
 immersed extreme of
 
Quentin. Certainly, Shreve has at first a rather  
playful regard of the story. (At one point he tells Quentin that the
 South is “‘better than the theatre, isn’t it. It’s better than Ben Hur,
 isn’t it?”’ [271].) And at other times that night in the dorm he slips
 into a playful role, and resumes such a role by the end of the night.
 But, as the narrator points out, his apparent flippancy is “bom.. .of that
 incorrigible unsentimental sentimentality of the young
 
which takes the  
form of hard and crass levity,” a levity, the
 
narrator says later, “behind  
which the youthful shame of being moved hid itself’ (343, 349).
 Shreve engages himself
 
in the reconstruction at least as intensely as  
Quentin
 does.
 David  Minter notices too that whereas Shreve may  have  
been merely flippant at the onset of his involvement in the story, he
 does become involved in “full participation in remembering and
 recounting.”11 When Shreve
 
takes  over the narration from Quentin, for  
example, the narrator tells us it
was Shreve speaking, though save for the slight difference
 
which the intervening degrees of latitude had inculcated in
 them (differences not in tone or pitch but of turns of phrase
 and usage of words), it might have been either of them and
 was in a sense both: both thinking as one (378).
Whether his motivations are serious or not (All we have is Shreve’s
 
word that he is sincere: ‘“I’m not trying to be funny, smart. I just
 want to understand it if
 
I can and I dont know how to say it better’”  
[450].), he does offer, at least, a plausible version of
 
the Bon-Henry-  
Judith connection. And it is Shreve also who consciously ties in
 testimony of
 
the other narrators (Mr. Compson and Rosa) to verify or  
clarify his telling. That he resumes his playful bantering in the end
 (concerning Jim Bond and the future miscegenation of the western
 hemisphere) 
may
 indicate that  after  such an intense involvement  in the  
reconstruction he is able ultimately to pull back from it and regain his
 bearings
 
in  the present
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Quentin, on the other hand, remains in conflict with himself, and
 
thus is unable to bridge events of the past to the living present. He
 alone has possessed the ultimate burden of carrying on the Sutpen
 history with him, from his father’s narrative (and by extension, his
 grandfather’s) and Rosa’s, and developing it at length with Shreve.
 What is ironic is that throughout the process of accumulating these
 fragments of the story, Quentin has been an unwilling historian. He
 
is  
virtually summoned by Rosa to hear her side of it and is goaded by
 Shreve into developing it further. He also puts off remembering what
 lies
 
behind the bedroom door when he and Rosa go to Sutpen’s Hundred  
until he can no longer put it off. Although an unwilling participant,
 Quentin becomes, once
 
he  is involved, engulfed in the history, affected,  
in fact, to such a
 
degree  by the presence of the past that he can find no  
bridge to cross back into the present. This is no new insight into
 Quentin’s character. But The Sound and the Fury aside, we are told
 early in the book that
 
Quentin has grown up in an environment that is  
seemingly obsessed with the past: “his very body was an empty hall
 echoing with sonorous defeated names; he was not a
 
being, an entity,  
he was a commonwealth. He
 
was a barracks filled with stubborn  back-  
looking ghosts” (9). Quentin becomes devastated
 
as his reconstruction  
with Shreve progresses. After he recounts the background of Sutpen,
 we are told that he
 
“had not moved, talking apparently (if to anything)  
to the letter lying on the open book on the table between his hands”
 (318), seemingly imprisoned by the artifacts set down before him,
 oblivious to conditions in the present (Notice too that throughout
 
his  
reconstruction with Shreve it is the burly Shreve who reacts to the
 frigid conditions in the room, bundling himself up like a bear, while
 Quentin, meanwhile, allows his coat to slip to the floor unnoticed.) It
 is worth emphasizing that despite his immersion in the past, Quentin is
 not oblivious to what is happening to him. At the same time he
 narrates Sutpen’s background
 
to Shreve, he tells  himself
I am going to have to hear it all over again I am already
 
hearing it all over again I am listening to it all over again
 I shall never have to never listen to anything else but this
 again forever (345).
Later, after he recounts meeting Henry face to face, he thinks to
 
himself, “‘Nevermore of peace. Nevermore of peace. Nevermore.
 Nevermore. Nevermore’” (465). He finally articulates these feelings to
 Shreve: ‘“I am older at twenty than a lot of people who have died’”
 (469). Quentin’s emphatic denial
 
of Shreve’s  question of why he  hates  
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the
 
South  recalls the conflict Quentin has in the first pages of the book,  
when he is described as two Quentins: the one (of the present) who
 prepares to enter Harvard, and the other Quentin “who was still too
 young to
 
deserve yet to be a ghost but nevertheless having to be one for  
all that, since he was bom and bred in the deep South” (5). Quentin 
is unable to be one or the other, and, ultimately, he cannot reconcile the
 two.
Richard Gray recognizes the problems that both the actors in and
 
the narrators of the Sutpen history have in making connections to
 people before and after them, and asks, “[W]hat positive evidence is
 there of
 
another way—a framework of value that will at least allow a  
chance of succeeding” in making these connections?12 Rollyson
 provides one clue, in suggesting that Faulkner 
“
is implying that there  
is a meaning in history which eludes a
 
logical, analytical approach.”13  
It should be added that meaning might be gleaned from history by
 eluding also an emotional or self-conscious approach. Rosa, Ellen,
 Judith, even Sutpen and Bon, and certainly Quentin cannot reconcile
 themselves to the fluid continuum of time that 
is
 characterized by the  
ripples passage quoted earlier. From Faulkner’s treatment of his
 characters we can see that their tendency either
 
to overly  rationalize the  
consequences of history or to become self-conscious of and immersed in
 history frustrates them because they cannot manipulate or live within
 the natural progression of time. Of course Faulkner cannot spell this
 out explicitly, for then he would be creating obstacles in our own
 reconstruction of the story. Quentin and Shreve are able to go beyond
 Rosa and 
Mr.
 Compson’s versions of the story because of an active  
dialectical relationship they bring to bear in their telling; so too does
 Faulkner require us to engage in a kind of dialectical relationship with
 the text, so that we each will form our own version of the story, which
 inherently affirms
 
the ripple-effect of understanding the past
NOTES
1The Idea of History (London, 
1956),
 p. 218.
2“Interview with Jean Stein Vanden Heuvel,” 1956, Lion in
 
the Garden, ed. James 
B.
 Meriwether and Michael Millgate  
(Lincoln, Neb., 1980), p. 255.
3Absalom, Absalom!, 1936 (New York, 1986), p. 326. All
 
subsequent references to the text will be from this edition and will
 be found in the body of this paper.
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4‘Interview with Loic Bouvard,” 1952, Lion in the Garden, 
p. 
70.
5An Introduction to Metaphysics, 1903, trans. T. 
E.
 Huhne  
(Indianapolis, 1955), p. 25.
6Ibid., p. 
47. 7The Idea of History, p. 215.
8Uses of the Past in the Novels of William Faulkner (Ann
 
Arbor, 1984), p. 160.
9 “Overpassing to Love: Dialogue and Play in Absalom,
 
Absalom!,” New Orleans Review, 14: 4 (1987), 40.
10Ibid., p. 40.
11
 
“Family, Region, and Myth in Faulkner’s Fiction,**  
Faulkner and 
the
 Southern Renaissance, ed. Doreen Fowler and Ann  
J. Abadie (Jackson, 1982), p. 193.
12
Literature of Memory: Modern Writers of the American  
South (Baltimore, 1977), p. 253.
13Uses of the Past in the Novels of William Faulkner, p. 164.
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ROBERT BROWNING’S CLEON: A NATURAL MAN
George F.
 
Homeker
Arkansas State University
Robert Browning’s epigraph
 
for “Cleon”  is taken from the B ok of  
Acts: “For in Him we 
live,
 and Move, and have our being; as certain  
also of your own poets have said, For we are also his offspring”
 (17:28). Here is
 
a suggested alternative: “the natural man receiveth not  
the things of the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness unto him” (1
 Cor. 2:14).
The phrase
 
natural  man appears  once in the poem. Cleon uses it to  
refer to man’s having once lived what he calls “The animal life,”1 an
 unselfconscious, primitive stage of development
 
wherein he was much  
happier than he is now. Man would have been better off, Cleon writes
 to
 
his benefactor Protus, if he had never evolved
[‘]Beyond the natural man, the better beast,
 
Using his senses, not the sense of sense.’
 In man there’s failure, only since he left
 The lower and inconscious forms of life. (223-226)
What Cleon does not realize, however, 
is
 that he is himself a natural  
man—not in the sense
 
that he  uses the phrase  but in the sense that  it is  
used
 
in the verse  cited above from First Corinthians. Because there are  
essentially two natural-man traditions in Western culture, Robert
 Browning was able to use this fact to define more clearly the clash of
 Christian and pagan
 
cultures, to establish more precisely the limitations  
of Cleon’s character, and to develop the irony in the poem more
 
fully.
Any Christian of Browning’s day would have known the Apostle’s
 distinction between the natural and the spiritual. In England,
 especially, the phrase natural man itself would have been familiar, due
 to the pervasive influence of the language of the King James Bible.
 The other type of natural man—or rather cluster of types, since a
 number of variations have developed
 
over the centuries—is the natural  
man opposed, not to the spiritual man, but to the civilized man. The
 roots of this type are as old 
as
 Western culture itself. Leo Strauss has  
written that nature is primarily “a term of distinction.”2 As a result,
 writers have used the natural man polemically to define, chastise, or
 frighten the so- called civilized man. The Roman Stoics used the
 concept, as did Montaigne in the sixteenth century; and it was widely
 in use in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The variety of
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natural
 
men that developed  is astonishing. The natural man could be a  
childlike innocent or an evil
 
savage; he could be bloodthirsty or  stoical  
and noble; he could be
 
a creature governed by reason or one  guided by  
pure instinct. What generally determined his essential characteristics
 was
 
why  his  creator chose to bring him before his readers. If the writer  
championed his culture’s status quo, then the natural man would be
 some sort of wild, naked savage, the embodiment of anarchy. If the
 writer attacked the corruptions of European
 
civilization, then  the natural  
man would be someone who either possessed values superior to those
 of civilized men or the values of civilization itself in a purer, more
 primitive form. One
 
need only  consider the contrasting types of natural  
men associated with the names of Hobbes and Rousseau, and consider
 their aims in writing, to get a sense of the variety and vitality of the
 concept of the uncivilized natural man.
Cleon’s natural man is of this second type. He 
is
 basically an  
animal, lacking true human self-consciousness and intellect. Like so
 many of his fellow natural types, he has an advantage over such
 civilized men as 
Cleon.
 Without the  “sense of sense,” he does not bear  
the burden of consciousness and thus the knowledge that “Most
 progress is most failure” (272). For life, Cleon has learned, is
 “inadequate to joy, /
 
As the soul sees  joy” (249-250). And yet Cleon  
would not be a natural man in this sense. His pride keeps him from
 that, even though the slave girl Protus has sent him has cast her eyes
 on a well-muscled oarsman she has seen rather than the aging but
 cultivated Greek intellectual.
Since “Cleon” is a dramatic poem and its speaker is a pagan, one
 
would not, of course, expect Browning to have his character use the
 phrase natural man in St. Paul’s sense. Still, there are a number of
 reasons to assume that the poet may well have
 
intended for his  readers  
to think of
 
the Apostle’s concept of the unspiritual man when reading  
the poem, and to appreciate the irony of Cleon’s differing use of the
 phrase.
To begin with, as noted earlier, the Pauline concept of
 
the natural  
man was a cultural commonplace in English life. Browning could
 expect that
 
any  Christian, even any  literate Englishman, would  think of  
it when he encountered the phrase. Second, it is not likely that
 Browning used the phrase natural man without giving thought to its
 range of meanings. In fact, he does employ it elsewhere in his poetry
 with a different meaning than he has Cleon use. For example, in The
 Ring and
 
the Book  the Pope  uses the phrase in the  Pauline sense when  
he chides members of the clergy in his day who have “Slunk into
 corners”3 despite having all the benefits Christianity has to offer.
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Against the protests he imagines them making about their lives of
 
service to the Church, he balances Caponsacchi’s defiance of prudence
 and convention in his attempt to rescue Pompilia. The Pope believes
 the young priest’s action “can cap and cover straight” (10.1580)
 anything done by these other clerics, even though Caponsicchi’s deed
 was only “Done at an instinct of the natural man” (10.1582).
Within the poem itself 
is
 further evidence that Browning wants the  
reader to regard Cleon as a Pauline natural man. For example, the
 setting in the early Christian era as well as the subject—the impact of
 Christianity on late Greek civilization—suggests 
such
 an interpretation  
of Cleon’s spiritual condition. The poem’s two references to St.
 Paul—the epigraph and Cleon’s response to Protus’ query about
 “Paulus” in the conclusion also help to strengthen such a reading. In
 the passage in Acts Paul is addressing skeptical Greeks in Athens.
 Cleon is clearly one of their number in his philosophical outlook.4
 The second reference to
 
Paul is much more significant. Cleon’s claim  
in the final line of the poem that
 
Paulus’ teachings “could be held by  
no sane man” (353) is surely an intentional echo of Paul’s claim that
 “the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God: for they
 are foolishness unto him.” Ignoring what he knew to be the paltry
 wisdom of “a mere barbarian Jew” (343), Cleon had not even bothered
 to investigate Paulus’ teachings himself when some of the Apostle’s
 followers visited his island.
Another detail in the poem that marks Cleon as an unspiritual
 
natural man is his claim that
 
he has “written three books on the soul, /  
Proving absurd all written hitherto, / And putting us to ignorance
 again” (57-59). At this point in the poem he takes pride in his
 intellectual abilities as a skeptic; but as the poem progresses, his sense
 of the futility of life becomes overpowering and reveals the true
 character of the Pauline natural man.
In his study of the early years of the Christian church, Rudolph
 
Bultmann describes the natural man’s condition in the world as one of
 “impotence and
 
fear.”5 This is a rather accurate description  of the state  
in which Cleon finds himself.6 His impotence appears in his claim
 that “there’s failure, only since [man] left / The lower and inconscious
 forms of life.” For with consciousness comes the knowledge “That
 there’s a
 
world of capability / For joy, spread round about us, meant for  
us, / Inviting us” (239-241); but, unfortunately,
We struggle, fain to enlarge
 
Our bounded physical recipiency,
 Increase our power, supply fresh oil 
to
 life,
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Repair due waste of age and sickness: no,
It skills not! life's inadequate to joy,
 
As soul sees joy, tempting life 
to
 take, (245-250)
Thus, Cleon acknowledges, "I get to sing of love, when grown too grey
 
/ For being loved" (297-298). The young "she-slave" may hear his
 song, but "she turns to that young man," the oarsman, with "muscles
 al
l
 a-ripple on  his back" (298=299).
The fear of the Panline natural man appears in Cleon's reply to
 Protus' suggestion that Cleon's creative achievements will give him
 immortality:
Thou diest while I survive?
Say
 rather that my fate is deadlier still,  
In this, that every day my sense of
 
joy  
Grows more acute, my soul (intensified
 By power and insight) more enlarged, more keen;
 While every day my hairs fall more and more,
 My hand shakes, and the heavy years increase—
 The horror quickening still from year 
to
 year,  
The consumation coming past escape
When I shall know most, and yet least enjoy—
 
When all my works wherein I prove my worth.
 Being present still to mock me in men's mouths,
 Alive still, in the praise of such as thou,
 
I,
 I the feeling, drinking, acting man,  
The man who loved his life so over
-
much,  
Sleep in my urn. (303-323)
Cleon's fear of death 
is
 so great that "I dare at times imagine to my 
need / Some future state revealed to ns by Zens, / Unlimited in
 capability / For joy, as this is in desire for joy" (324-327)»
 Unfortunately, "Zeus has not revealed it; and
 
alas, / He must have done  
so, were it possible" (334-335)»
As the passages cited make clear, Cleon's soul is actually only the
 
animating principle of 
t
he body that may have a "sense of joy," and that  
may increase in "power and insight," but that will not survive death.
 Cleon is thus an epicurean, both in the emphasis on joy and in his
 denial, no matter how reluctant it may be, of the possibility of an
 afterlife. In short, he has not received "the 
things
 of the Spirit  of God,"  
even though he desires 
them
 and can make them the subjects of his art»  
He mentions a
 
work he wrote once:
Long since, I imaged, wrote the fiction out,
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That
 
he [Zeus] or other god descended here  
And, once for all, showed simultaneously
 What, in its nature, never can be shown.
 Piecemeal or in succession;—showed, I say,
 The worth both absolute and relative
 Of all his children from the birth of time,
 His instruments for all appointed work. (115-122)
This “fiction,” as Cleon calls it, is the poem’s most explicit connection
 
to the epigraph from Acts; but to 
him
 it is nothing more than a self-  
bom mocker of man’s enterprise.
Thus, it 
is
 not the appearance in the poem of the phrase natural  
man
 
alone that suggests  we regard Cleon as  a Pauline natural man. The  
setting, the direct
 
references to Paul, and the other  elements discussed,  
especially Cleon’s character, lead
 
in that direction. When the poem is  
read with this possibility in mind, it reinforces and clarifies the effect
 Browning wishes the poem to make. Of all the difficulties that his
 poetry presents to the reader, “What 
is 
often  most difficult  to determine  
is
 
Browning’s attitude toward his subject and the  attitude he  wishes his  
reader to adopt toward it.”7 Recognizing that two concepts of the
 natural man are operative within 
the
 poem makes this difficulty easier  
to
 
overcome.
For example, it enables the reader to understand more fully the
 poem’s historical setting: the appearence in the first century A.D. of
 Christianity’s spiritual solution to the decadence of late classical
 thought. The poem reveals the difficulty of accepting what the heart
 desires but
 
what  the head and cultural  prejudice soundly reject. Cleon,  
as a
 
Pauline natural man, does not understand “the things of the Spirit  
of God.”
The two concepts also enable the reader to recognize the most
 
important limitation in Cleon’s character: his inability to act in
 response to his inmost desires. As one scholar has written about Cleon
 and Karshish, the Arab physician, “only when they ramble in
 imagination beyond the domain of
 
strict  reason do they begin to think  
imperially. At other times they are
 
no more capable of comprehending  
the mysteries of religion than is a creature living in two dimensions of
 understanding a third.”8
Finally, Browning’s employment of
 
two natural man concepts in  
the poem contributes significantly to its ironic effect. Cleon, for all
 his intellectual and artistic achievements, possessed of
 
all the material  
things his culture and Protus have to offer, and with a smug sense of
 superiority over his brutish ancestors and any “barbarian Jew” that
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might cross his path, is still from a spiritual point of view a “poor,
 
bare,
 
forked animal”—a natural man.
NOTES
1 Robert Browning: The Poems, ed. John Pettigrew and Thomas
 
J. Collins (New Haven, 1981), 1: 717. All subsequent line
 citations in the text refer to this edition.
2Natural Right and History (Chicago, 1953), p. 82.
3Robert Browning: The Ring and the Book, ed. Richard D.
Altick (New York, 1971), p. 519. All subsequent line citations
 
from The Ring and the Book refer to this edition.
4W. David Shaw writes: “
As
 a philosopher who has proved  
‘absurd all written hitherto' upon the soul, Cleon represents just
 those elements of Greek rationalism which thwart the development
 of his religious nature": The Dialectical Temper: The Rhetorical Art
 of Robert Browning (Ithaca, 1971), p. 519.
5Primitive Christianity, trans. R.H. Fuller (New York, 1956) 
p. 
189.
6Roma A. King, Jr., says of Cleon: “Having failed in mind and
 
body, he needs 
a
 new set of values. In spite of his self-  
knowledge, however, he lacks the power to act. He cannot, on the
 one hand, because of psychological and cultural barriers, and, on
 the other, because of intellectual and moral limitations**: Robert
 Browning: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Philip Drew
 (Boston, 1957), p. 194.
7F.E.L. Priestley, “Some Aspects of Browning’s Irony,"
 
Browning’s Mind and Art, 
ed.
 Clarence Tracy (Edinburgh, 1968)  
123.
8Shaw 164.
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STAGING PERSONAL CHAOS AND
FRAGMENTATION: THE PLAYS OF DORIS LESSING
Dorothy H. Brown
Loyola University
Doris Lessing sets the stage as deftly as the novel in portraying
 
displacement and exile, fragmentation of society, and sexual and
 political
 
issues. Brilliant and disturbing in the  fiction she has produced  
in over thirty years of writing which has earned her an international
 reputation, Lessing has written five stage plays: Before the Deluge
 (1953), Each His Own Wilderness (1958), The Truth About Billy
 Newton (1960), Play With a Tiger (1962), and The Singing Door
 (1973). The two plays to be discussed here are Each His Own
 Wilderness and Play With a Tiger
,
 1 both  of which demonstrate her skill  
in deconstruction of character to explore relationships and also her
 innovative approach to stagecraft, illustrating fragmentation in the
 language of the text and in the process of removing walls and stage
 props.
As in her fiction, Lessing’s drama follows the pattern of quest and
 
exploration, but
 
her  characters’ journeys are into inner space, into their  
own psyches and multilayered memories. Her witty use of the banal
 enlivens plays which are basically examinations of very serious issues.
 In her staging she illustrates the need to eliminate boundaries,
 restricting structures, to allow individuals honest and free expression.
 The stage set serves effectively as metaphor as walls disappear, but
 Lessing seems to be yearning for new and more effective structures to
 replace 
the 
old, rather than the complete annihilation  of order.
In both Wilderness
 
and Tiger, Lessing uses two women as central  
characters, feminist “free women” who share a strong bond of
 friendship. 
In
 the first drama, middle-aged  Myra and Milly are women  
rearing sons alone, with disappointing results for all concerned. As
 Dorothy Brewster writes, “The two women, politically and socially
 conscious, veteran fighters in many good causes, were described in a
 review of Wilderness in the Spectator (March 28, 1958) as ’oddly
 endearing amalgams’ of Beatrice Webb and Molly Bloom’.”2 The
 fervor the two women have brought to their own lives, the urgency for
 self-definition, the nerve and daring they have demonstrated in facing
 exile and displacement—all these have had a negative effect on Tony
 and Sandy, their sons. Both mothers have attempted to provide the best
 in progressive educations for their children, and the result is that they
 become 
snobs
 who are embarrassed by their mothers and simply want  
to live ordinary, safe and secure lives. And yet, Tony seems to want
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more involvement by Myra and her crowd. He accuses them all of
 
talking endlessly and not taking action. He 
says,
 “I am waiting for the  
moment 
when
 you put your foot down about something and say you’ve  
had enough. But you never do. All you do is watch things—with
 interest.” Socialism is not for 
him.
 It may provide a house for every  
man and a door key, but not a key to understanding himself or others.
 “
To
 every man his front door and his front door key. To each his own  
wilderness,” is Tony’s cynical summing up of what his mother’s life
 has amounted to
 
and what he hopes to avoid.
In Wilderness, the battle of wills between generations is combined
 with social and political issues, especially the question of nuclear
 disarmament. The attempt to solve major issues of human concern
 does present these questions
 
for consideration, even  if the denouement is  
dispiriting. As drama, the work is successful in illustrating the distance
 between hopes and dreams and their fruition. Lessing shows characters
 who are not to be despised or ridiculed in their lack of success. Rather,
 they are strong, caring women who have not been able to bring about
 the reforms they wished. The dialectic of the play reveals not simply
 their shortcomings, but the imperfections of the human race in
 achieving a more humane world.
In Wilderness Lessing partially duplicates 
the
 pattern found  in The  
Golden Notebook where Anna and Molly are bringing up children
 alone, supporting each other emotionally, but free from men in their
 lives. Lessing writes in The Golden Notebook:
I’ve got to accept the patterns of self-knowledge which
 
means unhappiness or at least a dryness. But I can twist it
 into victory. A man and a woman—yes. But at the end of
 their tether. Both cracking up because of a deliberate
 attempt to transcend their own limits. And out of the
 chaos, a new kind of strength.3
Whether with their sons or with other males, Myra and Milly seem
 
caught in a similar kind of chaos. Despite their
 
avowal of freedom and  
autonomy, they continue to react more than to initiate action. The
 scathing commentary of Myra’s son appears to be justified, at least in
 part. Lessing’s arguments are psychologically sound and revealing in
 historical aspects. These polemic truths are useful in putting issues
 before an audience, but less than completely satisfying because there
 can be no happy resolution, not for lack of noble ideas, but
 
because of  
the absence of viable solutions to modern problems. The self
­consciousness of Lessing’s
 
characters in attempting to  deal with  a world  
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for which they are ill-equipped emotionally or intellectually, leads to
 
division, to fragmentation, and in some of her works, to madness. To
 Lessing, the modern dilemma often is that relationships have broken
 down irrevocably, leaving
 
“each his own wilderness.”
A fragmented
 
society, the fragmented consciousness of individuals,  
is central to Lessing’s three-act play Play With 
a
 Tiger. Here she  
adopts a technique used successfully in her novels and short stories.
 Loma Sage states that in The Golden Notebook, Lessing “produced a
 novel that unravelled itself in its readers’ responses in altogether
 unexpected ways...(its) displacement, 
its
 undermining of realist  codes,  
helped to make it in some sort its readers’ property.”4 The
 audience/reader of Play With a Tiger shares in the unraveling of
 memory, of character,
 
and of meaning along with  Anna and Dave.
In Play With a Tiger, the women friends are Anna Freeman, a
 woman of thirty-five or so, and Mary Jackson, about ten years older
 than Anna and a widow with a grown-up son. Mary’s son is not in the
 action. Here the ideas of education and commitment to social and
 political causes are presented in a much more intriguing manner
 
than in  
the earlier play, in arguments of the
 
two women with other friends and  
lovers (and strangers), but most importantly in the divestiture of the
 accoutrements of civilization, of society, of personal assumptions.
 “Who are 
you
 now?,” Dave Miller, the young rootless American lover  
of Anna, asks her. And who she is and who 
he
 is and the method used  
to reveal their m anings is the heart of
 
the play. In The Memoirs of a  
Survivor, Lessing’s novel deals with the death of the city, of London.5
 People 
seem
 to turn into animals, migrating, mating, herding, etc. As  
the boundaries of
 
the city dissolve, it seems that the inner space must  
be a refuge. The question that then comes is, is each his own
 wilderness? In Play With a Tiger, there are echoes of these ideas, as
 well as the fragmentation or degrees of displacement reminiscent of
 Anna in The Golden Notebook.
The stage direction near the end of Act One of Play With a Tiger
 
reads: “As she smiles, 
the
 walls fade out. They are two small people in  
the city, the big, ugly, baleful city all around them, over-shadowing
 them.” From the closed-in flat where Anna lives, she
 
and  Dave  are now  
together alone in the city and also in the vastness of space and time.
 Dave, the American rover, is called “the mad man” and “the wild man
 within.” This urban jungle man is dressed in 
one
 reconstruction of the  
past in forest gree , sweet cinnamon brown, and deciduous mauve.
 And, Dave says, “My tie is orange and black with lightning stripes.”
 Street punk, red Indian child, womanizer from the Atlantic to the
 Pacific, and now with a certain charm and no serious commitment to
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Anna, the twenty-year old Janet Stevens, or the other women with
 
whom he has had 
sex,
 Dave evolves and changes as he and Anna act out  
all their past selves in trying to find, to learn, their identity now.
Mona Knapp writes of Play With a Tiger, “removing the
 
backdrops,...destroys the stage-made illusion of reality and replaces it
 with the characters’ subconscious.” Thus, “Lessing subtly modifies the
 medium to suit her needs” to explore “the protagonists’ mental and
 emotional depths.”6
In Dave’s self-analysis, he mimics the psycho-therapist
 
who glibly  
had told
 
him how he needed to straighten out his life:
He said I couldn’t go on like this... He said I should get
 
married, have two well-spaced children and a settled job.
 Ah, doc, now you’re at the hub of the thing. What job, I
 said? Because I’ll let you into a secret. What’
s
 wrong with  
all of us is not that our mummies and daddies weren’t nice
 to us, it’s that we don’t believe the work we 
do
 is  
important. 
Oh,
 I know I’m earnest, doc, I’m pompous and  
earnest—but I need work that makes me feel I’m
 contributing....
Dave undergoes several transformations as he and Anna debate, argue,
 
and reveal through role-playing the many key moments in their lives,
 passages marked by layers upon layers of protective covering that
 separates them and their real selves from each other and from others.
 When Anna attempts to make Dave realize how irresponsible he has
 been in his relations with the young American woman, she says,
 “Dave, while
 
you’re banging and crashing about the world, playing this  
role and that role, filling your life full of significant moments—there
 are other people in the world...hell, what’s the use of talking to
 you?...”
Dave reveals more than his flippancy has let us see in a later
 
passage, 
when
 he talks of the depression days in America  when people  
were going hungry in the
 
twenties and thirties. He adds:
The truth compels me 
to
 state, I was a disturbed child. But  
in a good cause. My parents thought the state of the world
 was more important than me, and they were right. I am on
 their side. But I never really saw either of them. We
 scarcely met. So my mother was whichever lady welfare
 worker that happened to be dealing with the local
 delinquents at the time, and my father was, the anarchists,
 the Jewish socialist youth, the communists and the
 Trotskyists. In a word, the radical tradition—oh, don’t
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laugh, doc. I don’t expect they’ll have taught you about
 
the radical tradition in Oxford, England, but it stood for
 something. And it will again—it stood for the great
 dream—that life can be noble and beautiful and dignified.
As he recalls his conversation with the doctor, Dave tells Anna, “He
 
said I was an
 
adolescent. Doc, I said, my childhood was disturbed—by  
the great dream—and if yours was not, perhaps after all 
you
 had the  
worst of it.”
In the dialogue between Anna and Dave, there are many references
 
to stability, integration, typical situations. Both characters are acutely
 conscious of their divided, split or fragmented lives at odds with what
 they truly wish for. What Lessing demonstrates, in fascinating
 dramatic fashion, is that these rooms, these compartments, 
into
 which  
Dave and Anna have placed 
themselves
 unknowingly have been  devised  
as a sort of protective
 
coloration  or camouflage to  prevent another from 
getting too close, from becoming emotionally dependent on others. The
 intense fear of losing 
self,
 of losing freedom, of losing autonomy has  
driven them into a chaotic jungle. Anna, donning the guise of herself
 as
 
a young child or herself as an adolescent or  in the role of her  mother,  
depicts for
 
us the many reasons  why the bitterness and barrenness  of her  
parents’ lives have so profoundly fashioned her own life. Speaking of
 those long-ago days in her Australian childhood, Anna says of her
 parents, “The highest emotion they ever knew was a kind of ironical
 compassion—the compassion of one prisoner for another.” And, Anna
 relates, “I swore to the God I already did not believe in, God, I said,
 God, if I 
go
 down in loneliness and misery, if I die alone somewhere in  
a furnished room in a lonely city that doesn’t know me—I’ll do that
 sooner 
than
 marry as my father and mother were married. I’ll have the  
truth with the man I’m with or I’ll have nothing. (Shuddering)
 Nothing.” When Dave tries to comfort her and teasingly calls her an
 adolescent, Anna replies, “Yes, I’m an adolescent. And that’s how I’m
 going to stay. Anything, anything
 
rather than the man and woman, the  
jailed and the jailer, living together, talking to themselves, and
 wondering what happened that made them strangers. I won’t, I’ll die
 first. And I shall. I shall.”
Anna 
is
 not an amorphous figure, but she is a shape-changer, a  
shape-shifter (with no
 
evil intent) as she moves into the personae of her  
mother, herself as a child, and herself at various other stages in her
 development. As she tries to assimilate experience while striving to
 hold on to who she thinks she is, tries to hold on to her own identity,
 she reveals worlds of meaning far beyond
 
herself. Other characters are  
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part of the plot of Play With a Tiger, and their relationships add
 
resonance to the delineation of the characters of Anna and Dave. 
In addition, there are mysterious references to the symbolic tiger who
 
figure
s as a frightening creature in  Anna’s  dream:
I was sitting here, like this. I was thinking—if we can’t
 
breed something better than we are, we’ve had it, the
 human race has had it. And then, suddenly... He walked in,
 twitching his tail. An enormous glossy padding tiger. The
 thing was, I wasn’t at all surprised. Well, tiger, I said, and
 who do you belong to?
The tiger becomes vicious; Anna is bloodied and left with scars. Anna’s
 
dream tiger reminds the reader of a similar image in The Golden
 Notebook
 
and  in the short story “ To Room Nineteen,” one of Lessing’s  
most powerful and most disturbing stories of displacement and
 madness.7 In the short story also there is a strange man in the garden,
 akin to the man that Anna sees on the pavement below her window.
 These shadowy figures, these intruders, perhaps are male predators but
 certainly are images of menace. In “To Room Nineteen,” Lessing’s
 narrator states it is a story about a failure in intelligence, “the
 Rawlings’ marriage was grounded in intelligence.” At the end of
 
Act  
Two of Play With a Tiger, a similar notion appears when Anna says,
 “I’ll tell you what’s funny, Dave Miller. We sit here, tearing ourselves
 to bits trying to imagine something beautiful and new—but suppose
 the future is a nice American college girl all hygienic and virginal and
 respectable with a baby in her 
arms.
 Suppose the baby is what we’re  
waiting for—a nice, well-fed, well-educated, psycho-analysed
 superman...” When Dave tells her to 
stop,
 Anna says, “But imagine.  
Anything can come in—tigers, unicorns, monsters, the human being so
 beautiful he will send all of 
us
 into the dust-can...” Dave comments,  
“I’m surprised I have to tell you that anything you shut out because
 you’re 
scared
 of it becomes more dangerous.”
Dave and Anna remind one of what Lessing herself said about her
 own search for meaning and the sense of “displacement from an
 inability to accept the frontier myths.”8 In the Preface to Collected
 African Stories, Lessing states, “But looking around the world now,
 there isn’t a way of living anywhere that doesn’t change and dissolve
 like clouds as you watch.”9 The clash between the frontier myths of
 the past and the constantly changing new forms found in the modem
 world result in the
 
fragmentation, displacement and perhaps madness of  
the individual in Lessing’s fiction and in her plays. 
In
 Play With a  
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Tiger, her stagecraft involves the audience in the dilemma faced by
 
Anna and Dave. As defensive layers are stripped away, the whole
 meaning 
is
 not apparent, but many possibilities are. The conclusion  
is, like the characters, subject to change, but the tone is optimistic and
 hopeful. Lessing shifts
 
from realism or naturalism to a Brecht-like, or  
in another sense, impressionistic form to engage the audience’s interest
 and then
 
to expand upon  the particular until it extends beyond parochial  
bounds, beyond men and women as antagonists or as lovers, and
 encompasses
 
all human kind.
NOTES
1Each His Own Wilderness in New English Dramatists,
 
Three Plays (London, 1959) and Play With a Tiger in Victoria
 Sullivan and James Hatch, eds., Plays By and About Women (New
 York, 1974). All quotations from the plays are from these
 editions. In addition to stage plays, Lessing has written scripts
 for television plays and translated The Storm by Alexander
 Ostrovsky (1823-1886), produced in London in 1966.
2Loma Sage, Doris Lessing (London, 1983), p. 136.
3The Golden Notebook (London, 
1962),
 p. 458.
4Sage, 
p.
 56.
5 The Memoirs of a Survivor (London, 1975).
6Mona Knapp, Doris Lessing (New York, 1984), 
p.
 69.
7“To Room Nineteen” 
in
 A Man and Two Women (London,  
1963).
8Sage, 
p.
 21.
9Collected African Stories (London, 1972).
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HESTER PRYNNE AND THE FOLK ART OF
EMBROIDERY
Haipeng Li
The University of Arizona
During Nathaniel Hawthorne’s time, the folk art of embroidery was
 
popular and intricate in New England. Georgiana Brown Harbeson
 
cites  
an example of “a band with more intricate stitchery, showing animals,
 birds and flowers...,”1 a piece
 
of needlework which was conducted in  
Hawthorne's hometown, Salem, Massachusetts. As folk
 
art, embroidery  
became more popular and more mature in the nineteenth century;
 “needlework generally during the early nineteenth century became a
 form of relaxation and an expression of art” (Harbeson, 
p.58).Living in such a folk atmosphere, Hawthorne, as well as his
 literary work, was undoubtedly influenced by the art of embroidery to
 some extent. In fact, some of his female friends were also engaged in
 this profession. Hawthorne admits in the introductory part of The
 Scarlet Letter, “The Custom House,” that he discussed the aft of
 embroidery with ladies who were familiar with it2 No wonder he could
 tell the “wonderful
 
skill of needlework” of a piece of red cloth  he found  
in the Custom House. In The Scarlet Letter, Hawthorne devotes a
 whole chapter to the relationship between needlework
 
and his heroine,  
Hester Prynne (Ch. 5, “Hester at Her Needle”). Obviously, Hawthorne
 is interested in the world of embroidery and tries to express it through
 the art of his literary
 
work as seen in The Scarlet Letter.
As embroidery has always been
 
associated with women,  needlework  
in The Scarlet Letter is mostly related to the heroine, Hester Prynne,
 both for the purpose of shaping her character and as an
 
expression of her  
inner being. A keen-eyed reader
 
of The Scarlet Letter would find that  
the use of embroidery in this novel is
 
by no means a  coincidence. The  
symbolic meaning it carries not only helps the reader understand
 Hester’s character better, but it also provides a clearer picture of a
 broader world in Puritan society.
Upon her first appearance, Hester Prynne, a beautiful young
 
woman of the New England colony, condemned for her adultery, is
 identified with the scarlet letter “A,” which she embroidered with
 wonderful skill: “On the breast of her gown, in fine red cloth,
 surrounded
 
with an elaborate embroidery and fantastic flourishes of gold 
threads, appears the letter A” (p.57). The letter with its fantastic
 features 
is
 created as something  one would not expect to see among the  
Puritans. The significance of Hawthorne’s description of the scarlet
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“A”
 is
 exposed to the reader when the letter is applied  and related to the  
character
 
of the heroine, Hester Prynne. The attractive and artistic letter  
“A” identifies itself with the beauty, vigor and perfection of Hester:
 “The young woman 
was
 tall, with a figure of perfect elegance on a large  
scale. She had dark and abundant hair, so glossy that it threw off the
 sunshine with a gleam, and a face which, besides being beautiful
 regularity of features and richness of complexion, had the
 impressiveness belonging to a marked brow and deep black eyes”
 (p.58). Similar to the finely embroidered
 
“A,” which shines like gold,  
Hester’s
 
glossy hair gleams  under the shining sun.
While
 
the  features of the  letter “ A”—“scarlet,”  “fine,” “elaborate,”  
“fantastic” and “gold”—already betray the restrictions of the community
 which deprives of diversity, Hester’s characteristics indicate her
 rebelliousness against the rules of the Puritan society. Her hair is
 “dark,” “abundant” and “glossy”; her face is “beautiful,” “rich” and
 “impressive.” The hair symbol is very significant in this novel. The
 forest scene relating to Hester’s hair tells symbolically not just of
 
her  
vitality and passion, but of her rebelliousness against the society as
 well, “By
 
another impulse  she took off the formal cap that confined  her  
hair; and down it fell upon her shoulder, dark and rich, with at
 
once a  
shadow and a light in its abundance, and imparting the charm of
 softness to her features”
 
(p.223).
In folk ballads, the theme of letting her hair down indicates that the
 woman is
 
ready to  make love. Under the strict moral confinement  and  
with the severe punishment upon her, Hester is likely to commit
 another “sin.” In a society in which beauty is besmirched, vitality is
 smothered and true love 
is
 condemned, Hester stands out as a rebel. The  
contrast between her perfection and the ugliness of the society is
 therefore revealed through the identification of the heroine and her art
 work even
 
at the beginning of the  novel.
Hawthorne subtly melts Hester
 
and her art. While Hester appears  
to be
 
a fansy to the unfamiliar eye, Hawthorne tells the  reader  that even  
people who had known her were astonished, not just by her physical
 beauty, but by the beauty with which the embroidered letter
 
creates and  
shapes her
 
(p.58). Without the letter, she wouldn’t be as astonishing as  
she was. The letter makes her a goddess-figure. Thus, significantly,
 through folk
 
art, Hawthorne establishes his heroine as a form of art in  
herself. In
 
that sense,  the letter “A”  stands for “Art”.
To say that Hester is art 
is
 neither exaggerating nor far- reaching.  
By relating the art of the scarlet letter to
 
Hester, one finds Hawthorne’s  
intentional description of Hester as eternal art: “It (the scarlet letter)
 was artistically done, and with so much fertility and gorgeous
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luxuriance of fancy, that it had all the effect of a last and fitting
 
decoration to
 
the apparel  which she wore; and which  was of a  splendor  
in accordance with the taste of
 
the age, but greatly beyond what was  
allowed by the sumptuary
 
regulations of the colony” (p.57). The latter  
part
 
of this sentence shows Hawthorne’s emphatic implication: the art  
of the beautifully embroidered
 
letter is timeless. Like the scarlet letter,  
Hester herself is a pure form of art that reaches and extends beyond
 
her  
own time. “Hester is ladylike, too,” Hawthorne continues, “after the
 manner of the feminine gentility of those days; characterized by a
 certain state and dignity, rather than by the delicate, evanescent, and
 indescribable grace 
which
 is now recognized as  its indication”  (p.58).
Through the
 
identification of the character with folk art, Hawthorne  
shows that embroidery
 
has become a part of the heroine,  Hester Prynne.  
This merger
 
could be understood  in several ways. First, needlework is  
the occupation with which
 
she identifies herself. Second, embroidery  is  
closely and significantly associated with her daughter
 
little  Pearl, who  
is also physically and spiritually a
 
part of  Hester. Third, needlework  
has become a means of expressing herself to challenge the Puritan
 society.
Condemned by the Puritan
 
world, Hester has to live apart from the  
rest of
 
the community. To survive, she takes up her old and familiar  
profession of needlework. Thus one of the functions of
 
folk art—its  
practical use—comes in. Like other folk art, needlework at first
 primarily functioned for the
 
daily use of people; later  it developed into  
the art of embroidery for decorative and beautifying purposes. In the
 wilderness, Hester makes dresses for herself and her daughter to keep
 away the severe cold of the New England weather. Symbolically,
 Hester tries to prevent the “coldness” from the Puritan society to keep
 herself and little Pearl “warm.”
Because of her wonderful skill in needlework, “there was a frequent
 
and characteristic
 
demand for such labor as Hester Prynne could supply”  
(p.89). Hawthorne
 
reveals that Hester’s  needlework was  requested for  
all ranks in the Puritan world: the Governor, the minister, military
 men,
 
babies, brides,  and even the  dead. It is  used as clothing  as well  as
decoration. Here, Hester’s needlework realizes its dual function—
 practical
 
and artistic  as  most other folk art does.
Hester thus is identified as one of the seventeenth century folk
 characters because she mastered the folk profession of her time. 
As discussed earlier, because of its practical and decorative functions,
 embroidery became an important and popular occupation in which
 almost every woman was involved. Hester, however, outclassed the
 rest of the females in her community
 
in the field of embroidery and thus  
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became an important folk artist. Therefore, her work was redeemed and
 
demanded more frequently in
 
spite of her moral “misconduct.”
The identification of embroidery as folk art with Hester Prynne
 herself is also seen through Hawthorne’s treatment of the scarlet letter
 and little Pearl. Significantly, the scarlet letter is always attached
 symbolically to little Pearl, who is a part of Hester both physically and
 spiritually. Pearl does not appear without the compaionship of the
 scarlet letter. As many scholars of Hawthorne indicate, little Pearl is
 more
 
of a symbol than  of an actual  human  child. She functions only in  
the shaping of Hester’s character.
Pearl 
is
 always identified with the letter: “[she] was the scarlet  
letter in another form; the scarlet letter
 
endowed  with life” (p.102). In  
dressing Pearl, Hester spends more time and takes special care in the
 way that she mimics the
 
color and embroidery of the letter. For Hester,  
Pearl is her creation,
 
part of her body. In fact, throughout  the  novel,  the  
mother  and the daughter are inseparable.
Nina Baym tellingly comments that “she 
(Pearl)
 is both something  
that the mother produces deliberately and something that reflects the
 mother despite herself. More particularly, she reflects
 
the mother’s deed  
that gave her life.”3 Little Pearl always expresses what the mother
 wishes to. When Roger
 
Chillingworth,  Hester’s husband  for whom she  
has no love, enters her cell in the prison, “Hester Prynne had
 immediately become as still 
as
 death, although the child continued to  
moan” (p.77). When Hester is so upset upon seeing Chillingworth,
 little Pearl appears to reflect what Hester feels and even plays the role of
 her mother.
While Hester is severely restrained outwardly by the Puritan
 
society, the vitality and vigor of her inner being 
is
 reflected by little  
Pearl, as by the scarlet letter. There are many incidents in the novel
 describing little Pearl as expressing “the feminine and passionate
 impulses that the mother must repress in this Puritan world” (p.105).
 Significantly, Hawthorne describes Pearl’s dresses as associated with
 imagination, spirit, youth, gaiety and
 
fire. Outwardly Hester conforms  
to the laws of
 
the Puritan society; yet Pearl’s dresses  reveal that Hester  
is not really changed in character but that she
 
continues to  be rebellious  
against the society she
 
lived in.
While the character of Hester is identified with the folk art of
 embroidery, Hester, in turn, uses her artistic means to express herself,
 as other folk artists
 
do. Harbeson says that embroidery has always been  
“the means of poetic and philosophic release for women who had no
 other outlet for their idealistic yearning” (p.xxxvii). Similarly,
 Hawthorne states in The Scarlet Letter: “women derive a pleasure,
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incomprehensive to the other sex, from the delicate toil of the
 
needlework” (p.91). When it comes to the
 
case of Hester, Hawthorne  
continues, “To Hester Prynne, it might have been a mode of
 expressing,
 
and therefore, soothing, the passion of her life” (p.91).
Whether it is really an expression of “soothing the passion of
 
her  
life” or not
 is
 an  ambiguity, which is characteristic of Hawthorne. The  
assumption that it might be a “stimulant” to the passion of her life
 could also be true. Nevertheless, Hester’s using
 
embroidery  as  a  means  
of expressing her
 
inner self is obvious. Being isolated  from the rest of  
the world, Hester relies on her
 
needlework solely. While she  made  her  
own dresses out of the “coarsest materials and the most sober hue”
 (p.90) to express the
 
“atonement” for  what  she had  done, in  her deeper  
mind she longed for freedom and true love. Again this yearning is
 reflected
 
by the clothing of little Pearl; “her mother...had brought the  
richest tissues that could be procured, and allowed her imaginative
 faculty its full play in the arrangement and decoration of the dresses
 which the child wore before the public eye” (p.97). Hawthorne
 describes them 
as
 “gorgeous robes.” Therefore, the art of embroidery  
has
 
become an  outlet of Hester’s  free and passionate  soul.
Hester’s world of needlework also functions to prevent her from
 being isolated. In other words, needlework has become her means of
 communication with the outside world. Confined to the wilderness
 with her little Pearl, Hester has only needlework to accompany her.
 Being a woman of passion and love, she is unable to stand the
 harshness of isolation. She needs a way to express herself in the
 public. Just as in the scene of her first appearance, where she makes
 the scarlet letter herself and puts it on her dress, she later makes
 embroidery for people of different social status to remind them of her
 social existence. She makes dresses not
 
just for the poor. Even the  
hands of the “sinful” woman can make the gloves for “pure” men of
 power in the Puritan society. Therefore, Hester is exploiting
 needlework as a means of expressing her challenge to the inhuman
 world.
While Hester’s challenge to Puritan society is seen through the
 
piercing
 
of her needle, embroidery here also carries the implication that  
the atmosphere of Puritan morality is overwhelming. Both at the
 beginning
 
and end of the novel,  Hawthorne  writes explicitly that Hester  
has to wear “the coarse, dark-colored garments” to conform to the
 morally strict society. In fact, the Puritans themselves also wear the
 same kind of clothes, which, they believe, represent their “purity.”
 Anyone who does not obey their rules is not pure and therefore is
 punished: “It might be that a sluggish bond-servant, or an undutiful
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child, whom her parents had given over to the civil authority, was to be
 
corrected at the whipping post” (p.53). Hester does
 
not obey,  and she is  
punished.
Thus it is fair to say that embroidery is Hester’s personal art and
 
the poetry of her needle. Through the folk art
 
of embroidery, Hester’s  
character is vividly revealed. She is not only identified with the folk
 art, but also exploits it as a means of expression to reinforce her
 character. She is not just a rebel from the Puritan society, but an art
 form that 
is
 everlasting.
Hawthorne’s careful and
 
precise use of embroidery in The Scarlet  
Letter offers a direct glimpse into the relationship between the character,
 Hester Prynne, who is performing the folk art, and the reader, who is
 familiar with it, as folklore often does when used in literature.4
 Evidently, the choice of needlework as Hester’s occupation is a
 conscious decision chosen by Hawthorne whose purpose 
is
 to provide  
the reader with a tool to look into the character. Therefore, the art of
 embroidery in this novel functions as the background for the
 understanding of the heroine, Hester Prynne.
4Swann Steven Jones, Folklore and Literature in the United
 
States (New York, 1984), p. vi.
NOTES
1 Georgiana Brown Harbeson, American Needlework (New
 
York, 1838), 
p.
 34.
2Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter (New York, 
1967), 
p.
 33.
3Nina Baym, 
The
 Scarlet Letter: A Reading (Boston, 1986), 
p. 
56.
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ROBERT GRAVE'S DILEMM
A
 OF THE  
STOBYTELLER: MULTIPLE NARRATIVES IN "THE
 SHOUT"
Kirk H. Beetz
Davis
,
  California
The three dominant narrative
 
stands in "The Shout" focus on three  
characters in the short story. The first focuses on the narrator, who
 "frames" the story by telling of his experiences at a cricket match, and
 who retells the tale told him by Charles Crossley, an inmate at
an asylum for the
 
insane. The second narrative stand focuses on  Crossley,  
who tells of his experiences with
 
Richard  and Rachel, a  married couple  
he describes
 
as "a pleasant, loving pair of fools" (29),1 The  third  st rand 
focuses on Richard. Crossley tells his tale in the third person—not at
 first letting on that he is the Charles of the story—and he makes
 Richard the protagonist. Each of these narratives is complicated by
 three elements: reality, magic, and madness. These elements have
 narrative lines of their own and interweave the three principal narratives,
 creating uncertainty throughout, because any given event may be
 objectively real, a magical creation, or a delusion of any of the
 characters, Th
is
 ambiguity is central to the story's eerie and unsettling  
tone and to the development of its main theme: the dilemma of the
 
storyt
eller.
The first narrator, hereinafter referred to as 
t
he "Narrator" to  
distinguish him from Crossley, 
is
 a cricket player who has injured a  
finger and 
is
 therefore acting as the score keeper for his team while it  
plays a team from an insane asylum. At first, the frame narrative
 seems to serve no other purpose 
than
 to  place Crossley's bizarre tale in  
context, The Narrator recounts the information that the asylum's chief
 medical officer gives him: "Crossley 
is
 the most intelligent man in the  
asylum," says the doctor, "a wide reader, a first-class chess-player, and
 so on. He seems to
 
 have travelled all over tire world. He's been sent  
here for delusions. His most serious delusion 
is
 that he's a murderer,  
and his story is that he killed two men and a woman at Sydney,
 Australia, The other delusion, 
which
 is more humorous is that  his soul  
is split in pieces—whatever that means" (11), In the opening of "The  
Shout," the Narrator establishes a matter-of-fact tone and seems an
 ordinary, levelheaded 
man.
 His own description of Crossley has an  
understated tone: "Crossley, a big 
man
 of forty or fifty," he says, "had  
a queer, not unpleasant face. But I felt a little uncomfortable, sitting
 next to 
him
 in th e scoring box, his black-whiskered hands so close to  
mine, I had no fear of physical violence, only the sense of being in the
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presence of a man of unusual force, 
even
 perhaps, it somehow came to  
me, of occult powers” (11).
The conclusion of “The Shout” changes the Narrator from observer
 to participant. Unwilling to believe Crossley’s fantastic tale, he
 nonetheless has been so absorbed in it that he “had not noticed the
 immense bank of black cloud that swam up until it spread across the
 whole sky” (29). The bad 
turn
 of the weather has a magical effect, and  
the world
 
becomes mad: “One tall young man...pulled all his clothes  
off and ran
 
about stark naked. Outside the scoring box an old man with  
a beard began to pray to the thunder: Bah! Bah! Bah!” (29). When
 Crossley shows signs of losing control of himself, the Narrator speaks
 to him on his own terms, as if accepting Crossley’s tale as true: “Be a
 man, remember
 
you’re Crossley. You’re a match for a dozen Richards.  
You played a game and lost, because Richard had the luck; but you still
 have the shout” (29). The Narrator confesses that “I was feeling rather
 mad myself’ (29). By
 
the end of “The Shout,” the Narrator has  become  
absorbed into the story’s ambiguities. Crossley and the doctor engage
 in
 
a  shoving match; in fear, the Narrator “put my fingers to my ears and  
ran out of the scoring box.” Then “lightning struck Crossley and the
 doctor dead” (30). Yet, the Narrator
 
notes, “Crossley’s  body was found  
rigid, the doctor’s was crouched in a corner, his hands to his ears.
 Nobody could understand this 
because
 death had been  instantaneous, and  
the doctor was not a man to stop his ears against thunder” (30).
 Furthermore, the Narrator was staying at the home of Rachel and
 Richard, and he notes that “Crossley had described them most
 accurately” (30), but Rachel and Richard profess to having seen
 Crossley only as a magician in a stage show at the asylum. The
 Narrator ends on an uncertain 
note,
 neither believing nor disbelieving.  
He may be understood as the Reader, who once having suspended 
his disbelief becomes a partner to the storyteller in the creation of an
 imagined world.
It is Crossley who enunciates the rationale behind the storyteller’s
 
dilemma. He describes himself as “of middle age, and tall; his hair
 grey; his face never still for a moment; his eyes large and bright,
 sometimes yellow, sometimes brown, sometimes grey; his voice
 changed its tone and accent
 
with the subject; his hands were brown and  
hairy at the back, his nails well cared for” (18). Throughout his tale,
 Crossley himself
 
changes  just as his eyes change and as his voice and  
accent change; he is at once thoughtful and careless, a powerful
 magician and a deluded madman. He never seems 
certain 
of what is real  
and what
 
is not real. Indeed, he insists that  his tale is true even though 
he changes its elements to suit
 
himself. He  declares:
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My story is true....every word of it. Or, when I say that
 
my story is “true,” I mean at least that I am telling it in a
 new way. It is always the same story, but I sometimes
 vary the climax and even recast the characters. Variation
 keeps it fresh and therefore true. If I were always to use the
 same formula, it would soon drag and become false. I am
 interested in keeping it alive, and it is a good story, every
 word of it. I know the people in it personally. (12)
As the Storyteller, Crossley has all the supernatural power of a true
 
magician. He reserves for himself the right to reshape reality to suit
 his purposes. On the other hand, he insists that however he changes
 his tale, it is no less true. This is the dilemma: Can a story that
 derives from the imagination of 
the
 storyteller also be objectively  true?
As the tale’s protagonist, Richard is trapped in the working out of
 the Storyteller’s dilemma. Reality and
 
unreality shift so rapidly around  
him that he often 
seems
 part of a dream, a  nightmare world in which he  
is more of a victim than an 
actor.
 Graves himself says that “Richard  in  
the story is a surrogate for myself: I was living on the neurasthenic
 verge of nightmare.”2 In her 1979 book Robert Graves, Katherine
 Snipes notes that “Graves says that he was Richard in the story; to say
 that is to say that he was Charles [Crossley] as well, for Crossley 
is both.”3 She points out that during the thunderstorm at the end
 
of “The  
Shout,” Crossley declares himself to be Richard and the thunder to have
 the qualities of Crossley’s magical shout. In 
his
 biography of Graves,  
Martin Seymour-Smith notes that Graves “has said that the victim
­figure of the 
tale,
 Richard, was a ‘surrogate for myself.’ But  in fact  all  
the five main male characters—a learned madman called Crossley, a
 psychiatrist, Richard...and the magician Charles, as well as the
 narrator—are ‘sub-personalities’ of the author.”4 Which
 
of these views  
is correct? They all are. Richard’s world is nightmarish, and he may at
 once be the tale’s victim and the Storyteller trapped by his own
 imagination. Although distinguishing the Crossley of the framing
 narrative as separate from the Charles Crossley of Crossley’s own
 narrative may be too much of an exaggeration of the different roles of
 “The Shout’s” characters, Seymour-Smith may be right that the male
 characters are all fragments of Graves himself, because “The Shout” is
 about the act of storytelling and Graves is ultimately the master
 magician of the story, although this 
does
 not  account for the significant  
role that Richard’s wife Rachel plays.
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If Crossley is symbolic of the storyteller, then Rachel as well as
 
Richard may be a fragment of him. Rachel 
is
 Inspiration; she both  
commands and obeys. When Crossley says to her, “At ten o’clock,
 Rachel, you and I sleep together,” Rachel responds submissively:
 “Why, of course, my dear.” Then she slaps Richard “with all her
 strength” (26). Later, she denies
 
all this had happened and tells Richard  
that “it was part of his dream” (28). The image of woman as
 inspiration or creative muse is common in Graves’s writings; Rachel
 embodies the frustrations inspiration presents for the storyteller.
 Sometimes she gives on command, sometimes she refuses, and other
 times she commands the storyteller.
Although Rachel is given a detailed physical description by
 
Crossley,
 
Richard  is simply described  as “a  musician, not  a strong man  
but a lucky one” 
(18).
 This may be explained  by Richard’s remark in  
the framing narrative that during the magic show given by Crossley,
 which Richard and Rachel attended because they were friends of the
 asylum’s chief medical officer, Crossley “looked at 
[Rachel]
 all the  
time” (30). The descriptions of Rachel and Richard may
 
merely reflect  
the degree of
 
interest Crossley had in members of his audience during  
the “conjuring show” (30). On the other
 
hand, Crossley’s having seen  
them in the audience does not explain how he knew the names of
 Rachel and Richard and the details of their situation in life. It is as
 though Rachel and Crossley have rich physical lives, with Crossley
 having the power to change his looks with the changing moment, but
 Richard has only an abstract
 life.
 He is a self-controlled intellect who  
tries to make rational sense
 
out of irrational events.
His narrative begins with a dream. He tells Rachel that in his
 dream, “I was having a conversation...with a person (or persons,
 because he changed
 
his  appearance  so often) of great intelligence,  and I  
can clearly remember 
the
 argument. Yet this is the first time I have  
ever been able to remember any argument that came to me in sleep”
 
(12).
 He tells his wife that he and this person walked  on the local sand  
hills and debated about the “whereabouts
 
of the soul” (13). Rachel, too,  
had a dream that resembled his. She walked in the sand hills and saw
 her husband and another man. This man chased her; she lost a shoe
 buckle that he retrieved. Later, in what passes for objective reality in
 Crossley’s narrative, Charles Crossley sits beside Richard outside the
 local
 
church. He matches  Rachel’s description of him and to Richard’s  
distress declares that he disagrees with the idea that “the soul is
 continually resident in the body” (15). Later, he reveals that he has
 Rachel’s buckle. The tale may be no more than a continuation of
 Richard’s dream. None of it may have objective reality. Richard’s
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efforts to make sense out of
 
the events may be misdirected; instead of  
trying to understand the physical nature of his experiences, he would do
 better to
 
try to  understand the spiritual nature of the events.
Dreaming as representation of imagination is certainly not an
 unusual literary device, and in “The Shout,” Graves uses dreaming to
 unify the story’s disparate narrative strands. Richard’s
 
initial dream is a  
prophecy, followed by its fulfillment in the present of
 
Charles. If all  
the events are part of his dream, then Richard is the victim of his own
 imagination: It controls him. Again, this is a common view of a
 storyteller’s experience, that the imagination sometimes takes over and
 controls the act of storytelling. If one recalls that Richard’s experiences
 are related by Crossley, 
then
 this idea is enriched. As the Storyteller,  
Crossley ruthlessly reshapes Richard’s
 
world; his imagination functions  
as Richard’s dream. In addition, Crossley places himself in his 
own tale, thus giving his portrait of the power of imagination a literal as
 well as figurative dimension. As the mysterious stranger, Charles 
takes over Richard’s life and subverts Richard’s marriage. “Rachel seemed
 fascinated by the man” (26). Charles declares, “At ten o’clock,
 
Rachel,  
you and I sleep together”:
Richard thought Charles must have gone suddenly mad.
 
But Rachel answered quietly: “Why, of course, my dear.”
 then she turned viciously to Richard: “And you run away,
 little man!” she said, and slapped his cheek with all her
 strength.
Richard stood puzzled, nursing his cheek. Since he could
 
not believe that Rachel and Charles had both gone mad
 together, he must be mad himself. (26)
This conclusion by Richard is the inevitable result of confusing the
 
imagination with objective reality.
A man of analytical temperament, Richard
 
tries to make sense  
out of the
 
mad  attraction Rachel  and Crossley have for each other. The  
relationship between the three shifts from the mundane to the
 impossible and back again. The destructive powers of the storyteller
 frighten Richard, yet as a rational 
man
 he denies that  Crossley can have  
such powers. Terrified by Crossley, bewildered by his wife’s
 capriciousness, Richard concludes that the irrational events he witnesses
 are products of his own imagination and that he is therefore mad.
 Unwilling to acknowledge the existence of his irrational self, he
 becomes self-destructive and tries to kill himself by smashing the stone
 that is his soul. Instead, he mistakenly smashes that of Crossley,
 fragmenting it
 
into  four parts, shattering  the storyteller’s magic save for  
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his power to destroy. As the representative of rationality, Richard is
 
mistaken in nearly all of his conclusions. Truth, in “The Shout” is
 extrarational.
“The
 Shout
” is dreamlike because it wanders in and out of everyday  
reality and even changes events the way a dream might. For instance,
 Crossley’s powers seem frightening when
 
he commands Rachel to sleep 
with him, yet later she says she
 
heard no such command. Both Rachel  
and Richard first meet Crossley in their dreams, and the whole story
 may be an extension of their dreams. For instance, early on, Rachel
 remarks that “when I am asleep I become, perhaps, a stone with all the
 natural
 
appetites and convictions of a  stone” (13). Later,  “Richard went  
again to the sand hills, to the heap of stones, and identified the souls of
 the doctor and the rector” (25). This may be no more than a fantasy
 evolved out of Rachel’s account of her dream, or it could be as real 
as Crossley says it is.
When Rachel denies to Richard ever having agreed to sleep with
 
Charles and denies slapping Richard, she represents more than the
 ambiguous nature of the dream world of imagination, she represents the
 truth. “She had not fallen in love with Charles, she said; she was only
 teasing Richard and she had never said anything or heard Charles say
 anything in the least like what [Richard] told her; it was part of his
 dream. She loved him always and only him, for all his faults; which
 she went through—his stinginess, his talkativeness, his untidiness”
 (28). Rachel inspires both Charles and Richard to desperate acts;
 Charles threatens to use his magical “shout” to kill Richard; Richard
 seeks to destroy his own soul rather than endure the loss of his wife.
 As Inspiration, she dominates both men; she is an absolute.
Rachel is an early
 
example of Graves’s archetypal “white goddess.”  
What Richard mistakes for changes in faith are but aspects of her
 nature. She is inevitably part of
 
the storyteller’s art, but she gives by  
love alone. When she tells Richard that he must have dreamed of
 
her  
infidelity, she tells the truth. The entire tale has been one of the
 imagination, and the seeming changes in objective reality have actually
 been internal 
ones;
 it is within the imagination that the storyteller must  
work.
Therefore, truth in “The Shout” is multidimensional. There are
 
external truths and internal ones. The cricket match, the changing
 weather, the village of Lampton, 
the
 sand hills, and the stones all may  
have a tangibly physical relaity and may be understood in purely
 hardheaded rational terms. For 
instance, 
the stones have shape and color  
and may be picked up and tossed. On the other hand, the storyteller’s
 imagination may internalize physical reality, reshaping it so that it is
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no longer purely rational but instead may have varying degrees of
 
extrarational truth. One level of truth, as shaped by the imagination, is
 metaphorical. For example, Rachel says that she thinks of herself as a
 stone when she is asleep. When Richard picks up a stone, for a
 moment he thinks he is a
 
shoemaker. “He threw the stone  from him; it  
struck another and bounced off" (22). Later, a cobbler in
 
town  tells  him  
that he had suffered
 
a  bit of a turn: “It was as if someone handled me  
raw, without my skin. It was as if someone seized my very soul and
 juggled
 
with it, as you  might juggle  a stone, and hurled me  away” (25).  
Then Richard “went again to the sand hills, to the heap of
 
stones, and  
identified the souls
 
of the doctor and rector—the doctor’s because it was  
shaped
 
like a  whiskey  bottle and  the rector’s because it was  as  black  as  
original sin” 
(25).
 Finally, intent on murder, Richard again visits the  
sand hills and seeks out Charles Crossley’s stone, to smash it. “By
 chance he came upon Rachel’s soul and recognized it (a slim green
 stone with glints of quartz in it)...Against
 
it  lay another stone, an ugly  
misshapen flint of a mottled brown. He swore: ‘I’ll destroy this. It
 must be the soul of Charles’” (26-27). However, “Richard had
 scruples.” Rather than kill Charles, he chooses to kill himself by
 smashing the stone he thinks is his, one of “smooth grey
 
granite, about  
the size of a cricket ball” 
(27).
 Richard then discovers that when the  
police come to arrest Charles for murder, Charles is about to shout
 when “he claps his hands to
 
his side and again to  his heart, and  his face  
goes smooth and
 
dead  again” (28). Crossley tells the Narrator that “my  
sould lies broken in pieces, my powers are gone. Only one thing
 remains to me...and that is my shout” (29).
One of the storyteller’s powers is the ability to give substance to
 
abstract ideas. This Crossley does for souls. In the world of dreams,
 souls may wander from the body much as a mind may wander into a
 story. In “The Shout,” the souls are given substance apart from the
 body; they are stones. When
 
Richard disturbs the stone of the  cobbler,  
the power of the storyteller to
 
reach inside a character  and to make the  
internal—in this case the soul—into the external through metaphor is
 shown. This is a terrible power; it tears at the unfortunate cobbler.
 The storyteller’s powers are two-sided; they may build and shape, and
 they may destroy. When Richard smashes Crossley’s stone, the
 ambivalent nature of the creative act is exemplified. The ability to
 objectify the
 
abstract through metaphor may enrich a story; it  may also  
be used to attack ideas. In this case, the Storyteller falls victim to his
 own powers. His ability to render ideas concrete for others enables
 them not only to understand those ideas
 
but to manipulate them.
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The Storyteller’s great power is represented by Crossley’s terrible
 
shout: “Charles leaned forward oddly, his chin thrust 
out,
 his teeth  
bared, and never before had Richard seen such
 
a look of fear on a man’s  
face....Charles’ face, that
 
was usually soft  and  changing, uncertain as a  
cloud, now
 
hardened to a rough stone mask, dead white at first, and  then  
flushing outwards from the cheek bones red and redder, and at last as
 black, as if he were about to choke. His mouth then slowly opened to
 the full” (21-22). Like the weather, Crossley is changeable; like a
 “cloud” he may become a thunderstorm. Crossley has great creative
 powers; he constantly reshapes reality into new forms, with new
 meanings. But his creative gift may be frightfully destructive—Richard
 sees fear on
 
Crossley’s face before the shout.
The shout is a negation of the story, and thus the storyteller. Even
 while it asserts the power of the storyteller, it denies the story. This
 duality is irrational but true. The storyteller may cross out any
 character, 
any
 event, and any world in his fiction. This is a truth,  just  
as is the metaphorical ability to transform objective reality into a
 representation of internal reality. Richard, the rational aspect of the
 mind, rebels against the illogic of any single object having multiple
 realities. In his narrative strand, he triumphs by breaking the
 Storyteller’s metaphor; he shatters the stone that is also a soul. 
In Charles Crossley’s narrative strand, the triumph of the rational mind 
is a true event, but not a conclusive one. Richard has adulterated the
 imagination with self-doubt, but in spite of his claim that he has lost
 all magical powers save the destructive one, throughout his narrative
 Crossley 
shapes
 and  reshapes the story of the conflict between rational  
thought and irrational imagination in their quest for truth. He seems
 afraid of the self-destructive aspect of reaching inside oneself to bring
 forth a story, even saying of himself, “Oh dear God...he’ll shout
 
at  me  
again, Crossley will. He’ll freeze my marrow” (29). The frame
 Narrator well 
serves
 his role as Reader. His external  world  is ordinary:  
The shout is only thunder from a rainstorm; Richard and Rachel are
 friends of his who had seen Crossley only once, as a stage magician;
 and Crossley is but a lunatic. Even so, the Narrator shared Crossley’s
 imagination for a time, as if in a dream, where magic mixes together
 reality and madness. The Narrator is no fool. He knows Crossley has
 told him a fiction; Crossley began by confessing as much. Yet, the
 tale of the “devil” who could shout people to death is also true,
as Crossley insisted. The short story resolves itself with multiple truths:
 The rational mind gives order to the excesses of the imagination; the
 imagination may 
seem
 like madness when analyzed, but  it gives fiction  
the power to captivate readers; and by suspending
 
their disbelief, readers  
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may share in the Storyteller’s imagination, and on returning to their
 
external world, find it enriched—a little more magical than it was
 before.
NOTES
1
 
Robert Graves, “The Shout,” in The Shout and Other Stories  
( New York, 1979), pp. 11-30. All future references to this book  
will be placed in parentheses in the text.
2Robert Graves, Occupation: Writer. (New York, 1950), p.
 
vi; Katherine Snipes, Robert Graves (New York, 
1979),
 p. 45.
3
 
Snipes, p. 46.
4 Robert Graves: His Life and Work (New York, 1983), p.
117.
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“‘THE DUCA DI CRINOLA’”—WHAT’S IN A NAME?
Rebecca Jordan
Wilkes University
By his own admission, Anthony Trollope viewed the novel as a
 
means of entertaining
 
and of teaching, a  literary form  whose popularity  
and 
capacity
 to educate outweigh the frivolousness traditionally regarded  
as inherent in fiction. 
Such
 a view falls well within the dominant lines  
of nineteenth-century thought and also follows from older traditions.
 For Trollope, the union of morality and aesthetics remains indivisible.
 An interest in what the twelfth-century scholar, author, and Bishop
 John of Salisbury called “the cultivation of virtue and the guidance of
 one’s conduct”1 underlies all of Trollope’s novels, shapes them,
 controls them, and explains why the events that happen happen.
 Behind the histories of
 
Augustus Melmotte, Ferdinand Lopez, Feemy  
and Thady Macdermot, Lily Dale
 
and  Adolphus Crosbie lies  Trollope’s
belief in cultivating virtue and guiding conduct by providing either
 object lessons or exempla. Indeed, Trollope can no more envision
 writing novels without a moral purpose than can John of Salisbury
 envision 
any
 writing at all without a moral end (p. 74; bk. 2, sec. 1).  
Implicit in Trollope’s stance 
is
 the old belief in the desirability of wis ­
dom,which yields “the love of what is good and the practice of virtue”
 (p. 74; bk. 2, sec. 1). What do we gain by reading about his many
 characters, his heroes and heroines, both “perfect” and “imperfect,”
 unless it be a
 
better understanding of what wisdom consists? Trollope  
himself would be the first to question the value of 
his
 novels if they did  
not foster this wisdom, if they did not cause us to strive to love what
 is good
 
and to practice  what is right.
Trollope makes clear in all his theoretical comments, whether such
 comments occur explicitly within his novels or not, that he wishes to
 foster the
 
“love of what is good and the practice of virtue.” Whereas in  
his theoretical prose pieces he affirms his general commitment to
 instruction, entertainment, sympathy, and verisimilitude as the
 purposes of the novel, in various comments throughout his novels he
 asserts the particular ends to which he turns instruction and enter
­tainment: that sympathy to be worthwhile must be challenged; that
 heroes to be helpful must be realistically portrayed; that the reader to be
 aided must be respected; that to be better we must recognize our own
 culpability. He believes in sympathy and charity as the means by
 which his novels work. Through both his digressions and the
 
action of  
his novels, Trollope hopes to inculcate charity by awakening his
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reader’s conscience and to
 
entertain by providing sympathetic characters  
who face situations both challenging and problematic; his attempt to
 educate is not heavy-handed, and the amusement he provides is not
 trivial.
Believing that we will naturally love the good, Trollope provides
 
good
 
characters for us to love and good behavior for us to emulate. At  
the same time he shows us by means of flawed protagonists and shady
 secondary
 
characters that virtue  consists  of charity  and sympathy in our  
daily lives. While providing vicarious adventures through the
 tribulations of his characters, the structure of the novels and the
 digressions within them cultivate the self-awareness and compassion
 that enable us to see ourselves more clearly and to gain the
 understanding that allows us to accept the inadequacies
 
of others. When  
we gain understanding and acceptance, we will treat
 
the less fortunate  
among us as they should be treated so that they, too, may achieve
 greater
 
goodness and virtue. Only through charity and compassion will  
the condition of society
 
be improved. Because men can never achieve  
perfection on this earth, novels
 
like  The Bertrams or The Way We Live  
Now depict life bleakly; however, Trollope’s faith in life’s purpose—
 men’s striving towards what they believe to be right—provides the
 source of the joyousness in novels like Ayala’s Angel or
 
Doctor  
Thorne. Because the striving for virtue justifies our existence, for
 Trollope, only the striving matters.
Having considered Trollope’s “theoretical” aims in
 
writing novels, we  
may yet wonder why his theory and aims matter or how they make a
 difference. The answer to these questions lies behind Trollope’s
 obvious commitment to instruction, entertainment, sympathy, and
 verisimilitude. It lies in an undercurrent, an interest in the nature and
 ambiguity of language, an interest that occasionally becomes explicit,
 that often remains implicit, that nonetheless permeates all aspects of
 his better novels and many aspects of his weaker ones. This interest
 redeems what might otherwise remain simply commonplace. The
 undercurrent distinguishes Trollope’s novels from all those other
 Victorian novels, like Charlotte Yonge’s The Daisy Chain or Geraldine
 Jewsbury’s Zoe, whose popularity died with the world that gave them
 life. This interest is epitomized by the history of George Roden, in
 Marion Fay, who unexpectedly inherits a title.
By
 the time Roden learns that he is actually the Duca  di Crinola and  
not merely an impoverished English gentleman, a
 
host of problems has  
arisen, although the initial complication of the plot is fairly
 conventional. Having grown up in obscurity, knowing nothing about
 his father, and earning a living as a clerk in the Post Office, the
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republican Roden has 
met,
 fallen in love with, and become engaged to  
Lady Frances Trafford, the sister of his republican friend, Lord
 Hampstead—all this in the first chapter. None of the lady’s family,
 however—her republican brother, her
 
Radical father, her  Conservative  
stepmother—approves of the engagement, which cannot lead to
 marriage without parental consent During 
the
 course  of the novel, this  
conventional complication challenges the assumptions of Lady
 Frances’s brother, distresses her father, and disgusts her stepmother.
 The family’s reactions reveal not only the discrepancy between what
 Hampstead and his father profess and what they feel but also the
 consequences of the stepmother’s narrow-minded, thoroughgoing
 conservatism. For most of the novel Roden and Lady
 
Frances remain  
separated, and not until after
 the
 revelation of his parentage in  the  forty-  
third chapter do they meet
 
again—in the fiftieth: a meeting which has  
become possible only
 
after Roden learns his own  history.
Asked by his mother to accompany
 
her to Italy, Roden learns  that,  as  
a girl, she had once lost her fortune in
 
a  foolish marriage to a profligate  
Italian duke. In exchange for the return of her fortune by the Duke’s
 family, she had
 
renounced  the name and titles  belonging to herself and  
to her infant son and had returned to
 
England. Twenty-five  years after  
their separation, her husband has died, and Roden’s uncle, the Duke’s
 brother, withdraws the compact she had made with her father-in-law,
 recognizes the legitimacy of her marriage and of
 
her son, and allows  
them both to claim their titles. Despite Roden’s desire for secrecy, his
 accession cannot be kept secret, and soon “all” London knows of
 
his  
title, if not of the how and why behind it. With the discovery of
 
his  
past, a
 
different set of problems arises  both for him and for  the reader.  
The impediment to his engagement has been removed, but new issues
 have been introduced, this time about the nature of identity and the
 relationship between the individual
 
and society.
Roden’s dilemma, which Trollope develops both directly though
 action or dialogue and indirectly through his commentary, epitomizes
 issues and attitudes that
 
run throughout his fiction, issues that inform  
the action and 
the
 dialogue and  that underlie  his  digressions. However,  
what often remains only implicit or peripheral elsewhere in his novels
 become explicit and central in Marion Fay. Here, Trollope’s interest
 in language
 
comes to the fore. The design of the narrative causes the  
reader
 
and the characters in the  novel to wonder  who George  Roden is  
and
 
whether he has the right to reject an hereditary title. While Roden’s  
acquaintances struggle with the
 
question  of what  to call him, the reader  
wonders about more significant issues concerning the
 
nature of identity  
and
 
of names. The  clerk’s accession to a title that  fortuitously resolves  
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his problems with the family
 
of Lady Frances is not simply what Ruth  
apRoberts calls a “shameless deus ex machina"2: it implicitly
 challenges our conceptions about individual will,
 
freedom, and responsi ­
bility.
To focus our attention on a single issue, however, Trollope
 
emphasizes the merit and legitimacy of the title Roden rejects. The
 title is neither spurious nor recent but old and honorable and connected
 to the Bourbons. As the eldest son of an eldest son of one of the
 noblest, oldest, and worthiest of
 
aristocratic Italian families, the Post  
Office clerk
 
is now, even by fastidious English standards, a  member  of  
the nobility and an acceptable suitor for Lady Frances’s hand. The
 value of the
 
title Roden persists in refusing emphasizes the significance  
of his action: the Post Office clerk rejects something inherently
 worthwhile, something that genuinely honors those who accept it. In
 refusing this honor, not only does Roden remain true to the principles
 of his republicanism, but
 
he also prefers the dignity of honest  labor to  
the idleness of
 
impoverished nobility. Roden’s accession to the title  
creates a predicament: it brings him no fortune, and it
 
displaces him in  
society.3 Is Roden now an Italian or an Englishman? By
 
education and  
taste he is an Englishman;
 
by  birth  and rank he is now recognized as an 
Italian. By
 
itself, the title is  enough to  cause society to  regard  him as a  
foreigner, despite a lifetime spent in England.
If Roden assumes the title in Italy, he will live in the shadow of his
 
uncle,
 
a man already  acknowledged  there as the Duke and a member of  
the Italian ministry. He will then find himself in an alien country,
 claiming a title accorded (albeit improperly) a prominent citizen,
 lacking any respectable means of supporting himself, and cut off from
 any kind of
 
worthwhile employment. If, instead, he assumes the title  
and returns to England, he will find himself
 
a duke without a fortune  
and will still need to earn a living. Although an impoverished
 gentleman may work with honor in the Post Office, Roden finds an
 unbearable absurdity in the idea of a “Duca” sharing a desk with the
 foolish clerk Crocker, an absurdity recognized
 
by his superiors, if  not  
by his inferiors.
Just as the postal functionary Sir Boreas Bodkin and other
 
government officials question the propriety of an Italian nobleman
 working as a low-grade clerk in the British civil service for less than
 two hundred
 
pounds a year,  Roden himself himself questions what  will  
happen to 
him
 as an Englishman if he  assumes a foreign title: does he  
or can he remain English? If he assumes it, he becomes an Italian. If
 an Italian tide makes Roden an Italian, as the Marquis of Kingsbury,
 Lady Frances’s father, has been told it 
would,
 then what does it mean to  
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be English? Perhaps, on one level, Roden’s dilemma burlesques
 
aristocratic folderol; 
on
 another  level it raises serious questions about  
names and titles.
The problem of Roden’s identity echoes
 
that of Lord Hampstead:
Lord Hampstead’s name was John. He was the
 
Honourable John Trafford, called by courtesy Earl of
 Hampstead. To the world at large he was Lord Hampstead;
 to his friends in general he was Hampstead; to his
 stepmother he was especially Hampstead....To his father he
 had become Hampstead lately, with a hesitating twang in
 the tongue. In the early days there had been some secret
 family agreement that in spite of conventionalities he
 would be John among them. The Marquis had latterly
 suggested that increasing years made this foolish....But he
 was still John to his sister, and 
to
 some half-dozen sympa ­
thizing friends.... 4
On one level this passage remains pure 
farce;
 on another  it  asks us to  
consider what is
 
in a  name, and it suggests both the fluidity of identity  
and the disjunction between the man known as John and the words by
 which
 
he is designated: we all recognize the difference between calling  
a man “John,” “Hampstead,” or “Lord Hampstead.” Although the man
 so designated remains 
the
 same, the name by which he is called affects  
our perception of him and indicates as well the nature of our
 relationship with him.
Unlike the republican Hampstead, however, who has grown up with
 
his title and has argued unsuccessfully and inconsistently against it for
 most of his adult life, George Roden has thought of himself only as
 Roden and only as an English gentleman. Now, he not only unexpect
­edly and suddenly acquires a new name, but he also unexpectedly and
 suddenly faces the consequences of that new name. Post Office clerks
 are not dukes, and “George Roden” evokes a response that differs in kind
 from that evoked by “the Duca di Crinola.” Even those who continue
 to address their envelopes to “George Roden, Esq.” write letters infused
 with their awareness of his title. From the infatuated Crocker’s
 ejaculations of “Duke, Duke!” to the heightened respect of the servants,
 all around Roden pay homage to the title. In so doing, however, they
 disregard the man himself and reveal the superficiality of social
 relations. Ultimately, rank or title, external “goods” that the world has
 to offer, and
 
not individual merit, may make  or mar our futures.5
Irony compounds the matter of Roden’s accession because as a
 republican he has long opposed hereditary titles and
 
has always viewed  
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them as absurd. Whereas many of Trollope’s contemporary readers
 
might have been delighted
 
should  similar good luck befall them,  Roden  
himself is dismayed because the accession makes a mockery of the
 political convictions he has 
held.
 As Trollope makes clear, moreover,  
Roden’s convictions are genuine (unlike those of his protégé
 Hampstead), for Roden has recognized some inequities of hereditary
 titles, the very inequities that his own accession demonstrates. It is
 this awareness that motivates him
 
when, in writing to Lady Frances, he  
hopes “‘she will think neither worse of [him] on that account,-nor
 better’” and fears the latter more than the former (312). As a
 republican, Roden chooses to be
 
loved for himself alone and not for his  
hereditary 
title.
 Because his republican tendencies led to his friendship  
with Hampstead and Lady Frances, the title should not disqualify him as
 a suitor.
The epitome of the predicament created by Roden’s accession occurs
 
when Lord Hampstead tells Marion Fay, the woman he loves, about
 Roden’s title by saying, “‘George Roden is not George Roden’” (332).
 This logical impossibility reflects the sum of the clerk’s experience.
 Just as all who know him have wondered what to call him,
 Hampstead’s statement reminds us of what the title has done—it has
 unnamed the clerk, dispossessed
 
him, turned his identity upside down. 
Of course, if Roden would accept the title, the problems of
 
who he is  
and how he is to be addressed would be solved. He, however, has
 recognized what his society remains indifferent to, the man himself, and
 prefers to
 
remain true to his principles and,  hence, to himself.
Society’s view appears clearly 
when
 Lord Persiflage offers Roden the  
position of Registrar of State Records to the Foreign Office and says:
“There is no reason on earth why [the position] should
 
not be held by an Italian. ...[A]s an Italian you would of
 course be entitled to call yourself by your hereditary
 title....I can only tell you what would be the case. The
 title would no doubt give a prestige to the new office. It is
 exactly the kind of work which would fall readily into the
 hands of a foreigner of high rank. One cannot explain
 these things, but it is so. The £1500 a year would more
 probably become £2000 if you submitted to be called by
 your own proper name.” 
(449
 emphasis mine)
A number of assumptions—including who and what George Roden
 
is, an Italian of high rank whose “proper name” is the Duca di
 Crinola—underlie this statement by a man who understands “the Civil
 Service
 
of his country perfectly” (449). Once the legitimacy of the title  
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is established, Persiflage never doubts Roden's right to it, notices no
 
discrepancy between
 
his assumptions  about the man and the man whom  
he actually addresses—that the
 
“foreigner” is a foreigner in name  only,  
an Italian of high rank only because his father, whom he never knew,
 was an Italian of high rank. The life that Roden has led in England
 counts for nothing. Because of
 
an accident of birth and of death, his  
“proper name” 
is
 undeniably the Duca di Crinola.
In short, the handle to his name provides Roden with the means to
 better
 
himself in society, a means  beyond the reach  of ordinary mortals,  
a means
 
without regard  to his individual worth. While Roden remains  a  
postal clerk, his menial position overshadows his grace, dignity, and
 merits as a man, all
 
of which count  for  nothing  in the well-born world.  
When the clerk becomes a duke, however, his poverty becomes
 irrelevant, and his grace, dignity, and merit affirm the rightness of his
 title and of Lady Frances’s
 choice.
 By chance,  Roden affirms society’s  
judgment of itself, that the
 
aristocracy  are  different from the rest of us.  
As Vivian, Lord Persiflage’s private
 secretary,
 says,
“[Roden] always seemed to be—to be,—just one of
 
ourselves....A fellow doesn’t come out like that unless he’s
 somebody.... [S]ilk purses don’t get made out of sow’s
 ears....[Blood] always shows itself." (317)
Society
 believes that Roden’s personal advantages,  advantages wasted  
on a postal clerk, rightfully belong to it.
Although
 
Roden adamantly asserts his  right to reject a title he cannot  
support monetarily, the course of the narrative demonstrates that the
 decision 
is
 not  his alone to make—those around him will have a  say in  
the matter. For instance, although his mother has no interest in her
 own title, she
 
cannot understand  why her son should reject his, and she  
urges him to adopt it; his hostess Lady Persiflage argues, “‘A man
 cannot be this or that just
 
as he pleases.... A man has to take the name  
he
 
inherits’” (366); Crocker exclaims, ‘“A man has  to be called by  what  
he is, not by
 
what he chooses’” (346). Indeed, society  views names  and  
titles as conferring certain privileges and responsibilities that a young
 man cannot reject lightly or ignore easily; society, moreover, has just
 as much right to recognize a genuine duke as it has to spurn a
 fraudulent one. To these arguments, Roden remains largely
 unsympathetic, but when told by
 
Lady Persiflage that he has  no right  to  
deprive Lady Frances of her due rank in society, he pauses momentarily
 in his repudiation of a penniless, hereditary title. Although
 unsympathetic to the constraints imposed upon him by society, he
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recognizes certain obligations to Fanny; his love for her and hers for
 
him limit
 
his independence. He hesitates in his  repudiation of the title  
until she assures him that she would be happy as the Duchess of
 Crinola only if he
 
would be happy as the Duke.
Yet society still conspires against 
him:
 Roden may withdraw his  
nomination to the Foreigners Club, a nomination made without his
 consent, but society will not let him shake the title:
The women when they were alone with him would call
 
him Duca, joking with him; and it was out of the question
 that he should be angry with them for their jokes. He
 became aware that behind his back he was always spoken
 of as The Duke, and that this was not done with any idea of
 laughing at him. The people around him believed that he
 
was
 a Duke and ought to be called a Duke. Of c urse it was  
in joke that Lady Llwddythlw always called Lady Frances
 Duchessina when they were together, because Lady Frances
 had certainly not as yet acquired her right to the name; but
 it all tended 
to
 the same point. He became aware that the  
very servants around him understood it. They did not call
 him “your grace
”
 or “my lord, ” or make spoken allusion to  
his rank; but they looked it. All that obsequiousness due
 
to
 an hereditary nobleman, which is dear to the domestic  
heart, was paid 
to
 him. (450)
In the long run, the customs of society will
 
prevail. What cannot be  
resented as a joke will, through usage, become familiar and will be
 accepted. The mere existence of the title gives it an influence 
on Roden’s life that cannot be shaken. When Roden visits Hautboy
 Castle, for instance, Lord Persiflage mentions Roden’s uncle after
 dinner. In so doing, he strengthens the title’s hold over the nephew:
 Roden cannot deny his uncle and is 
“
driven to acknowledge the family,  
and almost to acknowledge the country” (368). If uncle, family, and
 country exist, the title cannot be far behind in reality. If these are
 admitted as
 
real, Roden must eventually admit that the title is also real.  
Acknowledging his uncle admits implicitly Roden’s right to the title.
 If he cannot deny his kinship, he cannot deny his birth.
Yet the predicament of the Duca di Crinola remains more of an
 
extended rhetorical question than a finished problem in logic.
 Trollope’s belief
 
that the “aristocratic element will prevail” (451), that  
is, that the individual will yield to social pressure, resolves the plot
 
but  
does not answer
 
the question, what exactly is in a name. In  general, the  
comments of Crocker, the Persiflages, and the Kingsburys raise the
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issue of names and titles, and the weight of “custom” settles it. No
 
actual answer is given, however, perhaps because early in the novel
 Trollope himself undercuts the seriousness of the issues he will
 ultimately raise:
A lord is like a new hat. The one on the arm the other
 
on the head are no evidences of mental superiority. But
 yet they are taken, and not incorrectly taken, as signs of
 merit. (49)
On the one hand, Trollope here has reduced 
lords
 to the importance of  
hats; on the other, he approves of the esteem the world gives both to
 lords and to those who know them. Balancing the weight of social
 custom against a man’s will, Trollope knows that after all George
 Roden 
is,
 has been, and must be George Roden—to himself and to his  
wife, if to no one else.
Trollope nonetheless revels in the dilemma created by the problem of
 
Roden’s identity and knows that he need not resolve the
 
issue, for, as he  
himself acknowledges, 
the
 issue will resolve itself:
“[T]hings” very often do arrange themselves better
 
than men or women can arrange them. Objections which
 were at first very strong gradually fade away. Ideas which
 were out of the question become possible. Time quickly
 renders words and names and even days habitual to us. (36)
Although society will “prevail," its prevailing does not appear as an
 
eventual
 
defeat of Roden but as one of the compromises inherent in  life,  
in part because tradition and custom are often wiser than
 
individual men  
and women can hope to be. In fifteen or twenty years, Roden may feel
 (if he thinks of the matter at all) that his principles have been
 compromised, but he will also have gained the good things that this
 world has to offer. Moreover, he deserves them. His grace, dignity,
 and merit justify the title he has received; because he will never end up
 as a fainéant duke, 
his
 integrity deserves the rewards this world can 
offer. In the end,
 
Roden merits what the title can yield and has already  
yielded. 
In
 the end, the answer to Roden’s predicament lies in what  
Trollope 
regards
 as the ultimate ordering of the universe.
The case here is perhaps more acute than in other of Trollope’s
 novels,
 
but Roden’s dilemma shares with the dilemmas found elsewhere  
that interest in philosophical abstractions that underlies the seriousness
 of Trollope’s didactic purpose and his commitment to entertainment.
 Roden’s accession and the consequent elaboration on what to call the
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man merely epitomize Trollope’s interest in those abstractions that
 
govern our behavior. The predicament of the postal clerk leads us to
 consider the influence and the effect names have on people. A full
 appreciation of those names, made possible by Trollope’s acute
 sensitivity to the meanings of words and the implications of those
 meanings, causes us to step
 
back for a moment to reflect.
Although names as such do not much occupy Trollope elsewhere, the
 nuances of language shape the action in many of his novels. While
 Trollope’s protagonists often ponder the meaning of the words that
 govern their behavior, and sometimes even agonize over
 
them, the train 
of events leads the reader to reflect
 
on the implications of those words:  
in The Warden Septimus Harding’s pain when he realizes he may have
 no moral right to the sinecure at Hiram’s Hospital revolves around the
 difference between
 
“moral” and “legal” rights; in Lady Anna Lady Anna  
Lovel’s hesitation between the tailor Daniel Thwaite and the Earl of
 Lovel as she learns to recognize the difference
 
between the “romantic”  
truth of a “coarse” tailor and the tarnished truth of a beautiful peer turns
 on the
 
distinction between romantic faith and “prosaic” reality; in Ralph  
the Heir Sir Gregory
 
Newton’s thwarted desire to leave his estate  to his  
natural son
 
Ralph when the father dies before  he can “rectify” the error  
of his youth by subverting the proper descent of Newton Priory centers
 on the meaning of “kinship” and “custom”; in Miss Mackenzie
 Margaret Mackenzie’s choice of a husband, as she learns to discriminate
 between the hypocrisy of 
Mr.
 Maguire, the vulgarity of Mr. Rubb, and  
the worn but genuine breeding of John Ball, defines “true gentility.” 
In almost all of Trollope’s novels, characters struggle with the meanings
 and implications of those words that affect their moral and ethical
 lives.Behind nearly every decision made by nearly every character lies an
 elaboration on the proper meaning of the words that govern behavior.
 Either characters themselves talk about what words mean or Trollope
 shows what happens to those who have misconstrued the words that
 govern their behavior. Working contrapuntally and by amplification,6
 Trollope contrasts those who understand with those who are misled.
 Through his own comments and by means of the action of his novels,
 he allows a sense of what good behavior entails to emerge from the
 contrasts presented by his characters 
as
 they struggle with the decisions  
that affect their
 
lives. What is in a name or what meaning belongs to  
a word remains a question Trollope often ponders but rarely answers
 definitively. The open-endedness of his consideration transforms the
 otherwise conventional world of his novels.
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1The Metalogicon, trans. Daniel McGarry, (Berkeley, 1962),
 
p. 6.
2
The Moral Trollope, (Athens, Oh., 1971), p. 154.
3Despite the legitimacy of the title Roden inherits, he is, in  
English, according to R. H. Super, the “Duke of Horsehair,”
 Preface to Marion Fay, (Ann Arbor, 1982), p. ix.
4Anthony Trollope, Marion Fay, ed. R. H. Super, (Ann
 
Arbor, 1982), p. 8.
5Of course, as Trollope makes clear from the start, Roden is a
 
sterling individual whose accession to a title corroborates his
 worth. Although he may well have succeeded on his own
 eventually, the title brings him immediate success. The accession
 of a fool like Crocker, however, would have created a different set
 of problems and perhaps more seriously attacked the idea of
 aristocracy than 
does
 Roden's accession.
6Guinevere L. Griest, Mudie's Circulating Library and the
 
Victorian Novel, (Bloomington, 1970), p. 114; Gordon N. Ray.
 “Trollope at Full Length,” HLQ, 31, (1968), 313-337; rpt. The
 Trollope Critics, ed. N. John Hall (Totowa, NJ., 1981), pp. 110-
 27, esp. p.114.
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THE FEMINISM OF ROSAMOND LEHMANN’S
NOVELS
Harriet Blodgett
California State University, Stanislaus
In 1942, when Twentieth Century Authors magisterially
 
pronounced of popular novelist Rosamond Lehmann “her work is
 unmistakably that of a woman”1—ambiguous praise at the time—her
 reputation as a novelist was secure. By the 1980s, however, she had
 become a virtual unknown so that Virago
 
Press, which aims to recover  
the lost voices of female attainment, reissued her seven novels, except
 for the first one, Dusty Answer (1927), and the sixth, The Echoing
 Grove (1953). Virago brought out A Note in Music (1930),
 
Invitation  
to the Waltz (1932) and 
its
 sequel The Weather in the Streets (1936),  
The Ballad and 
the
 Source (1944) and its sequel A Sea-Grape Tree  
(1976).2 Thus was redeemed from critical obscurity a talented writer
 often in advance
 
of her times in her discerning portrayals of middle-calss  
women. Already present in her books of the twenties and thirties are
 issues and relationships whose neglect in the English novel the
 resurgent women’s movement of the sixties would later deplore. Her
 version of female reality includes insights into the patriarchal process
 that were yet to have popular currency when most of the books were
 written. Yet Lehmann’s novels, which reflect the ebb and flow of
 feminist thought among intelluctuals during and shortly after the
 interwar era, also insidiously take back with one hand what they give
 with the other, and by the time of
 
her final novel, A Sea-Grape Tree,  
she clearly anticipates 
the 
retrenchment in feminist thinking that would  
emerge in the eighties. Thus she provides a salutary reminder of the
 strain of conservatism in female English thought against which
 liberation movements have
 
always had to struggle.
More faithful to the true range of female connections than the
 English novel historically has been, Lehmann writes of women in
 terms of
 
female as well as of male relationships. The bonds between  
mothers and daughters 
and,
 even more, the ties and tensions between  
sisters fascinate her. The
 
companionable intimacy, yet rivalry,  between  
seventeen-year-old Olivia and her elder sister Kate, for example, who
 attend their first ball together with varying experiences for each,
 underpins the early novel Invitation to the Waltz, Olivia’s social
 coming-of-age story. Their sisterhood elicits significant scenes in the
 book’s successor, The Weather in the Streets, as Olivia, now twenty
­seven, endeavors to assimilate the blow of her illicit pregnancy by
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observing Kate’s contented adjustment to motherhood. Adult Olivia,
 
by now separated
 
from her husband, even has a fleeting  perception that  
her marriage may have been a less momentous stage in her emotional
 history than favorite childhood activities shared with sister Kate and
 sometimes a female friend—“All that was important: had made an
 experience of emotion more complex, penetrating and profound, yes,
 than getting married” (129). Under different names, the two sisters
 reappear in The Echoing Grove, where, as Dinah and Madeleine, her
 elder, both love and 
are
 loved  by the same man, Madeleine’s husband,  
Rickie. Estranged
 
for  fifteen years, after his death the sisters first meet  
at their mother’s deathbed, then become reconciled, even resume the
 intimacy of “
the
 old schoolroom days, the salad days of suitors” (288)  
because
 
their affection for each other runs deeper  than their rivalry for a  
man.
Lehmann also acknowledges lesbian relationships as well as
 
heterosexual 
ones
 in her bildungsroman Dusty Answer, so that it limns  
a fuller picture of emotional development than does the conventional
 girl-meets-boy-meets-life. Its Judith not only grows 
up
 into variously  
unsatisfying loves of three yo ng men, especially Roddy, who 
is brutally callous to her; she also becomes entranced by a vibrant fellow
­student at Cambridge, Jennifer, the focal point of her life at school.
 When Jennifer, having adjured Judith to love no other, nonetheless
 betrays Judith’s adoration to indulge in a more physical affair with a
 spiritually crude Geraldine, Judith despairs as intensely as over losing
 Roddy and maybe
 
even more so.
Lehmann’s plots, moreover, not only recognize specifically female
 crisis points in
 
life, such as childbirth and abortion; they dramatize such  
scenes of stress in The Weather in the Streets and The Echoing Grove.
 The latter novel, much of which is flashback, also sets 
its
 present time  
in its main characters’ middle age, thus acknowledging that female
 middle age brings its own problems, as meaningful for fictional
 depiction as the charms of youth. (In their forties, both Dinah, whose
 husband went off to die in the Spanish Civil War, and Madeleine are
 widowed, and Madeleine has been jettisoned by 
her 
lover for a younger  
woman.) Finally, as will be demonstrated shortly, Lehmann also sees
 how marriage makes harsh demands on female individuality
 
and that not  
all women thrive on maternity. All of this could be fiction of the late
 sixties or the seventies, even if none of it is.
Nonetheless, Lehmann could scarcely be called a consciousness
­
raiser, for her novels are all directed to women in love, or on its
 threshhold or rebounding 
from
 it, and they assume  that love of a  man is  
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the main business of female life. (Granted they usually have no
 
illusions about how that love may work out for women; her
 sympathetic women are shown to be emotionally abused by
 
boyfriends,  
lovers, or husbands.) Moreover, her women in love customarily let
 men control the relationship. The labeled lesbians, always minor
 characters, are usually caricatures; strident and stupid like Jennifer’s
 conqueror Geraldine in Dusty Answer or ugly and treacherous like
 Dinah’s friend Corrigan in The Echoing Grove, who reveals Dinah’s
 affair with Rickie to wife Madeleine with predictable consequences.
 Jennifer herself 
is
 feckless. Only Maisie of A Sea-Grape Tree, a  
secondary character who
 
has eschewed men—though  not without taking  
care to provide herself with a love-child
 
first—is tolerable. She is also  
the only character, primary or secondary, to be a successful career
 woman: a gynecologist. Lehmann does not traffic in career women,
 though some of her women hold random jobs to support themselves.
 She 
may
 grant Judith of Dusty Answer her achievement in emotional  
maturing when Judith finally perceives herself 
“
rid at last of the  
weakness, the futile obsession of dependence on other people” (348),
 but it 
is
 more independence than she vouchsafes her other heroines. Her  
books come perilously close, moreover, to indulging in a mystique of
 fertility, even if they allow characters abortions as a practical necessity.
 
In
 her convictions, as in her fictional techniques, Lehmann is finally a  
traditionalist rather
 
than a rebel or an innovator, whose constant answer  
to the disillusionments of the interwar years is, Let women seek
 meaning through male-female love 
and
 maternity.
Her prevailing theme prior to her last novel is a familiar one:
 repeatedly her major characters, often but not
 
always youthful to begin  
with, suffer a 
loss
 of illusion about love and accept reality for what it  
irremediably is. The prose, nuanced and image-laden, and the vision of
 nature are romantic; the
 
point of view urged upon the characters is not.  
Even
 
her melodramatic and  fanciful late novel  The Ballad and the Source  
finally insists on reality first. Its exotic and wish-fulfilling sequel, A
 Sea-Grape Tree, however, is another matter: an unbashed romantic’s
 novel in which innocence and true love triumph and spiritualism
 works.3 Least of all her books 
is
 it a feminist  novel.
Lehmann started out more realistically, however, and even
 feministically. 
In
 her  early novels, she sometimes overtly characterizes  
the social context she provides for her females as a patriarchy that
 begrudges women full status. Intellectual girls like Judith of Dusty
 Answer, for example, know that they should hide their brains before
 young men lest they invite “mockery or distrust...of a girl...trying to
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appear clever” (83). Female
 
minds  may be tolerated by English culture,  
but they are not taken seriously; 
as
 Judith realizes, “Under its  
politeness,” Cambridge “disliked and distrusted her and all other
 females” (347). On the whole, however,
 
Lehmann simply  recapitulates  
the historical reality. She depicts a society in which women are
 expected
 
to marry rather than compete  with men, even if they may need  
to support themselves and even if they are intellectually or otherwise
 gifted. Their mothers worry if daughters do not marry or if their
 marriages sour. The women themselves ordinarily expect to marry, or
 if not, at least to establish an amatory male relationship. Those who
 do not succeed in finding a suitable man, like minor character Miss
 Robinson trapped in aging virginity in Invitation to the Waltz and its
 sequel, may go quietly mad. Olivia’s parents in Invitation have
 assented that
 
“all young girls should be fitted  for a career” even if their  
daughter Kate’s career “remained
 
by tacit consent unspecified” (64)—  
which means that they 
do
 not worry if talented Kate has no career  
ambitions because the aim is only to keep females occupied until 
they marry. Olivia herself, though looking forward to Oxford, will never
 actively pursue a career but rather, as The Weather in the Streets
 resumes her story, marry on graduation, separate from her husband, and
 enter 
into
 an  affair. She thinks vaguely of becoming a writer, but never  
can turn her energies seriously to doing so.
Yet if Lehmann envisions female happiness and fulfillment as
 requiring male
 
participation, in her  thirties’ novels she at least suspects, 
via alter ego main characters like Olivia, that dependence on 
males
 may  
also attenuate female lives. Olivia has a fleeting perception that her
 reliance on
 
love is destructive to her selfhood:
I did try to write now and then, I got about half a
 
sketch done, but I kept losing my way in it; and the
 listening and waiting interfered. A person in my state
 can’t work....Oh! sometimes I wish...I could be free again,
 able 
to
 belong to myself....The burden is too heavy,  
there’s hardly 
a
 moment to fit in the happiness of  
loving....And I would like to 
do
 something definite with  
my life.... (203)
It even seems to her that sister Kate, by now happily married to a
 
doctor and with four sturdy children, has lost out on 
something:
 “One  
saw her life running, peacefully, unsensationally now on its course,
 right on to 
the
 end: and why did this make one want to cry? Kate isn’ t 
wasted. But there should have been something else,...” (258).
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However, Olivia’s suspicion that love is captivity and a happy marriage
 
boring 
is
 not inherited by other characters because, for Lehmann, the  
problem lies in Olivia rather than in love and marriage. Olivia 
is
 the  
enthusiast who loves not wisely, but too well, and who projects her
 own desire for excitement onto
 
Kate.
Lehmann’s women who indulge in long-term affairs, like Olivia or
 Dinah and Madeleine of The Echoing Grove
 
or Rebecca of A Sea-Grape  
Tree, are betrayed by their lovers in the end, who take love less
 seriously than the women who adore them. Ten years after Invitation
 to the Waltz, having separated from the weak-natured young poet she
 married too young, Olivia of The Weather in the Streets enters into an
 affair with the now-married scion of
 
the manor, Rollo, whom she met  
briefly at the ball and 
who 
claims to be  estranged from his wife. In fact  
he impregnates her at the same time as he does Olivia, with whom he
 cavalierly expects to continue his relationship, whenever it 
so
 pleases  
him. Olivia, however wounded, complies, a willing participant in her
 own destruction.
But marriage may be costlier yet, according to A Note in Music,
 
focused on two unhappy marriages amid the gray environment of a
 provincial northern manufacturing city. Alienated from her emotions,
 Grace, the more important wife, at thirty-four is settled into an inert
 routine as wife of a stolid
 
middle-aged office manager, Tom. Until her  
baby died, the marriage stimulated her because at least T felt
 
important  
and
 
proud, being a married woman, and I determined to help Tom get  
on’ (247), but by now, ten years later, childless and imprisoned in an
 urban environment she detests, she has lost all drive to do or be, for
 “After all, one can never get away 
from
 one’s husband. One asserted  
one’s personal importance with such extravagant anxiety, saying to
 oneself: Tn spite of outward bondage I 
am
 free.’ But it was not so.  
The 
edges
 got worn away, and independence  slithered out” (250). Critic  
Diana LeStourgeon objects to Grace’s laziness of spirit—“it
 
is not life  
but herself
 
that has defeated Grace. She deserves her life, and one no  
longer cares much waht happens to her.”4 Grace’s more perceptive
 creator knows how powerful 
the
 force of attrition is in marriage for  the  
partner who is expected always to subordinate
 
her own preferences, from  
how to wear her hair (which Tom will not
 
let her bob) to where to live  
and
 
how to be.
Grace knows a brief burst of excitement when glamorous (to her)
 young 
Hugh,
 the boss’s nephew, comes temporarily to work for Tom’s  
firm and pays her some attention; she even stages a rebellion of
 
a sort  
by demanding a vacation alone in the countryside. She then resumes
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her marriage where she left off. Grace’s contemporary and friend,
 
Norah, is mother of two young sons and wed to an irascible professor
 who exercises his moods on her equable 
nature.
 Thus she knows all the  
joys of an “ordinary domesticated female” (53), until Hugh’s visit also
 stirs her up so that
she...wanted 
to
 have rest from this perpetual crumbling of  
the edges, this shredding out of one’s personality upon
 minute obligations and responsibilities. She wanted, even
 for a few moments, to feel her own identity peacefully
 floating apart from them all, confined and dissolved within
 a shell upon which other people’s sensibilities made no
 impression. But this was not possible, never for a second,
 in one’s own home. (52-53)
Nonetheless, though Hugh’s advent
 
improves her  relationship with her  
husband (old conflicts are aired and resolved), she considers it her
 obligation to accede to the demands of her “vampire family,” especially
 those of a husband who can “drain her to sustain
 
himself’ (52).
But although Lehmann writes realistically about these two
 pedestrian marriages, her vision of female generative abilities shows
 that she is no female Arnold Bennett. She is a vitalist, for whom the
 universe 
is
 sustained by a natural energy which flows through all  
organic 
life;
 human and  nonhuman, natural processes proclaim its force  
and bespeak the spiritual ground of existence. As Grace perceives, “
In the 
wind,
 something more bodiless than flame flickered and ran over the  
green grain and 
the 
blond. The spirit moved upon the face of the com”  
(194). Imperfect vessel of that spirit, Grace never forgives herself for
 her stillborn child, and after even her puppy dies, she 
is
 certain that  
whatever she touches will wither. However, when she finally asserts
 herself against her husband to demand her solitary vacation, in the
 natural setting she temporarily 
regains
 her sense of independent selfhood  
and worth. After she rescues a young 
sparrow
 that survives to rejoin its 
kind, she feels
 
redeemed. Yet just before she leaves the country, “at the  
fullness of the year, the pregnant pause before the treasure 
is
 spilt,” she  
discovers that the bird has actually fallen from her window and died so
 that again “There was no winged life existing through her care” (227).
 Upon this grim self-reminder of her infertility, her quest
 
for a personal  
identity despite her wifely role becomes stillborn too. Grace gives up
 her fleeting sense of regained identity as a creative force in a universe
 charged with meaning, to subordinate herself once again to her
 husband’s wishes and world:
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Nothing would be nothing now, instead of the illusory
 
expectation of the whole fullness of life: as if herself were
 great with all creation. Never again would she be
 dissolved, poured through the universe with the
 insubstantial elements of light and colour, reunited with the
 component forces of vital energy....The perpetual I want,
 creeping and coiling across her life in 
a
 harsh and dirty  
growth, like ivy, little by little would choke the living
 pores.... (297)
True,
 Lehmann acknowledges that childbearing and  motherhood do  
not necessarily irradiate female existence. Giving birth need not always
 be the experience that validates one’s being. Minor character Marigold
 of The Weather in 
the
 Streets, Rollo’s married postdeb sister who is 
bored with her easy life and disappointing husband, has had two
 children, but bearing them does not fill the void
 
that makes her feel as  
if she ‘weren’t real’: ‘I thought having babies would cure me: it’s one
 of the few things you can’t pretend about all the way through.
 However prettily and unsickly you start, you’re jolly well for it in the
 end. But I don’t know....It turned out to be another sort of dream’
 (101). Nor does Lehmann pretend that all women want to be mothers
 or will warm to their children once bom. Judith Earle’s mother in
 Dusty Answer 
is
 so dependent on male validation of her worth that she  
rejects 
her
 own female child:
She had always, thought Judith, seemed to move surrounded
 
by men who paid her compliments. She had no women
 friends that you could remember. She remarked now and
 then, how much she disliked women; and Judith had felt
 herself included in the condemnation. She had never been
 pleased 
to
 have a daughter: only a handsome son would  
have been any good to her. (221-222)
Yet it does not require male identification to block maternal feeling.
 
Judith with reason perceives Mariella of the same novel as “a childless
 person by nature....to the creature...[her body] had brought forth her
 unmaternal spirit bore no relationship” (64). Although Mariella
 professes having come to love her
 
unwanted child, she feels inadequate  
in his presence and dislikes his company, rationalizing, ‘I do think it’s
 much better for a child to learn to play by himself, don’t you?’ 
(239). These women are all, however, either querulously unhappy women, as
 in Marigold and Mariella, or manifestly unpleasant ones, as in Mrs.
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Earle. One is reminded of Lehmann’s treatment of lesbians. While
 
Lehmann acknowledges the existential truth that not all women thrive
 on their biology, she necessarily mistrusts the
 
ones who do not.
For Lehmann herself, judging by her novels, the
 
female  generative  
ability that is
 
proof of  women’s greater closeness to the untrammeled  
source of all
 
being, has profound  spiritual significance. It  might be  her  
own voice speaking
 
as Dinah’s mother in The  Echoing Grove, who has  
“declared more than once in the bosom of her family that every woman
 had the
 
right to have a  child” (94). But social  pressures preclude such  
free creativity for middle-class women so that ordinarily women like
 Olivia of The Weather in the Streets, if they find themselves illicitly
 pregnant, “trapped, subjected to the common risks
 
and consequences of  
female humanity” (238), as she laments to herself, resent their
 condition, “nothing to...[Nature’s] creidt....more spiteful than God”
 (299). Olivia actually longs to have a child and fantasizes rearing it
 herself in a cottage surrounded by flowers. But she has a literally
 nauseating pregnancy
 
to counter her idyllic images and a sense of social  
reality 
as
 well so that she soon welcomes abortion: “I can be human  
and have thoughts again” (301), she exults afterwards, repudiating her
 enslavement
 
to biological process. Meanwhile, however, Lehmann has  
her own comment to make on the subject, through the photograph on
 the abortionist’s 
desk,
 a self-image he views with pride just after he has  
initiated Olivia’s miscarriage: “a man in waders, with a tweed hat,
 holding 
up
 a dead salmon” (292). He is a destroyer of life (the fish  
symbol is apposite), and a man—whose pleasures, as he rejoices, are
 allowed
 
to bear fruit,  whereas hers  are not:
“Biggest I ever landed, he was: thirty-pounder. Game old
 
boy too: gave me the tussle of my life. Played him for
 four hours. Between you and me I thought I’d pass out
 before he did.” (292)
Dinah of The Echoing Grove, because she 
is
 fearless  of society, glories  
in the birth of her illegitimate child (conveniently still born so the
 social problem is solved). Likewise Maisie of A Sea-Grape Tree
 rejoices in her love-child—which, significantly, Lehmann insists she
 must have as well as a career.
Lehmann’s vitalism is articulated most directly by Sibyl Anstey
 
Jardine of her most widely known novel, The Ballad and the 
Source,
 set  
retrospectively in 1912-1917, when Rebecca, the book’s present-time
 narrator, at ten years old first came to know this bewitching neighbor,
 once her grandmother’s friend. Justifying her symbolic name of
 
wise  
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woman and nature goddess, Sibyl solemnly informs impressionable
 
young Rebecca
 
of “The fount of life—the source, the quick spring that  
rises in illimitable depths of darkness....It is what we feel mounting in
 us when we say: ‘I know! I love! I am!’” (97). The life energy, the
 source of creativity, that is, animates psychic, not just biologic
 functioning. Sibyl couples this paean to the source with a rousing
 statement of Edwardian feminism—but it is 1960-70s feminism
as well:
“Sometimes...the source is vitiated, choked. Then
 
people live frail, wavering lives, their roots cut off from
 what should nourish them. This is what happens 
to
 people  
when love is betrayed—murdered....One day, Rebecca,
 women will be able 
to
 speak to men—speak out the truth,  
as equals, not 
as
 antagonists, or as creatures without  
independent moral rights—pieces of men’s property,
 owned, used and despised. It may begin to be so in your
 lifetime. What am I saying?—it has begun. When you are
 a woman...living, as I hope and believe you will live, a
 life in which all your functions and capacities are used and
 none frustrated, spare a thought for Sibyl Anstey. Say:
 ‘She helped to win this for me.’” (97)
The remember-me motif recurs in A Sea-Grape Tree (86), in which the
 
now dead Sibyl 
is
 a revenant still proud of her feminist past. At the  
time of The Ballad, Rebecca learns from her grandmother’s servant Tilly
 that
 
the young Sibyl ‘was always one to go on about women’s rights—  
and they should all be trained up to perfessions like men, and be the
 equal of them’ (86).
That feminist past plays its significant part in The Ballad in
 
Sibyl’s refusal to be bound
 
by conventional mores. Having married a  
passionless man who also ‘says women don’t understand ideas’ (59),
 she runs off with a lover, leaving behind an infant daughter, lanthe,
 from whom her husband thereafter cuts her off, though they meet after
 Ianthe attains her majority. Critic Sydney Janet Kaplan has
 demonstrated that for depicting Sibyl’s tragedy Lehmann draws
on female myth—Demeter and Persephone—to represent the essential
 nature of the mother-daughter bond.5 Neither mother nor daughter
 survives the enforced separation
 
unscathed, and even  if eventually Sibyl  
succeeds in gaining custody of Ianthe’s children, they either die or, in
 the case of Maisie, despise 
her.
 The daughter grows up embittered  
against her mother, abandons her own children, and eventually goes
 mad. The mother (Demeter aside, an avatar of the great goddess of
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primitive myth) turns her
 
fount of energy into a weapon, obsessed with  
maintaining power over
 
others, especially men, because thwarted in her  
own life. Explaining the first substantive in the book’s title, as Sibyl
 has explained the second, Rebecca finally envisions Sibyl as “savage,
 distraught, unearthly: Enchantress Queen in an antique ballad of
 revenge” (233).
Beautiful Sibyl 
is
 magnetic and stimulating, has imaginative  
vision and intelligence, and genuinely adores children. But—in the
 course of a complicated plot with a great many minor characters—she
 also proves narcissistic and unscrupulous, besides predatory on and
 possessive of men. She cannot exist without a man in tow.
 Nonetheless, Lehmann probably does not mean to mock the women’s
 movement by making its spokesperson as villainous a manipulator as
 Sibyl comes to be, any more than Lehmann means to mock belief in
 the “source,” whose voice Sibyl also is. The point is rather, even as
 Sibyl says, that the life energies of women must not be thwarted.
 Thwarting them enhances their potentially destructive power over the
 psyche. Sibyl is, after all, as much a victim as a victimizer. She 
is also, however, a
 
poor choice of spokesperson for feminism, so that it  is 
no wonder Gillian Tindall objects to anyone’s claiming the novel as a
 feminist work when “It 
is
 impossible to imagine...[Sibyl] leading any 
kind of genuinely independent or emancipated life.”6 Sibyl 
is emancipated, however, in her refusal to accept subservience: the only
 Lehmann female, in fact, who allows no man to rule her. But she
 cannot be independent of men, for 
they
 sustain her sense of self. That  
proviso perpetually undermines Lehmann’s feminism.
Sibyl endeavors to encourage Rebecca
 
to be more assertive and  as  
fearless of public opinion as she herself has been—though with more
 consequence for Rebecca’s captivated imagination than her behavior.
 First entranced and 
then
 finally appalled, young Rebecca remains the  
well-behaved daughter of a loving but property-conscious mother,
 
albeit  
Rebecca’s romantic streak anticipates her someday giving all for love.
 That she does, however, internalize Sibyl’s message about equality
 becomes evident when Tilly dies and leaves her life savings to
 Rebecca’s infant brother, ignoring his sisters:
Were we so much as mentioned in the will? We were not.
 
He, Boy, sprawling at ease without care or conscience in
 his perambulator, had casually tossed in the claim of male
 superiority and bagged the lot. Sylvia had voiced the
 feeling which our own years forbade, or took at least the
 sting from, when she bitterly remarked, the morning the
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news broke: “I bet I was never called Girl when I was a
 
baby.” (200)
Yet sixteen years later in A Sea-Grape Tree, Rebecca objects
 
strenuously to Sibyl’s harping on ‘Emancipation of women—all that
 stuff. You were such
 
a bore’ (86). These are strong words for  a novel  
published in 1976, the heyday of the reborn women’s movement.
 However, this last novel of Lehmann’s is set
 
in 1933, when Rebecca is  
not only adult and disillusioned with what social freedom has brought
 
her;
 she also has representative voice for her times. Now known as  
Anonyma—but potentially, also as Anemone—she speaks for an
 interwar generation which no longer believes in anything much, does
 anything much—in whom, to use Lehmann’s terms, the source has run
 dry. As a
 
secondary character, Ellie, observes, ‘there’s  been a  change.  
August 1914 it started. Nothing will ever be the 
same.
 The heart of  
the world is broken’ (46). Anonyma’s lover Johnny appositely is a
 paraplegic survivor of the Great War who therefore ‘[doesn’t] fancy
 living’ (117)—until he falls in love with her.
The book is set on a small unfashionable island in the West
 
Indies—‘soon after the war our poor little island fell on bad days’
 (14)—where, at an insignificant hotel, have collected a miscellaneous
 group of misfits and worn out souls. (Johnny, whom Sibyl nursed
 during the war and still loves, resides nearby
 
in a beach hut shaded by  a  
sea-grape tree). The island is near “paradisal” in its natural splendour,
 declares the narrator, “No snakes. Idyllic isle.” “Only the natives do
 not correspond,” for “mostly
 
they grow up undernourished, degenerate,  
vacant” (7). The world, in short, has not ceased to offer its natural
 potential for beauty and creative living, despite the failure of nerve
 among its unvital human creatures. However, the island will also serve
 as
 
Prospero’s magic  isle where true love can uncover a brave new world  
after all.
Anonyma arrives in flight from herself, repudiating her
 
“laceratingly unacceptable
 
identity” (49) and even suicidal, because her  
married lover never arrived for their intended cruise but sent a cable
 instead with
 
a terse—and thematically pointed—message: 'Breakdown"  
(32). His defection but climaxes
 
her  sense  of personal failure  in life and  
aimlessness. No wonder she 
is
 bored with Sibyl’s feminism. She has  
known freedom without finding fulfillment and without even a
 
sense of  
a cause to be militant about for something better. There have been no
 marriage, no children, even no particular ambition to succeed in
 anything
 
but a personal life; only random jobs working in a book shop  
and a decorating shop and reading occasionally for a publisher; and
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finally this futile affair. The implications of Anonyma’s malaise are
 
not far to seek and since Anonyma has representative value, are
 significant. Lehmann implies that social freedom ceased to be a
 meaningful cause because there was something else women wanted
 more, needed more. Anonyma is made to
 
be quite explicit about what  
she 
wants:
 she 'cannot live without love: without.. .being in a state of  
love’ (126). Because the novel is constructed to honor her desires
 generously, the further implication 
is
 that Lehmann concurs with  
Anonyma’s values. Certainly she does not hesitate to allow Anonyma
 for lovemaking a level of psychic response Sybil would never have
 condoned: “A strange, primitive, female experience of worship, of
 subservience” (117).
Anonyma and her new lover Johnny have a pertinent conversation,
 
in which she clarifies her 
lifelong
 desires and he generalizes from them:
“Happiness. Personal happiness. That’s what I
 
believed in. That’s what I was after.”
“Well—what’s wrong with that? Who wants
 
unhappiness?....”
“Oh!—but to put it in the forefront is disgraceful and
 
ridiculous. Anyone will tell you it’s just a by-product of
— of getting on; or, if you’re noble, service to humanity. I
 simply wanted a blissfully happy marriage, and lots of
 children.”
He reflected. “It doesn’t sound too impossibly
 
ambitious...It must be what millions of women want, even
 today....” (125)
It appears that Anonyma will have her wish. Not only does
 
Johnny love her and intend to marry her. Although hitherto he has
 been paralyzed from the waist down, they can consummate their love,
 which is deep and true—and fertile: she
 
is sure she is pregnant before  
the book ends. Unlike ‘most of my girl friends’ who have had
 abortions, she will bear her child, for he welcomes it, showing himself
 to belong to a “rare, perhaps a disappearing species: a man with
 uncomplicated sources of sexual pride and confidence... .Lost in wonder
 she told herself that the child 
was
 already wanted, welcomed; that she  
was
 
now esteemed and cherished not only for herself but as  the bearer of  
the child” (134). In the last line of the book, by now become
 ‘Anemone’ (156), she takes a parting look at the island, where
 “Dissolved in light, the hut, the sea-grape
 
tree have  disappeared” (160),  
but not because they are 
an
 illusion. Rather, her moment out of space  
and time is over and her real life 
is
 to resume—but differently,  
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revitalized by the love she has found. It is more than any other
 
Lehmann heroine
 
achieves.
A Sea-Grape Tree, however, was written out of a different
 perspective than the earlier novels, out of Lehmann’s readjustment to
 life after her adored daughter Sally died of polio in 1956. Lehmann’s
 partial autobiography The Swan in the Evening recapitulates her
 discovery that we recover our
 
loved ones because after death “life goes 
on...in accordance with cosmic laws which human reason is ill-
 equipped to understand”; death is “not the end but simply a change of
 consciousness” (29, 129) to a heightened state in an etheric body.
 Sibyl Anstey (she has resumed that name) preaches the same sermon.
 Buried on the island two years
 
before A Sea-Grape Tree takes place, she  
aims to protect her interests in Johnny from a younger rival and
 therefore appears to
 
Anonyma  in a vision. It is  likewise  the message of  
Sibyl’s spiritual (even if not temperamental) reincarnation, Miss Stay,
 hotel manager and a psychic. As medium for voices from beyond, she
 transmits a message which constitutes a credo: 'Trust your
 unhappiness
 
as you loved your happiness and greeat good will come to  
you and greater freedom" (29). Thus it was for Lehmann herself, who
 also deems spiritual freedom of a cosmic sort more consequential 
than any other kind by the time of her last novel. It is not ex ctly a
 feminist premise.
Feminism may be a protean term, but it should at least comprise
 
repudiation of male domination over female lives. Such domination
 takes 
its
 most invidious form in the power to define  reality for  women;  
value-formation is the most coercive male power of all. Lehmann
 succumbs to it. Insofar as her novels present women’s stories without
 relying on classic male stereotypes for females and with awareness of
 patriarchal pressures, insofar as they acknowledge the diversity of
 female experience, even the validity of female myth, they are
 feministic. But a conservative
 
counterforce, which strengthens over the  
years, works against the feminism in her fiction: not only a deference
 before men, but a sense of reality which situates female happiness
 where men have always taught women to place it, in loving a man, in
 bearing a child.
Thus Lehmann, who expresses an important current of
 
contemporary female thought, inhabits the “second stage” of feminism
 whose virtues Betty Friedan championed in 1981. While Friedan’s
 Second Stage claims the issue 
is
 greater freedom through less warring  
over sexual politics, it really argues—like Rebecca-Anonyma from
 1976—the claims
 
of marriage and motherhood to  offset disillusionment  
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with what liberation has yielded. History repeats itself, in the
 
conservative impulse thereby manifested. Not only did the gains of
 Edwardian feminism become
 
attenuated by women’s assent to the back-  
to-the-home drive of the interwar years, which crested 
as
 a wave of  
conservatism in the fifties (and would return in the eighties). Even
 within feminism—where Friedan still places herself—by Lehmann’s
 interwar day a shift had occurred. Equal rights feminism
 
as  a movement  
had dwindled to “welfare feminism” with a very conventional bias to
 marriage and family—“Welfare feminism,” 
as
 historian Olive Banks  
observes, even “accepted the traditional male and female roles in the
 family to almost the 
same
 extent as the nineteenth- and  early twentieth ­
century anti-feminists.” Among writers in turn, critic E. D. Pendry in
 1956 observed, 
the
 women authors of recent past decades had repudiated  
the “masculinism” that feminism brought, to become more
 “feminine”—“the new feminism,” she called it, describing how
In re-assessing femininity, women are apt today to
 
hark back to traditional and even primitive ideas, and to
 wonder if woman is not essentially a wife 
and
 mother. The  
wheel has come full circle; the present generation is more
 tempted than the last to see some fundamental truth
 in... distinctions between the sexes.7
In fact, within feminism there has persistently been tension
 
between feminist aspirations towards equality with men and towards
 recognition purely as women. The two positions have alternated in
 ascendancy, with fiction, where it has had a feminist strain, but
 reflecting the oscillations. In Lehmann’s case, however, finally the
 feminist strain becomes so negligible that patriarchal values simply
 prevail—
always
 the danger of stressing “distinctions between the sexes”  
and currently a worry for unwilling separatists. As historian Linda
 Gordon remarked in 1986 of the contradictions within feminism, “there
 are traditions of female thought, women’s culture, and female
 consciousness that are not feminist” and
 
therefore “a scholarship focused  
on liberation must...criticize, and even reject, part of what is
 constituted female.”8
It 
is
 tempting to reread the literature of past eras searching for  
evidence of the same urge to freedom and equal power with men as
 initially dominated the contemporary women’s movement because its
 presence would seem to validate the movement
 
as the expression of an  
eternal female
 
longing for  emancipation. But the reality, as  Lehmann’s  
fiction suggests, lies elsewhere. The quest may instead reveal many
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women’s proclivity to compromise their freedom, despite any special
 
insight into women’s lot. Lehmann 
is
 a skillful novelist whose books  
merit their reissue; she
 
is also  a useful index to certain persistent female  
values 
still
 significant in twentieth-century thought.
NOTES
1Ed. Stanley J. Kunitz and Howard Haycraft (New York,
 
1942), p. 809.
2I 
have used Virago editions for this essay except for books  
not published by Virago or unavailable to me; thus I draw on
 American editions of Dusty Answer (New York, 1927) and The
 Ballad and the Source (New York, 1945); and the Collins edition of
 The Echoing Grove (London, 1953) and A Sea-Grape Tree (London,
 1976); as well as on Virago’s Invitation to the Waltz and The
 Weather in the Streets (London, 1981), A Note in Music and The
 Swan in the Evening: Fragments of an Inner Life (1982), the last
 being Lehmann’s 1967 autobiography. Citations to the novels
 and autobiography appear parenthetically in my text.
3This odd novel that puzzled her reviewers came too late for
 
inclusion in two of the books on Lehmann and is barely
 acknowledged in the third yet is crucial to assessing Lehmann’s
 vision of life. More specifically, it could not be discussed in
 Diana LeStourgeon’s 1965 Rosamond Lehmann (New York) or
 Wiktoria Dorosz’s 1975 Subjective Vision and Human
 Relationships in the Novels of Rosamond Lehmann (Studia
 Anglistica Uppsaliensia 23, Uppsala) and receives only cursory
 commentary in Gillian Tindall’s Rosamond Lehmann: An
 Appreciation (London, 1985). Dorosz, however, discusses it in
 “Rosamond Lehmann’s Novel A Sea-Grape Tree," MSpr 
73
 (1979),  
21-28, and James Gindin includes it in “Three Recent British
 Novels and an American Response,” MQR 17 (1978), 223-246.
 Responding to negative criticism of A Sea-Grape Tree, Lehmann
 herself added to her photo book Rosamond Lehmann’s Album
 (London, 1984) a “Postscript” (pp. 107-109) describing the novel
 and an intended sequel, never written.
4LeStourgeon, p. 54.
5 “Rosamond Lehmann’s The Ballad and the Source: A
 
Confrontation with ‘The Great Mother,”’ TCL 27 (1981), 130.
 Lehmann’s central use of this myth is not innovative; Elizabeth
 Bowen uses it in her earlier (1931) Friends and Relations (See my
 Patterns of Reality: Elizabeth Bowen’s Novels [The Hague,
 1975]). But Kaplan justifiably claims the predominance of
 masculine myth in twentieth-century fiction—or at least
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predominance until the recent women
’
s movement made an issue of  
the need for feminine myth.
6Tindall, p. 137.
7Friedan (New York, 1981); Banks, Faces of Feminism
 
(Oxford, 1986), 
p.
 176; Pendry, The New Feminism of English  
Fiction (Tokyo, 
1956),
 pp. 16-17.
8Gordon, “What
’
s New in Women’s History,” Feminist  
Studies, Critical Studies, ed. Teresa de Lauretis (Bloomington,
 1986), p. 
30.
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SHAKESPEARE AND 
T
HE AGGRESSION OF  
CHILDREN
Morris Henry Partee
The University
 
of Utah
Shakespeare's association of childhood with anger reflects the
 
ambivalence of Elizabethan adults towards children. As a popular
 playwright, he would naturally be intimately aware of the expectations
 of his audience, Elizabethan parents may well have possessed the same
 instinctive love of their offspring that adults in other periods have
 demonstrated,1 Neverthless, political and social institutions did little
 to mitigate an often stern patriarchal domination of the family,2 Not
 recognizing the special needs of children, the Elizabethans often
 exploited them as domestic help. Accordingly, both Shakespeare's
 allusions to children and the portrayal of child characters indicate that he
 held a far darker attitude towards childhood than literary critics have
 generally recognized. The playwright introduces endangered children
 throughout his works, from the early Titus Andronicus and Richard the
 Third to the late Coriolanus and The Winter's Tale. Some critics find
 these child characters
 
preternaturally sweet and innocent3 while others  
see them as disturbingly precocious.4 Such interpretations may 
stem from an over-reaction to the contempt with which adult figures in
 Shakespeare typically regard children.
Stressing the malleability and sensitivity of youth, Shakespeare
 
indicates that children learn early to reciprocate adult hostility.5
 Maturation requires the child to convert an innate fear into aggression.
 Verbal precocity not only helps to establish the child's autonomy but
 also serves to placate irascible adults. Mingling deference with
 contempt an unwary child may occasionally extend teasing into a
 foolhardy confrontation with an enraged grown-up, Shakespeare
 suggests that children when alone demonstrate a propensity for cruel
 games and pastimes. Such hostility
 
would prepare a child very early for  
survival outside of the family of origin. Moreover, children may be
 included in military affairs. It is no wonder, then, that
 
random groups  
of older children band together to express their explicit animosity to
 their elders. Indeed, Shakespeare suggests that the intensity of the
 conflict extends this anti-social behavior into latte adolescence. Thus,
 the aggression in Shakespeare's mature characters replicates earlier
 behavior.
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I
The Origins of Aggression
Shakespeare sets 
the 
foundation  for later hostility in the ambivalent  
nurturing of infants and children. I have pointed out elsewhere that
 although nurses
 
dandle and sing to  children, these haphazard caretakers  
just as often neglect their charges.6 The infant’s complete dependence
 necessitates immediate placation for scratching
 
a nurse  (Two Gentlemen  
of Verona 1.2.58-59); open
 
rebellion could signify chaos (Measure for  
Measure 1.3.23-31).7 Parental interactions reveal even more extreme
 manifestations of
 
total involvement alternating with complete neglect.  
Adults often distance themselves from childhood by using the term
 “boy” to suggest weakness, immaturity,
 
and effeminacy. Beardlessness  
offers a convenient specific focus for insult. Shakespeare constantly
 imagines parents disciplining children; the whip is omnipresent.
 Despite the occasional extravagant sentimentality of parents, seldom
 does the playwright envision a loving interaction of
 
child and parent.  
We do see Titus caring for his grandson, Lucius, but significantly,
 Hamlet
 
remembers Yorick, not his father, carrying him on his back a  
thousand times. “Parental anxiety at the sickness of their off-spring
 was exacerbated by the fact that any illness could lead to death.
 Knowing well the inevitably high rate of infant mortality, loving
 parents might transfer their fear
 
to their sensitive offspring.9 And  less  
stable parents—often fathers over-involved with daughters—would
 directly threaten their wayward children with death or its virtual
 equivalent, disinheritance. More
 
extreme still, Tamora, Lady Macbeth,  
and Leontes
 
actively contemplate infan icide.
Shakespeare recognizes
 
the difficulties besetting a child in search  of  
some measure of independence from the family of origin. Some
 fortunate children may establish an interim identity as the twin of a
 coeval, the remembrance of which gladdens the participants.10
 Individual children display a variety of attitudes
 
to their often bewildered  
elders. Responding to an undercurrent of irritability, adults in
 Shakespeare condemn what they see as the unmotivated peevishness of
 young people.11 Children often hide the immediate cause of their
 discontents from largely unsympathetic adults. Adult expectations
 make the maintenance of self-respect and autonomy difficult. On the
 one hand, such
 
external pressure  makes the  child fickle  and ambivalent  
in inter-personal
 
relationships (see, for  instance,  King Lear 3.6.19; The  
Winter’s Tale 1.2.165-171). And on the other hand, the child might
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develop an intense fixation on some personally desired object 
such
 as a  
new coat (Romeo and Juliet 3.2.28-31; Much Ado About Nothing
 3.2.5-7).
With varying
 
degrees of effectiveness, children frequently had a role  
in military exercises. Equal to his father in bravery, the son of the
 French Master Gunner wants to help by watching for and killing the
 English spies (7 Henry 6 1.4.21-22). The weakness of children makes
 their presence inappropriate on the battle field
 
itself (King John 5.1.69-  
71; 5.2.133). Nevertheless, children may serve in support of the
 actual combatants. Falstaff s page accompanies Pistol to France; the
 youth scorns the cowardice of his elders. Only
 
boys guard the baggage  
at Agincourt (Henry 5 4.4.76-77), and although this youth probably
 dies there
 
in the cowardly French  attack, the king does not mention  him  
in the list of notable dead. Lucius accompanies Brutus into battle in
 Julius Caesar, and Othello declares he has spent most of his time since
 he was seven years old in military service (Othello 1.3.83). Children
 would not wish to remain in such a menial capacity for long.
 Enthusiasm may compensate for inexperience; boys may 
try
 to assume  
the appearance of adult males in order to join the wars (Richard 2
 3.2.113-115). Young Siward dies in his first military encounter
 (Macbeth 5.9.6-9); 
his
 father shows no personal anguish at the news.  
More successfully, the beardless Claudio, the right hand 
man
 of Don  
Pedro, has the glory of the overthrow of Don John (Much Ado About
 Nothing 1.3.67). Likewise, to the vigorous encouragement of his
 mother, Coriolanus goes to war as an early adolescent (Coriolanus
 1.3.5-9).
Although the Puritans in particular stressed the importance of
 
the  
family
 
as an agent for morality and education, these advances were slow  
to
 
reach the lower segments of  society. “Not  only did  children not  live  
with their parents for very long in the sixteenth and seventeenth
 centuries, but such relations as existed were...normally extremely
 formal, while obedience was often enforced with brutality.”12 An
 unsympathetic Italian traveler in
 
England  around 1500 felt  that English  
parents exchanged both male and female children at the age of seven to
 nine for purely 
selfish
 purposes for a period of seven to nine years hard  
labor 
and
 that subsequent rejection  forced the  children to make their own  
way in the world.13 A wealthy parent like Gloucester might send his
 son
 
away  for further education (King Lear 1.1.32-33). The  offspring of  
the lower social classes might become apprentices or
 
pages like Moth  
in
 
Love's Labor's Lost, Biondello in The Taming of the Shrew, and  
Falstaff s page, Robin. The Ephesian Dromio has served his master
 continuously from birth (Comedy of Errors 4.4.30-31) while Vincentio
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has brought up Tranio from the
 
age of three (The Taming of the Shrew  
5.1.81-83). Although Shakespeare does not dwell on the discomforts of
 these young servants, the few records we have of the daily lives of
 apprentices around the time of
 
the passing of  the Statute of Artificers  
“frequently underline the harshness if
 
not the brutality of the lives of  
our forebears.”14
Institutions formalized this neglect. The Statute of Artificers
 
(1562) and the Poor Laws of 1597 and 1601 attempted to correct the
 social unrest which accompanied the decay of small towns and the
 instability of the rural population.15 Although people usually became
 apprentices at age sixteen, “the Poor Law of 1601 authorized the
 churchwardens and overseers of the poor to enforce compulsory
 apprenticeship for poor boys and girls between the ages of five and
 fourteen and
 
continuing  to age twenty-four for  men and  age  twenty-one  
for women.”16 These
 
laws  placed such great  demands on ‘the parishes  
that orphans faced incredible brutalization as social outcasts.17 Even
 Shakespeare, who normally assumes that the extended family
 
cares for  
bereaved children, has the
 
apparition of Sicilius Leonatus, the father of  
Posthumous, lament that Jove, reputedly the father of orphans, did not
 protect his child (Cymbeline 5.4.37-42).
II
Cruelty and its Effects
Shakespeare shows less interest than many of his contemporaries
 
in archery as a discipline for later military service. Many people—
 including Ascham and Stow—worried about the disuse of the long
­bow.18 Frowning on more innocuous pastimes as handball, football,
 and hockey, the Tutor government institutionalized military
 preparedness by
 
requiring parents to see that  their sons over  the age of  
seven practiced shooting at targets with the long bow.19 Although
 Shakespeare says little about this training, he does suggest that children
 could learn archery young (Titus Andronicus 4.3.2-3). Even wealthy
 and
 
profligate  youths faced the challenge of maintaining their supply of  
weapons. Bassanio in his schooldays would carefully watch the flight
 of a second arrow
 
in an effort to  find one lost  earlier (The Merchant of  
Venice 1.1.140-143). Since more expensive
 
guns—real or  toy—would  
be generally unavailable to children, youths must settle for the
 simulated
 
aggression of a shot “out of an elder-gun” (Henry V 4.1.197-  
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198). Such fantasies of military violence prepare youth for the
 
aggression
 
of the  adult Elizabethan world.20
Although Shakespeare does not treat archery extensively, he
 recognizes the inevitable love of young boys for aggressive games.
 Football (King Lear L4-86; Comedy of Errors 2-1-83) was so popular
 that in 1349 it
 
was prohibited by  royal edict because it was believed to  
interfere with the popular interest in archery
.21 
By Shakespeare's  
time, the game was so violent that James sought to abolish the sport
 altogether. Other games may involve almost mindlessly aggressive
 physical competition. For instance, the simple "Dun-in-the=mire"
 (Romeo and Juliet 1.4.41) consists of
 
obstructing the efforts of  others  
while dropping a log on the toes of some one else. Even in play,
 fencing could be abrasive. Shallow and Silence admiringly recall
 seeing
 
the  young Falstaff bloody an opponent's head (2 Henry 4 3 .2 .29-  
31), and 
they
 praise him for being skillful with the back-sword, a stick  
used in fencing practice (2 Henry 4 3.2.63-64). Nor is duplicity absent
 Benedick recognizes the possibility of
 
a schoolboy's stealing a bird's  
nest from a companion (Much Ado About Nothing 2.1.222-224).
 Besides these interactive games,
 
a child might dangerously  challenge his
own physical limits. Excessive reliance on a bladder
 
for support  in the  
water might cause a
 
careless boy to venture beyond his depth (Henry 8  
3.2.359).
Whereas children observe a certain circumspection in violence
 
towards their fellows, they may demonstrate a reprehensive cruelty
 towards lower creatures„ The
 
nests of birds offer a temptation to young  
children (Romeo and Juliet 2.5.74). Some children inflict direct pain
 on an animal. Falstaff refers to filliping, a game involving driving a
 small animal like a toad into the air by means of a blow on the
 opposite end of a fulcrum (2 Henry 4 1.2-228)- Falstaff himself plucked
 the feathers from a live goose (Merry Wives of Windsor 5.1.24-25).
 Both Menenius (Coriolanus 4.6.94) and Valeria
 
(Coriolanus 1.3.60-65)  
accept—and even approve of—the irrational violence of children to
 butterflies. Shakespeare's own disapproval of such practices may be
 seen in Gloucester's compassionate extension of suffering throughout
 all animate nature: "
As
 flies to wanton boys are we to th' gods,/They  
kill 
us
 for their sport (King Lear 4.1.36-37).
Shakespeare also recognizes the possibility of appropriate bravery
 in these children. The young
 
Prince Edward firmly confronts his uncle  
concerning the loyalty
 
of his mother's relatives (Richard 3 3.1.16), and  
he plans to conquer France or die as a king should (Richard
 
3 3.1.91-  
93). Arthur
 
in King John  represents the most  extreme case of calmness  
in the face of danger. Despite Hubert's clear intent to blind him, the
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youth retains presence of mind to evoke enough sentimental images to
 
deter the hardened soldier. Subsequently, Arthur takes his fate into 
his own hands, and he dies in a courageous attempt to escape his captors:
 “As good to die and go, as die and stay” (King John 4.3.8). Later in
 Shakespeare’s career, Little Macduff calmly accepts the
 
absence of his  
father in a very dangerous time, and indeed the boy attempts to 
sooth his mother’s anxiety. He declares that without a father he will live as
 birds do—not with worms and flies as his mother suggests—but
 simply with whatever comes along (Macbeth 4.2.33). Both the son of
 Coriolanus (Coriolanus 5.3127-128) and young Mamillius (The
 Winter's Tale 1.2.162) declare their willingness to fight at a suitable
 future occasion.
Ignorance may lead the child, however, into foolhardy behavior.
 
“For the humanists of the sixteenth century, whose ideals were so
 profoundly social and intellectual, childhood
 
was not so much innocent  
as ignorant.”22 Shakespeare himself commonly attributes to children a
 sense of timelessness, a disregard for the future.23 Occasionally a child
 may seek out danger in taunting an adult. Young York maliciously
 proclaims his wish to render only little thanks to his uncle Gloucester
 for the gift of a weapon, and he refers to Richard’s deformity (Richard 3
 3.1.125-130). For all his subtlety, the youth lacks discretion, for
 Buckingham immediately recognizes the mockery behind his bold
 words:
With what a sharp-provided with he reasons!
 
To mitigate the scorn he gives his uncle,
 He prettily and aptly taunts himself:
 So cunning and
so
 young is wonderful.
(Richard 3 3.1.132-135)
Such abuse only confirms Gloucester in his inexorable march to the
 
throne, and he has the brothers assassinated in the Tower. The same
 reckless behavior appears later in Shakespeare’s work. Even
 
in the face  
of death, Young Macduff not only defends his father as a
 
loyal citizen,  
but also insults the murderer: “Thou li’
st,
 thou shag-ear’d villain!”  
(Macbeth 4.2.83)
Children often reveal their contempt for adults, either directly to
 
those concerned or to the audience.24 Moth amuses the audience by
 sneering in asides at Don Armado’s poverty and general ineptitude in
 Love's Labor's Lost, 
and
 the more independent page of Falstaff enjoys  
taunting Bardolph directly from
 
2 Henry 4 to Henry 5, The boy Lucius  
vows a complete and bloodthirsty revenge on the attackers of Lavinia
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(Titus Andronicus 4.1.107-109); his asides in the following scene show
 
that he has
 
added duplicity to animosity. Likewise, deceived by Richard,  
the children of Clarence seem to have caught some of his spirit of
 vindictiveness. They pray for God’s vengeance for the death of
 
their  
father (Richard 3 2.2.14-15), and they refuse to comfort the innocent
 Queen Elizabeth (Richard
 
3 2.2.62-65). Children imaginatively and  
unsympathetically replicate the suffering of adults, and both Lucretia
 (Rape 813-814) and Cleopatra (Antony and 
Cleopatra
 5.2.219-220) feel  
embarrassed at the pr spects of being remembered by youths in years to
 follow.
Aggregations of children compound their mischief by giving them
 
confidence for direct verbal confrontation. Ephesus is troubled with
 unruly boys (Comedy of Errors 3.1.62), and a band of children have
 been mocking Shylock (The Merchant of Venice 2.8.23-24). Adult
 dignity, especially that of a leader, must
 
be maintained in the face of  
such encounters. King Henry states that Richard did himself a
 disservice by casually interacting with vain
 
and gibing boys (1 Henry 4  
3.2.65-67). Scorning Claudio, the older Leonato declares that he
 knows the real
 
merits and characters  of these youths:
That lie and cog and flout, deprave and slander,
 
Go
 anticly, and show outward hideousness,  
And speak [off] half a dozen dang’rous words,
 How they might hurt their enemies—if they durst—
 And this is all.”
(Much Ado About Nothing 5.1.95-99)
Peer pressure and mere fashion makes these obstreperous
 
boys brag to  
cover up their basic cowardice. Rosalind confirms
 
Leonato’s  insight in  
telling Celia that to travel safely they will assume a bold exterior “As
 many other mannish cowards have/That do outface it with their
 semblances” (As You Like It 1.3.121-122).
Portia deems that insensitive behavior, not
 
only of aggression, but  
of romance, typifies maturing youths. As she and Nerissa assume
 masculine disguise to travel to Venice, she explains her resolution to
 lie and pretend. She will
speak of frays
 
Like a fine bragging youth, and tell quaint lies,
 How honorable ladies ought my love,
 Which I denying, they fell sick and died.
I could not 
do
 withal. Then I’ll repent,  
And wish, for all that, that I had not kill’d them;
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And twenty of these puny lies I’ll tell.
 
That men shall swear I have discontinued school
 Above a twelvemonth. I have within my mind
 A thousand raw tricks of these bragging Jacks,
 Which I will practice.
(The Merchant of Venice 3.4.68-78)
Adults see shame as a characteristic usually absent in youth (The Two
 
Gentlemen of Verona 5.4.165). Falstaff distances himself
 
from such 
inexperienced lovers: he is not “like a many of these lisping hawthorn
 buds, that come like women in men’s apparel, and smell like
 Bucklersbury in simple time
”
 (The Merry Wives of Windsor 3.3.70-  
73).
Intergenerational hostility continues at least into adolescence.
 
Perhaps marking the beginning of adolescence, Borachio declares
 excessive interest
 
in changing  fashions of clothes starts at age fourteen  
(Much Ado About Nothing 3.3.131—
.132)
 The medieval Bestiary  
defined adolescence 
as
 the third stage of life,  which begins  when a youth  
is grown up enough to be a sire and ends about the age of twenty
­eight.”25 The shepherd foster-parent of Perdita wishes “there were
 
no  
age between
 
ten and three-and-twenty, or that youth would sleep out the  
rest; for there
 
is nothing  in the between but getting  wenches with child,  
wronging the ancientry, stealing, fighting” (The Winter’s Tale 
3.3.59- 63). Sexual license typifies the onset of adulthood. Lechery 
is
 “a sin  
prevailing much in youthful men,/Who give their eyes the liberty of
 gazing” (The Comedy of Errors 5.1.52-53). At
 
an extreme, “the fury  
of ungovem’d youth” may thrust some gentlemen from “the company
 of aweful men” (The Two Gentlemen of Verona
 
4.1.43-44).
The transition to responsibility is difficult. Portia recognizes that
 “the brain 
may
 devise laws for  the blood,  but a  hot temper leaps o’er a  
cold
 
decree—such a hare is madness the  youth, to skip o’er the meshes  
of good counsel the cripple” (The Merchant of Venice 1.2.18-21).
 Reason’s power over the will ultimately marks the achievement of
 maturity (A Midsummer Night’s Dream 2.2.115-120; Hamlet 3.2.63-
 65). Loving and
 
responsible  interaction  between parents and children  
may never occur. Lear’s Fool suggests that parental control over
 hostile children must extend throughout life (King
 
Lear 1.4.172-174).  
While Lear recognizes a special horror in the ingratitude of a child
 towards a parent (King Lear 1.4.260-261), his Fool more
 phlegmatically 
suggests
 that  all children see their parents only  in terms  
of economic advantage (King Lear 2.4.47-53).
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In short, Shakespeare suggests that children must
 
quickly outgrow  
their
 
natural innocence  and  their innate fear. Hostile adults may resent  
the intrusiveness of sophisticated children, but the early formation of
 bravery
 
and independence  helped to insure survival. Apprentices such  
as Moth and Robin have no demonstrable connection with their
 families of origin, and any children—particularly those of the lower
 classes—might serve in military campaigns. Verbal precocity enables
 children to challenge adults by teasing them. Unfortunately, courage
 often becomes
 
cruelty in older children. Adolescence merely intensifies  
a hostility between generations; a continuation of
 
this antagonism into  
older characters provides the basis for the powerful conflicts
 Shakespeare so effectively presents.
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EVOKING EMMA IN “POEMS OF 1912-13”
William C. Duckworth, Jr.
Memphis State University
Emma Lavinia and Thomas Hardy grew more and more
 
estranged  
during the last half of their thirty-eight-year 
marriage,
 and Hardy  showed  
his disappointment in
 
ways  that were painful to Emma. When she  died  
suddenly in November 1912, he was surprised to be devastated by
 remorse and desolation. He responded by writing a group of elegies
 which are remarkable for their
 
compelling evocation of Emma and of  
their courtship and which have been called Hardy's best poems.1
 Several of the
 
most vivid of these “Poems of 1912-13,” as  Hardy called  
them, owe their striking character to his use of the involuntary
 memory, which Marcel Proust describes as the principal source of
 artistic expression. Hardy's view in writing these poems seems to be
 more closely related to Proust's concept that art 
is
 a revelation of  life  
than to Matthew Arnold'  dictum that poetry is a criticism of life.
 Hardy's earlier
 
view, as expressed in his essays as well as in his fiction  
and his poetry, had been closer to that of Arnold, but in “Poems of
 1912-13” he moved
 
away from a  view of art as a representation of life  
and toward a more modem view. This paper relates Hardy's artistic
 purpose in these poems to Proust's purpose as expressed in
 Remembrance of Things Past and points out several examples of
 Hardy's
 
use of the involuntary  memory  in them.
Bjork points out the strong impression made on Hardy by the
 literary criticism and social criticism of Matthew Arnold.2 In
 “Apology,” a preface to Late Lyrics and Earlier, Hardy cites with
 approval Arnold’s assertion that poetry is the application of ideas to
 life.3 Most of Hardy's early
 
poetry seems to  conform to this  definition,  
which emphasizes
 
the practical aspect of poetic  composition rather than  
the subjective aspect which is the source of Proust's idea that art is a
 direct view of reality. However, even while praising Arnold's
 principles, Hardy also entertained
 
the idea that a novel is “a picture of  
life in action”4 and that poetry 
is
 a revelation of life, not a criticism of  
life.5
So these were not new ideas which sprang up in Hardy's head in
 
1912. But neither the novels nor the poems written before that time
 reflect the idea
 
of art as a revelation of life. Irony is perhaps the most  
striking
 
characteristic  of Hardy's novels  and of his poetry before “Poems  
of 1912-13.” Hynes says that in “The Convergence
 
of the  Twain” “the  
force of irony is so strong and so manifest as to function 
as
 a kind of  
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malign force”6 and this force is felt in Hardy's novels also. E. M.
 
Forster holds that Hardy in his novels places too much emphasis on
 plot: “Hardy arranges events with an emphasis on causality, the ground
 plan is a plot and the characters are ordered to acquiesce in its
 requirements.”7 These plots, like
 
many of Hardy's poems written  both  
before and
 
after “Poems  of 1912-13,” are constructed with ironic twists  
which forbode impending doom.
Although “Poems of 1912-13” deals with a devastating personal
 
loss and makes use of irony, one does not sense its presence as a
 malign force because Hardy's artistic
 
purpose  and technique here differ  
from his
 
artistic  purpose and technique in the  novels and in much of the  
poetry. His conception of art when he wrote “Poems of 1912-13” was
 closer to Proust's idea that art is the expression “of reality as we have
 felt it to be,” rather than as we have conceived it to 
be.
 References in  
“Poems of 1912-13” to deeply felt memories of actual experiences and
 to remembered objects and the visions which these memories produce
 stir the feelings of the reader and heighten the verisimilitude.
In “Poems of 1912-13” Hardy also makes use of the involuntary
 
memory, a phenomenon universally experienced but first analyzed in
 detail 
as
 a literary technique in Remembrance of Things Past. Miller,8  
Robert,9 and Mein,10 
as
 well as Hardy himself,11 note similarities in  
Proust's and Hardy's novels. As Mein says, it is impossible to
 conclude with certainty that one influenced the other, but parallels
 abound. Of course it is unlikely that Proust influenced “Poems of
 
1912-13,
” since the first volume of Remembrance of Things Past was  
published only in November, 1913. Before comparing Hardy's
 aesthetics with Proust's, it will be helpful to consider the use of the
 involuntary memory in Remembrance of Things Past and in “Poems
 
of  
1912-13.”
According to Proust, the voluntary memory, through which one
 
calls to mind at will past feelings or events, depending on the “arid
 intelligence,” recalls images selected by the will for a “utilitarian,
 narrowly human purpose.” But if a noise or scent or other sensuous
 impression, which has been felt in the past, is felt again in the present
 and simultaneously recalled as occurring in the past, then “the
 permanently concealed essence of things
 
regarding  the past is liberated”  
and “our
 
true self is  awakened and reanimated.”12 In Remembrance of  
Things Past the awakening is sometimes accompanied by a strong
 feeling of pleasure, while in “Poems of 1912-13” it is often
 accompanied by a sharp feeling of grief.
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The involuntary memory enables the narrator of Remembrance of
 
Things Past to recover the past. It is illustrated
 
many times in Proust’s  
work, the first, and therefore perhaps the best known, illustration being
 the taste of a petite madelaine dipped in tea, which restores to the
 imagination of the narrator his life at Combray (I 48-51). Other
 examples of the evocation of the involuntary memory occur when the
 narrator steps on two uneven paving stones in the courtyard of the
 Guermantes, recalling a visit to the baptistry of St. Mark’s in Venice;
 when a servant accidentally knocks a spoon on a plate, reminding the
 narrator of a trip on a train; and when he wipes his mouth with a
 napkin having a texture identical to that of one he used while standing
 in front of a window opening on the beach
 
of Balbec (III 898-901).
A striking example of the involuntary memory, and one useful for
 the
 
present purpose because it deals with the death  of a family member,  
concerns the narrator’s recovery of the memory of his grandmother. He
 had just arrived at Balbec for a vacation. In his room, bending down to
 remove his
 
boots, the narrator says:
I was shaken with sobs, tears streamed from my eyes. The
 
being who had come to my rescue, saving me from
 barrenness of spirit, was the same who, years before, in 
a moment of identical distress and loneliness, in a moment
 when I had nothing left of myself, had come in and had
 restored me to myself....! had just perceived, in my
 memory, stooping over my fatigue, the tender, preoccupied,
 disappointed face of my grandmother, as she had been on
 that first evening of our arrival, the face not of that
 grandmother whom I had been astonished and remorseful at
 having so little missed...but of my real grandmother, of
 whom, for the first time since the afternoon of her stroke
 in the Champs-Elysées, I now recaptured the living reality
 in a complete and involuntary recollection. This reality
 does not exist for us so long as it has not been recreated
 by our thought...and thus...it was only at that moment—
 more than 
a
 year after her burial...that I became conscious  
she 
was
 dead. (II 783)
In
 
Remembrance of Things Past it is always a sensory stimulus  
which awakens the involuntary memory, as the examples cited above
 reveal. A sensory stimulus sometimes stirs Hardy’s involuntary
 memory, but reverie also is an important spur. After Emma’s death
 Hardy discovered among her papers seventy-four handwritten pages
 which she called Some Recollections, describing her childhood and
 youth and her courtship with Hardy. The tone is nostalgic, without
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reference to the division between Hardy and herself. In telling about
 
their courtship, Emma recalls many of the incidents which Hardy
 recounts both in “Poems of 1912-13” and in his autobiography. This
 similarity 
is
 not  coincidental, for in March 1913 Hardy  returned to the  
scene of their courtship, Cornwall, deliberately immersing himself in
 an atmosphere which provoked memories of Emma, and aiding the
 recovery
 
by reading  Some Recollections during his visit. Evelyn Hardy  
notes in her introduction to this work that Emma's memoirs reveal
 “that rare thing, the direct inspiration for some of the most beautiful
 and best-known lyric poems in the language.”13 This deliberate
 evocation of the involuntary memory 
is
 a creative process described  by  
Wordsworth: “The emotion is contemplated till, by a species of
 reaction,
 
the tranquility gradually disappears, and an  emotion kindred to  
that which was before the subject of contemplation, is gradually
 produced, and does itself actually exist in the mind”14 In “Poems of
 1912-13” it is Emma's nostalgic and unresentful narrative which has
 jogged Hardy's involuntary
 
memory. Eight of the “Poems of 1912-13”  
are dated, and three of these
 
bear the date March 1913—the month of  
Hardy's
 
sentimental journey.
An impressive example of the involuntary memory in Hardy's
 poem “Under the Waterfall” (CP 276) is
 
pointed  out by Mein. This is  
the poem which precedes “Poems of 1912-13” in Complete Poems.
 The speaker is a woman who tells about
 
a  picnic at which she and her  
lover had dropped a tumbler
 
into the water beneath the waterfall. The  
lovers made several futile attempts to retrieve the tumbler by reaching
 beneath
 
the surface. Now whenever she plunges  her arm into  water, she  
recalls the
 
picnic with her lover. This incident, like many described in  
“Poems of 1912-13,” actually occurred15; many of
 
the poetic visions  
actually are
 
summoned up by remembrance of things past. As  Miller16  
says, Hardy's memory restores the past. His literary genius then
 enables him to express the restored reality “as he felt it to be.”
It 
is
 not surprising that evidence  of involuntary memory should be  
found in “Poems of 1912-13.” In his first
 
novel,  Desperate Remedies,  
Hardy noted that “the beautiful 
things 
of the world become  more dear as  
they elude pursuit,”17 so his vision of Emma became more real, more
 penetrating, and dearer as she eluded his pursuit in Cornwall. The
 similarity of his longing for Emma after her death to Proust's longing
 for his grandmother in the passage quoted above is striking. Miller
 notes that both Hardy and Proust felt that
 
frustration was a prerequisite  
for love.18 “Love lives on propinquity, but dies on contact,” said
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Hardy (Life 220). Thirty-eight years later he quoted
 
Proust: "Le désir  
s’élè
ve,
 se satisfait, disparaît — et c’est tout" (Life 432).
In the first of the poems, "The Going" (
CP
 277), the involuntary  
memory is triggered by a shadow at dusk, which, "for a breath," the
 poet
 
mistakes for Emma:
Why do you make me leave the house
 
And think for 
a
 breath it is you I see  
At the end of th
e
 valley of bending boughs  
Where so often at dusk you used 
to
 be. (15-18)
Hardy refers to this experience
 
in a letter of 7 December 1912,19 where  
he says that "the saddest moments of all are when I go into the garden
 and to that long straight walk... where she used to walk every evening
 just before dust
.
" Since almost everyone has "thought for a breath"  
that he glimpsed a familiar face, this
 feeling
 is easily  understandable and 
the description is effective. When the poet realizes the error "The
 yawning
 
blankness/ Of the perspective sickens me" (20-21). The poem  
ends:
...O you could not know
That such swift fleeing
No soul foreseeing
Not even I — would undo me so! (39-42)
Here Hardy’s involuntary memory is stirred by a familiar walk
 
associated with Emma which restores her living presence to his
 imagination. In this poem, 
as
 in others in this group and in the  
passage from Remembrance of Things Past quoted above, a sensation
 reminiscent of a past experience or an evanescent image stirs the
 involuntary memory which suddenly restores the real person»
 Restoration brings in 
its
 train grief or remorse»
"The Haunter" and "The Voice" (CP 284 and 285) must be
 considered together, for
 
in "The Haunter" Emma  is the speaker, saying 
that though she follows Hardy everywhere, he does not know it, while
 in "The Voice" Hardy is made more lonely by hearing Emma’s voice.
 This contretemps accentuates the mysterious uncertainty of the two
 poems. Emma was
 
dressed in "summer blue" when Hardy arrived at  St.  
Juliot for a visit in August 1870 (Life 78), so one can hypothesize that
 it 
is
 the "original air-blue gown" of "The Voice" which evokes a vision 
of Emma» This vision leads to the feeling that she 
is
 calling and his  
frustration assures him that she is unaware that he hears:
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Can it be you that I hear? Let me view you then,
 
Standing as when I drew near to the town
 Where you would wait for me: yes, as I knew you then,
 Even 
to
 the original air-blue gown! (5-8)
The speaker is left in despair, and 
the
 reader is left  wondering about the  
reality of the voice. The
 
last stanza reads:
Thus I; faltering forward,
Leaves around me falling,
Wind oozing thin through the thorn from norward,
 
And the woman calling. (13-16)
This mysterious vision of Emma 
is
 responsible for the emotional  
effect of the poem. Neither in this poem nor in any other in this group
 is there any reference to religious solace, but implicit or explicit
 references to the supernatural are present and 
they
 heighten the effect  
Hardy sought. The evocation 
is 
particularly effective in “The Haunter”  
and “The Voice,” imparting an uncanny feeling of apprehension, like
 that in “The Ancient Mariner” or “The Raven,” tempting the reader to
 attach validity to the supernatural phenomenon. One 
is
 reminded that  
Hardy said, “Half my time (particularly when I write verse) I believe—
 in the modem sense of the word—...in spectres, mysterious voices,
 intuitions, omens, dreams, haunted places, etc., etc.” (Life 451). By
 attaching a mysterious vision to a remembered object, such 
as
 the “air ­
blue gown,”
 
Hardy  at once stirs the sympathy  of the reader and enhances  
the reality of the vision. These spectral visions, awakened by Emma’s
 memoirs, seem to have sprung full-blown from Hardy’s involuntary
 memory.
Hynes says that
 
Hardy was a religious poet without  a religion, and  
that his poetry “acknowledged need for 
such
 comforts as religion has  
traditionally offered.” Hardy had suffered a crisis of faith, as had
 Matthew Arnold and many other Victorians, but Hardy’s pain perhaps
 was more acute because he was reluctant to accept 
the 
loss. Hynes feels  
that Hardy’s need for religious belief led him to attach religious feelings
 to “lesser phenomena,” such as superstitions.20 The feeling of
 apprehension in the elegies that relate to the supernatural is accentuated
 by this uncertainty as to the reality of the vision. Is the voice the
 poet’s fanciful response to a noise made by the wind? Or 
is
 Emma  
really calling?
“After a Journey” is rich in allusions to ideas which would stir the
 
involuntary memory. A quotation from the Aeneid (IV, 23), “Veteris
 vestigia flammae” (“ashes of an old flame”), introduces “Poems of
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1912-13.
” This quotation, referring to the tale of Aeneas and Dido, is  
brought to mind again by the opening line of “After a Journey” (CP
 289): “Hereto I come
 
to view a voiceless  ghost” So  “After a Journey”  
recounts Hardy's
 
descent into the underworld in  search of the wife he had  
neglected for so many years. The poet asks the ghost what she had
 found to say of their life together: “Summer gave us sweets, but
 autumn wrought division?/ Things were not lastly as firstly well/ With
 us twain, you tell?” (13-15)
These lines refer to an entry in Emma's
 
diary, discovered by Hardy  
after her death. The diary is lost, but in it she described her grief at
 their estrangement and at Hardy's apparent indifference. One easily
 imagines that recollection of her words 
is
 a painful experience which  
summons her ghost. Dido's ghost fled at the approach of Aeneas, but
 Emma's stays to reproach Hardy. She then leads him to familiar spots
 which they used to haunt together. One of these is a waterfall, where
 the lovers at a picnic had dropped a tumbler and tried to retrieve it.
 Hardy's poem, “Under the Waterfall,” discussed above, describes the
 awakening of the involuntary memory by the sensation of
 
dipping an  
arm into water. Hence his visit to the waterfall with Emma's ghost
 jogs the involuntary memory of “After a Journey.” The poet refers to
 this stimulus in 11. 19-22 when he says that the waterfall has a “voice
 still so hollow” that “seems to call
 
out  to me from forty years ago.”
In describing her first meeting with Hardy in Some Recollections,
 Emma says that
 
no author and  wife  could have met in a more  romantic  
setting, “the wild Atlantic Ocean rolling in with its magnificent
 
waves  
and spray...its cliffs and rocks and georgous sunsettings” (62-63).
 Emma also tells how Hardy walked beside her as she rode her mare,
 showing him the cliffs, “gazing down at the solemn small shores
 [below] where
 
the seals lived” (69-71). This  experience is remembered  
in “After a Journey,”
 
where Hardy describes  walking along the cliff and  
looking down to see “the seals flop lazily” (1. 26). Reading Emma's
 words at the scene of their meeting must have been a poignant
 
experi
ence for Hardy in March 1913.
In “Beeny Cliff’ (CP 291) the involuntary memory is jogged by
 “bright hair flapping free” as Emma
 
rode high above “that wandering  
western sea” near her home
 
in Cornwall. Hardy said  of Emma that she  
was “so living” and his recollection of her 
on
 horseback was a part of  
this feeling.21 In Some Recollections (63) Emma notes that
 
it  was “an  
unforgettable experience to me, scampering up and down the hills on
 my
 
beloved mare alone.” In “The Phantom Horsewoman” (CP 294) the  
speaker sees a “ghost-girl-rider” who “draws rein
 
and sings to  the swing  
of the tide,” while
 
her  ability as an equestrienne is remembered also in  
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“The Going” (CP 277) and in “Places” (CP 293). “Rain on a Grave”
 
(CP 
280),
 “I Found Her  Out There” (CP 281), and “Lament” (CP 283)  
speak of Emma's child-like qualities. Her daring riding and her
 ingenuousness were attractive
 
to Hardy during courtship. The attraction  
was diminished when “autumn wrought division,” but returned
 involuntarily
 
after Emma's death.
In these poems some sensation stirs the involuntary memory; it
 restores Hardy's feeling for Emma—
as
 Hardy observes (above,  p. 137)  
“Love lives on propinquity”—but reality enters to put an end to the
 vision and to
 
reawaken the poet to is painful burden. This is often the  
effect of impressions recovered through the involuntary memory in
 Remembrance of Things Past, the incident regarding the narrator’s
 grandmother being a notable example. This pattern
 
of recovery and loss  
occurs not only within the poems but also in passing from poem to
 poem. For example, “Lament” states that Emma
 
is “Dead/ To  all done  
and said/ In her yew-arched bed” (42-44). 
In
 the next poem “The  
Haunter,” Emma's ghost speaks, saying that the poet does not know
 that she is following him. Next comes “The Voice,” in which Hardy
 hears Emma's voice. The poet's longing is intensified by propinquity,
 only to be
 
followed by gloom when Emma  eludes him.
It was through the involuntary memory that Proust recovered the
 past. He held that “the essence of things” is stored in the form of
 impressions in an “inner book” within the artist. The reality that the
 writer has to express lies within the depths of his being. He must
 “submit to the reality within himself’ to bring his creation to light (III
 916-917). Henri Bergson, a philosopher who influenced Proust, defines
 art as “a more direct vision of reality.”22 This concept of art, which
 Hardy seems to adopt in “Poems of 
1912-13,
” differs greatly from the  
view expressed in his essays, 
which
 was, as mentioned above, closer to  
the classical ideas of Matthew Arnold. The view expressed in the
 elegies 
is
 closer  to that  of those modem critics who find existentialism  
in both Hardy's prose and poetry. In writing “Poems of 1912-13”
 Hardy sought to produce a work of art
 
to commemorate  Emma. It was  
poetry as a revelation of life, not 
as
 a criticism of life, that  he intended  
here. He set out
 
to evoke the spirit  of Emma Hardy and he did this by  
stimulating the involuntary memory until a vision of the young Emma
 did “actually exist in the mind.”
Thus Hardy's involuntary memory enabled him to discover felt
 
reality and to recreate the past in many of
 
these poems, especially in  
“The Going,” “I Found Her Out There,” “The Haunter,” “The Voice,”
 and “After a Journey.” These poems present a vivid revelation, rather
 than a criticism, of
 
life. Here one finds impressions, not convictions,  
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felt reality, not conceptual reality. Hardy’s artistic purpose and method
 
here are closer to those of Proust and modern writers than to those of
 Matthew Arnold. Their ability to stir deep feelings accords “Poems of
 1912-13” a 
high
 rank  among English  lyrics.
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JEMAND VON NIEMAND, DEATH-CAMP DOCTOR:
 
EVIL AS STRUCTURING PRINCIPLE IN THE LATER
 FICTION 
OF
 WILLIAM STYRON
Terry White
Kent State University (Ashtabula 
Campus)
When Styron’s death-camp doctor confronts Sophie with her
 
terrible choice in the final pages of the novel, nearly all of the book’s
 quarter of a million words have been spent in preparing the reader for
 this last bit
 
of narrative unraveling so that  we see, through the eyes of  
young Stingo, what the source of Sophie’s anguish has been
 throughout the summer of his dangerous acquaintance with
 
her and  her
lover,
 
Nathan Landau.1 As Sophie agonizes  at the instant of her arrival  
in Auschwitz, forced to choose one child to save by this inebriated,
 tortured intellectual at the selection ramp, she blurts out which of
 
her  
two children’s murdering she is forced to participate in: ‘“Take the
 baby!’ she called out ‘Take my little girl!”’ (p. 484). And so Emmi is
 led off to the crematorium at Birkenau; Jan (her boy, whom she will
 never see again) is removed to the children’s camp. Unsurpassed in
 Styron’s fiction for the sheer portrayal of a character’s physical and
 emotional suffering, Sophie’s Choice exemplifies techniques of
 narration that Styron has been using since Lie Down in Darkness
 (1951) which, like his signature theme of ineradicable and ancient
 human 
evil,
 breathes  life into an  allegorical framework.
The enigmatic appearance of Dr.
 
Jemand von Niemand in Chapter  
13 may seem anticlimactic and externally imposed by the mature
 Stingo; he narrates from that temporally distant point from which
 amiable,
 
old-fashioned narrators emerge to address readers with  a kind of  
chatty and engaging familiarity of nineteenth-century narrators as
 concerned about a character’s motivation as they presumed their readers
 to be—a
 
universal  condition  of the serialized novel. Informal asides to  
the reader characterize this narrator’s performance as
 
far back as  Chapter
9, when the epiphanal mentality of twenty-two-year-old Stingo 
is
 set  
aside for the enlightened, backward-glancing man who lived to fulfill
 the promise he made from the Coney Island beach where he lay
 obsessed through the night by Sophie’s erratic life from Warsaw to the
 Bronx. He delivers his promise to tell Sophie’s story in the historical
 context of Auschwitz and the Holocaust just as the real author had
 fulfilled a promise to tell the story of Nat Turner’s rebellion from his
 boyhood in the Virginia Tidewater region.
Styron’s preference for psychopaths, human-monsters, and
 
metamorphosing devils may seem merely another shopworn variation
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on the freaks of Faulkner, O’Connor, and McCullers. They make
 
excellent moral agents, 
as
 at  least one  critic has noted.2 Sophie’s grief  
and suffering are compelling—even independently of Auschwitz’s
 horrors—but she
 
cannot express more than her own sorrow, in her turn 
as a narrating persona of Stingo’s (he subsumes himself, psychically
 and ideologically—and idiomatically into her being). The great
 historical tragedy of the death-camps looms large
 
and  controversial, as  
did the volatile times of racial conflict of the sixties when The
 Confessions of Nat Turner (1967) found a hostile reception among
 some black readers who resented the appropriation of a black man’s
 being.3 The creator of Sophie, although she is not Jewish, effected
 similar antagonism as a result of his appropriation of Auschwitz’s
 enormous human tragedy for the purposes of
 
fiction, and as he did to  
critics of Nat Turner then, he asserts (this
 
time, in the opening pages of  
Chapter 9 itself) the primacy of art by rebutting the
 
convictions of Elie  
Wiesel and George Steiner that novelists “cheapen” the Holocaust by
 using it, and that it 
is
 the “possession alone of those who suffered and  
died, or survived it” (p. 218).
What makes Jemand von Niemand interesting to us is neither the
 
postponement of his entry into the narrative threading but his
placement: he is tethered to the novel’s events and existents with the
 frailest of threads—an exquisite choice of Styron’s own in balancing
 multiple
 
narrators—so that  the reader is brought into collusion with the  
creating persona of the mature Stingo’s last narrative moments in
 facing us with a character who: 1) does not
 
exist  (in the framework  of  
the storyworld); 2) is a shared property of the narrating performances
 
of  
Sophie (who told Stingo about a “real” death-camp doctor), young
 Stingo (who “forgot” details
 
of this part  of Sophie’s narration), and the  
mature Stingo, the accomplished, discursive voice of
 
Chapter 9, who  
greets us with a modest and self-effacing
 
polemic about the Holocaust  
authors
 
and presumptive novelists.
To Styron appraisers in the career-author mode, a divided house
 surely, this is a glove thrown in the general direction of his harshest
 critics. How often he has heard that his novels sprawl out of control,
 that he cannot handle point of view, or that he is prolix even for a
 transplanted Gothic Southern regionalist
 
no one can say. Nonetheless,  
I am convinced that the creation of Jemand von Niemand is a further
 reason that we ought to borrow a suggestion from Wayne Booth’s The
 Company We Keep (1988) and consider a sensible approach to career
­author criticism for authors whose vision maintains a fixed course
 despite the deconstructionists limping behind them and snapping at
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their heels.4 (Career-author criticism presumes inherent values and
 
avows a non serviam to the followers of Paul de Man.) Styron’s
 artifice of the doctor’s creation is anachronistic but not maladroit.
 Thackeray and Trollope pulled similar strings of
 
their puppets and as  
often
 
as not declaimed to readers about the hypothetical  motives; in  this  
sense we may look at Henry James’s penchant for examining mere
 slivers of gesture, nuance, and feeling at great length while the action
 stops—and, as we all know, James is not above an occasional “dear
 reader”
 
aside himself.
Styron is, in effect, looking back technically—beyond the
 nineteenth-century parlor tricks, however—to the well-trod path of
 allegory itself in his own
 
painstaking consideration of  the relationship  
between his art, his characters, and their relationship to the greatest
 collapse of moral values in our century. It is allegory, ultimately, that
 exists at the bottom of a vortex of cycles that makes Jemand von
 Niemand’s place and presence clear in the unfolding narrative’s
 deployment by several hands
 
and at several removes in time.
Consider, for instance, the small portion of Sophie’s narrating
 duties where the narrative
 
voice and point of view  coincide; her story is  
“recast” by Stingo for us in terms
 
of the idiosyncrasies and phraseology  
of Sophie, ostensibly from two vantage points in the storyworld: the
 hotel room in Washington
 
where she and he have fled Nathan Landau in  
his murderous rage and that other temporal remove in the indefinite
 future from 
which
 all narratives proceed.
Doctor Jemand von Niemand [Somebody from Nobody] is an
 historical composite of types from the infamous Doctors’ Trials after
 Nuremberg. The most vicious of
 
all, untried and unindicted until the  
1960’s (in absentia by
 
a West German court),  had been Josef Mengele,  
physician in charge of
 
the female barracks at Auschwitz, who died in  
Brazil in 1977. Styron’s doctor shares the real vices of certain camp
 doctors, such as Werner Rhöde and Hans König, who
 
would  frequently  
show up intoxicated for duty at the selection ramp.5 Although only
 one doctor of
 
all those serving Himmler’s 4-point genocidal program  
known 
as
 Die Endlösung paid with his life (one committed suicide  
before execution), many, like the prominent Baron von Verschuer,
 resumed their professional and academic lives after the war; von
 Verschuer, for instance, had guided Mengele’s career from his position
 as director of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute of Berlin and was one of
 Europe’s leading geneticists and an ardent spokesman of the Third
 Reich’s “unworthy life” precept that exerted a profound spell upon
 Mengele during his student years in philosophy and medicine at
 
Frankf
urt.
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Of course, Sophie’s doctor is also symbolically
 
linked to the lover  
Nathan
 
Landau through  a madness  exacerbated by the  atrocities against  
the
 
Jewish people. Sophie, as survivor, is tormented by her memories  
of Auschwitz and
 
by Nathan, who preys upon her guilt. The mythical  
golem of Jewish folklore, a Frankenstein monster, 
is
 the narrator’s  
symbol binding all these transformations from the human—Nathan
 transmogrifies from sane, protective lover of Sophie to her raging
 tormentor; Sophie herself
 
from beautiful woman to crone; and Stingo  
from aspiring novelist to, briefly, Jew-hating
 
racist. Even so, the most  
dramatic transformation occurs
 
when Sophie confronts  the morbid camp  
doctor reeling in his boots at the selection ramp; his twisted values
 seem a gratuitous evil and inverse rationality—yet her choice (no
 choice, of course) 
is 
as  fatalistic and hopeless as the choice of medieval  
man in an allegory confronting the devil with cloven hoof
 
and horns.  
The symbolic destruction of innocence, eight-year-old Eva Maria
 Zawistowska holding
 
her flute as she is led away “into the legion of the  
damned” (p. 484), is the novel’s great symbol of
 
evil’s wake. Sophie  
tells Stingo: “She still
 
had her mís—and  her flute,” and at that juncture  
Sophie’s and Stingo’s escape 
from
 the demented Nathan ceases, and we  
are introduced to
 
Dr. Niemand  (p. 484).
This confrontation exists in Sophie’s memory as the last of the
 Dantean circles of hell she has experienced, but its special place in the
 narrator’s re-creation is a result of the mature Stingo authoring and
 bringing to
 
fruition the  novels the  young Stingo aspired to write during  
his wild summer with Sophie
 
and Nathan. By means of this  repetition  
of character—Stingo narrating and acting within his story’s Bronx
 temporal zone—and by doubling his characters and themes of
 opposition, such 
as
 Sophie at Auschwitz/Sophie in America; the racist  
South of the present/the Jew-hating Poland of Nazi occupation, Styron
 makes comprehensible these bisecting planes of time and history. 
As repetition of character and event between times and narrators
 
intensifies,  
we
 
get the cyclical sense of “movement” that Styron  has contrived; it is  
perhaps faintly reminiscent of Yeats’ intersecting cones or “gyres” 
(his falconry term in A Vision for the swooping effect of the falcon
 descending in cycles of greater velocity
 
to strike its  prey).
For example, Rudolf Höss’ memoirs, freely incorporated
 throughout earlier chapters, anticipate the structuring principle Styron
 borrows from Holocaust writers like Arendt and Steiner and puts to
 
use  
in Chapter 9 for dramatic effect. At that point, the fictive
 autobiographical author has introduced
 
himself, like his good Victorian  
predecessors, at a point in the
 
narration of events where Sophie is thrust  
headlong into the death-camp horrors of Auschwitz after a brief
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summary of her interlude in Warsaw. The intermittent narrating
 
performances of Stingo alternate with Sophie’s by means of the
 transforming powers of the ultimate narrator who adopts the
 phraseology
 
and psychology of Sophie herself. The  chain of narration  
is never
 
doubtful, and  the full authorial vision of the  book  bears down  
on the reader in that highly mannered surface eloquence that
 characterizes all Styron’s novels. Is it not Percy Lubbock’s axiom that
 the finer mind of the author must look over his character’s shoulder,
 sometimes borrow his eyes for greater effects 
than
 would be possible  if  
we were
 
confined to the limited conceptual powers of a character in a  
storyworld? Clearly, Styron wants to graft a theatre-of-the-absurd
 atmosphere onto Sophie’s final narration because of its all-consuming
 importance to the book’s theme. Those critics who cry prolixity to
 Styron are, I believe, oblivious to the superb alternation of characters,
 points of view, and narrating voice within chapters that mark the
 relentless progress of cycles toward this final descent into the inferno of
 Auschwitz.
Sophie’s
 
life-in-death at the camp is, she reveals, almost privileged  
compared to hundreds of
 
thousands of Slavs, Jews, and Gypsies who  
worked 
as
 slave labor for several major German companies. There is  
historical precept for the mundane absurdity of Auschwitz. Höss, as
 Auschwitz Kommandant, fondly records swimming
 
with his  children in  
the nearby Sola River. Mengele’s wife Irene, visiting shortly before
 the
 
camp was closed in 1944 due to the proximity of the Soviet army,  
writes about
 
that  everpresent  “sweet stench” that pervades the grounds  
and about picking blackberries (p. 59).
Evil’s banality is the externally imposed theme, one the mature
 
Stingo discourses upon at
 
the outset of Chap. 9—but  it is also a career-  
long theme of Styron, one he has developed and featured in multiple
 ways
 
and forms, such as the familial evil of Lie Down in Darkness, the  
institutionalized evil of the short
 
novel The Long  March (1953) and in  
its most
 
insidious form before The Confessions of Nat Turner (Marine  
Corps, slavery); the societal evil of
 
Set This House on Fire (1960) is,  
in sheer narrative eloquence and ambition, his most articulate
 expression of pure human evil, but it failed to impress critics awaiting
 yet another tribute to the Gothic Regionalist niche he had carved for
 himself in his first book. The many instances of characters evolving
 into their opposites or into dream-figures is his application of the
 vortex principle in his fiction. SC makes a rational sense out of this
 most irrational warping of the civilized instincts of humankind. The
 institutionalized
 
evil of slavery in Nat  Turner’s epoch  was a  mere half ­
step from its most malignant
 
form in Sophie’s Auschwitz.
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Styron’s structuring principle of the vortex 
was
 first noted as a  
Southern Gothic phenomenon
 
by J. Douglas Perry,  who  describes  these
interlocking cycles of repetition of character and event as being
 common to the works of Faulkner, Capote, and Styron.6 In technique
 Styron has varied little since LDD, which book exposes the hollow
 core of the genteel
 
Loftises of Port Warwick, Virginia. Critics largely  
ignored the technical virtuosity of mental switchovers into and out of
 virtually every major and minor character—the Faulknerian echo swept
 all before it, especially Peyton Loftis’s suicidally poetic stream-of-
 conscious soliloquy (pp. 335-86). This overwrought, Joycean display
 mixes interior monologue, narrated monologue (a valuable term first
 proposed by Dorrit Cohn in 19667), and
 
covert narration. No critic, to  
my knowledge,
 
examined the use of, or deemed  significant, the second- 
person segments that frame the story’s setting
 
by taking the reader  into  
Port Warwick on a commuter train
 
from the North—the very  train,  one  
assumes, which takes the reader North at night, the detritus of the
 Loftises’ misery swept away in the jubilation from the riverbank’s
 baptismal ceremony
 
(pp.  9-11; 399-400).
Such framework acknowledges
 
Faulkner’s influence, of course; its 
lushness 
is
 exactly what turns Nathan Landau into the savage critic of  
Stingo’s apprenticeship efforts to describe the death of a young beauty
 from his boyhood days in Newport, Virginia. There are numerous
 transitions that shift point of view between temporal distances as well
 as characters’ psyches—for example, Loftis occasionally communes
 with the disembodied voice of his father from the hearse; sometimes
 point of view’s literal perceptual powers expands or contracts
 independently
 
of characters to whom we  might attribute it Such  rapid,  
precise
 
transitions, once admired in the young  Styron, became a weapon  
against him in
 
the later books.
It may be true that we use fewer pronominal markers in critiquing
 since Wayne Booth’s rebuke in The Rhetoric of Fiction to critics
 enamored of structuralism, wafting overseas from France by the early
 1960’s.8 Critical readers continue to depend on them, even if one’
s approach to literature may assume
 
polemical or exclusively theoretical  
directions. Take, for instance, Styron’s short novel about a forced
 march at a Marine Corps base in the South. He uses a technique to
 enable distance, one familiar in his later fiction: a Jamesian reflector
 observes and records impressions of conflicts between characters who
 embody the evil within that focal character but who are themselves
 dynamic
 opposites.
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The Long
 
March, virtually ignored  on appearance in the first issue  
of discovery, also drew charges
 
of prolixity and mishandling  of point of  
view from backward-glancing critics after the appearance of Set This
 House on Fire, the long-awaited book after LDD? When Styron
 incorporates autobiographical and confessional techniques, as
 
he does in  
Nat Turner and SC, he resorts to a problematic form of narration that
 Wendy Lesser argues we Americans have special difficulty with: the
 autobiography itself.
She claims in “Autobiography and the ‘I’ of the Beholder” that
 
non-Europeans have great difficulty “spitting out that autobiographical
 sign of self’:
[T]he possibility of exchanging positions with the reader
 
comes about by means of, and as a way of demonstrating, a
 strong sense of self-possession. You can be I and I can be
 you because each of us possesses that ‘acute consciousness’
 of our individuality [quoting Leonard Woolf, in Vol 5 of his autobiography].10 (26)
Many early critics, for example, alluded
 
to the point of view in this  
short novel as being “split,” “omniscient third-person,” and “first-
 person.” The Long March, however, is a combination of interior
 monologue and first-person that is typical of those third-person
 narrations that
 
use the  best of both to  keep a narrative fabric seamless.  
Cohn’s term, narrated monologue, has been ignored for two generations
 despite its
 
invaluable discussion of techniques  common after Joyce  from  
Lawrence through Styron to the new fictioneers like Pynchon and
 Boyle.
Autobiography and mixtures of
 
narration unaccompanied by tag  
labels of
 
“thinking,” “believing,” “feeling,” etc., are numerous in  LM  
but frequently absent from Set This House onward. Marc Ramer’s
 incisive discussion of the rebel-hero motif in LM and STHF
 is
 based on  
themes, not structural principles of narration. But one is not
 conventionally detachable from the other.11 
Col.
 Templeton’s form of  
“institutionalized evil
“
 in LM is a confrontation between himself and  
the rebel-hero Capt. Mannix, who momentarily becomes the very
 monster he loathes in Col. Templeton. Styron had long since learned
 from
 
Nietzsche’s Also Sprach Zarathustra: “Wer mit  Ungeheur kampf,  
mag zusehn, dass er nicht dabei aum Ungeheur wird” [We who fight
 monsters must beware of becoming monsters ourselves]. Each of
 Styron’s novels presents a variation of
 
a making of an evil somebody  
from Nobody.
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There has never been an effort by Styron’s detractors to remove
 
accusations of “sprawling” and “looseness of narrative form” that fixed
 itself to his work from this point onward; instead vituperation
 characterizes many critical commentators after STHF.
Again, traditional terminology suffices—and doesn’t. Lt. Culver’s
 
role in the preceding work is like that of Peter Leverett in STHF. And
 the evil is similar: rather than the microcosm of the Marine Corps,
 there is the macrocosm of American society itself—fat with post-War
 wealth, money-mad, and arrogantly confident of itself. Like Col.
 Templeton before
 
him, Mason  Flagg is a kind of hierarchical symbol  of  
evil personified. His monstrosity is not undercut by the kind of
 caricature self-evident in Peter’s naming [Leveret = rabbit]. But Mason
 Flagg, Hollywood scion and benefactor of both Leverett and the rebel
 figure Cass Kinsolving, 
is
 seen  from two distinct planes of time and  
space.
By alternating narrators—Peter at the front of the story and Cass
 
(Flagg’s victim and murderer) in the second half—we have one more
 variation on the classical whodunit formula of crime detection:
 reconstructing a crime from the present moment of narration into the
 past. Styron’s strategy is based on complementary narrating
 performances (Cass’s is subsumed by Peter, the ultimate narrator), and
 Leverett, being the well-spoken narrator that he is, does what all
 narrators do: he tells us some things and holds back much for
 suspense. The recombination of
 
narrators is simpler here than in SC  
because it
 
is seemingly put together by Peter two years after the events  
in Sambuco, Italy.
One critic, an early detractor of Styron, will serve to illustrate the
 
sort of criticism that depends upon the anomaly of traditional point-of-
 view terminology. Norman Kelvin assesses Styron’s fiction from LDD
 to Nat Turner, and
 
he finds Styron seriously wanting in artistic control;  
specifically, he says Styron is grossly unable to control point of
 
view  
with consistency. It is all flawed, either “spurious” or “sentimental”
 because Styron fails the test of “calculated discontinuity” that would
 otherwise mark his fictional technique as “modernist” (p. 209).12
 Kelvin’s reductive generalizations are not based on criticisms of the
 novels as 
they
 are on the kinds of  hasty generalizations plucked from  
point-of-view terminology that has been passed down from James,
 Lubbock, and several Anglo-American critics after Forster’s Aspects of
 the Novel (1927). There 
is
 no truism so commonplace as that which  
says that 
any
 failure at so strategic a level as point of view must bring  
down tone, setting, characterization, and
 
so forth in a heap.
Kelvin demolishes LM
 
in particular:
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Had Styron kept the focus on Mannix’s struggle with the
 
concept of Templeton, he might have seen that by giving
 his story the structure of a game, he had conquered evil:
 that he had internalized it within the mind and feelings of
 his main character, 
(p.
 216)
Kelvin understands that Styron has made the “meaning and action
 
of
 
evil” his special theme, and furthermore that separating evil from a  
character may cause that evil to appear extrinsic to the story, which
 seems to
 
be what he means when he refers to “a motive for action in an  
internalized struggle” (p. 216). However, Mannix is not the “main”
 character in his sense: Culver is and Culver’s conceptualizing
 (internalizing via his phrasing, psychology, and ideology) of Mannix’s
 struggle, and his own struggle with Martnix and the Marine Corps, is
 the “game” Styron is playing—and playing fair within the limitations
 and privileges of the viewpoints adopted for conveying the game.
 Narrated monologue, obviously, would serve us well because of the
 clutter accumulated by first- and third-person points of 
view.
 One may  
question whether the triangular relationship of Culver, Mannix, and
 Templeton is, in fact, restored to a point of equilibrium at the end of
 the story, but one should not refer to banalities about point of view to
 do it.
Kelvin is one of the few critics of Nat Turner who render a strong
 
critical judgment of the novel without recourse to sociological
 observations on race-hatred in America. Yet he concludes that Styron
 falls short: “For once again in Styron’s work, the unmet requirement
 of form has interfered with meaning, and it is form that suggests the
 needs of both” (p. 204).
Form is only good, Kelvin implies, when themes are internalized
 
within a main character’s psyche and bad 
when
 it results from what he  
calls “diversio ary effect,” referring to Styron’s divided
 
characters who  
must confront evil with their own fragmented personalities; these
 novels are all 
“
missed  opportunities”  because evil is not shown to be “a  
condition of life” [Styron’s Afterword to LM] or “a determinant of
 social forms and conduct” but is instead (in LM specifically) “an
 imprint on the imagination that can be divorced
 
from its external cause  
and made a motive
 
for action in an  internalized  struggle” (p. 216).
But Styron, it seems to me, has done precisely what Kelvin,
 among others, accuses him of failing to do: the internalized struggles
 of Milton Loftis (LDD), Culver (LM), Peter Leverett (STHF) all occur
 with their opposite figures as a result of internalized and covertly
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mediated narrative transactions that require repetition and movement
 
from past to
 
present. These focal characters cannot be subsumed under  
traditional rubrics, such as “split” point of
 
view, third-person selective  
omniscience and so forth. Contrary to axioms about point of view in
 our literature anthologies about narrators who are not identifiable
 personae within the story (that is, “objective”) and third-person stories
 themselves being “outside” the story, we must
 
revise our notions about  
disembodied narrative voices when we clearly have characters’ literal and
 perceptual points of view borrowed or attributable within contexts of
 sheer inertia. Clearly, if ambiguity of point of view at moments occurs
 coincidentally with acts of narrating and reflecting from temporally
 removed vantage points, we are not in the presence of heavy-handed
 authorial intrusions in every case. (Booth expresses dismay in The
 Company We Keep at Ursula’s sudden fit of Weltschmerz in Women in
 Love; it is too out of character for her, he says, and reminds us that
 “point of view” is “an axis of responsibility,” and any blurring that
 results from its failure, as Kelvin clearly sees in Styron’s case, makes it
 “an ethical,” not a mere “technical
 
invention.”13
In fact, Sophie's Choice exploits every previous form of narration
 Styron had 
used:
 young Stingo experiences the Holocaust vicariously  
through his retrospective of Sophie “that long ago summer,” using her
 idiom, eyes, memory, and psychology; the “mature” author, who wrote
 the books young Stingo dreamed
 
of writing, addresses his readers from  
that NOW—a spatio-temporal point cotemporal with the act of
 reading—the amiable and courteous nineteenth-century author steps
 forth to reflect
 
upon his characters, the meaning of Auschwitz, his own  
fabrications.
When, for instance, the narrator brings us to the point of Sophie’s
 
choice itself, which of her two children to 
save,
 we have a layering of  
narrative voices, plausible explanations of how the narrating character
 happened to get us there—all based on the two simplest dicta
 
of what  a  
narrator is: the knower of the story and the withholder of information.
 For
 
the camp doctor who forces the choice as Sophie steps off the train  
with her children is Jemand Von Niemand, a symbolic golem of all the
 ineradicable evil and race-hatred in the novel. Dr. Niemand is at the
 bottom of this foul vortex where history and fiction, truth and artifice
 must collide. 
Stingo,
 the grown man, and author of all Styron’s “real”  
fictions, has fulfilled his promise to Sophie to tell her story. But a
 generation after Thomas Pynchon erased Slothrop from Gravity's
 Rainbow, many critics like Pearl Bell found this multi-layered act of
 narrating to be as sprawling, prolix, and incohesive
 
as its  predecessors:
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There is too much in the novel about Stingo’s frustrated
 
efforts to unburden himself of his pent-up virginity.
 Except for the lyrical celebration of Prospect Park in high
 summer and a funny account of his failure 
to
 conquer an  
impregnable fortress named Leslie Lapidus, Stingo’s heavy
 preoccupations are prolix and faintly embarrassing.14 (p.
58)
On the other hand, Newsweek's reviewer called the book’s
 
arrangement of parts “a particularly
 
felicitous construction” (p. 89).15
Critical terminology that conveys precision is clearly still missing
 because we have no adequate ways of agreeing upon subjective
 responses based on
 the
 generalizations that refer everything to degrees of  
reliability, gradations of mental perceptions by characters in their own
 story-worlds, and derangements of “personhood”: “child,” “idiot,” “not-
 too-bright adult,” “innocent eye,” and their ilk.
Consider only what we lack with respect to the ideas about and
 
responsibilities of a category of narrating agencies we might call
“special,” or in some definable way, which are incidental to the main
 narrating 
tasks.
 I would cite here such examples as the Wedding Day  
segment of LDD (pp. 260-61) and the apocalyptic segment that we
 attribute to Cass Kinsolving immediately after his murder of Mason
 Flagg in STHF. All narrators know their stories, but special narrators
 frequently take control of the narrative voice without rending the fabric
 and destroying our notions
 
of verisimilitude and unity.
As a final example, Sophie’s point of view and hers alone must
 account for portions from Cracow, Warsaw, and Auschwitz. Stingo’s
 naivete precludes his being narrator until he has acquired the vision of
 unimaginable horror from Sophie herself (and gains the experience of
 his involvement with the other portion of the triangle
—
Nathan the  
brilliant, demented “monster” of 
the 
novel).
In Chapter 9, we meet this special narrator in the abrupt but
 courteous invocation to
 
play the game with the narrator as long as both  
sides
 
agree to the subterfuge:
As will be seen in due course (and the fact is important to
 
this narrative), Sophie told me a number of lies that
 summer. Perhaps I should say she indulged in certain
 evasions which at that time were necessary in order for her
 to retain her composure. Or maybe her sanity. I certainly
 don’t accuse her, for from the point of view of hindsight
 her truths seem fathomable beyond need of apology. Th
e passage awhile back about her early life in Cracow, for
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example—the soliloquy which I have tried to transcribe as
 
accurately as I have been able to remember it—is, I am now
 certain, made up mostly of the truth, (p. 97)
The idea of
 
the special narrator is a simple option of a narrator’s  
choice. “Random selection”
 is
 a traditional term for this kind of mental  
switchover, but it fails to
 
describe this case and the ends effected by  this  
narrative. None of this is 
new.
 Seymour Chatman, in his structuralist  
toxonomy of featural analyses of point of view in Story and Discourse
 (1978) has proposed 
his
 own coinage to refer to a covert narrator’s  
prerogative of jumping from mind to 
mind:
 “shifting limited mental  
access.” But the suasiveness of any rhetorical device should
 
always, he  
argues in a recent article, “confirm a text’s validity,” or, simply,
 “please.” Throughout “The ‘Rhetoric’ ‘of’ ‘Fiction,’” he claims that
 rhetoric cannot be taxonomically biased: “It is not concerned so much
 with the definitions of techniques like narrative voice or flashback but
 with showing how they
 
apply to the text’s ends—the set of explicit and  
implicit mental suasions to the implied reader” (p. 44).16
Similar to Booth’s complaint about Lawrence and his characters,
 
Chatman says that what matters most is promoting a sense of
 “fulfillment” in
 
the reader (p. 43). Not an easy task, of course, for
textual enjoyment and fulfillment are not simple
 
matters....Clearly the ancient rhetor’s solicitation of
 approval of the form of his speech quite apart from its
 content prefigures the novelist’s solicitation of the reader’s
 acceptance of the validity of the way [Chatman’s emphasis]
 the novel is put together, regardless of what the novel is
 about, (p. 43)
Bad esthetics equals bad choices. Such a bad choice, asserts
 
Chatman, was made by Lawrence in “Love Among the Haystacks”
 because the “well-spoken narrator” is extrinsic to the story-world of
 Midlands farmers. This is true, he 
says,
 of the Lawrence canon:
The verisimilitude of his fictions...founders to the extent
 
that the implied author shows himself unwilling or unable
 to strike a balance between the narrator’s voice and the
 voices of the characters, (p. 47)
And so we come full circle to our starting point, and the word
 
verisimilitude—once an archaism of subjective criticism and literary
 biography—is back in style. It is not clear what the two-decade hiatus
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between structuralism and deconstructionism’s waning will mean to
 
theoretical criticism. We see
 
a daily  escalation  of voices raised  against  
the followers of Paul de Man, the Yale professor and “archdeacon of
 deconstruction,” as David Lehman calls him in the second part of
 
his  
Signs of 
the
 Times (New York: Poseidon, 1991). But it  is beyond the  
scope of my critique of the later fiction of Styron. I must therefore
 conclude without solution to the problems of imprecision in our text
 anthologies by a
 
final quotation from Booth’s The Rhetoric of Fiction'.  
“In dealing with the types of narration, the critic must always limp
 behind, referring constantly to the varied practice which alone can
 correct his temptations
 
to overgeneralize” (p. 165).
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7 
“
Narrated Monologue: Definition of a Fictional Style,” CL  
18 (1966), pp. 97-112.
8(Chicago, 1961). All references from Rhetoric will be from
 
this edition.
9discovery, number 1, ed. John W. Aldridge and Vance
 
Bourjaily (New York, 1952), pp. 221-83.
10NYTBR 27 November 1988, sec. 7: 1+.
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William Styron (New York, 1972).
12“The Divided Self: William Styron
’
s Fiction from Lie  
Down in Darkness to The Confessions of Nat Turner," in The
 Achievement of William Styron, ed. Robert K. Morris and Irving
 Malin (Athens, 1975), pp. 208-26.
13(Berkeley, 1988), p. 450. All references will be to this
 
edition.
14“Evil & William Styron,” Newsweek, 68 (1979), 57-59.
15Rev. of Sophie’s Choice, Newsweek, 28 May 1979, 89.
16
Story and Discourse: Narrative Structure in Fiction and  
Film (Ithaca, 1978) and, hereafter quoted, Chatman
’
s essay “The  
‘Rhetoric’ of ‘Fiction,’” in Reading Narrative: Form, Ethics,
 Ideology, ed. James Phelan (Columbus, 
1989),
 pp. 40-56.
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GERARD MANLEY HOPKINS, JESUIT: A.M.D.G.
John Stasny
Emeritus, West Virginia University
As editor of Victorian Poetry I have been helping in the
 
commemoration of what one of
 
our Victorian colleagues lugubriously  
described as “these years of the deaths.” Last
 
year we celebrated with  
special issues of our journal the centennials
 
of the deaths of Arnold  and  
Edward Lear; this fall we are going to publish a Browning centennial
 commemorative. We are already looking forward to 1992 and the
 Tennyson centennial. In some ways I feel that Victorian Poetry is
 remiss in not doing an issue on Hopkins. Therefore I especially
 welcome this opportunity to pay my personal tribute to Hopkins. In a
 very real sense I owe my academic career as a Victorian specialist to
 Hopkins and to that pioneer Hopkins scholar, John Pick, and to the
 Jesuits at Marquette University who gave me my first university
 teaching position.*
Believe
 
me when I say that  I am resisting valiantly the temptation  
to nostalgia, but I simply cannot pay tribute to Hopkins without
 acknowledging my debt to John Pick, spectacular and flamboyant
 teacher. It 
is
 exactly forty years ago this spring that Pick came to our  
small
 
Catholic  college in  Minnesota to give a lecture on Gerard Manley  
Hopkins; I had never heard of Gerard Manley Hopkins. I had taken a
 course in Victorian poetry, but we skipped Hopkins; all I remember
 about the course is that our
 
instructor teaching Tennyson’s “The Lotos  
Eaters” finally succumbed to the hypnotism of the poem and drifted
 slowly off
 
to sleep reciting “Oh rest ye, brother mariners, we will not  
wander more.” Pick introduced me to Hopkins and I decided that very
 evening “
In
 a flash, at a trumpet crash” that I must study with Pick—  
and incidentally learn
 
more about Hopkins.
In the fall of 1949 I took Pick’s seminar on Hopkins at  Marquette.  
Only about thirty years earlier Robert Bridges had introduced Hopkins
 to the world. I remember that we felt as though we were studying
 something excitingly 
new
—to think that I was studying a Victorian  
poet almost as a contemporary artist.
In
 that seminar  we  were able to read  absolutely everything  that  had  
been written on Hopkins. We read both volumes of W. H. Gardner’s
*
Professor Stasny, founding, now retired, editor of Victorian Poetry,  
delivered a slightly different version of this essay as a lecture, CUNY, 5
 May 1989.
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just completed Gerard Manley Hopkins, 1844-1889: A Study of Poetic
 
Idiosyncrasy in Relation to Poetic Tradition. Remember that the
 subtitle of Gardner’s book is “A Centenary Commemoration.” He, too,
 was celebrating a centennial year. Father Peters’s Gerard Manley
 Hopkins: A Critical Essay Towards 
the
 Understanding of His  Poetry  
ad been published in 1948. The pioneer collection of essays, edited by
 Norman Weyand, Immortal
 
Diamond was brand new. We studied the  
Notebooks and Papers of G. M. H., edited by Humphry House in
 1937—the edition that was superseded by The
 
Journals and Papers of  
Gerard Manley Hopkins in 1959. Pick’s own book, Gerard Manley
 Hopkins: Priest and Poet 
was
 only seven years  old.
There
 
were a few  things  that we didn’t read; we read Ivor Winters as  
an exercise in
 
refutation: he was not truly  a Hopkins convert. There is  
an enigmatic entry in my forty-year-old yellowed classnotes: “G. H.
 Leahy—Don’t read.” And I
 
obeyed; I read Father Lahey’s  book (G. F.  
Lahey, S. J., Gerard Manley Hopkins 
[1938])
 for the first time just a  
couple of weeks ago. His book turns out to have not even very much
 historical interest; he does, however, give
 
a  rather intriguing  picture of  
Hopkins as
 
a kind of adolescent G. Gordon Liddy—temperamentally a  
likely successful candidate for the exercise of Jesuit asceticism (pp. 6-
 7).
Forty years ago in Pick’s seminar we spent most of our time in
 
arduous line by line explications. Pick taught us to read as though we
 were following
 
musical notation: “Earnest, earthless, equal, attuneable  
/
 
vaulty, voluminous,...stupendous.”
We were gate crashers doing battle with the “Dragon at the Gate.”
 We didn’t really see ourselves as students of
 
Victorian poetry. F. R.  
Leavis in 1932 in New Bearings in English Poetry had, after all,
 written of Victorian poetry, “It is not so much bad as dead.” About
 Hopkins, however, Leavis did
 
comment: “He  is likely  to prove, for our  
time and the future, the only influential
 
poet of the Victorian age, and  
he seems to
 
me  the greatest.” Our seminar didn’t need Leavis  to tell  us
that; we had Pick, and we left that seminar as true believers.
In 1949 we used the
 
third edition of the Poems. It was our sacred  
book. Gardner, Peters, and Pick and only a few others were apostolic
 missionaries. One might describe the atmosphere
 
in which we studied  
Hopkins in the
 
words of “The Document on Priestly Formation” of the  
Second Vatican Council in 1965: “Students will accurately draw
 Catholic doctrine from divine revelation, understand that doctrine
 profoundly, nourish their own spiritual lives with it, and be able to
 proclaim it, unfold it, and
 
defend it in their priestly ministry” (p. 451).  
I am, in fact, almost tempted to quote the passage that follows in that
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document describing in
 
Newmanian terms the development of doctrine  
from the original ''deposit of faith," through its "transmission and
 illumination" by the fathers, to the "penetration more deeply with the
 help of speculative reason exercised under the tutelage of the [great
 doctors]." The development of Hopkins scholarship traces a similar
 path.
I 
can
 not claim now as I could have claimed in 1949 to have read  
all of
 
Hopkins scholarship, I have read a lot though; Victorian Poetry  
has published since 1963 over sixty
 
articles on Hopkins, and I  have read  
and rejected a lot more than 
that,
 (At one  time I was tempted to declare  
a moritorium on papers on "The Windhover" and "God's Grandeur,")
 One circumstance that has always made me curious, however, is why
 after his conversion
 
to Roman Catholicism, Hopkins decided to become  
a Jesuit priest, I chose the occasion of this essay to do a little
 unsystematic exploration, especially among the Jesuits themselves.
The Jesuits are fascinating and even intimidating. Let me read a
 
passage 
from
 Emile Zola; it was written in 1889, so we can use it as a  
centennial commemoration:
It's them—and its always them—hiding behind
 
everything. You think you know all about it, but really
 you know nothing of their abominable deeds and their
 unseen power—the Jesuits! You should expect the worst of
 every one of them you see slinking along in his shabby
 old cassock, with a flabby, deceitful face like a
 sanctimonious old nun...all of Rome belongs to the
 Jesuits, from the most insignificant priest to His Holiness
 Leo XIII himself! (Manfred Barthell, The Jesuits: History
 and Legend of the Society of Jesus [1984])
I suppose that my first encounter with the Jesuits was in 1935
 
when Father Issac Jogues, S, J., and his companions, the North
 American martyrs, were canonized saints by Pope Pius XII, I was in
 Catholic grade school, and all of us altar boys wanted to get in to our
 canoes 
and
 go as black robes to seek out some Indians so that we  could  
be tortured and become saints,
I later learned that The Jesuits had been persona non grata in the
 
Catholic Archdiocese of 
St,
 Paul/Minneapolis since the days of  
Archbishop John Ireland, the
 
social reformer, a liberal, and perhaps  even  
a representative of
 
the Modernist or Americanist heresy, John Ireland  
would not have been surprised at all that many years later Richard
 Nixon had a Jesuit
 
in the White House.
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Anyway, my next
 
encounter with the Jesuits came only after I had  
become an undergraduate English
 
major. Let me quote: “That is a true  
conqueror, true to the motto of our order: ad majorem Dei gloriam! A
 saint who has great power in Heaven, remember: power to intercede for
 us in our grief, power to obtain whatever we pray for if it be for the
 good of our souls, power above all to obtain for us the grace to repent
 if we be in sin. A great saint.” That’s a Jesuit priest speaking; he
 might have been talking about Gerard Manley Hopkins, S. J., a priest
 who had
 
died less than twenty years earlier—but he’s not. The speaker  
is the Jesuit retreat master in Joyce’s A
 
Portrait  of an Artist as a Young  
Man. He is actually talking about St. Francis Xavier, who is one of
 the inspirations that leads Stephen for a while to imagine himself The
 Reverend Stephen Dedalus, S. 
J.
 The sermon on Hell, straight out of  
the Spiritual Exercises, sent
 
me running off to confession just as it  had  
sent Stephen.
Somehow, I have always had difficulty associating Hopkins—
who 
had a problem as
 
a teacher deciding whether a student should get a 72 or  
a 
74
—with decisive or sinister Jesuits. Jesuits, I thought, s uld be  
made of
 
sterner stuff [Peters, p. 24]. You remember, of course, the so-  
called Act of Catholic Emancipation in England in 1829. Do you
 remember, however, one of the provisions of that act? I refer to 10
 George IV, cap. 7, An Act for the Relief of His Majesty's Roman
 Catholic Subjects (13 April 1829), Sec. xxxiv: “And be it further
 enacted, that in the case any person shall, after 
the
 commencement of  
this act within any part of the United Kingdom, be admitted or become
 a Jesuit, or brother or member of 
any
 other such Religious order...he  
shall be deemed and taken to be guilty of a misdemeanor.. .and shall be
 sentenced and ordered to be banished
 
from the United  Kingdom for  the  
term of
 
his natural life.” Hopkins the Jesuit was a criminal, a sinister  
enemy of
 
the state, a patriot, who chose the Jesuits knowing full well  
that he was liable to banishment not merely to Ireland but to Australia
 maybe or, worse, to the Baltimore Province of the Society of Jesus in
 the United States of America. I have always found that difficult to
 understand!
Alfred Thomas, S. J., in Hopkins the Jesuit (1969) finds “a trifle
 
overdramatic perhaps, but
 
possibly true nonetheless,” David Downes’s  
suggestion that
 
“to a youth on fire with religious derring-do the Jesuits  
are a kind of
 
lure that the French Foreign Legion has...” (p. 16). The  
first chapter in Thomas’s book contains a quick survey of the history of
 the Jesuits in England and a brief account of Hopkins’s 
conversion:
 his  
stay with Newman and the Oratorians in Bi mi gham, his retreat with
 the Benedictines, and finally his admission to the Jesuit novitiate in
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September 1868. Thomas cannot document Hopkins’s choice of 
St. 
Ignatius over St. Benedict—or for
 
that matter over Newman’s beloved  
St. Philip Neri. Thomas simply quotes Newman’s
 
famous response to  
Hopkins’s letter, announcing his choice of the Jesuits: “I think it is
 the very thing for you. Don’t call the ‘Jesuit discipline hard,’ it will
 bring you to heaven” (p. 21).
Bernard Basset, S. J., in The English Jesuits From Campion to
 
Martindale (1968), has the following passage about Hopkins and the
 Jesuits and, especially St. Beuno’s College, where
 
Hopkins  wrote  “The  
Wreck of
 
the Deutschland”: “Posthumous glory came to St Beuno’s  
with the discovery of Fr. Gerard Manley Hopkins as one of the poets of
 the century. Hopkins, a brilliant man with a high university degree,
 was universally loved
 
by his contemporaries; when he died the  Jesuits  
wrote with feeling of his courtesy, his scrupulous attention to his
 students’ compositions, his taste, shyness, charm and charity. They
 even mentioned his talent
 
for music but wrote little about his poetry.”  
Basset continues,
 
“Hopkins was no great  success in the classroom or in  
the pulpit; the university world suited his inclinations and he achieved
 his most fruitful work in Dublin, in which city
 
he eventually died. His  
sudden discovery as a poet proved no embarrassment to his fellow
 Jesuits. [A startling statement!] As religious Orders exist for other
 ends, many talented
 
religious live  and die  without recognition and  with  
unusual gifts unsung....In Victorian days personalities were two-a-
 penny and, in Jesuit circles, Gerard Manley Hopkins never seemed
 unique” (Basset, pp. 396-97). I rather think one might call those
 remarks “Jesuit hybris” or even
 
“Jebusite chutzpa.”
The
 
remark that “religious orders exist for other ends” reminds us  
again of the issue of Hopkins’s priestly vocation and poetic
 avocation—if we are indeed to interpret his Jesuit life in that way. A
 Jesuit, with his quasi-military training, should never be off duty.
 Father
 
Peters discusses “the conflict between Hopkins the very human  
poet and the Jesuit” (Peters, p. 84). But Peters, in his really very
 poignant recent tribute to his fellow Jesuit 
adds:
 “I would like my  
readers and
 
admirers of Hopkins to know that the Spiritual Exercises of  
Ignatius were, and are, never meant to form a soldier but a man of
 prayer in love with his Lord, a man deeply concerned about the well
­being not just of
 
the Catholic church but of all mankind, in fact of all  
creation” (p. 84).
Father Peters also says, “Readers conclude that Hopkins is a
 
religious poet because he was a religious and a priest, with the
 implication that it was his duty and vocation to be
 
pious, to set  a good  
example, to edify, and to write in order to bolster the Church.”
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“Nothing,
”
 adds Father  Peters, “is further from the truth. That  is why  
the controversy about the poet and the priest is rooted in a false
 perspective.”
“Hopkins is not a
 
romantic poet, nor is he a nature poet, nor is he  
a religious poet,” says Father Peters. “What then?” he asks, and he
 answers, “Hopkins is the poet
 
he is because he was—and I  knowingly  
use the word—so terribly human, a man in love with whatever is, as
 always, fathered by God: and hence a man well acquainted with...
 disappointments and pain.” Peters concludes, “I have a strong
 suspicion, not to say conviction, that
 
it is this human-ness that endears  
him to me, and to many others” (pp. 51-52). Peters might have
 added—and to God. And that’s
 
what saints are made of.
Walter J. Ong, S. J., in Hopkins, the Self, and God (1986) has 
an extended discussion of the famous Ignatian
 
expression,  “ad majorem dei  
gloriam,” abbreviated A.M.D.G., “to the greater glory of God” (pp.
 78ff). This expression “virtually defin[es] the Society of Jesus and
 ‘Jesuitness.’” Ong says, “The expression hinges on a comparative
 majorem, ‘greater’—and thus clearly involves binary separation or
 division, and most
 
radically, free choice between separate alternatives.  
A.M.D.G. tells exactly...how insistently the Spiritual Exercises of St.
 Ignatius feed Hopkins’ nineteenth-century explicit preoccupation with
 freedom for the greater glory of God” (pp.
 
79-80).
Ong quotes another Jesuit, an Indian Jesuit ascetical theologian,
 Anthony De Mello who, commenting on the Exercises wrote, “For you
 there is no reality that is closer to God than yourself. You will
 experience nothing closer to God than yourself. St. Augustine would
 therefore rightly insist that we must restore 
man
 to himself so that he  
can make of hi self a 
stepping
 stone to God” (p. 144).
Ong continues: “Hopkins expressly thought
 
of  his poetry in this  
framework of
 
self-in-relation-to-God, as he thought of everything else  
in this framework.” He then quotes Hopkins himself writing to Dixon
 explaining the
 
goals of the Society of Jesus: “As it values other created  
things, our Society values...literature...as a means to an end.” “The
 end,” says Ong, “being interior union of the human person with God.
 Poetry was not salvific in itself at all but, like other human creations,
 it 
was
 truly worthwhile and could serve  salvific ends.” “Like all  of us,”  
says Ong, Hopkins “anguished over...the ways his poetry served” for
 the greater glory of God, but Ong acknowledges that Hopkins
 apparently made the providentially correct Jesuit 
choice:
 “The poetry,”  
he says, “has contributed not nly to poetic enjoyment but also to the
 faith of thousands of readers far more 
than
 Hopkins at times seemed  to  
have llowed for even
 
as a possibility” (p. 145).
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Victorian Poetry has published over the years articles on Hopkins
 
by about a half dozen Jesuits. One of the
 
earliest was by Father Francis  
Xavier Shea in our second volume in 1964, entitled “Another
 
Look at  
‘The Windhover’”—we
 
had  already  published five articles on Hopkins,  
two of which were on “The Windhover.” Shea’s article is, I think, still
 valuable. At one point he says, “A clerical critic like myself,
 particularly
 
a Jesuit, must be very grateful to the labors  of Professor W.  
H. Gardner, which have for twenty or more years, illuminated so much
 of Hopkins. Professor Gardner’s vigorous objections to the
 imputations of wavering faith and vocational dissatisfactions in
 Hopkins have, one
 
hopes,  laid those ghosts for good....they have saved  
me and others in my position the ungrateful task of offering counter
­statements which would have been only too open to charges of
 polemicism or even of personal
 
special-pleading” (VP 2 [1964], 230).
Most recently we published
 
a poignant  valitudinarian tribute to his  
fellow Jesuit by the pioneer Hopkins scholar, Robert Boyle, S. J.,
 entitled “Hopkins, Brutus and Dante”—yet another article on “The
 Windhover.” At one point, however, Boyle comments: “The
 oriflamme of glory for
 
the Jesuit, in the call of Christ our Lord in ‘The  
Kingdom of Christ’ exercise [from The Spiritual Exercises], follows
 labor and sufferings. Christ, according to Ignatius, says to every
 
human:
 It is my will to conquer the whole world and all my enemies,  
and thus to enter into the glory of my Father” (VP, 24 [1986], 5).
 Boyle
 
concludes, “Thus Hopkins demonstrates some  more than modest  
claim to be for modern hearers of poetry a voice like Dante’s in
 medieval times: a voice that reaches beyond the limits of sense and
 reason, past the abilities of fancy, to stir the deepest longings and
 willings of the human spirit—maybe even of faithless ones, if
 
indeed  
there really
 
are  any such” (VP, p. 12).
I will complete this survey of collegial tributes to their fellow
 Jesuits with a reference to Understanding Hopkins: The New Spring
 Poetry written by A. Devasahayam, S. J., and published in 1981 by
 Karnataka
 
Viceprovince of the  Society of Jesus at  St. Joseph’s College,  
Bangalore, India. The book is one of those strange monuments to the
 Victorian colonial heritage. For
 
over 350 pages, Devasahayam effuses  
over commonplaces in Hopkins scholarship. He concludes, however,
 with the following remarks:
Modern critics mistaking [Hopkins’s] perpetual striving
 
after the more perfect for struggle due to misapprehension
 of good and evil, have taken him to represent the divided
 soul of modem man. However...the true struggle in
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Hopkins, apart from the conflict common to all sensitive
 
artists is not between light and darkness but between the
 bright and the brighter, the good and the better. This is
 perfectly in tune with the motto of the Society of Jesus of
 which he had become a totally devoted member, For the
 greater glory of God. This endeavor after the more
 perfect vision and more devoted service, drove him 
to
give  
his best in his poetic creation, in which consequently there
 emerges a perpetual glow of a spiritual aura like the
 brightness in the Fra Angelico paintings....Hopkins was
 indeed unique as a scholar, critic, counsellor, priest, Jesuit,
 preacher and teacher, ignored during his life-time and, after
 his death, unheard of for thirty long years till men were
 ready to receive his legacy....Coincidentally, his unique
 perception and.
 
sensibility expressed in the striking words,  
Inscape and Instress, form part of his very name so that
 what we present of his personality may be aptly termed
 Hopkinscape and Hopkinstress, 
(p.
 371)
Commenting on Hopkins “Inscape” J. Hillis Miller says “the poet
 
poets.” One might, indeed, say of Hopkins “the Jesuit Jesuits.” Jesuit
 missionaries from the time of St. Francis Xavier and Matteo Ricci to
 the time of the missionaries to America, such as Father Marquette,
 brought faith to thousands world-wide. Father Hopkins—one might
 call him the missionary to English majors—carried on, even though
 posthumously, the great tradition of Jesuit missionary services—
 A.M.D.G.
In “The Wreck
 
of the Deutschland” Hopkins saw a source of grace  
for “rare-dear
 
Britain,” and celebrated the  event  as priest and poet One  
might say that an English teacher trying to decide on an examination
 between a 72 and a 74 might seek inspiration if not intercession from
 Hopkins himself.
My most consoling Hopkins poem is the sonnet entitled “In
 
Honour of St. Alphonsus Rodriguez Laybrother of the Society of
 Jesus.” It presents a poignant figure for
 
the less than overtly successful  
Jesuit career of Hopkins himself; it is a source of support for me as a
 teacher 
when
 I have to decide between a  72 and a 74—A.M.D.G., “For  
the Greater Glory of God”:
Honour is flashed off exploit, so we say;
And those strokes once that gashed flesh or galled shield
 
Should tongue that time now, trumpet now that field,
 And, on the fighter, forge his glorious day.
On Christ they do and on the martyr may;
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But be the war within, the brand we wield
 
Unseen, the heroic breast not outward-steeled,
 Earth hears no hurtle then from fiercest frey.
 Yet God (that hews mountain and continent,
 Earth, all, out; who, with trickling increment,
 Veins violets and tall trees makes more and more)
 Could crowd career with conquest while there went
 Those years and years by of world without event
 That in Majorca Alfonso watched the door.
Hopkins performed
 
his duties in similar obscurity. Did Newman’s  
prophecy for Hopkins come true? “Don’t call the ‘Jesuit discipline’
 hard: it will bring you to heaven,” he had 
told Hopkins.
I wonder if we will meet Saint Gerard in Heaven and whether
 Heaven will be like the Eakins’s swimming hole described in Philip
 Dacey’s wonderful poem, “Gerard Manley Hopkins Meets Walt
 Whitman in Heaven” (1982)? I wonder if I’ll meet there that other
 Hopkins afficionado, Professor Grieving of Golden Grove College and
 Anthony Burgess’s The Clockwork Testament (1975)? I wonder
 whether “When the roll is called up yonder I’ll be there”? When
 
I think  
of Heaven, I think of Hopkins’
s
 “The Leaden Echo and the Golden  
Echo”:
O then, weary then why should we tread? O why are we so
 
haggard at the heart, so care-coiled, care-killed, so fagged,
 so fashed, so cogged, so cumbered,
When the thing we freely forfeit is kept with fonder 
a
 care,  
Fonder a care kept than 
we
 could have kept it, kept  
Far with fonder a care (and we, we should have lost it)
 finer, fonder
A care kept.—Where kept? do but tell us where kept, where.—
 
Yonder.—What high as 
that!
 We follow, now we follow.—  
Yonder, yes yonder, yonder,
Yonder.
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ABSURDISM AND DARK HUMOR IN WELTY’S THE
 
ROBBER BRIDEGROOM
Darryl Hattenhauer
Arizona State University West
Perhaps because critics read Eudora Welty’s The Robber
 
Bridegroom in the 
light
 of her other fiction, they have misread this  
story as an unsuccessful attempt at light comedy. Such readings
 emphasize 
the
 text’s use of farce and romantic comedy, as well as its  
parody of fairy tales. But 
no
 one has recognized that, anomalous as it  
may be for Welty, The Robber Bridegroom is an absurdist dark comedy.
In the first scene, Welty 
establishes
 her absurdist technique by  
undercutting Jamie’s status as the heroic rescuer of the maiden.
 Referred to by the narrator as “the second traveler,” 
Jamie
 makes a 
preposterous entrance: “‘Ho! Ho! Ho!’ said the second traveler,
 punching himself in the forehead and kicking himself in the breeches.”1
 The slapstick and burlesque of such events has blinded us to the
 absurdism behind them. The fantastic technique here goes beyond the
 fantastic characteristics of fairy tales. The irrational 
and
 fantastic  
representations in fairy tales can be read
 
as attempts to represent reality  
despite their exaggeration of reality; but Welty’s treatment is not an
 exaggeration of reality as much as it is a departure from it.
Welty further establishes her absurdist stance with situational
 
irony. When Jamie’s gang of robbers decides to kill Rosamond, she
 stops them by holding out 
the
 torte she has baked and saying “ Have 
some cake” (p. 81). To contain this text’s atypicality and destabilizing
 effect, critics have ignored this kind of absurd irony and turned this text
 back into
 
the fairy tales that it uses as sources.
It
 
is not just the characterization that is absurdist, but also the plot.  
As early as page thirty-seven the reader is so inured to miraculous,
 impossible events that when
 
Rosamond  says she played unharmed  with  
a placid panther, the reader does not disbelieve
 
the fair maiden until the  
narrator states that Rosamond, as usual, is lying. But two pages later,
 
the
 narrator tells us that Rosamond, who has never tried to play the  
guitar before, picks one 
up
 and plays it immediately just from desire  
and will power. Welty thereby establishes not only Rosamond’s  
unreliability, but the narrator’s as well. In so doing, Welty asks the
 reader to enter the reality not of a fairy 
tale
 but of a put-on. Welty  
again uses the narrator to underscore the absurdity of the plot when
 
Jami
e thinks a dress is flying through the air and the narrator informs  
us that it is “only the old flying cow of Mobile flying by” (p. 57).
 Another
 
preposterous plot development occurs when the narrator tells
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us that Rosamond has lost the magic locket (which supposedly has
 
protected her by, among other things, making the 
panther
 act like a big  
pussycat) yet has “never 
missed
 it” (p. 62). Moreover, Jamie turns up  
to protect Rosamond from the rapist after 
the
 rapist has already  
committed his crime. In addition, Jamie was the one who raped her,
 but he does not 
recognize
 her nor does she recognize him. Another  
absurd plot
 
development occurs when  the wicked step  mother, Salome,  
refuses 
the
 Indians’ commands to shut up, yet she accepts their  
commands to dance until she dies.
Most critics have bracketed off the dark humor as somehow
 
unfitting, a 
violation
 of the unity of the text. But the dark humor is  
part of the ironic stance toward the violence of
 
fairy tales and myths.  
After Mike Fink thinks he has beaten Jamie and Clement to death, he
 says, “Nothing left of the two of 
them
 but the juice” (p. 17). And  
Clement says, in an oxymoron worthy of Evelyn Waugh, that the  
Indians who 
had
 captured  him were “infinitely gay and cruel” (p. 21).  
In
 
addition, the narrator says of Goat’s penchant for bestowing freedom  
on all beings, “he would let anything out of a trap, if he had to tear its
 leg off to do it” (p. 40). Moreover the ostensibly romantic hero, Jamie,
 says to his fellow bandit Little Harp, “I ought to break all of your
 bones where you need them 
most
” (p. 111). Little Harp is literally out  
for Jamie’s
 
head because there is a price  on it, so Little  Harp  says, “Oh,  
the way to get ahead is to cut a head off!” (p. 145). But Jamie is
 prevented this inconvenience when the severed head of Little Harp’s
 brother turns up
 
in town and is purported to be Jamie’s head.
Sexuality in The Robber Bridegroom is also depicted as darkly
 humorous. Sado-masochism is treated
 
ironically when Clement says of  
his treatment by the Indians, “We had to be humiliated and tortured and
 enjoyed” (pp. 22-3). There 
are
 scenes of voyeurism as well. Goat  
conceals himself and watches
 
while Jamie orders Rosamond to take off  
her clothes. And later Goat hides under their bed all night. In
 
addition,  
Jamie’s
 
gang of robbers watches  as Little Harp  drugs  the Indian maiden,  
cuts off her finger, rapes her on the kitchen table, and finally kills her.
 That this dismemberment and rape occurs on the kitchen table also
 
sugges
ts both cannibalism and necrophilia. And there is another  
suggestion of sado-masochism and necrophilia when Salome is forced
 to dance to her death naked. There is 
even
 more when Mike Fink  
crawls in bed with
 
what he thinks are two men he has just killed.
In addition Welty dwells on the 
homoerotic
 in the scene where  
Clement, Mike Fink and Jamie all 
sleep
 together in the same bed.  
Mike Fink says to Clement, “It’s been a long time since we slept
 together,” and Fink follows that up with two questions: “Have you the
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same old smell you had before?” and “Are you just as lousy as ever?”
 
(p. 6). And
 
Fink says to Jamie, “It’s been a  long time since our heads  
were side by side on the pillow” (p. 7). Fink also snatches Clement
 into his arms and forces Clement to waltz with him. Clement resists,
 not because he objects to being held by 
Mike
 Fink, but because  
Clement “did not like to dance” (p. 13). Later, when Jamie kidnaps the
 priest, he does so in the same way that he kidnapped Rosamond—by
 lifting him onto his horse and
 
riding away. The priest’s robe is like a  
dress, so he rides side-saddle.
The critics have exhaustively explored the myths, fairy tales and
 
legends that Welty draws from, but they largely 
ignore
 her parodic  
allusions to previous dabblers in dark humor. For example, the crow
 
which
 keeps repeating the same foreboding message is an allusion to  
Poe’s “The Raven.” And the bedroom scene with the men sleeping
 together at the inn
 
is a parody of Ishmael and Queequeg at  the Spouter  
Inn. And while some critics have noted Welty’s debt to Twain in a
 general way, none have noted Welty’s allusion to the scene from A
 Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court in 
which
 Hank Morgan  
uses his knowledge of science to pretend to cause a solar eclipse. The
 scene of the technocrat saving himself from premodem people 
by pretending to cause a solar eclipse
 
is now a cliche, and Welty parodies  it  
by toying with us, arousing our expectations when Salome tells the
 Indians, “For I have seen your sun with a shadow eating it” (p. 161).
 Then Welty breaks our expectations when Salome fails to
 
stop the sun.
The Robber Bridegroom, then, is atypical of Welty’s fiction. 
Her first novel, it was not entirely successful. Perhaps 
the
 disappointing  
reception was instrumental in Welty’s decision to turn to the more
 subtle techniques that have characterized her fiction ever since.
NOTES
1
Eudora Welty, The Robber Bridegroom (1942; New York,  
1970), 
p.
 7.
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TWO ALTERED ENDINGS—
 
DICKENS AND BULWER-LYTTON
John Cloy
The University of Mississippi
Charles Dickens’s decision to alter the ending of Great
 
Expectations has
 
met with  almost universal  disapproval. A direct result  
of advice 
from
 Edward Bulwer-Lytton,  the changed conclusion  has been  
referred
 
to with varying degrees of distaste. Edgar Johnson termed it a  
“tacked-on addition,” while earlier George Gissing had used stronger
 language— “Lytton’s imbecile suggestion.” Although Bulwer’s exact
 words to Dickens have not been preserved, they were convincing
 enough to persuade the younger novelist to make a substantial
 alteration. Bulwer so “strongly urged the revision” and “supported his
 view with such good reasons” that Dickens decided to follow his
 counsel—and added that the “story will
 
be more  acceptable  through the  
alteration.”1
Various critics have supplied reasons why Bulwer was moved to
 
give Dickens such a suggestion.2 Others simply place Bulwer in the
 camp of Mrs. Grundy and he 
is
 often referred to as a “sentimentalist.”  
Indeed, he did have an almost uncanny knack for
 
perceiving what the  
reading public
 
wanted and providing  it.
Although Bulwer had undoubtedly by this point (of counseling
 Dickens) developed a critical position in regard to fiction writing, his
 position was directly shaped by earlier literary experiences, primarily
 that of the Eugene Aram controversy. When Bulwer published Eugene
 Aram in 1832, this Newgate novel (based on the sensational trial and
 hanging of a self-educated linguist for murder in the eighteenth century)
 became an enormous popular success. There had been several other
 literary works dealing with the Aram theme since the scholar’s
 execution in 1759 (the
 
“best”-known was Thomas  Hood’s “The Dream  
of Eugene Aram” in 1829), but Bulwer’s novel became the most
 successful. Critical opinion was not so generous, however. Although
 the book
 
did  receive some positive attention, the majority of  notices it  
inspired were
 
negative, if not  scathing.
Bulwer had acquired the enmity of a number of critics, including
 Thackeray and 
the
 group at Fraser’s Magazine. He was subsequently  
attacked by a wide array of critics, usually on the
 
pretext  that  the novel  
was morally unsuitable  since  its  subject was a convicted  murderer. The  
publication of
 
“Elizabeth Brownrigge: A Tale” (a parody of Eugene  
Aram) was especially humiliating. Probably written by members of
 the hostile Fraser’s clique (although sometimes attributed to
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Thackeray
3
), the book contains a letter explaining that the author  
borrowed a copy of Eugene Aram from a washerwoman to help in
 learning the art
 
of composition in that genre.4 Bulwer’s publication of  
“A Word to the Public” in 1847, an attempt at defense of his critical
 principles, was largely unsuccessful.
Eugene Aram went through two editions (1832 and 1840) with the
 
critical hounds harrowing Bulwer at every step. By the time
 
of the third  
edition (1849), Bulwer, hypersensitive to adverse criticism,5 was in a
 state
 
verging on nervous collapse from overwork and the stressful years  
of controversy
 
he had endured. At this point Bulwer decided to alter the  
ending of
 
his own novel. In the preface to the 1849 edition, he states  
that, after re-evaluating 
the
 facts of the  case, “I have  convinced myself’  
that Aram is only guilty of robbery and innocent of the actual murder
 for which he was convicted.6 As Tyson notes, this idea is hard to
 swallow and was certainly an effort by Bulwer to stop the critical
 onslaught,7 even though 
his
 grandson, the Earl of Lytton; apparently  
believed his grandfather’s
 
explanation of the change.8
This alteration did in fact achieve the desired effect, and critics
 dropped the condemnation of Eugene Aram. Bulwer
 
had in effect been  
pursuing a realist bent in this novel, although the character himself
 
is  
romanticized. Aram commits murder, and, despite his qualities as a
 scholar, is tried, convicted, and executed (as 
is
 consistent with the  
events of the actual case). Bulwer’s changing of
 the
 conclusion of the  
book can be construed as the movement toward a form of romanticism
 that ignores largely
 
the  facts of the incident. Yet the so-called “shift” in  
critical position directly results from outside factors, whether or not
 Bulwer admitted it to anyone—including himself. The change is
 coerced, and therefore 
not
 fully  valid.
When Bulwer subsequently read the proposed conclusion to
 Dickens’ novel and was compelled to voice objections, he envisioned
 adverse critical reaction (however misplaced his concern) if Dickens
 were to follow his 
story
 realistically to its logical conclusion (that the  
novel should end with Pip a sadder, wiser, and more mature man, sans
 Estella). Bulwer was still affected by the treatment he had received
 concerning Eugene Aram and over-reacted accordingly. Dickens’s
 original conclusion to Great Expectations was in no way as
 objectionable as the earlier ending of Eugene Aram, yet Bulwer 
foresaw potential problems and advised his friend to make chang  that would
 prove more critically acceptable (i.e. safer). Bulwer’s recommendation
 is more than an offering at 
the
 shrine of Mrs. Grundy; it stems from an  
expedient adopting of a more conventional critical stance, which he in
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turn urged upon Dickens. Unconsciously taking the path of least
 
resistance himself, Bulwer was ready
 
to impose it on  his  friend.
NOTES
1John Forster, The Life of Charles Dickens (Boston, 1875),
 
2: 369.
2Edwin Eigner has stated that Bulwer had developed a critical
 
perspective which made unhappy endings unpalatable to the
 reading public. 
“
Bulwer-Lytton and the Changed Ending of Great  
Expectations,” NCF, 25(1970), 104-107. David Paroissien, in his
 introduction to Part III of Selected Letters of Charles Dickens
 (Boston, 1985), pp. 290-291, maintains that Bulwer
’
s stance  
sacrificed realism to a more romantic position within which the
 author is allowed freedom to manipulate the substance of his
 characters.
3Charles Whibley, in William Makepeace Thackeray (New
 
York, 1903), 
p.
 27, and Ernest Boll, “The Author of Elizabeth  
Brownrigge: A Review of Thackeray
’
s Techniques,” SP, 39(1942),  
79-101, both make cases for Thackerayan authorship of the piece.
4Nancy J. Tyson, Eugene Aram: Literary History and the
 
Typology of the Scholar-Criminal (Hamden, Conn., 1985), pp. 96-
 97.
5Michael Sadleir, Bulwer: A Panorama (Boston, 
1931),
 p.  
252.
6
Edward Bulwer-Lytton, The Works of Edward Bulwer-Lytton  
(New York, n.d.), 5: 414.
7Tyson, 
p.
 106.
8 Victor Lytton, The Life of Edward Bulwer, First Lord Lytton
 
(London, 
1913),
 1: 389, n 1.
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GILBERT AND SULLIVAN 
AND
 THE BROOKLYN  
BRIDGE: TWO NEWLY DISCOVERED LETTERS
G. A. Cevasco and Richard Harmond
St. John's University
Gilbert and Sullivan first visited
 
the United States in 1879, mainly  
to present their authorized version of H.M.S. Pinafore, the operetta
 which established them as an institution in England. The work
 
played  
to packed houses in London, and since Americans were just
 
beginning  
to accept most things British as models of superior taste, it soon
 became a rage in the States.
American publishers and theatrical managers were making
 
fortunes  
with Pinafore while Gilbert
 
and Sullivan gnashed their teeth. They had 
learned that the operetta, just 
as
 popular in the States as in England,  
was being performed in no less than eight American theaters in pirated  
editions. “I 
will
 not  have a libretto of mine produced if Americans are  
going to steal it,” Gilbert complained, “not that I need the money so
 much, but it upsets my digestion.”1
The authorized American edition of Pinafore 
was
 presented on 1  
December 1879 in New York at the Fifth Avenue Theatre. The cream
 of society turned out for the premier performance. When the curtain
 came down, the operetta received a tremendous 
ovation.
 Among those  
in the enthusiastic audience was Robert
 
Barnwell Roosevelt. Today, if  
remembered at all, this one-time prominent member of the Roosevelt
 family, is summarily described as Theodore Roosevelt’s uncle.2 
In 1879, however, Teddy was a student at Harvard, while his Uncle Rob,
 sportsman, politician, author, as well as former congressman and
 newspaper editor, was the leading member of his well-established
 Knickerbocker family.
Unlike his nephew, Robert Roosevelt was something of a bon
 
vivant. He enjoyed the good life, which, fortunately for his peace of
 mind, he could afford. As he was clever and witty to boot, he liked to
 entertain celebrities. In 1876, for example, after seeing Bret Harte’s
 play Two Men of
 
Sandy Bar, he wrote to arrange a meeting. Harte  
responded on 21 September 1876 
and
 in his letter gave a good account  
of the theme of his play, “the domination of a strong man over a
 weaker one.” Unfortunately, the meeting between Harte and Robert
 Roosevelt—if one eventually took place—cannot be documented,3
 Meetings that Roosevelt had with another literary luminary can be
 documented. For example, in 1882, he met with Oscar Wilde. On 8
 January, to be specific, Wilde responded to one of Roosevelt’s letters.
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They met at several receptions and on 22 July of the same year,
 
Roosevelt
 
took Wilde  out  on a yacht to view Long  Island’s Great South  
Bay.4
Given
 his interest in meeting celebrated figures, especially those in  
the literary and theatrical fields, it seems only natural that Roosevelt
 would contact
 
William Schwenck Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan. At the  
time Roosevelt was 
one
 of three Commissioners appointed to oversee  
the construction of the Brooklyn Bridge; taking advantage of his
 position, Roosevelt invited both Gilbert and Sullivan—four years
 before it was officially opened—to inspect one of
 
the modem world’s  
greatest engineering feats.5 Roosevelt’s letters to Gilbert and Sullivan
 apparently were not preserved, but two of their letters to him have
 recently surfaced.6
On 18 December, Gilbert 
wrote
 the following:
27 Waverly Place
18th December, 1879
Dear Mr. Roosevelt,
Your letter, addressed to the Union Club, only reached
 
me this morning, as my term of honorary membership
 expired some time ago. I am very much obliged 
to
 you for  
so kindly repeating your offer to show us the Brooklyn
 Bridge. Unfortunately 
we
 are working at the rehearsals of  
our new piece7 every day—but if you will allow us tp
 postpone our visit until after the 27th, when our time will
 be at our own—and at your—disposal,—we shall look upon
 it as 
a
 fresh proof of the kindly feeling that prompted your  
letter.
I am,
Very truly yours,
W.S. Gilbert
The letter from Sullivan reads:
Union Club,
Fifth Avenue & 21st St.,
 
Thursday [no date]
Dear Mr. Roosevelt,
Pray forgive the delay in answering your very kind and
 
friendly letter—but I know very well that you will be
 indulgent. When you produce your new opera you will
 understand the work and worry of engaging band, chorus,
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etc., and rehearsing principals, and trying to keep up with
 
business correspondence.8
I need scarcely tell you that it would interest me
 
immensely to see the new Brooklyn Bridge, and I could not
see it under better auspices than your own. When I return
 from Boston and get well ahead with the rehearsals here, I
 shall feel a little freer, and shall be happy to arrange any
 day and time convenient 
to
 you for our excursion.
The more oysters the better!9 In the meantime I hope
 to see you tomorrow evening.
Yours very truly,
 
Arthur Sullivan
Although documentation cannot be found to support an actual visit
 
to the Brooklyn Bridge, the above letters allow the inference that
 Gilbert and Sullivan did so as guests of Robert Roosevelt. What 
is
 a  
bit surprising, however, 
is
 that as librettist Gilbert used many words  
pertaining to water
—
streams, rivers, brooks, channels, floods, tides,  
and
 
even rills and rivulets—but he  did not refer to  structures  requ red to  
pass over such liquid bodies. No mention of the word bridge can be
 found in 
his
 libretti.10 Also, not without a modicum of interest is the  
fact that Sullivan apparently did not allude to the Brooklyn Bridge in
 his American diary or in
 
frequent letters he wrote from the States during  
1879-1880 to his mother, Mary Clementina Sullivan, in London.11
NOTES
1Hesketh Pearson, Gilbert and Sullivan: A Biography (New
 
York, 1935), p.112.
2Richard Harmond is working on Robert Barnwell Roosevelt’s
 
biography.
3G.A. Cevasco and Richard Harmond, “Bret Harte to Robert
 
Roosevelt on Two Men of Sandy Bar: A Newly Discovered Letter,”
 ALR, 21 (1988), 58-62.
4Richard Harmond and G.A. Cevasco, “Another Wilde Letter:
 
A Recently Discovered Letter to Robert Barnwell Roosevelt,
” N&Q, 232 (1987), 498-499.
5See David McCullough, The Great Bridge 
(New
 York, 1972).
6Copies of these letters, in typescripts by M. Fortescue
Picard entitled “The House of Roosevelt and Its Background,” Part
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II, pp. 357 and 358, are located at the Theodore Roosevelt
 
Association in Oyster Bay, New York. The letters have been
 released for publication by John Gable, Executive Director of the
 Association, to whom an expression of gratitude is due.
7The 
“
new piece" was The Pirates of Penzance.
8Sullivan was feverishly working on The Pirates of Penzance.
 
Gilbert had completed the libretto before leaving England and
 Sullivan was into the music. He had written the songs for the
 second act when he received the final libretto from Gilbert and had
 sketched out a number of songs for the first 
act.
 The songs for the  
second act Sullivan brought to the States, but he had carelessly left
 sketches for the first act in England and had to re-write from
 memory. By continually staying up until 5:30 each morning, he
 managed to finish the first act and score the entire work before the
 end of the year. (See Pearson, pp. 117-118.)
9Sullivan, as Roosevelt doubtless knew, was addicted to
 
oysters. Pearson notes that when Sullivan was worn out with
 fatigue and had trouble sleeping he would wander off to the nearest
 club for oysters and champagne (p. 119).
10Geoffrey Dixon, The Gilbert and Sullivan Concordance: A
 
Word List to W.S. Gilbert Libretti for 
the
 Fourteen Savoy Operas  
(New York, 1987).
11 The Gilbert and Sullivan Collection at the Pierpont Morgan
 
Library includes the volume of Sullivan’s Diary written during the
 time of his stay in the States, as well as his American letters to
 his mother. (Frederic Woodbridge Wilson, Curator of the Gilbert
 and Sullivan Collection at the Pierpont Morgan, was kind enough
 to extend an invitation to Professors Cevasco and Harmond to
 examine the Collection. He also informed them that although the
 whole of Sullivan
’
s pre-1882 received correspondence seems to be  
lost it is possible that Robert Roosevelt’s letter to Gilbert—since
 as a rule he preserved his correspondence—may someday be located
 among the Gilbert Papers in the British Library.)
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MEDICINE—FAULKNER’S GUIDE TO THE FUTURE
OF HUMANITY
Teri Lucas
Pflugerville, Texas
In Flags in the Dust, William Faulkner presents a comparative
 
study of humanity’s past, present, and future within the story line of
 old Bayard’s medical problem. Through the role of
 
medicine and the  
characters involved in Bayard’s treatment, Faulkner exposes his
 pessimistic opinion of the future of medicine and human beings. At
 issue are not only the remedies and treatments presented, but also the
 people and their concepts of medicine and their interactions with each
 other. From the ancient past of Indian tradition and medical
 
lore, to the  
present concept
 
of medical specialists, Faulkner depicts the  changes in  
people’s ability and willingness to share knowledge and compassion
 with others.
Although Old Man Falls appears very secretive about the
 
ingredients of the salve he uses to treat old Bayard’s wen (Faulkner
 247), he is generally very open about his feelings and thoughts.1 The
 introduction of this old Southerner
 
depicts a sensitive and caring man. 
Falls returns
 
a pipe  that had belonged to Bayard’s father, John Sartoris.  
He expresses his sense of respect that “a po’ house ain’t no place fer
 anything of his’n” (6), and gives the pipe to the rightful heir. Fall’
s eyes “were blue and innocent 
as
 a boy’s” (83). He is a poor but proud  
man who wears “clean, faded overalls” (84), and although he accepts
 Bayard’s
 
gifts  of a  complete outfit of clothing  twice a year and frequent  
offerings of tobacco and peppermint candy, he “would never take
 money” 
(83).
 His pride and honor explain his refusal to reveal the  
origins of the Indian salve by explaining, “‘My granny got that ’ere
 from a Choctaw woman nigh a hundred year ago. Ain’t none of us
 never told what it air nor left no after trace’” (247). Therefore,
 
he sees  
it as a duty to keep the secret of the remedy, but he willingly uses it
 whenever needed without any thoughts of reward or payment. 
In
 this  
way, Falls represents the values of
 
the past. He personifies honor and  
pride, but without any sense of greed, he is willing to help others. He
 also believes in the power of 
the 
salve which represents  the Indian’s use  
of and reliance on
 
nature.
Old Man Falls’ ideas and treatments are scorned by the younger
 generations. Dr. Peabody, the old country doctor, advises Miss Jenny,
 “You keep him from letting Will Falls put anything on it. It’s all
 right. Just let it alone” (108). Just as Will Falls represents the past
 with its code of honor and faith in nature, Dr. Peabody represents the
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change
 
in  this  new present in Flags,  bridging  the gap between the  “Old  
South” and the culture that was developing out of defeat. He is
 described as the “fattest man in Yocona county” (102). He wears a
 “shiny alpaca
 
coat” (102) and baggy black trousers. He  has a booming  
voice and “filled
 
the room with his bluff homely humanity” (103). Dr.  
Peabody has a sense of humor and doesn’t seem to take life too
 seriously—traits that show as he chides the young doctor’s surgical
 enthusiasm by commenting “Folks got along with cancer a long time
 before they invented knives” (103-104). Dr. Peabody represents the
 South’s acceptance that the old ways had ceased to exist. He is the
 Southerner who has realized that the present South could no longer
 survive on Southern pride and honor. Dr. Peabody’s personality
 exhibits the tone of the 
South,
 the feeling of complacency and  making  
the best of any situation while attempting to retain a sense of
 
humor.  
People still matter to Dr. Peabody, and he is well liked in the
 community. “Everyone in the county knew him, and it was said that
 he could spend the
 
balance of his days driving about the county in the  
buckboard he
 
still used, with  never a thought for board and lodging  and  
without the
 
expenditure of a penny  for either” (102-103). He cares for  
the people in his
 
community, and “he would start out at any  hour of the  
twenty-four in any weather and for any distance, over practically
 impassable roads in a lopsided buckboard to visit anyone, white or
 black, who sent
 
for  him; accepting for  fee usually a meal of com pone  
and coffee
 
or perhaps a  small measure of com or fruit, or  a  few flower  
bulbs
 
or graftings” (102). In  this period, the Southerners had to  depend  
heavily on each other. Dr. Peabody represents the basic medical
 knowledge available combined with a generous addition of human
 compassion. He represents not
 
only a doctor, but  also a  family friend.  
He is the person who takes on the
 
responsibility of telling Miss Jenny  
about young Bayard’s death.
Not a medical person, Miss Jenny represents the link between the
 
present and the future in Southern society. Even though she’s older
 than Dr. Peabody, Miss Jenny comments “That Loosh Peabody is as
 big a fogy as old Will Falls. Old people just fret me to death” (105).
 She seems to have accepted the fate of her family and her
 
part of the  
country better than the men around her. She has a sense of getting on
 with life no matter what conditions exist She takes Bayard to the new,
 young doctor
 
with the “impersonal and clean” (99) office. She has no  
tolerance for living in the past, as Will Falls does. She is more
 accepting of the present than Dr. Peabody. She 
is
 a dominant  force in  
her own family, and she tells the young doctor, “You wait; I’ll bring
 [Bayard] right back here, and we’ll finish this business” (105).
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However, Miss Jenny typifies the Southern lady’s tendency to accept
 
the
 
directives of a man, especially a doctor, in authority. Even against  
Bayard’s wishes, Miss Jenny arranges an appointment with a skin
 specialist in Memphis. She then argues Bayard into submission, and
 they travel to Memphis for the appointment. Miss Jenny is a
 significant character in Flags in the Dust. Not only is she an
 indomitable female, she also is willing to face the future. She is the
 only member of an
 
older generation to  willingly seek out the future and  
use the offerings of progress.
But Faulkner introduces progress through the new, young Dr.
 
Alford and the Memphis specialist, Dr. Brandt. Dr. Alford is
 
described  
as having “a sort of preoccupied dignity, a sort of erudite and cold
 unillusion regarding mankind, about him that precluded the easy
 intimacy of
 
the small town...” (100). He has a comforting “but  cold”  
(100) face. He examines Bayard with “chill contemplation” and
 
“cold  
speculation” (101). His manners
 
reflect his impersonality as he speaks  
“stiffly” and “coldly” (103). In his eminent and up-to-date medical
 knowledge, Dr. Alford condemns Will Falls as he
 
warns Bayard,  “if you  
let any quack that comes along treat that growth with homemade or
 patent
 
remedies, you’ll be dead in six months” (104). He argues with  
Dr. Peabody’s assessment that the wen should be left alone. “‘If that
 growth is not removed immediately, I wash my hands of all
 responsibility. To neglect it will be as fatal as Mr. Falls’ salve. Mrs.
 Du Pre, I ask you to witness that this consultation has taken this
 unethical turn through no fault of mine and over my protest’” (105).
 His manner and attitude are not those of a
 
caring physician, but rather  
those of an insensitive scientist whose
 
only interest  is in the  treatment,  
not the patient. Faulkner uses Dr. Alford to represent the cold,
 uncaring future where concern is for each person’s well-being. Dr.
 Alford’s refusal to accept any responsibility predicts the self-
 centeredness of future generations. To reinforce the example of Dr.
 Alford,
 
Faulkner gives us the specialist in Memphis, Dr. Brandt.
Dr. Brandt
 is
 a “brisk, dapper man, who moved with arrogant jerky  
motions
”
 (267). He  is preoccupied and even unaware that his  patient is  
a man (268). He 
is 
evasive and must be cornered by Dr. Alford even to  
meet Miss Jenny and old Bayard. Faulkner’s genius exposes both these
 arrogant predecessors of future medicine,
 
by ironically timing Bayard’s  
visit to the specialist on July ninth, the day Will Falls told Bayard the
 wen
 
would fall  off. And it does fall  off, just when Dr. Brandt begins to  
touch 
it.
 This is a wonderful statement of  the power of  the past over  
the arrogant, efficiency
 
of the future,  and yet there  is poignancy in the  
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irony, For in this cold, efficient world, the warmth and hospitality that
 
the Sooth has 
always
 shared will suffocate and fade away,
Faulkner accepts progress as inevitable, and exemplifies that
 inevitability by means of Miss Jenny's attitude toward the younger
 doctors. But he warns us that the future may not have all die
 solutions. Like Will Falls' salve, the past offers much of value for
 humanity, and age should not equate to uselessness. The
 innovativeness of progress must leave room for sentiment, caring, and
 honor among each of us. The world will be cold and impersonal if in
 the future people lose touch with one another. 
As
 healers, physicians  
must not lose sight of the patient when in search of the cure. The
 knowledge of the future must always be tempered with the values
 
of the  
past.
NOTE
 
1
William Faulkner, Flags in the Dust (New York, 1974).
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SIGNS AND PORTENTS: JOHN D. MacDONALD’S
APOCALYPTIC VISION
Rick Lott
Jonesboro, Arkansas
John
 
D. MacDonald  salts the narratives of his Travis McGee books  
with a good deal
 
of social commentary. The world he  criticizes in these  
digressions is a fallen one—violent, corrupt, and disordered. When
 MacDonald began the McGee series, the world view expressed was
 sardonic but undespairing. Perhaps a reflection of the increasing chaos
 of American life, as well as the gloom of adumbratio cast by his
 impending death, the world view of the later books grows grimmer,
 darkening to an apocalyptic vision. The McGee novels are apocalyptic
 not only by virtue of images of apocalypse, which abound, but also
 because taken as a whole 
they
 reflect a  culture in crisis and presage the  
loss of a world. This loss is seen both widely in terms of American
 culture
 
and more  narrowly in  the form of the author’s own  mortality.
Like many other modem American writers, MacDonald tends to
 describe the city
 
in  apocalyptic images. His description of Los Angeles  
in The Turquoise Lament, for example, 
is
 a post-holocaust landscape:  
“the altitude and the sweep of the light gave it a grid pattern of pale
 broken structures and rubble, long abandoned, a place of 
small
 dry vines  
and basking serpents.”1 Also, MacDonald’s nature imagery, usually
 functional and occasionally lyrical, 
is
 frequently apocalyptic. McGee’s  
mental climate of pessimism is sometimes abruptly projected into the
 external world, 
as
 in The Long Lavender Look when McGee, in the  
middle of a conversation, suddenly sees a sunset as a portent of
 catastrophe: “The sun 
was
 down and the porch faced the western sky,  
faced a band of red 
so
 intense it looked as if the far cities of the world  
were burning. It will probably look much like that when they do
 burn.”2 This eruption of despair has no immediate stimulus; but in
 The Empty Copper Sea, McGee’s discovery of what he believes to be
 Gretel Howard’s corpse provokes a desolation that colors his physical
 environment:
Slowly, slowly the whole world was suffused with that
 
strange orange glow which happens rarely toward sunset.
 ...The world must have looked like that before the first
 creatures came crawling out of the salt water....Perhaps it
 was like this in the beginning, and will be again, after man
 has slain every living thing?
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MacDonald characteristically sees death as apocalyptic and paints
 
McGee’s grief in apocalyptic
 
tones.
The first
 
explicit  imagery of apocalypse, which occurs throughout  
the
 
McGee series, appears in the  initial  book, The Deep Blue Good-By.  
As McGee muses upon Junior Allen’s discovery of David Berry’s
 fortune in gem stones hidden in a corroded container, his imagination
 turns
 
apocalyptic:
Bugs would eat the wax. Chaw the old canvas. And one
 
day there will be a mutation, and we will have new ones
 that can digest concrete, dissolve steel and suck up the acid
 puddles....Then the cities will tumble and man will be
 chased back into the sea from which he came....4
I do not know what started the changes that were going
on inside of me....but they seemed related somehow to the
 
meadowlark. You used to be able to drive through Texas,
and there would be meadowlarks so thick along the
 
way...that at times you could drive through the constant
 sound of them like sweet and molten silver. Now the land
 has been silenced. The larks eat bugs....The bugs are gone,
and the meadowlarks are gone, and the world is strange,
Here, Junior Allen’s predatory
 
avarice is juxtaposed with the poisoning  
of the planet by pollution. In their greed, humans are destroying both
 the environment and their moral existence. The result of both are
 indistinguishable: world
 
and  man seem doomed to destruction through  
environmental cataclysm. This vision of
 
a pollution-caused mutation  
of bacteria that results in holocaust is similar to 
the
 more  misanthropic  
analogy of
 
apocalypse in A Deadly Shade of Gold: ’‘This is the virus  
theory of mankind... .Imagine
 
the great ship from a far galaxy [looking]  
down at all the scabs, the buzzing...the poisoned air and water....A
 little cave-dwelling virus mutated, slew 
the
 things which balanced the  
ecology, and turned the fair
 
planet sick....They would be glad to have  
caught it in time....They would push the button.”5 Clearly,
 MacDonald’s virus theory of mankind is a metaphor for diseased
 morality, and
 
in the above passage he  damns human depravity in  a tone  
as excoriating as that of Jonathan Edwards’ sermons. In A Tan and
 Sandy Silence, McGee gropes for some explanation of his deepening
 cynicism and
 
dejection, which have become so great he  is  more willing  
to risk his life because “losing such a world means losing less.”
 McGee’s increasing pessimism 
is 
linked to ecological concerns:
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becoming more strange, a world spawning Paul Dissats
 
instead of larks.6
Paul Dissat is one of MacDonald’s superhuman, psychopathic
 
villains. Dissat has murdered
 
one of his victims  by burying him in hot  
asphalt, and he plans to kill McGee and Meyer in the same gruesome
 way. This “hydrocarbon tomb” 
is
 symbolically appropriate as Dissat’s  
means of sadistic murder, and as the ironic form of his own death, for
 the asphalt represents one manner of environmental spoilage.
 MacDonald hated the paving over of Florida. Both the ruin of the
 planet by asphalting and Dissat’s sociopathy ultimately seem to have
 the same cause. Meyer speculates that air pollution
 
might be connected  
to the moral decline MacDonald laments, and McGee concurs, saying:
 “Everyone was not acting like himself. Maybe there was some new
 kind of guck in
 
the air lately” (252).
Published in 1971, A Tan and Sandy Silence is a pivotal work in
 the darkening of MacDonald’s world view. Surely, McGee’s
 
deepening  
cynicism reflects MacDonald’s own. As Edgar Hirshberg has
 demonstrated, McGee functions as a mouthpiece for MacDonald’s
 opinions.7 The depressive tone of the book and its quality of Swiftian
 indignation are encapsulated in McGee’s words: “The real guilt is in
 being a human being. Wolves, as a class, are cleaner, more
 industrious, far less savage, and kinder
 
to each other and their young.”8  
From this point on, the apocalyptic elements, sparse in the eleven
 McGee novels published during the 1960’s, become more and more
 prevalent.
From 
the
 beginning, Travis McGee has been that most cynical of  
people, the disillusioned romantic. His is “a world of plausible
 scoundrels and psychopathic liars,
”
 where horrific and senseless violence  
may erupt at any moment, where if you “lift the wrong rock...
 something is going to come out from under it as fast as a moray,
 aiming right for the jugular. An earned and tempered cynicism is
 necessary for
 
survival in such a fearful world,  and McGee’s serves him  
well. Beginning, however, with A Tan and Sandy Silence and
 continuing until the final book, The Lonely Silver
 
Rain, MacDonald’s  
world view, as revealed in the mind of Travis McGee, grows
 increasingly pessimistic, and sometimes
 
desolate.
In the novels of the seventies, McGee’s malaise crops up so often
 it becomes part
 
of the series’ pattern. His depression and self-loathing  
can be relieved only by another
 
adventure, an excuse to endure pain and  
injury in selfless service to another, or through a new love
 
affair and  its  
attendant human interaction. In The Empty Copper Sea (1978),
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malaise is pervasive. Discussing his mental state with friend and
 
confidant Meyer, McGee speculates that
 
he suffers from “Some kind of  
culture shock [that] manifests itself in an inability to see a reality
 untainted by” apocalyptic imagination, and the provenance of this
 disorder seems to be both the chaotic times and more personal
 influences. Meyer’s response suggests that one cause may be
 MacDonald’s own sense
 
of mortality: “You have felt that horrid rotten  
exhalation, Travis, that breath from the grave, that terminal sigh.
 You’ve been singing
 
laments for yourself’ (106).
The Lonely Silver Rain was written near the end of MacDonald’s
 life; it is suffused with a dirge-like quality and filled with images of
 death and decay. The death of Millis Hoover’s rooftop garden appears
 emblematic of MacDonald’s own intimations of mortality: “...the
 
cold  
in the night killed my whole garden. Everything is black and sagging
 and ugly. Like some kind of message.”11 McGee feels old and tired,
 emotionally and spiritually bankrupt. Drinking alone one night to the
 accompaniment of Edye Gorme on the stereo, a voice of the past,
 McGee peels away the layers of self-deceit in search of
 
his “essential  
self’ and finds: “Nothing!...McGee, the empty vessel....at one time...
 packed
 
full of juice and  dreams. Promises. Now there was a little dust  
at the bottom” (179). The connection between MacDonald’s sense of
 mortality and his broader vision of apocalypse is evident in McGee’s
 recurrent feeling of premonitory dread: “ ‘Okay, Meyer... .Life is
 
full  of  
signs and portents....You aimed a finger at me a while back and said,
 “Bang, you’re dead.” It is so unlike you to do a thing like that, I get
 the feeling something was trying to talk to me through you’ ” 
(101). The
 
chill shadow cast by  MacDonald’s imminent death is depicted  even  
more poignantly near the novel’s end when McGee, lying next to a
 vital, beautiful young woman on a boat laden
 
with partying friends, has  
a sudden vision: “
In
 a momentary flash of panic I believe the gaudy  
boat, the
 
noisy people, everything is dead and gone, imagined long ago 
and forgotten” (231).
McGee resolves 
his
 existential crisis in a traditional way upon  
discovering that he has fathered an illegitimate daughter with former
 lover Puss Killian. This sudden, new relationship forces upon McGee
 some of the mundane obligations and duties he has spent his life
 avoiding. But it also provides a sense of
 
continuity beyond the grave.  
Jean Killian becomes for McGee “
A
 promise of light. A way to  
continue” (229).
This surprising
 
development brings MacDonald’s remarkable series  
to a singular height of maturity and realization, but does little to
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counter the book’s overall tone of despair. Apocalyptic literature
 
provides a solace in times of crisis, ensuring transition to a more
 orderly age, if not to a New Jerusalem or a Golden Age. Because
 MacDonald’s apocalyptic vision, however, sees nothing beyond the
 cataclysm, it is perhaps ultimately nihilistic. In his typology of
 apocalypse, John May delineates the modes of American literary
 apocalypse and observes that contemporary literature tends to employ
 traditional symbols to express the despair traditional apocalyptics was
 designed to mitigate. Thus the apocalyptics of much modem
 American literature is non-traditional because it rejects the possibility
 of re-creation. May
 
terms this mode “apocalypse of despair” (39). This  
nihilistic despair is the reason for McGee’s periodic spiritual bankruptcy
 and his attempts to find renewal in heroic action and love.
R. W. B. Lewis contends that the primary apocalyptic tradition in
 
America stems from the “doomsday sermons” of the later Puritans
 which predict God’s annihilating wrath for apostates.13 Jonathan
 Edwards, in particular, uses the traditonal imagery of apocalypse to
 rebuke backsliders, envisioning the cataclysmic fate awaiting them.
 American poets and fictionists seem compelled to appropriate these
 ancient symbols for their own creative visions of the extremities of the
 human condition (206). MacDonald shares in this tradition. While he
 is not overtly religious, there runs beneath the sensualistic surface of
 his work a Puritanical strain. The classical apocalyptic element of
 
the  
Day of Judgment informs his attitude that the world deserves the
 cataclysm it will suffer as punishment for the transgressions of
 humanity against itself 
and
 nature. In one of his frequent introspective  
moments, McGee lies in bed unable to sleep and imagines the starlight
 striking the deck above 
him.
 His imagination turns immediately from  
this cosmic perspective to the minute organism struggling for life on
 the sea bed, then leaps to an image of the deserved consequences of
 human depravity: “Under the hull, in the ooze and sand and grass of
 civilization....After the planet was cindered, totally barren of life, that
 cold starlight would still be taking the long curved path down to bound
 off black frozen stone.”14 Although this example reflects MacDonald’s
 environmental concerns, the thrust of all his social criticism is
 judgmental; moral turpitude
 
is the ultimate cause of both environmental  
destruction 
and
 savage crime.
No matter how complex the casual chain that has led American
 society to the brink of cataclysm, MacDonald seems to see the root
 cause as original sin—an inherent evil, satanic and irredeemable, that
 lurks in the black depths of every human heart. In an aside in his first
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McGee book The Deep Blue Good-By,
 
a paradigm that he  deepened and  
expanded but never substantially
 
strayed from, MacDonald embraces  the  
“contemporarily untenable position that evil, undiluted by any hint of
 childhood trauma, does exist in the world, exists for its own precise
 sake,
 
the pustular bequest from the beast,  as  inexplicable as Belsen.”15
MacDonald introduces in this initial McGee novel the first of a
 series of preternatural
 
villains, Junior Allen. Like his successors  Boone  
Waxwell, Freddy Van Harn, Desmin Grizzel and others, Allen is a
 conscienceless sociopath, a superhumanly strong and clever predator
 against whom mortal men and women are defenseless. Only a mythic
 hero such as McGee possesses the
 
power  to overcome such a  monster.  
Junior Allen is described variously as the “goat-god, with hoof and
 smile and hairy ears” (47), as a “monster,
”
 (48, 122), and as “a  
skullcracker, two steps away from the
 
cave” (94). He is animalistic in  
his physical and sexual prowess and possesses a cunning that is
 instinctual rather than intellectual. But to McGee, Junior Allen 
is
 not  
merely a brutal, rapacious predator,
 
a  genealogical throwback; he is  the  
embodiment of pure evil: a “Beast in his grin-mask” (112) and
 “reptilian.”
Whether or not MacDonald believed in the literal existence of
 
Satan, he seems to have consciously fashioned his prototypical villain
 as the Devil incarnate, 
as
 the religious connotations of “Beast” and  
“reptilian” suggest. Junior Allen 
is
 the “goat-god,” a description that  
refers not
 
only to his animalism and satyriasis but also sub-textually to  
Allen as Satan loosed in the world. In the apocalyptic context of
 MacDonald’s work, his supernatural villains represent the loosing of
 Satan in the last days, in formalistic correlation to the Book of
 Revelation.
MacDonald’s imagination becomes more explicitly apocalyptic in
 
the novels written near the end of
 
his life, culminating in The Green  
Ripper (1979) and Free Fall in Crimson (1981). The 
Green
 Ripper, in  
particular, adheres closely to the apocalyptic process outlined in the
 Book of Revelation. Among these elements, the novel includes the
 signs of the
 
end,  a decline in moral standards precipitated by the loosing  
of
 
Satan on earth, the advent of the Antichrist, the final battle  between  
the forces of good and 
evil, 
and  the destruction  of the world  (delayed but  
impending
 
at novel’s end).
Signs of decline, in culture as well as in morals, are common in
 MacDonald’s work. In Free Fall in Crimson, however, such signs
 comprise a motif of apocalyptic presentiment that suffuses the book
 with anxiety and gloom. The first appearance of moral deterioration
 occurs in Chapter Three when McGee travels to a town in central
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Florida to investigate the murder of his client’s father. The woman
 
working the desk of a motel described significantly as “looking like a
 piece of Mount Vernon” complains of the breakdown
 
in  moral standards 
and a symptomatic violence: “...this place 
is
 getting rougher every  
year. I don’t know what’s doing it. Floaters and
 
drifters. Boozing and  
knifing folks.”16 The motel’s emblematic resemblance to Mount
 Vernon establishes Citrus City as a microcosm of America and signals
 the widening discrepancy between
 
contemporary values and those ideals 
on which the nation was founded. Further along in the book, when
 Meyer expresses his fear that McGee is being stalked by a homicidal
 maniac, McGee’s lover, Annie, stares out at the darkness and hunches
 her shoulders defensively against the threat she senses. By this time,
 the feeling of imminent doom has built to the point that the reader
 understands her anxiety to extend beyond the immediate threat to the
 menace of apocalypse. After McGee and Annie go to bed, she asks to
 be held, saying: “ T have the feeling something is going wrong in the
 world, something involving 
us
 in a  terrible way’ ” (249).
It is another woman hotel clerk, in the Iowa town of Rosedale
 Station, who most explicitly identifies this moral decline with
 traditional Christian apocalyptics. 
A
 Hollywood movie crew, which  
epitomizes 
the
 breakdown of moral standards,  has invaded  the  heartland,  
corrupting its young people with drugs, sexual depravity, and
 pornography. The hotel woman
 
in a fit of righteous  rage  denounces the  
movie people in biblical terms: “ ‘You people are vile. You are
 wicked. You are an abomination in the eyes of the Lord God. Drugs
 and rapine and fornication
 
and a bunch of preverts! ’ ” (213).
In
 
a  scene that echoes  the  apocalyptic riot of West’s The Day of the 
Locust, a central work in the American apocalyptic tradition,
 townspeople attack the movie crew in retributive
 
fury. McGee escapes  
by hot air balloon. Looking down from on high, the perspective of
 Heaven, he witnesses a nightmarish scene of struggling people, fallen
 bodies, and flaming trailers. Peter Kesner, the movie director who has
 escaped in the balloon with McGee, bemoans the destruction of his
 degenerate domain in words that echo Christ’s final words: “ ‘They
 don’t know what they’re doing,’ he said. ‘They don’t know what
 they’re destroying’ ” (228). This allusion is appropriate, for Kesner 
is clearly an Antichrist figure. At one point, he 
is
 identified with Satan  
when he arranges the balloons in his movie in a “pentagon formation,”
 suggestive of the pentagram, a satanic symbol. But more expressly,
 Kesner reveals himself as a secular Antichrist when he brags to McGee
 of his artistic imperative:
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“It’s my mission to change the world in a way you can’t
 
even comprehend....And I will sacrifice anything at all to
 that mission....! will lie, cheat, steal, kill, torture, in order
 to have the chance to do it. I am beyond the law,
any concept of morality, McGee.” (202)
After Kesner’s balloon hits a power line and explodes in a ball of fire,
 
he plummets to earth in a shroud of flame. This manner of death
 suggests that cosmic wrath has befallen the director and his crew, a
 notion supported by the comments of two of the young attackers, who
 view Kesner’s charred body. “ ‘These are evil
 
people,’ ” one says. To  
which another replies, “ ‘ “Justice 
is
 mine, saith the Lord.” I think we 
ought to cut out right now, guys’ ” (233). MacDonald’s vision of
 God’s smiting a wicked people is no less severe than Jonathan
 Edwards’, and
 
MacDonald seems to relish the  prospect just as much as  
did his Puritan predecessor.
MacDonald’s apocalyptic vision reaches its apogee in The Green
 
Ripper, his darkest novel. It is presided over by 
the
 Shadow of Death,  
the Grim Reaper alluded to in the title. The opening paragraph, in
 which a dispirited Meyer appears out of “a dark, wet,
 
windy” December  
afternoon, sets the pervasive 
tone 
of depression  and  anxiety. Meyer has  
returned from an international convention of economists dejected by its
 projection of impending doom. In a gloomy Jeremiad, he announces
 the imminent apocalypse: “ ‘All the major world currencies will
 collapse. Trade will cease. Without trade, without the mechanical-
 scientific apparatus running, the planet won’t support its four billion
 people....There will be fear, hate, anger, death. The new barbarism.
 There will be plague 
and
 poison. And then the new Dark Ages.’ ”17
MacDonald predicts such catastrophes throughout the McGee
 series, but
 
hitherto only in an offhand manner. The Green Ripper takes  
this prophecy as its central theme. MacDonald seems to have
 consciously structured the book on the traditional apocalyptic process,
 with McGee representing the forces of light battling the powers of
 darkness in the form of a terroristic religious cult known as the Church
 of the Apocrypha. This sinister organization 
is
 led by the Antichrist in  
the guise of Sister Elena Marie, a former television evangelist of great
 beauty and
 
charisma. Its goal is the  end of the world as we know it. In  
collaboration with radical political groups and international terrorist
 organizations, the Church of the Apocrypha is training terrorists with
 the intent of causing a holocaust that will destroy American society.
 The cult’s terrorist teams will unleash widespread “Sniping, fires,
 explosions, massacres, and God knows what all” (168).
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Motivated by the need to avenge his girlfriend’s murder, McGee
 
infiltrates one of
 
the training camps and massacres a team of  terrorists  
and several church officials in an orgy of
 
apocalyptic violence that is  
MacDonald’s most protracted and bloodiest. McGee’s actions, however,
 merely delay rather than prevent the holocaust. As he tells Meyer,
 “ ‘At
 
best it will push the target date further into the future. Maybe it  
will begin to happen a year from now’ ” (218). This profoundly
 pessimistic novel ends like 
so
 many others with McGee hedonistically  
seeking solace in the crisp taste of Boodles gin and the satiny textures
 of a voluptuous woman, his rewards for having 
“
outwitted monsters”  
(221).
As
 an American literary artist, John D. MacDonald has, like most  
of his predecessors, found it necessary to explore the
 
American Dream;  
and his view of this great myth is essentially dystopic. For
 MacDonald, the American Dream, with its roots in the revolutionary
 temper of eighteenth-century romanticism—and ultimately in the
 “Protestant dream of historical apocalypse”18—has failed. McGee, the
 soured romantic, has chosen, like MacDonald himself, a life outside the
 society he regards as corrupt, decadent, and doomed. The hardy,
 independent people who comprise the subculture McGee inhabits (the
 boat dwellers) have likewise chosen to live on the fringe because their
 integrity 
and
 anachronistic values (primarily those of pre-World War  II 
America) preclude their participation in the power structure of such a
 base society.
If, as Lewis maintains, the prevailing mood of modern American
 
literature 
is
 apocalyptic,19 then the evolution of a complex apocalyptic  
vision in John D. MacDonald’s Travis McGee 
series
 supports the view  
of 
some
 critics that MacDonald belongs in the mainstream of American  
literature.
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“TURN YOUR HEADLIGHTS ON”:
 
AN INTERVIEW WITH MEGAN TERRY
Judith Babnich
Wichita State University
In 1969 Jo Ann Schmidman, a young actress, founded
 
a theatre in  
Nebraska
 
amid the  rolling plains of middle America. She named it  the  
Omaha Magic Theatre
 
and described it as a place open to everyone. Its  
initial goal was to produce four new musicals by untried American
 writers and composers each year, and by so doing, to attract new
 American
 
playwrights to Omaha. The group  assembled  by Schmidman  
included actors, actresses,
 
directors, writers, and technicians, all devoted  
to the process of theatre, all offering a living example of alternative
 theatre.
In the twenty years it has been in existence, the Omaha Magic
 
Theatre has
 
proven to be  one of the few working  alternative theatres in  
this county. Since
 
it was founded, the  theatre has been a highly “avant-  
garde” experimental theatre, a strictly feminist theatre and its present
 status a humanist theatre, exploring meaningful social issues.
 Regardless of the labels—avant garde, experimental, feminist,
 humanist—which Schmidman dislikes, the Magic Theatre is first and
 foremost a professional theatre which is driven by
 
a need to produce the  
highest quality artistic work and by so doing make their audiences
 think. Dedicated to fostering humanism, the Magic Theatre wants to
 effect social change and have an impact making
 
the  world a better place  
to live. While commercial theatre tends to view its audiences in dollar
 signs, the Magic Theatre truly cares about
 
the  people who attend their  
performances and
 
not about how much money they are going to make.
Megan Terry, playwright in residence since 1974, has written the
 majority of Magic Theatre
 
plays. Author of over fifty plays, including  
one of the first Vietnam plays, Viet Rock, Terry has received all the
 major playwrighting awards. She is the recipient of the ABC Yale
 University
 
and Guggenheim fellowships  and has also  been awarded  the  
silver medal for “Distinguished Contribution to and Service in
 American Theatre” by the American Theatre Association. Before
 working with the Magic Theatre, Terry worked with the Open Theatre
 and the New
 
York Strategy.
She
 
first became  acquainted with the Magic Theatre when she met  
Schmidman in 1970
 
at Boston University. Having  worked in New York  
as
 
a playwright for the Open Theatre, she came to Boston at  the request  
of the University.
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I was commissioned to go to Boston University to
 
write the centennial production, and they brought me out
 all their star actors., And I said, "No, no. I have 
to
 see the  
whole school if I’m going to write this play I have in
 mind." And I devised a series of group improvisations, and
 Jo Ann turned out to be the strongest, most exciting
 performer in the whole school And I said, that's the one
 I'll write die play around. And they all fainted, because she
 had not played a role in a mainstage production, and she
 was a senior. I thought it was terrible. What they thought
 were their best actors were boring people 
to
 me. They were  
competent soap type actors, but they were not able 
to
 do  
anything that I could write, they couldn’t have sustained it.
 And the exercise, of course, wasn’t about theatre, it was
 about real energy...so the friendship started and that’s what
 brought me 
to
 Omaha.
The play Terry wrote for the University 
was
 the award-winning  
Approaching Simone, wherein she chronicled the story of Simone Weil,
 the French philosopher-activist-mystic» Her production proved to be
 highly successful, winning her an Obie Award for Best Off-Broadway
 Play of 1970.
Throughout her career Terry has continued to receive recognition for
 
her playwrighting» Just recently she was awarded a $20,000 National
 Endowment of 
t
he Humanities playwrighting fellowship. "It was a great  
joy
 
to receive the award. Now  the Theatre won't have  to pay me a salary.  
We can hire more people to help out and more
 
people can realize their  
potential. It frees up money." The fellowship assistance also frees up
 Terry's time to complete several writing projects she has not had the
 time to finish» One of her
 
projects that she was able to complete is her  
current play Headlights which was first produced by the Arkansas
 Summer Theatre Academy in July of 1988 and, 
then
 in April of 1989 at  
the Omaha Magic Theatre under tire direction of Schmidman. For the
 past few years the company has toured
 
the play throughout tire Midwest.  
Still believing that theatre can educate and uplift, Terry has continued to
 write plays that have a strong social message. In Headlights she
 struggled with 
t
he all pervasive problem of  illiteracy in this county. A 
1982 Census Bureau survey revealed that 13% of adults in this country
 cannot read. One out
 
of eight American have difficulty reading a street  
sign or the label on a medicine bottle. Adding to the problem 
is
 the  
nearly 49% high school drop out rate which, in many cases, is directly
 related to problems of literacy.
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Alarmed by these frightening statistics, Terry chose to illuminate
 
the problem in a challenging, optimistic way. In addition to
 investigating the problems of the illiterate, the play also helped “the
 audience relive the experience of learning how to read.”
Through song, dance
 
and narration, Terry’s play tells the story of a  
group
 
of characters, ranging in age from teenagers to grandparents, who  
are all unwilling to come to grips with their reading problems. All
 encounter embarrassing situations over their inability to read. Fifteen
 year old Matt is unable to quit high school to work in a motorcycle
 plant
 
because  he can’t read the job application form. Songwriter  Hilary,  
hoping to
 
find fame in Denver, ends up in Omaha because she can’t read  
a map. Salesman Eddie is powerless to help his little daughter pass
 second grade reading because he can’t read himself. By the end of the
 play, all three characters became involved in literacy programs where
 they learn to turn their “headlights on
”
 through the warmth and  
dedication of a volunteer teacher who works “one on one” with each of
 them.
This past January the company performed Headlights at Wichita
 
State University. During their stay on campus, I interviewed Megan
 Terry. The following are portions of my January 26, 1990 interview
 with Terry.
BABNICH: The first production of Headlights was staged by The
 
Arkansas Children’s Theatre under the direction of Bradley Anderson.
 How did that production come about?
TERRY: He called me up.
BABNICH: Did he know who
 
you were? Your  work?
TERRY: No. He
 
found an  ad that we placed in Theatre For Youth  
Today, a periodical that serves the youth theatre movement
 
in America.  
It’s tied
 
up with  the International Theatre Association  for Young People.  
I’ve been invited
 
to speak at their conventions and I’m on their board  of  
directors. But anyway, our theatre took an ad in that magazine about
 some of our youth plays Dinner's in the
 
Blender  and Sleazing Toward  
Athens. Bradley saw that ad and he asked me if any of my playwrighting
 friends would want to write a play on literacy because
 
Southwestern Bell  
was putting up $4,000 to commission a play on the subject. I
 immediately said I was interested. I said yes before I knew how much
 money was involved. I had been thinking about the subject anyway.
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BABNICH: Prior
 
to the call?
TERRY: Yes. It was certainly in the air. Some students coming
 
to our theatre as young interns have grave difficulty in reading and
 writing. They can’t read maps, that’s why Hilary in the
 
play ends up in  
Omaha when she thinks she’s going to Denver because she can’t read
 maps and she can’t read road signs.
BABNICH: I can’t read maps.
TERRY: So, you know. I found out I had to navigate on tour
 
because I was getting so frustrated and angry because whoever was
 driving was getting us lost and
 
you  know how much time that  adds to a  
trip. So I just had to start teaching map reading and do it myself until we
 got enough people who could. So the problem of illiteracy has been on
 my mind for many, many years. The play is also a celebration of my
 grandmother’s spirit. She was a volunteer teacher. It was through her
 that
 
I became fascinated by the volunteers, the people who give of their  
time to teach one on 
one.
 They’re all a great  variety of people and they  
do it for many reasons but they get a great deal back, especially
 
spiritual.  
Their
 
spiritual  bank gets filled when they work this  way. Great and  deep  
friendships develop through being a volunteer tutor in a literacy
 
program
.
BABNICH: What
 
was your grandmother  like?
TERRY: Mary Jane Henry was a fantastic teacher and she was
 
also the town midwife and
 
doctor. Everyone went to her. They went to  
Mrs. Henry when they needed advice, when they needed to give birth,
 when they were ill. She also taught in the school. She had all ages in
 one room.
BABNICH: Was she
 
a trained doctor?
TERRY: No. She learned all of this on her own. She had no
 
more education than anyone else. Her schooling ended at age eighteen,
 but she was just brilliant. She was working in this coal mining town
 where it was full of people 
from
 Eastern Europe, Czechs, Hungarians,  
Romanians, Greeks, Yugoslavians, and Polish. None of these people
 could speak English. The coal companies encouraged families to send
 their children into the mines at the age of
 
eight and nine. They would  
take the boys
 
and this just tore my grandmother apart. So she decided the  
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best way to help the children continue their education was to teach the
 
parents English. So she would work with the mothers teaching them
 English while she was also teaching
 
their  children in school as a  way to  
keep the kids in school and progressing. One of
 
her students, that she  
was very proud of, became an Attorney
 
General  of the United States. If it  
wasn’t for my grandmother, he would have gone into the mines and
 never been heard of again. So I grew
 
up hearing all  these stories.
BABNICH: So the problem of illiteracy is a subject that your
 
grandmother first acquainted you with?
TERRY: Right, and also I had my degree in education. I’ve
 
always been
 
interested in  the struggle.
BABNICH: Your degree is in  education and not theatre?
TERRY: That’s right. I graduated from the University of
 
Washington, Seattle. I went there and then I went up to Canada for a
 couple of
 
years and went to the University of Alberta in the School of  
Fine Arts. But I came back and finished at the University of
 Washington. To get a degree in education 
you
 had to go five years.
BABNICH: Why didn’t you major in theatre?
TERRY: I didn’t
 
respect the theatre department at the time that I  
was at that
 
school. I had practically been raised at  the Seattle  Repertory  
Playhouse so
 
I had been  in professional  theatre from an  early  age.  When  
I was seven I saw an incredible production of a play for children that I
 totally fell in love with theatre and never looked back. When I was a
 teenager, I scratched on the door until they let me in. And I learned 
so much from these people that by the time I got to college, they looked
 like
 
kindergartners  to me. Every minute  that I wasn’t  at the  University I  
was over at
 
the Playhouse. The theatre was headed by a woman director,  
Florence
 
Dean James, and  her husband who was the  leading actor in the  
company, Burton
 
James. They were  two of the most generous, talented,  
far-seeing, educated, civilized human beings I’ve ever met in my life.
 And from them I got
 
a tutorial  education in the Greeks, in Shakespeare,  
the Scandinavians, and the Russian playwrights and designers. They
 turned me on to directors such as Meyerhold and to the great
 constructivest designers. So here I am fifteen years old studying
 constructivism that’s only now coming
 
into people  consciousness.
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BABNICH: But you still got your degree in education.
TERRY: To quiet my families fears.
BABNICH: Elementary ed?
TERRY: Yes. Third grade. I did my student teaching with third
 
graders. It was a riot.
BABNICH: I
 
bet  you were a lively teacher.
TERRY: I was so in love with my students and they fell in love
 
with me. I couldn’t
 
bear teaching third grade because I didn’t want to  
send them on to the next year.
BABNICH: So 
you
 flunked them all.
TERRY: Oh, I couldn’t stand the idea of loosing my children
 
every year. The practice teaching, which I got A+ for and a superior
 rating and all kinds of awards, showed me that I emotionally couldn’t
 bear 
it.
 That’s why I’ve always loved being in a theatre company and  
being with people year after year. It satisfies my emotional needs
 
and my  
intellectual needs. I come from a huge family and theatre gives you the
 chance to recreate the family in your own image. Keep the idea of the
 extended family going. My mother was
 
the youngest of thirteen. And her  
mother was the eldest of
 
thirteen. On my father’s side, my grandfather  
was
 
one  of sixteen. So you can imagine  our family reunions  were  out of
this world. We had to rent a giant community hall to be all together.
 And they are all musical and great storytellers from the Irish tradition.
 So I grew up being totally entertained
 
all the time and I want to keep it 
going.
BABNICH: Getting back
 
to Headlights and how the play  evolved,  
what happened after 
you
 agreed to  write the play?
TERRY: I started doing formal research by first contacting the
 
Literary 
Council.
BABNICH: How were you able
 
to do that?
TERRY: The wife of one of our Omaha cast members, Marge
 
Farmer, 
is
 a great teacher of reading. She’s in demand all over this  
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continent and South America. She's always flying somewhere to teach
 
other teachers how to teach readings especially in tine Hispanic world.
 She helped me deal with the Literacy Council. I also called my friend
 Phyllis Jane Rose, the former artistic director of
 
Foot of the Mountain  
in Minneapolis and she did field research for me in Minneapolis. The
 whole theatre company pins Bradley Anderson went out with tape
 recorders in Arkansas and interviewed people who had been through the
 literacy program, the students and the teachers. So I have all these
 wonderful tapes to base the play on. The one scene in the play where the
 father tries
 
to romance  the teacher to get her to pass his daughter really is  
my father's story.
BABNICH: Your
 
dad did that?
TERRY: My second grade teacher was gonna fail me because of
 
poor reading skills» I was the top reader in tine first
 
grade» In the second  
grade, for some reason, I had a personality conflict with the teacher» I
 was in the top reading group called the Stars or the Bluebirds or
 something like that» It was the beginning of (fee school year»»»!'!! never
 forget this» I can see the page of tine book, everything» There's a picture
 of a mother walking with her two children and the title of the story
 began with a66W"» I knew the work "Motiner",
 
but I didn't know the first  
word» I went up to tine desk and pointed to this first work asking the
 second grade teacher what it was and she said, "Go back to your seat»
 You sound that word out yourself»" The only word that I knew that
 began with a "W" that was that long was "window"» I thought, "If
 
she  
calls on me, what am I going to say?" And of course she knew I didn't
 know the word» So when it came time for reading session she called on
 me» I'll never forget» I
 
was red in  the face» My body was in a total sweat»  
I put my hand in a fist and filled my pencil teay with sweat from my
 hands» I had a total panic attack»
BABNICH: 
So
 young to have your first panic attack»
TERRY: Seven years old. Terrible. Gee whiz. So of course the
 
only thing I could croak out was "Window Mother" and everybody
 laughed. She just points, "Go immediately to 
t
he Busy Bees. Your seat  
is changed." I went from tine first seat in the room to the last seat in the 
room. Total humiliation. Total.
BABNICH: So your dad came in?
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TERRY: She threatened to fail me and my father, who is just an
 
incredible guy, women would just faint at the sight of him, tried to
 romance the teacher to get me through.
BABNICH: And you go through?
TERRY: I
 
passed, thanks to my dad.
BABNICH: So after you’ve gathered all this information, then
 
did 
you
 go to Arkansas?
TERRY: No. They mailed me up the tapes and I interviewed
 
people here. And of course I interviewed myself and all my family. I
 have so many teachers in my 
family.
 I just  had huge  resources, plus we  
had very intelligent creative people here in Omaha. I had several
 Humanities Scholars to consult with. I’m still working with the
 Humanities Scholars. They will now give more feed back from the
 finished script and the production and there will probably be revisions.
 It’s a continually evolving process to create the script. Adding and
 subtracting
 
new  materials,  as  you learn more.
BABNICH: Did you go to Arkansas at
 
all?
TERRY: No. But I was in constant communication and they
 
mailed me boxes of tapes.
BABNICH: Did you go down
 
for the production?
TERRY: No, because
 
we were  doing  our  own production here, so  
I didn’t get to see their production. I do know that they used all the
 children in their
 
academy ranging in age from seven to older teens and  
they
 
also used their faculty and  their permanent company  as the  adults. I  
wanted to write a piece that could use up forty-five children that they
 were working with through the summer in their acting program. They
 have an institute, an acting institute for young people at the Arkansas
 Childrens Theatre, which is under the umbrella of the Arkansas Arts
 Center. And they have composers there. Their set design was very
 fascinating. They built a gigantic skating ramp. The kids could roller
 skate
 
and ride their bikes  on it and skateboard. I designed the play  to use  
elements of performing art and to also make it possible for a whole
 community to put on the play. The play is quite versatile. I wanted to
 write
 
it  to  appeal to all  age groups.
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BABNICH: So it’s not a
 
children’s play.
TERRY: No. Well what is a children’s play? I don’t know what a
 
children’s play is. It’s a play about literacy and all ages can be in it if
 they want to. Or adults can play the kids. You can do it in many
 different styles. You could do it totally without props. You could do it
 in total naturalism. You could do it in the Omaha Magic Theatre style
 
which
 is “on-beyond-zebra,” the way Jo Ann did.
BABNICH: On-beyond-zebra. Can you
 
define what  that  is?
TERRY: Well
 
just on-beyond-zebra. It’s the way Jo Ann directs.  
She is able to inspire the
 
designers, the composers and  the actors to  pus
beyond what their normal mode of expression would be. So when all of
 this comes together, it’s
 
a  hybrid. It’s a  new  kind  of thing.
BABNICH: Where
 
does the word zebra come from?
TERRY: The word “z”. You know in those ABC books, and
 
then the last word is usually zebra. So when you get to the end of the
 possibilities there is still a step 
beyond.
BABNICH: Moving to the area of theme, what ideas or messages
 
did 
you
 want to get across to the audience?
TERRY: The basic idea, basic motivation that gave me the
 
energy to write the play is the worry and compassion for people who
 can’t read. The quest for finding
 
answers to  life’s questions of “Who  am  
I?” “What am I doing here?” 
is 
much harder for someone who can’t read.  
People who
 
can  read have  access to the great minds of the past, through  
their account or their diaries, their books, their novels or anything
 collected and saved for us
 
through  the generations. To have access  to this  
information aids the quest for the self. To be able to commune with
 yourself, to deal with yourself in this world as you find it. To have that
 interrupted, or
 
blighted or stopped, it seems to me a pity, a  great  loss, a  
tragedy. A tragedy because 
you
 arrived here with a bundle of possibilities  
and if
 
you don’t have the tools to unlock the possibilities of your own  
mind what do you do? You may end up going around and around in a
 maze. 
And 
I believe that human beings have a basic drive to be good and  
to contribute to other human beings. We seem to be
 
quite social animals  
who, for the most part,
 
derive great pleasure  from inner action with other  
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human beings and contributing to the welfare of the community.
 
Certainly we have some negative fringe elements that pop up here and
 there. For fifteen
 
years, we’ve played prisons and I’ve  met these so  called  
“fringe elements” and I find 99 percent of them have a drive toward
 goodness and wanting to get better and contribute to culture. So if you
 are illiterate, even though you have an incredibly high I.Q., you are
 closed off 
from
 all the possibilities of civilization as  being  human. Your  
growth is stunted, and that’s a tragedy to me. But that’s what gave me
 the driving energy to complete the project. I have seventeen projects I’m
 working on right now. I completed this one because the idea of
 
being  
able to help people out of
 
that  kind  of darkness, through writing a play  
that may stimulate them to seek help through illiteracy councils or on
 their own, however that
 
may be, seemed to  me  a worthwhile thing  to do.  
Plus it was a chance to examine what is this thing that we take for
 granted, this ability to read and write.
BABNICH: And we do.
TERRY: When I was teaching in the little grades, I saw the
 
struggle. One of the greatest struggles a human being goes through, at
 the
 
age of five, six and seven, is learning to read  and write. It takes great  
effort, application. It’s a fascinating struggle. During the final scene of
 the play
 
I  address this issue by equating books with boulders.
BABNICH: Can you explain that?
TERRY: The struggle to learn to read and write 
is
 like trying to  
push a boulder that outweighs you a hundred fold, up a 
hill.
 But when  
you break through the code and begin to understand then the boulder
 carries you. Once you can read, you’re not confined. Your mind can
 travel anywhere. You can go anywhere. Even if you’re in prison, you
 can go anywhere. A woman who came to one of our shows works in a
 rest
 
home. She said  of the eighty-seven people  there, only two  read still.  
One 
is
 ninety-four  and the other  one is in  her  eighties or  something. She  
said, “Those people aren’t in a rest home. They take their books and they
 travel out of
 
there every single day. And they go anywhere they want,  
backward and forward in
 
time.  Into the future,  into a romance. They have  
adventures because
 
the other people  who either never could read or have  
stopped reading or have forgotten
 
how to read are  like vegetables and are  
depressed. They have lost their freedom.”
 
One of my  basic interests  ever  
since I was a child is an interest in freedom, and that’s why I love this
 country,
 
and our  constitution. And  I  like  to reiterate the idea  of what our  
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rights are, and our blessings and then
 
what we owe one another. The idea  
of loosing your freedom and not even ever knowing it 
is
 a tragedy.  
Another theme I wanted to pursue in the play was to celebrate the
 volunteer, the one who gives of her or his time to help another person
 out of this cage that they’re in. I think these are unsung heroes and they
 deserve praise and thanks from the community at large. Forty-nine
 percent of our young people are dropping out of school between
 kindergarten and twelfth grade. No wonder we’re having economic
 difficulties in the world. As anyone who pays casual attention to
 television and newspapers realizes, the Germans and the Japanese are
 beating 
us
 to death economically around the world. If we’re gonna  
compete and even hold our own, we must be an educated populas. We
 must have people who can read and write and communicate
 
with another.  
Not just English. We have to know 
the
 nuances of other cultures and we  
have got to know their languages. Otherwise we’re gonna sink right
 
down
 and become the fourth  world.
BABNICH: The
 fourth
 world? What  do you mean?
TERRY: T is idea of America becoming the fourth rate power
 
does not set well with me. Coming from a pioneer culture, I have a very
 competitive spirit. My people had to be competitive to have made it
 from the old country to America in difficult times, to establish
 themselves, to push forward. They even went from the east coast to 
the west coast in wagon trains. But coming out of that culture, I have also
 lived through the times when America was born at the height of the
 depression. People were living on the beaches in shacks and huts and
 cardboard boxes. I remember it vividly. Then the war came and the
 mobilization. All the men in our family and all the men in our
 neighborhood were going
 
to war. I’ve seen America become the  first rate  
power of the world and now have lived long enough to see it beginning
 to fail and fall and falter. I don’t like that at all. I love competition. I
 love sport. I love all my playwrighting friends who keep writing so well
 it stimulates me to keep writing...trying to write at the top of my
 personal best. I feel that I should make a contribution to this country. It
 is like a patriotic act
 
to do this play and work  on it and show it  as many  
places as we can. I 
hope
 hundreds of plays will be written on this subject  
from many different angles, points of view, styles. Our small theatre
 company cannot make that much of a dent. I We need many theatre
 companies doing this work and we need to give support to the literacy
 councils and to other people struggling. We need to support the people
 who want to learn to read, and want to join the rest of us and be
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interactive and productive citizens. But also for the joy of knowing
 
people 
from
 the  past. The  great thing about libraries is you may not  get  
along in your immediate vicinity buy you can find someone who lived
 in another
 
century that you might click with. One of the cast members  
during our early workshops commented that some of
 
their best friends  
are dead. They are authors of books they love. But
 
they are speaking to  
us now. We’re all contemporaries as long as we can access each others
 minds. So it’s not lost. You
 
know the old thought  of “those who do not  
study history are condemned to repeat 
it
”, goes for personal things too.  
The ability to read doesn’t mean that everybody has to become an
 Einstein or a Gertrude Stein, but that you can just get along with
 yourself and your family. Reading enhances and enriches your life in
 general in
 
so many  areas.
BABNICH: But there are a lot of people who can read, and
 
just  
don’t. That’s
 
a problem  also.
TERRY: As Mark Twain put
 
it, “The  man who doesn’t read good  
books has no advantage over the man who can’t read.”
BABNICH: Many teachers have this problem with their students.
 
They prefer to watch
 
videos and tv. rather than read.
TERRY: The
 
path of life is also an anathema to me. I think that’s  
why I love theatre because it’s about action. About taking action,
 solving problems. We need to educate our people to the joys of some
 problem solving. It is fun to solve a problem, and theatre is constant
 problem solving. I think that
 
a  lot of people don’t realize that that’s one 
of the great benefits of self education that you get from
 
being in theatre. 
It
 
teaches you to make decisions, to  solve problems, to  make choices.
BABNICH: To be on time. The show must
 
go on.
TERRY: Right. Good work habits. Inner action. Working at
 
group bonding. It is a marvelous thing for women to get those skills.
 Men have it easily in sport. Women have been held back because they
 haven’t had that
 
early training in group bonding and group work, inner  
action and inner dependence. And the support, and the warmth and
 affection that you get from working in that group and the struggles too.
 But it’s a wonderful part of 
life.
 It’s an extra. Theatre is usually thought  
of in asthetic terms or art terms or entertainment terms but they don’t
 consider the 
social 
inner active part of the theatre.
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BABNICH: I think that’s a reason why a lot of people are
 
involved in
 
theatre.
TERRY: It’s a wonderful structure
 
for people who are shy to  enter  
into a group. It’s a great way to be a contributing
 
member of a culture  as  
well as developing
 
ones art and asthetic skills. And that’s that basic part  
of theatre that really feeds me and
 
keeps me in it. I think that creativity  
could be channeled into any art form
 
or scientific  form, or political form.  
But what I love about theatre is the social aspect. I also love the
 spiritual part of it. I see rehearsal as a spiritual practice because of the
 repetitiveness of devotion that it requires. The honesty, the constantly
 bearing your
 
soul and  sharing your inner most feelings and  thoughts and  
who you are with the audience is a spiritual practice, both in the acting
 concept and the writing part of it. It
 
really deeply satisfies me. First of  
all, I think the church just deals with one aspect of a human being.
 Theatre deals
 
with all  aspects of the possibilities  of being human.
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HENRY BELLAMANN’S “MADAME ARNDT’’
Hany
 
M. Bayne
Brewton-Parker College
INTRODUCTION
The short 
story,
 “Madame Arndt,” was written by Henry Bell mann  
(1882-1945)—music educator, poet, critic, and novelist—in the early
 summer of 1923, probably while he was on retreat
 
at the Presbyterian  
camp and resort in Montreat, North Carolina. At the time Bellamann
 was
 
preparing to enter  his seventeenth  and final year as Dean of Music  
at Chicora College, a Presbyterian-affiliated women’s college in
 Columbia, South Carolina. Posts at New York’s Juilliard Musical
 Foundation and at Philadelphia’s
 
Curtis Institute followed in  later years,  
as did publication of Bellamann’s best-known work, Kings Row
 (1940).
But Bellamann in June, 1923 was known as little more than a
 
piano teacher and a minor Imagist poet who had
 
seen two slender verse  
collections
 
published. With  the spring  quarter at Chicora ended, he had  
fled the South Carolina heat and sought the cool quiet of the North
 Carolina mountains.
The story he penned that summer is based loosely upon his
 
maternal 
grandmother,
 Matilda Tittli  Krehbiel Ausfahl (1840-1906), and  
is set in Paris during the first decade of the twentieth century. Both
 inspirations were dear to Bellamann’s
 
heart. Conceived out of wedlock  
and virtually orphaned as a toddler when his parents had their hasty
 marriage annulled,
 
Bellamann  was reared in the Fulton,  Missouri, home  
of Mrs. Ausfahl,
 
a hard-working farm woman of German peasant stock.  
Although his circumstances were modest, he would
 
as an adult refer to  
his childhood home grandly as “Hauermere,” a place where his
 grandmother lavished
 
love and attention upon him, and where he grew  
up speaking German and toying
 
with the piano.
His attachment to Paris came about from his stays there in the
 summers of 1908, 1909, 1911, and 1913, chiefly to study piano with
 Isidor Philipp and organ with
 
Charles-Marie Widor and Vincent d’Indy.  
Pre-World War I Paris was a gleaming city vibrant with an artistic
 culture on a scale the young Bellamann could not have imagined.
 Letters to his wife, Katherine (1877-1956), from his 1909 sojourn tell
 excitedly of his seeing Isadora Duncan dance
 
and  of his hearing Wanda  
Landowska (badly) play
 
the clavichord.
The synthesis of these two disparate influences does not
 realistically depict either component. Madame Arndt is clearly an
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205
educated woman of means who feels very much at home in 
the
 French  
capital.
Unfortunately for Bellamann, this story never saw publication.
 
When he submitted a copy to
 
Broom editor Lola  Ridge in July, 1923,  
she returned
 
the manuscript with  this gentle dismissal:
...I don’t think this story nearly as good as your poetry.
 
In psychology, fine—but it lacks the vivid sharpness 
a short story should have—it talks too much.
It makes me feel, however, that you could write a good
 
novel... (Bellamann Papers, UM).
Bellamann 
was
 not incapable of writing passable short fiction. In 
the summer of 1921, again at Montreat, he composed a story, “Friend
 with Chatterton,” which was published on Christmas Day of
 
that year  
in The State, Columbia, taking top honors and two hundred dollars in
 that newspaper’s creative-writing contest. And his last original
 publication was an extended short story, “Red Shoes Run Faster,”
 which appeared in American Magazine in June, 1945, the month of his
 death. However, in the case of “Madame
 
Arndt,” Ridge’s assessment of  
the story’s deficiencies
 
was  correct.
Years later, in a letter to a friend in Denver, Bellamann
 acknowledged that not
 
all of his early experiments in writing had been  
successful:
...I had to write verse and fiction with the thin margin of
 
time my multiple jobs afforded. I had 
to
 publish just to see  
what I had accomplished. Some of it was shockingly bad.
I must say that I learned a great deal from the professional
 
critics and reviewers. It was the extremely vocal and
 wicked friendly critic who would have finished me had I
 listened.
Every writer worth a damn must always feel that work
 
already done is just apprentice stuff. He always hopes that
 next time he’ll do better (Letter to LeRoy Elser, 7 August
 1944, Box 1 Collection of the Musicians’ Society of
 Denver, Western History Department, Denver [Colorado]
 Public Library, published by permission of the library).
After Henry Bellamann’s death in New York in 1945, his widow
 
moved back to her native Mississippi, settling in Jackson. There she
 became acquainted with the city’s artistic and literary circles, which
 included Eudora
 
Welty and  Louis E. Dollarhide, then Chairman of the  
English department at Mississippi College in nearby Clinton.
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Katherine Bellamann named Dollarhide the literary executor of her
 
estate, bequeathing to his care upon her death in 1956 thousands of
 pages of correspondence, manuscripts, typescripts, photographs, and
 printed materials accumulated during her four decades with Henry.
From 1957 until 1976 the Bellamann papers were kept at
 
Mississippi College. In 1976, Dollarhide, by then Professor of
 English at The University of Mississippi, oversaw the transfer of the
 Bellamann
 
collection to  the safekeeping of the Division of Archives and  
Special Collections in the John Davis Williams Library at the
 University. Thomas Verich, University Archivist, professionally
 catalogued and indexed the papers soon thereafter. The Bellamann
 materials constitute one of that library’s most outstanding holdings,
 second only to its renowned Faulkner collection. Now the original
 typescript of “Madame Arndt” may be viewed by serious students and
 trivial pursuers alike, with all of Bellamann's misspellings and
 awkwardnesses left standing.
This writer expresses his sincere gratitude to Dr. Dollarhide (now
 
retired) and to Dr. Verich for their personal and professional interest in
 the Bellamann Collection. Both have generously given their time and
 energy to promote the study of Bellamann’s
 
remarkable  career for many  
years. With the
 
appearance of “Madame Arndt,” a vital new  chapter of  
Bellamann scholarship opens.
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After the disaster of ’71 Madame Arndt locked the doors of her
 
Alsatian house and turned toward Paris. There 
on 
the deuxieme  étage of  
No. 22, Rue Jacob, she lived with her Alsatian maid Anna, and her
 German cook, Karl, whose devotion to his mistress went deeper than
 mere conflicts of nations.
Had it been otherwise possible for Madame Arndt to forget the
 
issues of the war, Anna and Karl would have served to remind her.
 Added to their national differences was the more fundamental one of
 religion. Anna
 
was Catholic; Karl,  Protestant. They had but one thing  
in common and that was their love for Madame Arndt. When, years
 after coming to Paris, her orphan grandson Paul came to live with her,
 they found additional ground for a new loyalty.
The dining room of the Arndt apartment
 
was a long, narrow room  
with a very high ceiling. Tall windows, giving upon a court,
 completely occupied
 
one  wall and were balanced at the other end  of the  
room by high double doors. There was an austerity in
 
the  severe white  
walls, heightened by the two religious paintings facing each other.
 Heavy red curtains
 
at the windows fell from the ceiling to the  floor.
One evening in early winter Paul entered this room and carefully
 closed the door. He 
was
 about ten years of age, very slight and very  
pale. His face was the slender, triangular type of
 
Lorraine. He was  
dressed in a velvet suit with a wide lace collar. Both velvet and lace
 appeared well worn, but they imparted, nevertheless, something of
 distinction to the boy. He crossed and stood' by the windows. The
 curtains were not yet drawn and as the early twilight deepened from blue
 to profounder blue the square panes took on the color of cathedral glass.
He waited patiently. Anna came in and hurried heavily about,
 
lighting the low cluster of thick white candles about the broad
 
bowl of  
crimson geraniums on the table. As the candles flared up she caught
 sight of Paul.
“Ach, already
 you
 are here! It gives a little hunger?” She addressed  
him in German — a German broadly stroked with the accent of the
 Rhine regions.
“It is the hour for dinner. I am always here to wait for Madame
 
grandmere” He answered her in French and with an assumption of
 hauteur that did not seem quite natural. It was either a manner that
 went on with the velvet clothes, or, it
 
might have been a reminiscence  
of some make believe that persisted from the after-noon. Anna
 observed it. Her manner of familiarity, expressed at all times in utter
 prose, seemed to stiffen with a slight umbrage which dissolved in
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something resembling a snort — a snort, or an elderly and becoming
 
giggle. Paul appeared not to notice it. He stood quite still by the
 window.
There was the sound of a step outside the door, and a crisp
 
rustle.  
Anna opened the door
 
and  Paul’s grandmother entered. She was quite  
old, past seventy one would say from 
the
 face carved in hundreds of fine  
lin s like ivory cracked with age. Her hair was fastened with a comb
 which gave the slight figure the appearance of height. Her dress of stiff
 black silk tinkled with jet. True the fringes and tassels were a bit
 frayed, but, like Paul’s costume, it seemed in the dim light to be
 extremely elegant. A pair of thick lensed lorgnettes swung from a
 chain
 
and flashed  the reflections of the  candles. Paul  moved  quickly to  
his chair, and Anna placed
 
that of Madame Arndt  with a perfunctority  
aspirated “-ci, Madame.”
Dinner
 
progressed. It was a simple meal, simple to frugality, but  
interminably served. Madame ate with the abstraction of age. From
 time to time she beamed vaguely at the other end of the long table
 where
 
Paul sat  lost  in abstractions of his own. Occasionally he smiled  
in some sort of mechanical response to her absent minded beaming.
 The amenities of the dinner went no further. Neither really saw the
 other.
Suddenly
 
there was a commotion in the passage. Anna appeared  to  
be propelled in advance by the explosive entrance of Karl
 
arrayed in the  
cap and apron of a chef. His face was
 
apoplectic.
“Anna says the Tokay. I knew she had not heard aright — the
 Tokay!” He
 
spoke in the staccato German of Prussia.
“En Français,
 
Karl, en Français! Immer en Français. Je vous le  
repete toujours!” The bilingual quaintness compromised the  severity of  
the correction.
“It 
is
 Paul’s birthday,” she continued. “I said the Tokay.”
Anna’s black eyes flashed triumph. Karl’s pale ones became
 
venemous
 as he returned the glare.
Later Madame addressed her first remark
 
to Paul. “And what have  
you played this afternoon? Were you  well  amused?”
“I played at being a cardinal. The old red 
skirt
 —”
“Cardinal!” Madame cackled
 
with  a kind of malicious enjoyment.  
She
 
turned to  Anna.
“You hear,
 
Anna, a cardinal?”
Anna crossed herself and regarded both Madame
 
and Paul with an  
air of long
 
suffering, but her eyes indicated beyond doubt that there was  
much that was unpleasant in store for those who thus mocked a
 cardinal. She crossed herself again as
 
she returned to the kitchen.
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In a moment the narrow passage leading from the kitchen to the
 
dining room trembled as though it
 
might suddenly disrupt  itself Anna  
and
 
Karl projected  themselves once more into the presence of Madame  
Arndt as though simultaneously fired from a catapault. The air was
 filled with gesticulations. It seemed impossible that two voices could
 produce such a babel
.
 It is true one spoke German and the other French  
and that greatly increased the conf
u
sion of their recriminations. Still  
Madame had not lifted her 
eyes 
from her plate.
These outbreaks overflowing from the kitchen into the dining room
 were of almost 
daily
 occurance and barely broke Madame's  meditations.  
Paul, on the other hand, regarded them as welcome diversions, lending,
 as they did, moments of decided vivacity to the 
long
 and  silent meals.
The tonrent of talk grew more furious. Anna became violently
 flashed while Karl paled more and more. His china
 
bine eyes hidden  
from each other by the imposing arch of his thin nose, took on a flat
 glare like that of a caged feline. At the moment when it seemed they
 most leap upon each other, Madame's slightly metallic voice cut
 suddenly 
t
hrough.
Instantly there was silence. Their threatening gestures remained
 
arrested in mid-air. Both regarded her.
"Qu'est-ce que c'est que vous avez, tous les deux?"
As
 though at a signal both began again with renewed fury. The  
crnmpled little hand of Madame went up in a gesture of command. The
 flash of jewels on the thin old fingers 
was
 not more keen than the light  
in her
 
sharp blue eyes. This time the torrent of speech  poured  from her  
lips. She spoke with incredible rapidity, with an almost hissing
 softness. Anna and Karl shrank from th
is
 glitter of talk as from some  
bewildering onslaught of dazzling sword play. Paul watched
 breathlessly. It was entertaining; the procedure invariably the same.
 Anna wonld untie her apron and announce that she could endure no
 more. Tomorrow she would ret
urn
 to the kind shelter of her father's  
home. At the same time, with an engagingly similar gesture, Karl
 wonld untie his apron announcing that that was indeed the end — no
 one could
 
endure so much? Tomorrow he would seek the  hospitality of  
the fatherland. Only — and
 
this was always added after both had reduced  
themselves to tears of self commiseration — they would finishing
 serving Madame's dinner for this once, th
is
 last time.
Would Madame haver her dessert now?
Yes? And coffee?
It was brought in with the air of a last sad rite. Paul was
 
immensely diverted. His grandmother appeared to have forgotten the
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episode by the
 
time Anna returned, her  apron readjusted and the red in  
her cheeks
 
somewhat abated.
But tonight there was a surprise.
Madame Arndt arose from her chair. Karl and Anna, paralyzed with
 
astonishment, held their crouching positions. Madame’s little figure
 turned on 
them. “Very well,” she said, “this time it is
 
enough. I believe you. You  
wish to go — you have said so many times. It is necessary that but
 one of
 
you should go. Karl, it may as well be you. Anna and I can  
manage. Tomorrow, then. No, I
 
will  have no  coffee tonight”
Both servants gazed after her retreat in utter stupefaction. What
 could she mean by such an outbreak of temper over nothing? It was
 unheard of. It was terrible, terrible! Discharging Karl in this
 peremptory fashion. What was he
 
to do? Where was he to go? What  
would Anna do without him? Paul was no less astonished. Karl had
 always been there. He and Anna had fought daily for so long as Paul
 could remember. They always broke into the dining room like this
 unless
 
there were guests. It was  calamity. Karl and  Anna went silently  
to the kitchen.
Next morning
 
Anna was red eyed  and sniffed ostentatiously as she  
occupied herself in
 
Madame’s immediate vicinity.
Madame was imperturbable.
“Karl is preparing the accounts, Madame,
 
that the tradespeople may  
not cheat you after he
 is 
gone.”
“Bon.”
“He
 is
 also preparing  the lists of preserves and wines that Madame  
may have
 
as little trouble  as  possible with the  new help.”
“Bon."
“Karl 
is
 uncertain what  he will do. He does not wish to return to  
the fatherland. He detests it. He thinks perhaps he may seek
 employment with Madame Ritter — ”
Anna waited. Madame Ritter was persona non grata to Madame
 
Arndt
“ — or
 
perhaps at some of the factories. It is true that he has no  
experience other than as domestic. It is very difficult.”
Madame sipped her coffee and crumbled her crescent rolls with
 
complete sangfroid. Anna looked at her with accusing and unbelieving
 eyes.
“Karl is going for the present to a distant cousin in the country.
 
He thinks
 
he can perhaps  help  with the farm labor.”
She pronounced the
 
words ‘farm labor’ with  all of the horror that a  
city domestic uses in speaking of the activities of the country. It is
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much the tone that a Russian uses when he speaks of the Siberian
 
mines.
“Bon," reiterated Madame.
Again Anna stared with unbelieving eyes at such heartlessness.
 
She fired her parting shot.
“Madame, Karl is preparing to leave at noon.”
"Bon."
This time Anna answered with a loud sob and disappeared.
After
 
a time Karl  appeared at the door. He was dressed in his  best  
clothes,
 
and was  on the verge of collapse.
“Madame!”
“Ah! You are departing. In
 
that envelope is some money.”
Karl
 
took the envelope between  his thumb and forefinger.
“I go, Madame, to my cousin near
 
Chartres. I think perhaps I can  
help with the farm labor.”
His tone on
 
the  two words was identical with Anna’s.
"Bon."
He recoiled as though she had struck him. “Here, Madame, are
 
the  
lists and the accounts.”
"Bon."
“Adieu, Madame.”
"Adieu!"
He fumbled the door, keeping his
 
eye  to the  crack until  it was quite  
closed.
“Karl!”
“Yes, Madame!” He reopened the door, 
his
 voice all eagerness.
“You have provided yourself with some lunch, I trust?”
“Yes, Madame,” he
 
answered drearily, “though I shall not care to  
eat”
Again 
he closed the door very  slowly, but Madame said no more.
Three weeks later Anna almost fell into the room where Madame
 
sat with Paul
 
at afternoon coffee.
“Madame!”
“Anna! What 
is
 it?”
Anna 
was
 white as wax. “ Karl, Madame!"
“Karl? What 
is
 it with  Karl?”
“Oh, Madame, Madame, but see!” She opened the door and Karl
 entered. He looked very ill and did the quite extraordinary thing of
 sitting down in the nearest chair.
“Madame!” 
His
 voice quavered.
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Madame Arndt regarded him with a little coldness, but her voice
 
was not ungentle was she answered — “
Eh,
 bien?”
Silently he lifted his left arm. The hand was off at the wrist, and
 the stump was bound with fresh
 
white bandages.
Madame cried out suddenly.
“But what,
 
name of God, what have you done  to yourself?”
“Madame, it was that unbelievable machine
 
— a machine terrible  
beyond description — oh, Madame, it ate everything it touched! A
 machine, a terrible
 
American machine! ”
“He has been in the hospital, Madame, two weeks,” interrupted
 Anna, “
then
 he came  here. W at is he to do  that he can no longer  help  
with the farm labor?” Again that tone of voice, but intensified —
 almost
 
triumphant in its implications.
Madame held fast to the arms of her chair. Her old hands were
 white with the tension. She spoke evenly, and in German. “Karl did
 quite right
 
to come home,” she  said.
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LIGHT IN NEW ORLEANS: CHANGE IN THE
 
WRITINGS OF MARK TWAIN, LAFCADIO HEARN,
 WILLIAM FAULKNER, AND WALTER PERCY
Thomas Bonner, Jr,
Xavier University of
 
Louisiana/United States Air Force Academy
New Orleans has served as a
 
creative mecca for writers and artists  
since 
its
 early days because it is uniquely unAmerican and exotic, A 
brief survey of
 
the country suggests that there is some kind of energy  
operating in an obvious way in tìbie eastern, midwestern, and western
 cities. Somehow, this energy appears as a progressive and often
 pragmatic spirit evident in individuals as well as institutions.
 According to Howard Mumford Jones in The Age of Energy, the
 American Civil War became the vehicle that ultimately separated the
 agrarian interests from the industrial interests and created the factory-
 and-product image by which the world has come to know tìbie United
 States through much of this century,1
This productive activity that the country values so highly has its
 
roots deep in the Calvinist work ethic of seventeenth century New
 England, Secular work closely aligned to religious beliefs created an
 intense environment, one that dissipated over time because of slowly
 rising materialism. So it is not surprising that after its sons came
 South for the Civil War that interest in this very different region rose,
 and editors of
 
eastern magazines and presses were placing stories and  
images before an
 
eager public. In this spirit, Alfred  Kazin observes that  
"The hallmark of Southern writing was open resistance to the illusion
 of unlimited progress."2
New Orleans offered the most provocative 
and
 unorthodox visions  
for reader and traveller alike. Here 
was
 a city at the end of one of the  
great rivers of the world and at the gate of Central and 
South
 America,  
Its citizens came from Spain, France, Africa, and the Caribbean,
 People from other distant places could be found there because of its
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port Tropical flowers,
 
plants, and trees gave  the atmosphere a lush and  
foreign aspect especially in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
 The weather was humid and warm, a sensuous combination. The
 architecture suggested a distant world in time and place. Roman
 Catholicism, practiced by most of the inhabitants, reflected intriguing
 elements: the past, the sacred, the profane, and the mysterious. The
 presence of
 
Voodoo further distinguished local experience. A native  
music and cuisine completed the
 
picture of an intoxicating, dream-like  
reality.
Writers for years have used travel as a catalyst to engage the
 
senses  
and inspire the imagination. The history of English literature records
 the peripatetic romantic poets Shelley, Byron, and Keats, whose
 experiences
 
in Italy  marked their imaginations  and affected their poetry.  
Travel alone can benefit
 
a writer, just as at its simplest the movement  
from writing at the
 
kitchen table amid the swirl of domestic activity to  
a quiet attic desk can increase artistic productivity. The
 
place of travel  
can
 
make substantial differences in the  writer and the  writing whether it  
be during gestation or
 
birth, especially when the  place is a palimpsest  
of life and art. For the English it was Italy, a place well behind the
 edge of raw change. For Americans in the late nineteenth century and
 early twentieth century, the
 
place was Paris, then the center of art and  
letters. For writers on this side of the Atlantic, Paris was not only far
 away, but it was costly getting there. New Orleans, so well
 
publicized  
by the local color stories and the tales of
 
returning veterans, seemed  
distant enough,
 
and yet, close  enough.
The literary tradition in New Orleans includes large numbers of
 visiting American writers, some coming for
 
extended stays. Often the  
city allowed them to get outside themselves as a means of
 distinguishing their own artistic voices. Four among the many literary
 arrivals are Lafcadio Hearn and Mark 
Twain,
 who came in the  
nineteenth century, and William Faulkner and Walker Percy, who
 visited in the twentieth century. The sensuous atmosphere of the city
 certainly had its
 
way with them, for New Orleans served as a catalyst to  
change them and their work. Specifically, their works from and after
 their presences in the city reflect the ministering touch of
 
the tropical  
light characteristic of the climate and environment, a force that
 penetrates the
 
surface of setting  and character.
Earlier, Nathaniel Hawthorne in The House of the Seven Gables
 had recognized the presence and power of light as part of
 
the creative  
energy when he wrote, “There 
is
 a wonderful insight in heaven’s broad  
and simple
 
sunshine.... While  we  give it credit only for depicting the  
merest surface, it actually brings out the secret character with a truth
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that no painter would ever venture upon.”3 About another writer,
 
Carol Schloss comments that “[Photographs]! provided the light by
 which [he] understood his own creativity, his own humanity, and 
his lack of it.”4 If photographs with their indirect presence of light can
 affect the creative 
self,
 then it is not difficult to realize the impact the  
light of the sun might have on a writer. The soft morning and evening
 light with
 
its Mediterranean glow against the pastel and white structures  
of New Orleans contrasts with the bright, almost hard light of noon. In
 the evening the moonlight and lamp light struggle for distinction in an
 intensely humid atmosphere
 
that nearly refracts them into  liquid shapes.  
This visually charged and exotic environment pressed its fingers into
 the clays of Twain, Hearn, Faulkner,
 
and Percy.
From 1857 through 1861, Mark Twain trained and worked as a
 pilot aboard riverboats 
on
 the Mississippi. His travels took him to  
New Orleans, the first instance of travel to a place distinctively foreign
 to his experience. His earlier travel to New York certainly whetted 
his appetite for the possibilities of dramatically different places. He saw
 New Orleans as the edge of an exotic world and went there with the
 youthful intention of departing it for older and newer worlds; Twain
 records this notion in Life 
on
 the Mississippi:
I was in Cincinnati, and I set to work to map out
 
a  new career.
I
 
had been reading about the recent exploration of the Amazon  
by an expedition sent
 
out by our government. It was said  the 
expedition,
 
owing, to difficulties, had not thoroughly  explored  a  
part of the
 
country lying about the  headwaters, some four  
thousand miles from the mouth of the river. It was 
only
 about  
fifteen hundred miles
 
from Cincinnati to New  Orleans, where I  
could doubtless get a
 
ship. I had thirty  dollars left; I  would go  
and complete the
 
exploration of the Amazon.5
By the time Twain had departed Louisville, he had changed his 
plans from exploring the Amazon to piloting the Mississippi. As
 Twain recalls his youth, the prose has a dream-like quality. He
 recaptures the sense of excitement and adventure that he no doubt 
felt, but concurrent with this voyage
 
and the many subsequent ones comes a  
more analytic language learned 
from
 the pilots, especially his mentor  
Horace Bixby. Twain observes, “Now when I had mastered the
 language of this water, 
and
 had come to know every trifling feature that  
bordered the great river as familiarly as I knew the letters of the
 alphabet, I had made a valuable acquisition. But I had lost something,
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too. I had lost something which could never
 
be restored to me while I  
lived. All the grace, the beauty, the poetry had gone out of the
 
majestic  
river! I still kept
 
in mind a  certain wonderful sunset which I witnessed  
when steamboating was new to me."6 Leo Marx comments that
 Twain fell under the same influences that evoked the majestic
 landscapes during
 
his time.7
Twain's descriptions of New Orleans reflect the ambivalence of 
t
h e 
acquired vision, one dominated by a reality not always observable and
 one tinged with the romanticism of the adventurer-story teller. His
 description of salt
 
warehouses mixed with a fairy tale metaphor reveals  
this tendency:
The old brick
 
salt warehouses clustered at the upper end  
of the city
 
looked as they had always looked: warehouses  
which had a kind of Aladdin's lamp
 
experience, however, since  
I
 
had seen th m: for when the war broke out the proprietor  
went to bed one 
night
 leaving  them packed with thousands  
of bags of vulgar salt, worth a couple of dollars a
 sack,
 and  
got up in the
 
morning and found his mountain of salt  turned  
into a mountain of gold, so to speak, so suddenly and to so
 dizzy a
 
height had the  war news sent up  the price of the  
article
.
8
Twain's views are sometimes markedly real: “The dust, waste-
 
paper-littered, was still deep in 
the
 streets; the deep troughlike gutters  
along the curbstones were 
still
 half full of reposeful water with a dusty 
surface."9 And then 
from
 another aspect there is this lyrical display:  
“The finest thing we saw on our whole Mississippi trip, we saw as we
 approached New Orleans in the steam-tug. This was the curving
 frontage of the Crescent City lit up with the white glare of five miles
 of electric lights» It 
was
 a wonderful sight and very beautiful."10
The way one sees mattered to Twain. Another passage from Life
 on the Mississippi describing his seeing New Orleans through George
 Washington Cable's
 
eyes suggests this and reinforces that double aspect  
of what 
is
 seen: “And you have a vivid sense as of unseen or dimly  
seen things -vivid, and yet fitful and darkling; you glimpse salient
 features, but
 
lose the fine shades or catch them imperfectly through the  
vision of the imagination."11
New Orleans both attracted and repelled Twain, and it is easy to
 
find frequent evidence of his responses to the conditions, environment,
 and structures he observed there. The above ground tombs not only
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gave him a fine opportunity to criticize local architecture, but they
 
haunted him for
 
many years as frequent  allusions reveal. The city did  
not send Twain off to the Amazon, but it did whet his appetite for
 world-wide travels and 
gave
 him a frame  in  which to deal with the many  
exotic places he would
 
visit. The alertness of a young man starting to  
discover the texture of his world
 
has much to do with Twain’s response  
to the light in New Orleans, even the spectacle of night
 
light along the  
river, a scene that presented 
him
 with nearly constant lights flickering  
in the
 
moving facets  of the river’s surface.
Another writer who came to New Orleans from Cincinnati was
 Lafcadio Hearn. Already a seasoned traveller, he spent 
his
 early years  
on the isla d of Santa Maura  (Leucadia) in  the Ionian Sea. He travelled  
to Ireland, England, and France for his education before coming to
 Cincinnati. There he developed a reputation
 
as a particularly descriptive  
newspaper reporter with a specialty in writing powerful accounts of
 murder scenes. Although he had considerable success in this northern
 city, his vacationing in New Orleans during 1877 turned out to be his
 departure from Cincinnati. Yone Noguchi observed, “His Greek
 temperament and French culture became frost-bitten in the North.”12
 In New
 
Orleans  Hearn continued his newspaper career with positions  on  
the Item and later
 the
 Times-Democrat.
A matter of some relevance is how a childhood accident damaged
 Hearn’s left eye with the result that his right eye enlarged over the
 years. How Hearn saw things was important to him as the titles of
 some of
 
his prose sketches indicate: “What Is Light?” “As If Painted  
by Lightning,” and “Light’s Swiftness.” A fellow journalist described
 him “laboring” in
 
poor light in the early  hours of the morning to finish  
a piece of
 
writing.13 A letter from Hearn, vacationing at Grand Isle,  
to Dr. Rudolph Matas offers very particular mention of the light: “At
 half past four I rise to bathe and to view the birth of
 
the morning—the  
advent of the light, its blossoming.” In the same correspondence, he
 also comments on the “beautiful topaz eye” of a garter snake.14 One
 should note the focus on a single eye of the serpent. All evidence from
 his prose suggests that he had some distortions in his vision that
 ultimately
 
contributed  to his having  a  nearly unique narrative style, one  
closely related to the painting styles of
 
the Impressionists, a feature of  
which is, indeed, the play of light on a surface.
In New Orleans and at Grand Isle, Hearn found a light similar to
 
that in the Mediterranean. 
His
 Creole sketches reflect his particular  
awareness of that
 
element. In “Voices of the Dawn,” he cites “the first  
liquid gold of sunrise.”15 Hearn seems taken with color as a force
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controlling if not influencing the environment. In “The Dawn of
 
Carnival,” he describes “blue day [putting] out at once the trembling
 tapers of the stars 
and
 the lights of the great  ball.”16 His novel Chita  
forms a tour de force of color and
 
light. Below the marshlands he sees  
“the grand blaze of blue open water,” “green knolls,” “yellow white
 shells,” and the “
dawn
 redden[ing] up through a violet east.” Hearn’s  
use of color and light has a philosophical side, and the author intrudes
 upon the narrator of Chita by comparing the Gulf
 
light with that of  a  
West Indian sky, but he elaborates 
and
 makes distinctions:
And yet there
 
is a tenderness of tint, a  caress of color, in  these  
Gulf days which is not
 
of the  Antilles-a spiritually, as of eternal  
tropical spring. It must have been to even 
such
 a sky that  
Xenophanes lifted up his
 
eyes of old when he vo ed the 
infinite blue was
 
God;--it was indeed under such a sky that  
DeSoto
 
named the vastest and grandest of Southern havens  
Espiritu Santo -the Bay of the Holy Ghost. There is something
 unutterable in this bright gulf air that compels awe-something
 vital, something holy, something pantheistic.17
Closely related to Hearn’s interest in light and his disfigurement 
is 
his concern with gothic images, aberrations, and eccentricities. 
A Cincinnati colleague described Hearn as
 
“the little, misshapen, repulsive  
looking creature [who] did great things.”18 
In
 coming to  New Orleans  
Hearn seemed to
 
revel in the variety of persons and his sketches begun  
in Cincinnati become less formal, with the narrator less detached. 
His descriptions in Cincinnati had been selective, so that the scenes of
 murders he recorded leaned to the dramatic. His descriptions in New
 Orleans continued to be selective, a technique that fosters distortion of
 images, but 
they
 also began to reveal impressionistic qualities. In “The  
Last of the Voudoos,” Hearn pays particular attention to the pattern of
 ritual scars identifying Jean Montanet as a Senegalese prince. He
 dramatized the pirates stripping the dead victims of the hurricane in
 Chita : “Her betrothal ring will not come off, Giuseppe; but the
 delicate bone snaps easily: your oyster knife 
can
 sever the tendon.”19  
From 
such
 a narrowly focused event, Hearn shifts without effort to a  
broad, romantic canvas 
as
 the pirates flee: “Suddenly a long mighty  
silver trilling fills the
 ears
 of all: there is a wild hurrying and scurrying;  
swiftly, one after another, the overburdened luggers spread wings and
 flutter away.”20 One of the earliest writers to pay attention to the
 cuisine of the city, Hearn departed New Orleans after a decade for
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Martinique, an island he described 
as
 a younger, fresher  New Orleans  
and a place with
 
an  intense display of morning and evening light
When William Faulkner came to New Orleans in 1925 from the
 hill country of northeastern Mississippi, he found in his own words
 that “New Orleans, the vieux carre, brooded in a faintly tarnished
 languor like an ageing yet still beautiful courtesan in a smokefilled
 room,
 
avid yet weary  too of ardent ways.”21 This sensuous atmosphere  
stood in contrast to
 
the august town  of Oxford-where he  lived-centered  
on a courthouse square with a Confederate monument surrounded by
 brick and wooden buildings little more than two stories high on each
 side. Oxford had enough history and myth to inspire a youngster’s
 imagination but
 
not  enough appeal to keep him home.
Already Faulkner
 
had travelled to Canada  for  training in the Royal  
Canadian Air Force
 
and he had  gone to New York, where he worked in  
Elizabeth Prall Anderson’s bookstore. The Civil
 
War and World War I  
continued to influence him, and he was struggling to leave the
 romanticism of Keats and Housman for Eliot and Modernism. So in
 this state he came to New Orleans, like the young Twain, to board a
 ship
 
for foreign travel. After  six months stay in the city, he boarded  a  
ship for a half
 
year’s sojourn in Europe. On his return he resided in  
New Orleans much of the time through late 1926. Faulkner was
 fortunate to find similar though not as intense literary support in the
 Sherwood Andersons and the Double Dealer group that he had
 
earlier  
experienced with 
his
 fellow  townsman Ben Wasson.
Something happened to Faulkner in New Orleans that affected his
 writing. Joseph Blotner
 
portrays Faulkner in his biography as a writer  
experiencing intense growth;22 Panthea Reid Broughton argues that
 New Orleans freed him 
from
 the rural, provincial life of his youth;23  
and James Watson observes that it was
 
the place where Faulkner learned  
“to use words.”24 All three have recognized in varying aspects the
 metamorphosis that
 
Faulkner as a writer underwent while in the city.  
Yet all one has to do is examine a poem like “Lilacs,” written before
 his arrival about 1918 and published in the Double Dealer in 1925 to
 see the writer groping and failing to break from an archaic romantic
 voice: “The
 
dawn herself could not more beauty wear / Than you midst  
other women crowned in grace.”25 On the verso of one manuscript
 page of this poem Faulkner juxtaposed drawings of World War I
 airplanes with Pan and a nymph.26 The awkwardness 
is
 still present  
in his 1924 sonnet “New Orleans,” the source of his courtesan image
 for New
 
Orleans sketches and Mosquitoes.
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Not only did Faulkner begin to move into writing fiction during
 
his New Orleans years with the sketches published in the Times-
 Picayune and his first two novels Soldier's Pay and Mosquitoes , but
 he began to find his own voice and vision. 
In
 the World War I novel  
Soldier's Pay , Faulkner, conscious of the light, begins to point the
 
way
 toward the direct, long  winding sentences of his  later prose:
Outside the station in the twilight the city
 
broke sharply  
its skyline  against the  winter evening  and lights were  
shimmering birds on motionless golden wings, bell
 
notes 
in arrested flight; ugly everywhere beneath a  
rumored retreating magic of color.27
The long sentence suggests an inward search or at the very least the
 
beginning of one, with the later result of his many layered fictions. In
 this passage the emphasis on light and contrasting images complements
 the extended, probing sentence. Faulkner creates a cinematic effect of
 the images in the continuity he gives them. When he writes “a
 rumored retreating magic of color,” he reveals a growing self
 confidence.
The tension between romance
 
and reality  continues in Mosquitoes ,  
as Faulkner reveals the sensuous atmosphere folding about 
him
 to give  
him another birth, this time as an artist. The passages evoke Hearn’s  
impressionism:
The violet dusk held in soft suspension lights 
slow
 as 
bellstrokes, Jackson Square
 
was  now  a green and quiet lake  
in 
which
 abode  lights round as jellyfish, feathering with silver  
mimosa and pomegranate
 
and hibiscus beneath  which lantana  
and cannas bled 
and
 bled. Pontalba and cathedral were cut  
from black paper and pasted 
on
 a green sky; above them  
taller palms were
 
fixed in black and  soundless explosions.28
* * * *
Two ferry 
boats
 passed  and repassed like a pair of golden  
swans in a barren cycle
 
of courtship. The shore and the  
river curved
 
away in a dark embracing slumber to where  
a bank
 
of tiny lights flickered and trembled,  bodiless and  
far away.29
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Visually the texts overwhelm the reader and suggest that Faulkner
 
was  
having an intense experience himself. Watson has already called
 attention to Faulkner’s having written that Cezanne “dipped 
his
 brush  
in light.”30 The profusion of light and color in a liquid coherence
 reflects the humid environment somehow becoming static in the image
 of the silhouette-like Pontalba, Cathedral, and
 
palms black against the  
green sky. Even the hard line of the river succumbs to the “tiny
 lights.”
By 1935,
 
after Faulkner had published The\Sound and the Fury and  
nearly finished writing Absalom, Absalom!', he had truly become
 more closely aligned with the disengaged and alienated Modernism of
 Eliot. Faulkner’s novel Pylon reflects the shift as he goes back to
 New Orleans after the arrival of the airplane and the building of 
an airport. 
In
 this passage, indicative of the expanded visual vocabulary  
and power gained
 
in New Orleans,  Faulkner uses a reporter to describe  
the city  framed in the windows of a  speeding taxicab:
[He could] still see the
 city,
 the glar  of it, no further away; 
if he 
were
 moving, re ardless  at what traffic speed and in  
what loneliness, so was it paralleling
 
him. He  was not  
escaping it; symbolic and encompassing, it
 
outlay all  
gasoline spanned
 
distances and all  clock or sun stipulated  
destinations. It would be there-the eternal smell
 
of  
the coffee the
 
sugar the hemp sweating slow  iron  plates  
above 
the
 forked deliberate brown water and lost lost  
lost all ultimate blue of latitude
 
and  horizon ...  
tomorrow and
 
tomorrow  and tomorrow; not only not  
to hope, not
 
even to wait: just to endure.31
With 
his
 citation of the empty blue sky, the allusion to Shakespeare’s  
“petty
 
pace,” and the use of  the phrase “to endure” that  would become  
part of his
 
Nobel Address  fifteen years  later,  Faulkner reveals himself at  
mid-passage in the context of a changed New .Orleans, and a changed
 self.
To this New Orleans-in-the-Modern-condition came another
 
traveller from Mississippi,
 
Walker Percy, who was reared in Greenville,  
the center of the storied
 
Delta country. For Delta residents New  Orleans  
has traditionally been 
a
 familiar place for shopping and entertainment,  
so for Percy it did not have the entangling allure that overwhelmed
 Hearn and Faulkner. Percy 
was
 married in New Orleans in 194632 and  
lived in an uptown neighborhood for a time. It was here that he
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converted from the Baptist faith to Roman Catholicism. If his personal
 
life changed through his experiences here, one can say with confidence
 that his artistic life also shifted. His early training in science and
 medicine expanded through the intense reading and
 
thinking occasioned  
some years before during a sustained illness to include philosophy,
 theology, and language. In New Orleans Percy began his literary career.
 Linda Hobson observes that he was working on a 1,100 page novel,
 The Charthouse , and another called
 
The Gramercy, both of which were  
never published.33 In 1950 he moved to nearby Covington; shorter
 works, including articles and reviews, began to appear in print. Percy
 did not enter the national literary scene until 1961 when Knopf
 published his novel The
 
Moviegoer.
The Moviegoer brings him back to New Orleans, although it 
is obvious that in the intervening years he had never been physically that
 far away. Percy
 
places the old social and  family structures at  odds with  
the need to 
change.
 There is, indeed, some question  about breaking out  
of old molds to live a life. Binx Bolling, the central character, calls
 this process of avoiding
 
the despair and everydayness of modem  life the  
“search.” In this word Percy brings together his scientific and
 humanistic concerns for the
 
first time in a  major publication.
Like Hearn, Percy contemplated
 
the nature of New Orleans and its  
metaphorical
 
possibilities. In an essay published later  Percy discussed  
the image of the city as an island.34 In The Moviegoer he develops
 an extraordinary example of self-consciousness through Binx’s need to
 see the city in the films and to focus upon himself more clearly in that
 context; he calls this “certification.”35 Percy’s having known the city
 intimately makes the novel work
 
both as story and as essay, especially  
his knowledge of the class structure from the old line families in the
 Garden District to middle
 
class and working ones  in Gentilly.
The light of the city touched
 
Percy, too. In uptown the sky and its 
light are not visible because of the great trees-he 
is
 almost allegorical  
in this distinction, but in Gentilly there is light-a supreme irony,
 perhaps, given 
its
 middle class milieu:
Evening is the best time in Gentilly. There are not so
 
many trees and the buildings are low and the world is
 
all  
sky. The sky 
is
 a deep bright ocean full of light  and  
life. A mare’s tail  of cirrus cloud stands in high from  
the Gulf. High above the lake a broken vee of ibises
 points for the
 
marshes; they go suddenly white as they  
fly into the tilting salient of
 
sunlight.36
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If search is another word for quest, then to some extent the romantic
 
imagery in this passage has an explanation, a writer opening up the
 possibilities of trees, sky, clouds, light, and birds, in effect opening
 himself.
Sixteen years late Percy came back to New Orleans in the 1977
 
novel Lancelot. He moved from a search to a confession with the
 subject and treatment being considerably darker and more hard edged, but
 not without 
humor:
New Orleans! Not a bad place to
 
spend a year in prison-  
except in summer. Imagine being locked
 
up in  Birmingham  
or Memphis. What is
 
it  I  can smell, even  from here, as if the  
city had a soul and 
the 
soul exhaled an effluvium all  its  own?
I can’t quite
 
name it. A certain  vital  decay? A lively  fetor?  
Whenever I
 
think of New Orleans away  from  New  Orleans,  
I think of rotting fish on the
 
sidewalk and good times  
inside.37
For Percy New Orleans remained a fertile part of his literary
 
imagination,
 
a barometer of change,  a place, a world, where redemption  
was possible because of the bright sky above the dark trees and the
 affirmation in
 
Lancelot’s  “yes” at the close of the novel.38
Mark Twain, Lafcadio Hearn, William Faulkner,
 
and Walker Percy  
found New Orleans to be an ambivalent muse, with eyes moving
 slowly enough to reflect an image with some precision and yet fast
 enough to remind them that she was of a changing world. The city
 seems to have had more of an appeal
 
to  and an effect on writers in their  
youth or those in the beginnings of their careers. For most writers it
 has been a place of finding
 
their voices and visions before moving  on to  
the rest of their lives and literary careers, in
 
effect, a digression from the  
energy
 
and superficial intensity of American culture. Twain went on to  
fiction and the patterns of light and dark that chart the course of
 Adventures of
 
Huckleberry Finn . Hearn, after seeking the tropical  
light of the Caribbean, ultimately journeyed to Japan where he found
 personal acceptance and developed a simpler, more direct prose style
 under the influence of Japanese writing. Faulkner returned to Oxford
 and Lafayette County, made
 
them his  own in the fictional Jefferson and  
Yoknapatawpha, and wrote fiction with intense visual images like those
 in The Sound and the Fury . Percy from his Covington home seemed
 to have found an environment that allowed him to reach beyond it for
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the stories that sprang from his ideas and for the conflicts that lay
 
between the light and the dark. In the light that all experienced, the
 light
 
in  New Orleans, these writers learned how to see into themselves,  
the light entering their writing and providing vision
 
for their readers.
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JAY GATSBY: THE SMUGGLER AS FRONTIER HERO
Philip Castille
University of Houston - Downtown
In
 
early  nineteenth-century American literature, the  European  anti-  
hero transfuses the developing figure of the Westerner, the sojourner
 who escapes from the
 
Eastern settlements to the lawless inland border.  
This mythic character, if
 
not an outlaw, is at least beyond the law, a  
bachelor Adam alone in the vast garden of the West. In R. W. B.
 Lewis’s phrase he 
is
 “emancipated from history,”1 freed  from the old  
realms of crown, church, and class. Because he owes nothing to the
 past, he appears self-created, a figure of unlimited possibility in a
 universe that lies open to his will and imagination.
His literary
 
origins reach  back to the Old World “picaro,’’ or rogue  
hero, appearing in continental novels by the early seventeenth century
 and in British literature
 
a century  later in works  by  Defoe and Fielding.  
By the turn of the nineteenth century, the English picaro had merged
 with the German gothic “generous outlaw or sublime criminal,”2 a
 type that Byron brought to perfection in English literature. The
 Byronic persona marks “the beginning of popular acceptance of the
 [modern] myth of the romantic or heroic criminal.”3 The
 
outlaw hero  
sees through
 
society’s moral pretensions  to discover pervasive decadence  
and deceit, so he indignantly strikes back by breaking the law. Thus,
 while technically he may be a criminal, he is also a frustrated idealist
 who sees
 
glimpses  of a better world.4
The literary growth of the anti-hero
 
paralleled the rise of a real-life  
figure, the pirate or smuggler. Throughout European and colonial
 history, smuggling has been spurred
 
either by the prohibition of goods  
in demand, or by the imposition of steep tariffs or excise 
taxes.
 While  
illicit commerce
 
has existed in Europe since the  late Middle  Ages (with  
the creation of the first customs system), it
 
was the phenomenal  
popularity of tobacco that
 
gave rise  to modem smuggling.5 In  fact, the  
founding of Virginia was a direct result of the English craving for
 tobacco. One long-standing feature of
 
smuggling is that it has been a  
crime in which the “criminal” often has enjoyed widespread approval.
 In U. S. history, for example, the origins of the independence
 movement are closely related to smuggling and opposition to royal
 duties and taxes. “The Boston Tea Party [of 
1773],
 the first act of  
rebellion that led to American independence, was the culmination of
 sixty years of outright dissatisfaction with Britain’s commercial policy,
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in which Americans had smuggled on principle.”6 Cheating
 
the royal  
government was seen as political expression, and notable colonial
 smugglers included Peter Faneuil and Benedict Arnold.
Not only in political but also in economic terms has smuggling
 
often been excused. 
Adam
 Smith, the founding theorist of capitalist  
economics, insisted upon the natural
 
justice of smuggling. A staunch  
opponent of government efforts to regulate commerce, Smith, in The
 Wealth of Nations (1776), describes the
 
smuggler as a person who
though no
 
doubt highly blameable for  violating  the  laws of  
his country, is frequently incapable of violating those of natural
 justice, and would have been, in
 
every respect, an excellent citizen,  
had not the
 
laws of his country made that a crime which nature  
never
 
meant to be so. [In] corrupted governments ... the  laws  
... are
 
little respected.... By this indulgence of the  public, the  
smuggler is
 
often encouraged to continue a trade which he is  thus  
taught to consider 
as
 in some measure innocent.7
Adam Smith thus displaces culpability from the smuggler and
 
blames  
government interference in commerce. 
His
 sympathetic treatment is  
repeated
 
in favorable portraits of smugglers and bandits in the  works of  
such
 
belletristic authors as Rene Chateaubriand, Robert Bums, Friedrich  
von Schiller, Sir Walter 
Scott, 
and  Charles Lamb, to name  a  few.
In our own century, the era known as Prohibition, which was
 mandated into law in early 1920 by the 18th Amendment, ushered in
 smuggling on the largest scale in history. Bootleggers reaped huge
 profits by importing alcohol from Canada, the Bahamas, Cuba, and
 Mexico. Ships in the Rum Navy ferried liquor to the 
U.
 S. three-mile  
limit, where speedboats raced it past the Coast Guard. Heavy trucks
 crossed the
 
Canadian  border nightly into Vermont  and New Hampshire  
and rumbled toward New York. As in previous ages, because he
 provided a commodity in
 
demand,  the bootlegger was a widely accepted  
figure often regarded as a public benefactor. Collusion in rumrunning
 was rampant among bootleggers, law enforcement authorities, and
 ordinary citizens. Prosecutions were
 
rare, and convictions were seldom  
won because of strong popular support for bootleggers.8 Many
 bootleggers came to be regarded as heroes, much in the way that
 buccaneers and pirates in previous ages-one thinks
 
of such glamorous  
figures
 
as Henry Morgan and Je  Lafitte- had been  lionized.
In The Great Gatsby, whose main action is laid in 1922, F. Scott  
Fitzgerald repeatedly hints that Jay Gatsby has quickly built his gaudy
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fortune by
 
bootlegging, making Gatsby quite possibly the first modem  
version of
 
the smuggler to appear in American fiction. Furthermore,  
Fitzgerald’s wavering
 
attitude  toward Gatsby-he is presented as both a  
racketeer and an urban pioneer-mirrors the public’s long-standing
 ambivalence toward smugglers as
 
both criminals and bandit-heroes.
In the novel’s timetable Gatsby arrives penniless in New York
 City during the summer of 1919, still wearing his 
U.
 S. Army uniform  
because he cannot afford civilian clothes.9 In a pool hall he meets
 Meyer Wolfsheim, a
 
crimelord  who buys  him clothes and  tailors him to  
be a con man. Gatsby, a legitimate war hero (150), joins the American
 Legion
 
to provide cover for a developing career that apparently  includes  
bootlegging and gambling, including quite possibly fixing the 1919
 World
 
Series (74). By the time Nick Carraway  meets Gatsby in  June of  
1922, Gatsby has acquired vast wealth and a mansion on Long Island,
 as well as
 
considerable notoriety.
Fitzgerald’s Meyer Wolfsheim is modelled on the notorious Arnold
 Rothstein, known to millions of Americans as the “man who fixed the
 1919 World Series.” Born in New York City in 1882, Rothstein won
 big as a pool hustler, card shark, and bookmaker. As he accumulated
 money, he diversified into larceny, bootlegging, drug running, and
 diamond smuggling-and, of
 
course, into bribery of public officials to  
protect his interests. With greater profits came “legitimate”
 investments in securities, insurance, trucking, pharmacies, real estate,
 even art collecting. Wealth brought increasing scrutiny from
 prosecutors, but during his long racketeering career Rothstein
 
was never  
tried for a crime. In 1928, three years after the publication of The Great
 Gatsby, Rothstein at age 46 was shot fatally through the groin in a
 Central Park 
hotel.
 No one was convicted of his murder.
Fitzgerald was familiar with many of the details of Rothstein’s
 criminal career and adapts them to his portrayal of Meyer Wolfsheim.
 But I suggest that Fitzgerald also uses well-known anecdotes from
 Rothstein’s reign as a crimelord to characterize Jay Gatsby’s brief
 spree.10 For instance, during World War I Rothstein purchased a
 country estate near Hewlett, Long Island, to locate a gambling casino
 outside the jurisdiction of New York
 
City authorities. Rothstein’s
house
 
was located on spacious grounds. These were beautifully  
landscaped and included garden 
paths
 and a rippling brook.
Rothstein 
staffed
 the house with expert help. Thomas Farley [a  
bartender from his gambling house on West Forty-sixth Street]
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acted as butler and overseer. 
The
 stickmen and dealers were required  
to wear evening dress....
Entry to the
 
gambling house  was by invitation only. However,  
anyone who
 
was  known able to afford to lose  a few  thousand was  
able to get an invitation. 11
Rothstein even cultivated the friendship of showgirls from 
the 
theater to  
lure suckers to his
 
casino. One  of these  was the actress Peggy  Hopkins  
Joyce, known for her trademark orchid georgette gowns. Rothstein
 worked the crowds,
 
often joining in the card and dice games, but he was  
noted
 
among fellow  gamblers as well as  his customers for never taking  
a
 
drink. He operated  openly by buying off the Long Island  police and  
politicians.
Many of these details seem to inspire Fitzgerald’s depiction of
 
Gatsby’s
 
“palace on Long  Sound Sound” (49) and his flashy parties and  
guests. Like Rothstein’s ornate casino, Gatsby’s faux French chateau
 is seen not as a residence but as “an elaborate road-house” (64), an
 “amusement park” (41), a
 
“‘menagerie’” (109), a  “caravansary” (114),  
and
 
“‘the World’s Fair’” (82). Like Rothstein, Gatsby is set apart from  
his guests because he does not drink (50). Among his wealthy and
 famous guests is a stylish actress, described as “a gorgeous, scarcely
 human orchid of a woman” (106), a description
 
which reads  almost like  
Peggy Joyce’s press clippings. Also, Gatsby’s house is staffed by
 Wolfsheim’s gangsters, who masquerade as domestic workers and
 chauffeurs (114,162).
In addition to gambling,
 
Arnold Rothstein’s criminal  syndicate was
involved in big-time bootlegging and other smuggling activities, and
 Fitzgerald seems also to have used these details to portray Gatsby.
 Rothstein owned a string of drugstores as fronts for bootlegging. So
 does Gatsby. Looking back over his brief three-year civilian career,
 Gatsby tells Nick that he amassed a fortune “‘in the drug business’”
 (91). Daisy tells Tom how Gatsby owned “‘a lot of
 
drug-stores. He  
built them up himself’” 
(110).
 But Tom Buchanan throws this claim  
in
 
Gatsby’s face and brands  him a criminal:
“I found out what your ‘drug-stores’ were.... [Gatsby] and this
 
Wolfsheim bought up a lot of side-street 
drug-stores
 here and in  
Chicago and sold grain alcohol over the counter.... I picked him
 for a bootlegger
 
the first  time  I saw him....” (134)
Gatsby concedes the truth of Tom’s revelations when he replies
 
defensively,
 
“‘What about it?”’
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Rothstein was one of Prohibition’s first rumrunners.12 Like
 
Gatsby with his hydroplanes, Rothstein had a fleet of custom-built
 speedboats operating during 1920-1921 out of Long Island. With the
 compliance of corrupt Coast Guard officials,
 
Rothstein’s launches took  
on cases of whiskey from European ships anchored offshore. Once  
landed, this cargo was loaded onto Rothstein’s trucks and conveyed
 under police motorcycle escort to his warehouses near New York City.
 In the novel Gatsby seems to have a cozy relationship with the Long
 Island police. When a motorcycle cop pulls' him over for speeding,
 Gatsby flashes his wallet and mentions his close relationship with the
 commissioner. ‘“Right you are,”’ the suddenly deferential policeman
 responds,
 
“‘Know you next time, Mr. Gatsby. Excuse  me !’” (68).
To brighten the shady aspects of Gatsby’s character, Fitzgerald
 endows 
him
 with ruddy good looks and an appealing personality, and  
dresses him in dandified pink
 
suits, silver shirts, and gold ties. Indeed,  
he
 
may have been thinking specifically of one  of Rothstein’s infamous  
associates in rumrunning, a sharper named Dapper Dan Collins, “a
 confidence man
 
and the ‘great lover’ of the  underworld.” In the early  
twenties Rothstein bankrolled Collins in a number of liquor and dope
 deals. Like Gatsby, Collins had changed his name (probably from
 Robert Arthur Tourbillon); also like Gatsby, Collins served as “a
 magnificent ‘front’ [man]. He was tall, handsome and had a head of
 blond hair that women envied and could not attain with a peroxide
 bottle.” Here is Rothstein’s biographer’s account of one of Dapper
 Dan’s escapades:
In 1921... he
 
appealed  to Rothstein for  funds  to finance a  
rumrunning deal.... Collins told
 
Rothstein that  he had a boat  at  
his disposal 
which
 was faster  than any possessed by the  Coast  
Guard. He had a friend in
 
the Bahamas who had arranged the  
purchase of 1,200 cases of Scotch whiskey.... What he lacked-
 and what he wanted Rothstein to provide-was the $90,000
 
to pay  
for the Scotch.
Collin’s rum boat was anchored in
 
Philadelphia, where he was known  
as Charles A. Cromwell. There Collins had fabricated a story-similar
 to the howlers Gatsby tells
 
Nick-that  he  was “a member  of the wealthy  
and social family of that name. ‘Related to the Stotesburys. . . .’’’14
 The liquor 
was
 eventually unloaded at a private dock in  New Jersey  and  
trucked to New York City. Between them, Rothstein and Collins
 divided $300,000, a colossal sum in 1921.
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There seems little doubt
 
that Fitzgerald drew freely from such Jazz  
Age lore to depict Jay Gatsby 
as
 a bootlegger.15 In so doing,  
Fitzgerald was able to make Gatsby an outlaw without having him
 seem truly vicious. Because of his underworld “‘gonnegtions’” (71),
 Gatsby 
can
 startle Nick Carraway with the  menace in his gaze, so much  
so that Nick can say Gatsby looked “
as
 if he had ‘killed a man’” (135).  
Yet the ambiguously “criminal” nature of Gatsby’s rumrunning, which
 enjoyed the support of a large part of the twenties public, allows
 Fitzgerald to present him as an effervescent charmer whose smile can
 light a room and whose “extraordinary gift for hope” (2) 
can
 captivate  
even a defeatist like Nick.
This contradiction—which of course 
is
 Fitzgerald’s-reflects the  
long-standing ambivalence in American writing toward the lawbreaker
 as hero. In nineteenth-century American writing, Natty Bumppo,
 Hester Prynne, 
and
 Huck Finn all  break the law, yet they also celebrate  
the raw vigor of the New World. This contrast between their hardy
 forest virtues and the social corruption of the settlements repeats itself
 through much
 
popular fiction and  also forms the basis for the historian  
Frederick Jackson Turner’s famous “frontier thesis.” Writing in the
 1890s, Turner depicted the lawless territories as a “safety valve” which
 offered escape from legalized civic oppression. He saw the frontier as
 innately democratic 
and 
classless. But he feared that social mobility and 
personal freedom might not survive the end of the frontier. Note that in
 Turner’s time the last frontier was not California, but the upper
 Midwest which had been skipped over during the western migration:
 northern Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, the Dakotas, Montana, and
 
Idaho.
 It was to these territories that the  final pioneers turned.
In the story of Dan Cody16 in The Great Gatsby, Fitzgerald
 creates a fictional amalgam of Daniel Boone and William “Buffalo Bill”
 Cody who seems to Nick the last of these frontiersmen. Dan Cody,
 who becomes Gatsby’s benefactor and role model, 
is
 “a product of the  
Nevada silver fields, of the Yukon, of every rush for metal since
 [1875]” (100). He becomes a multi-millionaire by cornering the
 Montana copper market. Nick studies Cody’s portrait—reverently
 enshrined in Gatsby’s bedroom-and sees “a gray, florid man with a
 hard, empty face—the pioneer debauchee, who during one phase of
 American life
 
brought back to the Eastern seaboard  the savage violence  
of the frontier
 
brothel and saloo ” (101). In this scene, Nick dwells on  
the brutality of
 
nineteenth-century Western life, of which Cody was a  
product.
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Soon
 after, reflecting on Gatsby’s short, violent life, Nick suggests  
“the indirect
 
influence of Hopalong Cassidy and  the direct influence of  
Dan Cody”17 as frontier heroes who inspired Gatsby. Similarly, Henry
 C. Gatz, a poor North Dakota farmer, cites another inspiration, James
 J. Hill, the “ruthless founder of the Great Northern Railroad and a
 prominent member of St. Paul society at the turn of the century.”
 At 
his
 son’s funeral, Mr. Gatz speculates that if Jimmy had “‘lived,  
he’d of been a great man. A man like James J. Hill. He’d of helped
 build up the country.’” (169). Hill, like Cody, is an adventurer whose
 identity 
is
 inseparable from the frontier.
Unhappy with his prospects as a prairie farmboy, at age 17 Jimmy
 invented Jay Gatsby, a wily fortune hunter in “the service of a vast,
 vulgar, and meretricious beauty” (99). But unlike the frontier kingpins
 of the previous generation, 
such
 as Hill or Cody, Gatsby’s quest leads  
him not westward but the opposite
 
way, to post-World War I New York  
City. When Gatsby
 
and Nick become acquainted on Long Island in the  
summer of 1922, Nick 
is
 put off by Gatsby’s dressy ostentation and  
slick falsity. But Nick’s disapproval melts when he discovers beneath
 the posturing a Midwesterner like himself. After all, Nick draws his
 own identity from a Midwestern “clan” which was established, he
 proudly tells us, by his great-uncle in 1851. This elder Carraway, 
who “sent a substitute to the Civil War” 
(2-3)
 while he profiteered in the  
hardware trade, made his fortune in frontier circumstances little different
 from those of Hill or Cody. Early in the novel, when Nick notes his
 facial resemblance to this pioneer ancestor, the pride he takes in 
his great-uncle’s “rather hard-boiled painting” (3) seems little different from
 Gatsby’s reverence for Dan Cody’s gruff portrait.
 Nick’s eventual alliance with Gatsby arises from Nick’s need to
 fantasize himself in just such a frontier role, even now in the third
 decade of the twentieth century. When he comes to New York three
 years after Gatsby, Nick reveals his longing to be thought of as “a
 guide, a pathfinder, an original settler” (4), in other words, a
 
pioneer.  
Nick expresses this wish when he exalts Gatsby as “a Platonic
 conception of himself’ (99), that is emancipated from history, a “young
 man without a past” (149), an American Adam who creates his own
 mythology. Much like the restless Jimmy Gatz, Nick yearns to be
 freed from the drab piety of Midwestern towns, “with their interminable
 inquisitions which spared only the children and the very: old” (177).
 Just 
as
 Turner had  predicted, by the turn of the century the last frontier  
of the upper Midwest had
 
been absorbed by the  oppressive settlements.  
So for Nick, Gatsby, and those of their generation, the place to seek a
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modern fortune is not under western skies but in the reverse direction,
 
on
 
the  mean streets of America’s toughest city.19
Yet unlike
 
Gatsby, Nick proves too timid to be an Eastern pioneer  
in New York during the
 
Roaring Twenties. He fizzles as a stockbroker  
on Wall Street, and after less than six months he limps west to the  
“wide lawns and friendly trees” (3) of his youth. Much like
 Hawthorne’s Young Goodman Brown, Nick
 
“confronts the wilderness  
just once, and very briefly, before returning home
 
to the obligations he  
must fulfill but cannot entirely accept.”20 Just as Brown retreats to
 Salem Village, Nick flees the psychological forests of New York and
 regressively tries “to recover the Midwest of his childhood
 memories.
Nick’s withdrawal from
 
New York completes the  novel’s symbolic  
reversal of West and East, of
 
frontier and settlement. Nick  tells us he  
“decided to come back home” (178) after his tumultuous New York
 experience
 
because he wanted  “the world to  be in  uniform and  at a sort  
of moral attention forever” (2), an
 absurd
 and infantile demand. Lacking  
insight into the story he tells, Nick thus repeats Gatsby’s error of
 trying to repeat the past. He lapses into nostalgia for his Carraway
 ancestors, whose accomplishments seem to dwarf his own.22 He 
finds action impossible, choosing instead to live vicariously through the
 idealized exploits of the “great” Jay Gatsby, “the hero he wished to be
 and never will be.”23 Nick’s renunciation of New York and
 retrenchment in the place of his birth suggest at basis a rejection of
 maturity and a fear of growing up. For Nick, writing in 1924 from
 what he sourly describes as “the bored, sprawling, swollen towns
 beyond 
the
 Ohio” (177),  the frontier has indeed closed.
In his exhausted reverie which ends the novel, Nick has given up
 hope of being “a guide, a pathfinder, an original settler,” that is, of
 being emancipated from history. Instead he sees himself as a prisoner
 of history, “borne back ceaselessly into the past” 
(182).
 Lacking any 
belief in the future, he succumbs to historical despair, implying that we
 are all caught in a closed circle of delusion.24 Beyond this sense of
 personal defeat, in cosmic terms Nick foresees the end of American
 nature. The book’s
 
final paragraphs  reveal  his  pessimistic readiness “to  
accept the inevitable destruction of nature by man.”25 In this
 darkening vision, the regenerative wilderness “year by year recedes
 before us” (182), taking with it any possibility of self-transcendence.
 Three decades earlier, Turner had predicted that the passing of the
 wilderness might extinguish the human spirit. Nick’s desolation as he
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concludes that the “vanished trees” have given way uselessly to “the
 
dark fields of the republic” seems
 
to bear Turner out.
Although Nick’s narration ends with a lament for a lost “green
 breast
 
of the new world,” the point of Fitzgerald’s  reversal of East and  
West in The Great Gatsby is to show that the wilderness quest, as a
 literary and mythic paradigm, survived the physical closing of the
 American frontier. Escape from historical consciousness through self
­regeneration remained a defining 
goal
 of male American  narratives long  
after the woods were cleared. The first step in his process occurred
 when urban novelists appropriated
 
the mythology  of the backwoodsman  
and transferred it to the tough rising cities. The frontier hero lost his
 buckskin and evolved into a variety of urban forms. Among the first
 and most durable figures of
 
this big city-type was the bootlegger, the  
twenties variant of the romantic smuggler. In The Great Gatsby
 Jimmy Gatz, a descendant of the last American pioneers who settled the
 Black Hills, is a son of the north country. But by the twentieth
 century, the Dakota
 
badlands have turned to wheat fields, so he leaves  
the
 
farm to conquer  a new wilderness, the Jazz Age underworld. There  
matters of survival are no less extreme than in the deep woods of the
 nineteenth-century border
 
romance. In New York he reinvents himself  
as a smuggler-hero 
on
 Rum Row. Gatsby’s exploits bear comparison  
to those of his robber baron idol, Dan Cody, as he amasses a fortune in
 bootlegging, gambling, and other criminal interests. But by the end of
 the novel, Gatsby has been consumed by his dangerous urban frontier
 quest. Nick Carraway, his Midwestern secret sharer who has followed
 him to the East, stays behind to bury him. Then, lacking Gatsby’s
 confidence in the future, Nick withdraws from the big city jungle to
 reclaim the grim safety of the Midwestern settlements.
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ELLA D’ARCY, FIRST LADY OF THE DECADENTS
Benjamin
 
Franklin Fisher IV
The University of Mississippi
Constance Eleanor Mary Byrne D’Arcy: why, the very name is
 
lyrical, calling up a kind of dreaminess and reveries that felicitously
 characterize this 
lady
 whose literary career is surrounded by obscurity,  
for the most part, though illuminated occasionally by recollections of
 those who knew her relaxing in the sunshine of Parisian cafés during
 her last years. She 
is
 certainly a figure to invite curiosity because in  
her own day, when her short stories, especially those in The Yellow
 Book, initially attracted attention, she drew the ire of late Victorian
 reviewers, 
who 
found her brand of bleak realism distasteful, just as they 
typically found most of 
the
 remaining contents in any given volume of  
that
 
notorious quarterly vile and demoralizing. The latest reprintings by  
which she has
 
been brought to the attention of present-day readers occur  
in The Virago Book of Victorian Ghost Stories (1988) [“The Villa
 Lucienne”] and in Harold Orel’s anthology, Victorian Short Stories 2:
 The Trials of Love (1990) [“Irremediable”]. She has since been
 mentioned, but not represented, in 
Victorian
 Ghost Stories, ed. Michael  
Cox and R. A. Gilbert 
(1991,
 pp. xix, 496). In between times she has  
been anthologized 
by
 Helmut E. Gerber in The English Short Story in  
Transition (1967), Derek Stanford in Short Stories of the 'Nineties
 (1968), and Ian Fletcher in Selections from British Fiction, 1880-1900
 (1972)-a
 
New American Library volume  under the general supervision  
of Harold Bloom-and
 
her stories have been represented in more general  
period anthologies of 
1890s
 literary and graphic art, including a  
translation into German of “Sir Julian Garve,” for Das Spiegelkabinett,
 ed. Wolfgang Pehnt (1966). Her volumes of short stories (reprinted
 from 1890s periodicals), Monochromes 
and
 Modern Instances, have  
been reprinted in recent years by Ian Fletcher and John Stokes as
 selections in two prestigious series representing tum-of-the-century
 writings. An entry on her in the recent Stanford Companion to
 Victorian Fiction, ed. 
John
 Sutherland (1989), which alerts us to her  
continuing, if not
 
flamboyant, appeal.
What has happened, then, 
we
 may well inquire, to one who was  
compared, to her advantage, with Hubert Crackanthorpe, Ethel Cobum
 Mayne, Joseph Conrad (in Tales
 
of Unrest [1898]), and Henry James as 
a writer of great short fiction? Of one whose 
“
place among the ranks  
of rising young writers in London has been assured”? Whose story,
 “Irremediable,” in the first volume of The Yellow Book, was termed “a
 stunning piece of work"1--and of whom it was written 
as
 late as 1968  
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(Stanford, p. 64): “here 
was
 an author whom one could have wished to  
have written not less, but more”? 
This
 woman who was the darling of  
John Lane, Henry Harland, Arnold Bennett, Netta Syrett, and Richard
 Aldington? Who was scathingly lampooned by
 
Frederick Rolfe, “Baron  
Corvo,” in his novel, Nicholas Crabbe? And who was named among
 other women writers as a member of the “distinguished list” of John
 Lane’s “Keynotes” authors? My remarks below supply answers for
 some of these questions, I hope; Ella D’Arcy may nevertheless be cited
 as one whose career and works simultaneously entice and baffle the
 
curious
.
During a college survey of British Literature, I chanced upon a
 reproduction of Aubrey Beardsley’s cover for the first volume of The
 Yellow Book, which appeared on 15 April 1894. The pair of grotesque
 figures animating Beardsley’s design led me to further investigation of
 that great periodical of decadence-which also happened to be the chief
 outlet for D’Arcy’s short fiction, although I 
was
 unaware of that fact at  
the time. Those figures intrigued me immensely, as they continue to
 do to this day. The next year, an evaluation of a then-new book,
 Katherine Lyon Mix’s A Study in Yellow: The Yellow Book and Its
 Contributors (1960), was flanked 
by
 the same Beardsley graphic in the  
New York Times Book Review. Youthful enthusiasm spurred me on,
 and, after reading 
Mrs.
 Mix’s book, where I learned that Ella D’Arcy  
served as a sub-editor for The Yellow Book, I decided to commence
 analytical work on the periodical. My eventual delight proved to be
 Ella D’Arcy’s Yellow Book second story, 
“
Poor Cousin Louis,” the  
first of her Channel Islands tales, a horrifying chronicle of abuse to an
 ailing, senile elderly gentleman 
by
 his avaricious, heartless servants and 
an opportunist doctor eager to establish a lucrative practice in the
 islands. The contrast between the lovely physical setting, in terms of
 lovely gardens and a charming old farmhouse, on 
the
 one hand, and the  
relentless closing
 
in of untoward circumstances upon  helpless old Louis  
Renouf, on the other (as he 
is
 unwittingly left by an uncomprehending  
younger cousin to the machinations of the evil quartet of
 
servants and  
doctor), plus a conclusion that all but tells us outright of his rapidly
 approaching murder, make for a harrowing tale. From those 
long
 past  
beginnings, I have traveled some fascinating pathways into 1890s
 studies because of Ella D’Arcy 
and
 her  circle. Those paths have led me  
to tum-of-the century magazines and newspapers, through secondary
 materials pertinent to the nineties in general and to D’Arcy in
 particular.2
Factual information in regard to Ella D’Arcy and her work 
is
 far  
scantier than we could wish; chronicles of this Anglo-Irish woman,
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bom in London, educated in her
 
youth on the  Continent, and trained at  
the Slade School to become a painter until poor eyesight detoured her
 into writing, are studded with disappointments and losses. For
 example, should
 
one  desire  exactitude in terms of D’Arcy’s  biography,  
one will have no recourse but to wonder because accounts differ,
 sometimes considerably, in the presumed dates of her lifespan.
 Katherine Mix tells us that “Miss D’Arcy left no formal record of
 
her  
life save in
 
her letters and conversation”  (p. 234), and the disappearance  
of
 
quantities of  her correspondence combined with the deaths of  those  
who knew her occasion frustrations for investigators of a later day.
 Mrs. Mix told me that when she knew her, in the 1930s, D’Arcy’s
 memory had grown imperfect. No wonder, therefore, that we find in
 print birthdates for her of 1851, 1857, 1859, 
as
 well as death dates of  
1937 and 1939! Based
 on
 documentary evidence, Alan Anderson gives  
D’Arcy’s
 
birth  date as probably 1856 or 1857  and  her date of death as  5  
September 1937. This latter date
 
is  verified in the London  Times.
Because other records have apparently disappeared, we
 
may never  
recover such information as would illuminate in detail Ella D’Arcy’s
 life and literary pursuits. Her inclinations to move often-she lived in
 the Channel Islands or in
 
France as frequently  as  she  dwelt in England-  
and her disorderliness in domestic management also led to the
 disappearance of much correspondence
 
that she had intended to pass on  
to Mrs. 
Mix.
 Very few D’Arcy letters have been  published, the first by  
that indefatigable 90s scholar, 
Karl 
Beckson,  and,  more recently, several  
by Alan Anderson in a slender volume from the Tragara
 
Press (1990).  
Although this correspondence, with John Lane, throws greater light
 upon D’Arcy’s activities and ideas than we had before 
they
 came out,  
they only tantalize us for further revelations. One might wish, for
 example, to
 
know more about the shaping of D’Arcy’s  attitudes toward  
women, who are portrayed with little sympathy in her fiction—a
 striking characteristic in an age when women’s causes were being
 championed and when the New Woman was much in the limelight.
 Several of
 
the  published letters also sound less than affectionate notes  
for members of her own sex. Given the hints of her affairs with M. P.
 Shiel and with several men associated with The Yellow Book, as well
 as Charlotte Mew’s ardent attraction to D’Arcy, any documentary
 enlighteners would prove a boon. Ella D’Arcy was sufficiently
 established to move in circles that included not only John Lane, Netta
 
Syrett
, Hubert Crackanthorpe, and others usually numbered among the  
decadents in the 90s. She
 
also was  a  friend of Ford Madox Ford and  the  
group who contributed significantly to the early numbers of The
 English Review, fifteen years after The Yellow Book had come and
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gone 
as
 a fin de siècle icon. By many of  the younger generation, she  
was viewed as a spearheader of the new and modem in literature. Her
 work maintained attractions for Richard Aldington and others.
Circumstances linked with D’Arcy’s literary activities proper
 
have  
proved to be no less exasperating. She published several stories under
 the pseudonym of
 
“Gilbert H. Page” in the London Argosy during the  
earlier 1890s. So far, no copy of the Summer supplement issue 
(July 1892) of that magazine, which contains the story “Unqualified
 Assistance,” has turned up. Several more stories that circulated under
 her proper signature in other periodicals during the 90s, Blackwood's
 and Temple Bar in addition to The Yellow Book, were reprinted in
 hardcover volumes. The first, Monochromes (1895), consisting of six
 stories, was published in London by John Lane, who also owned The
 Yellow Book, and in Boston by Roberts Brothers. A title in Lane’s
 Keynote Series, an enterprise in daring fiction, to which many of
 
the  
90s avant garde contributed material, this book elicited repeated
 comment-much, though by no means all, of it praiseworthy. A second
 collection, made up entirely of (seven) stories from The Yellow Book ,
 appeared under the Lane imprint in 1898 as Modern Instances. D’Arcy’s
 sole published novel, a brief one entitled The Bishop's Dilemma, was
 also published by Lane in that same year. Two more stories,
 respectively in Century Magazine (1899) and Temple Bar (1904),
 followed by an additional four, in The English Review, in 1909 and
 1910, complete
 
Ella’s corpus of easily retrieved short fiction. In 1924,  
her last work was brought out, a translation of André Maurois ’s
 biography of Shelley, 
as
 Ariel: The Life of Shelley. Although some  
reviewers gave this book hostile notice, it remained for many years a
 pony used for passage of graduate-school French exams. General
 inaccessibility of her work-because the books, probably printed in
 small runs, have disappeared from library shelves, or because the
 
periodic
als are no longer handy-has also robbed her of renown.
At this point, enter several bibliographical chestnuts. First, and
 rather interestingly in light of reviewers’ comments about this feature
 of the book once it came into their hands, the title for Monochromes
 must have been a last-minute 
choice.
 Among Roberts Brothers soon ­
to-be-published works cited in the Dial for 16 March 1895 (p. 193) we
 find a listing merely for a “volume of stories” by D’Arcy. Because the
 book actually appeared around 25 May, we can only wonder at the
 tentativeness in title operable at so late a date. Next, in several of the
 advertisements that appeared
 
in  books published by Lane, we find  that a  
novel by D’Arcy, Poor Human Nature, 
was
 listed as “in preparation”  
as late as 1897. Furthermore, under “John Lane’s Autumn
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Announcements,” in the Dial for 1 October 1897 (p. 170), we find not
 
the title alone but a price of 75 cents! Why this book was never
 published must remain a mystery, although Ella’s irregular working
 habits 
may
 have accounted for a no-show. Incidentally, another novel  
entitled Poor Human Nature, by Elizabeth Godfrey, appeared under the
 imprint of Grant Richards in London and Henry Holt in America in
 1898. Always desultory, indeed called downright
 
lazy by many of her  
friends, Ella more 
than
 once was locked in a room by Henry Harland,  
managing editor of The Yellow Book, or by her friend, Netta Syrett
 (depending upon different recountings of these incidents), in order
 
that  
she complete a story by deadline. Moreover, her type of fiction,
 shocking as it 
was
 to many, brought wary responses from publishers.  
Arnold Bennett remembered discussing
 
a manuscript for an unpublished  
novel with her, his hopes of receiving 
it,
 and, ultimately, her failure to  
deliver. Furthermore,
 
D’ Arcy was  in her outlook always rather advanced  
for her times, and consequently as late as 1930 her efforts to find a
 British publisher
 
for her biography of Rimbaud, about  whom she  knew  
much and whose work she ardently admired, came to naught.
 Embittered by such rejections, she kept back
 
several projects which,  had 
they been published, might contribute to her renown.
D’Arcy’s fiction proper offers enticements for a
 
varied readership.  
The Argosy stories, if not emphatic in setting forth circumstances of
 unpleasant psychological realism, are in the main not so cloyingly
 sentimental as 
is
 much other late Victorian fiction. As precursors to  
her subsequent endeavors in writing fiction, they often incorporate
 visionary or dream sequences for effect. 
Thus
 they fall into ranks with  
much other 1890s literature. These early stories also feature a humor
 that 
is
 far more gentle and warm than that found elsewhere in her work.  
Those enwound in the toils of various predicaments (usually connected
 with love affairs or other expectations that come to grief) are
 discomfited, but the mirth emanating from those circumstances
 maintains readers’ interest in “An April Folly” and “The Smile,” or in
 “Kathleen, Maid of All
 
Work.” The bluff Irish humor  evident in several  
of the Argosy stories would resurface, albeit
 
in a somewhat muted vein,  
in “At Twickenham,” a story in which a man breaks an engagement
 rather 
than
 marry a woman who would surely bore him immensely  
before much time had passed. Such a saving realization is rare, 
though, in the
 
D’ Arcy canon.
As for being a writer of novels, Ella D’Arcy in the later 1890s
 attempted to circulate a manuscript rendering in fictional guise of the
 Percy Shelley-Harriet Westbrook relationship. 
A
 group of letters  
addressed 
to
 Arthur Stedman, as a possible liaison with Lippincott’s  
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Magazine, outlines D’Arcy’s plans for that book. Her interest in the
 
Shelley circle lasted for many
 
years, and we can only  wonder how much  
of the work that went into the projected novel influenced D’Arcy’s
 translation of Maurois’s Ariel in the 1920s. Her familiarity with the
 French language combined with the novelistic features of Maurois’s
 original may account for many reviewers comparing this book to a
 novel. What other novels she contemplated writing will probably
 remain mysteries to us.
In her more typical, or better known, writings, D’Arcy tended to
 
follow in the footsteps of the Maupassant school of fiction, and thus
 she generally highlights the frailties of love relationships and the
 intensities of sexuality.3 Her stories tend to center in blighted love
 affairs, and, quite uncharacteristic of thematics popular during the
 closing years of the nineteenth century, when New Woman fiction 
was much in the mind of the reading public, D’Arcy creates situations in
 which men, not women, 
are
 the sufferers in male-female relationships.  
One can not unearth biographical reasons underlying D’Arcy’s
 predilections for portraying unsympathetic women characters. What
 little we know about her life suggests that she enjoyed male
 companionship, although her friendship with the Syrett sisters
 precludes any notion that she was unmitigatedly anti-woman in her
 personal life. With a few deft strokes she can evoke the character of a
 protagonist, eliciting ready sympathy for him in all respects. One such
 is Willoughby in “Irremediable,” with his winning sensitivity to what
 he supposes 
is
 the plight of Esther, whom he meets when both are on  
holiday from oppressive London in a bucolic rural area, and 
whom
 he  
rapidly marries in hopes of preventing her from further unhappiness.
 True to the broadening of social attitudes that furnish the thematics in
 much fiction of the era, Willoughby gives small forethought to
 consequences of a marriage that crosses
 
class lines. The great happiness 
that 
is
 his during holiday-and which is delineated in terms of his  
boyish joi
 
de vivre as “Irremediable” opens-is quickly transformed into  
circumstances of cares
 and
 repentance that accompany his awakening  to  
the inflexible barriers that separate him from Esther in all but sexual
 desire. Elsewhere I have observed that “Irremediable” may in part be a
 satiric jibe at George Meredith’s Sir Willoughby Patteme (ELT, 35:
 187).
An equally dismal story, “A Marriage,” also entails the crossing of
 
class lines when a sensitive, if weak-willed, wealthy young man first
 seduces a girl from the lower classes, and then marries her as she 
is about to bear his child, who proves to be 
an
 insolent, selfish girl,  
much pampered by her mother, who ironically takes every possible
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advantage of her prerogatives as
 
a financially comfortable wife  after her 
marriage. A second child, a boy (who will under English law inherit
 the majority of his father’s estate some day) is not
 
nearly so beloved by  
his mother, who 
vents
 her spleen on him and his father. The father’s  
fragile physical health is lessened by the crass thoughtlessness of 
his spouse. The 
story,
 which began on a note of happiness as the groom-  
to-be anxiously introduces an older, more sophisticated male friend to
 his mistress, concludes in a foreboding atmosphere of oncoming death
 for the tubercular husband and probabilities of an unpleasant life for the
 son he adores but who will be left to a future of certain maternal
 untendernesses. All of the husband’s notions of his beloved’s
 solicitousness toward him, as expressed in 
the 
opening paragraphs, have  
vanished, along with his physical and emotional well-being, by the
 closing. There
 
we see his wife and a friend contemplating purchases of  
new gowns; the former
 
prudently selects black  as against  an upcoming  
funeral.
A like transition from an aura of pleasantness and beauty in the
 
surroundings which appears to match such serenity occurs in “Poor
 Cousin Louis,” one
 
of D’Arcy’s strongest stories, and one which I have  
already
 
mentioned. Set in the Channel Islands, it was the  first of several  
tales in which this author employed for artistic purposes a locale
 familiar to her when it was relatively unfamiliar to many others. As
 Mrs. Poidevin enters the farm of her elderly cousin, Louis Renouf, she,
 and we readers, are charmed by the delights of a pleasant day, the
 appealing colors in lovely gardens through one approaches the
 comfortable farmhouse, 
and
 the apparent diligence and  thoughtfulness  of  
the Tourtels, who are housekeeper and gardener-handyman for her
 relative. D’Arcy’s early training as a painter is frequently detectable in
 her
 
fiction, although it achieves a high point  in this story as she creates  
word-pictures that unmistakably match those of her Pre-Raphaelite
 precursors. As the story runs its course, we move from a synaesthetic
 experience well nigh Keatsian as we register the colors and scents of the
 flowers in Tourtel’s gardens, as well as those of tastes in connection
 with the tea served to old Renouf and Mrs. Poidevin and again when the
 evening meal is described, on to the stifling and terrifying night scene
 in old Renouf’s bedroom. Sight and sound combine to create this final
 aura of fearfulness as weird shadows appear against the
 
drawn blinds and  
a dog’s howl 
signals 
an imminent death. Here is  poetic prose indeed.
D’Arcy’s Channel Islands stories consistently draw upon
 superstitions and folklore of the region. Old Renouf is terrified 
by
 the  
uncouth maid, Margot, whose red hair dovetails subtly with her
 attempts to make him believe that a diabolic being torments him-and
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thus hasten the effects of an already weak constitution. The red hair
 
indicates a lineage of Satan and Judas lore and a blatant sensuality. She
 frightens her employer with tales of the “old Judy” coming from the
 Island of Jethou to beat him to death. That Margot 
is
 more an earthy  
“devil” than one from the netherworld 
is
 borne out in a sequel, “An  
Engagement,” in which her doctor lover abandons her for a woman of
 greater 
wealth
 and presence who will make him a  suitable wife. “White  
Magic,” one of the few D’Arcy stories wherein a love match ends
 happily, also depends for its comic outcome on a worldly-wise
 pharmacist’s manipulation of local customs concerning future spouses
 with his own harmless medicine. “The Web of Maya,” although no
 supernatural tale, is enriched by the
 
author’s deft use of local color. The  
fogs and haze that surround the irrational rages and revenge desires of
 Philip Le Mesurier as he dwells at his retreat, far removed from any
 nurturing family life and human mutuality, as well as his
 remembrances of local folklore, create a
 
backdrop of weird lights and  
shadows that exquisitely symbolize his 
upset,
 confused emotional state.
Such excursions into local color and folklore place D’Arcy firmly  
within another niche in the 1890s cultural milieu. Not only were the
 Channel Islands given repeated 
press
 for their potential in both scenery  
and local beliefs-which hallmarks continued to undergird fiction by
 Elizabeth Goudge, Sheila Kaye-Smith, and G. B. Edwards-but the
 attention given by many writers of the time to the 
less
 familiar  areas of  
the British Isles made for some other popular successes in
 
regionalism.  
Stanley V. Makower’s The Mirror of Music, Fiona Mcleod’s The
 Mountain Lovers, H. D. Lowry’s Women's Tragedies, and Caldwell
 Lipsett’s Where the Atlantic Meets the Land, to cite several others from
 Lane’s Keynotes Series, offer what were new glimpses of neglected
 geographical spots and their indigenous lore. Hardy’s achievements in
 these contexts are relevant as well. Activating interest in the less
 traveled areas of the homeland corresponded to the interest
 
in far-away  
lands, such 
as
 those manifested by Kipling, W. Carleton Dawe, or  
Conrad.
In
 experimenting with still other usable materials for her time,  
D’Arcy also employed fairytale elements in “An Enchanted Princess,”
 her last
 
story to be published (1910), and  others from the  first decade of  
the twentieth century. She had, of course, alluded much earlier to
 traditions of Sleeping Beauty and the Pied Piper in “The ‘Elegie’.”
 Arthurian lore and Poe’s lyric about love’s 
dream,
 “Annabel  Lee,” were  
familiar to her, too. Supernaturalism 
also
 rears its head in other guises  
than what we have confronted in “Poor Cousin Louis.” In “The Villa
 Lucienne” we are treated to touches of the
 
Pan legend teamed with the  
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wraith of an aged lady, presumably the guardians of the outdoors and
 
indoors at the eerie old mansion where a party of would-be renters are
 frightened away. Whether the antagonistic gardener is actually an
 otherworldly visitant and whether the visionary lady is a genuine
 supernatural presence or nothing more than the result of
 
overwrought  
emotions, intensified to an hallucinatory pitch akin to what some
 readers discern
 
in Poe’s “The Fall  of the House  of Usher,” the beholders  
within the tale and we readers are left to decide for ourselves. Such a
 story makes good company for the ghostly fiction of Henry James,
 Edith Nesbit, Mary Wilkins Freeman, and Edith Wharton. Similar
 ambiguities reinforce the texture in a later story, “From the
 
Chronicles  
of Hildesheim” (1909), where legends furnish underpinnings for a
 mingling of omens and ghastly emotional and physical tortures that
 befall a hapless priest. Not supernatural, but as devastating in their
 effects, are the harassments besetting a priest 
who
 falls in love in The  
Bishop’s Dilemma.
Tales of artist figures, another standard variety of
 
fiction from the  
90s, appealed to D’Arcy, and “The ‘Elegie’ ” mercilessly depicts the
 egotism of a man dedicated intensely to his musical career. A similar
 theme informs “The Death Mask,” although the dead artist in this tale
 is
 
cast far  more sympathetically than Schoenemann in the former  story.  
The
 
narrator who beholds the corpse  thinks: “You  saw  the head of gold;  
you could forget the feet
 
of clay, or, remembering them, you found in  
their presence some explanation
 
of the anomalies of his  career” (Modern  
Instances, p. 177). Such personalities 
as
 D’Arcy dramatizes in these  
stories bring us into contact with another type from the period, the
 dualistic being, wrenched violently by positive and negative emotions.
 These D’Arcy characters are cameos of the
 
Dorian Gray figure,  and her  
miniaturizing of the fictions into smaller compass reveals yet another
 tendency prevalent in 
the 
art of the day.
Finally, I could not ignore “The Pleasure-Pilgrim,” a story about
 the American girl abroad, which vies with one more aspect of Henry
 James, who had popularized this theme in “Daisy Miller,” reworked it
 in novels like A
 
Portrait of a Lady, and paved the way for  other writers  
uses of it. Lulie Thayer, D’Arcy’s heroine, has departed her native
 Michigan environs and, accompanied by Nannie, her “little sister,” as
 she calls her (in what 
is
 perhaps an ironic unpleasantry as the other is  
obviously older than she), or Miss Dodge, as she is customarily
 known. The scene of “The Pleasure-Pilgrim” 
is
 the Schloss Altenau,  
whither the protagonist, Campbell, from Great Britain, journeys for a
 holiday. Lulie pursues him, he resists (either from being a “true Briton
 [and
 
thus] intolerably shy”-Monochromes, p. 168~or because  his  friend  
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Mayne’s hints as to Lulie’s character deter him), and she later shoots
 
herself. Here indeed 
is
 “Daisy Miller” refashioned. Ambiguities and  
ambivalences abound. For example, we
 
are  never certain if the pleasure  
pilgrim 
is
 Lulie, as an initial reading might suggest, or if Campbell  
evades her because he is more interested in pleasuring 
than
 pilgriming-  
and therefore 
is
 scared away by w t could be Lulie’s intense, but  
genuine passion for him, to which he does not wish to become
 committed or which he finds frightening. Lulie’s red hair, to be sure,
 may imply a passionate, and untrustworthy or unpredictable, sexuality
 underlying her nature. Or does he consider her a “child,” as he calls her
 (p. 216), and consequently hold back from what might be in his mind a
 mismatch? Mayne mulls whether Lulie may be simply an intentional
 heartbreaker, or “
can
 it be that she  is simply the newest development of  
the New Woman-she who in England preaches and bores you, and in
 American practises and pleases? Yes, I believe she’s the American
 edition, and so new that she hasn’t yet found her way into fiction.”
 Such an observation could well imply that Ella
 
D’Arcy herself uses this  
passage
 
to reveal her  own attitudes toward other  well-known, and much  
debated, types and issues in the 1890s. Mayne adds-in what may
 allude to another viewpoint concerning matters American: “She’s the
 pioneer of 
the
 army coming our of the West, that’s going to destroy the  
existing scheme of things and rebuild it nearer to the heart’s desire”
 (Monochromes, p. 185). In light of D’Arcy’s evident bent toward
 satire, we need not wonder that this 
story
 roused the wrath of a critic in  
the Chicago Tribune, who accused her of knowing nothing about
 American girls (8 June 1895, p. 10; 
22
 June, p. 10). We come away  
from the story pondering whether Lulie’s death was planned or was an
 unintentional mishap as she toys with the
 
revolver. Is Mayne’s cynical  
opinion—that Lulie is an uninhibited American girl after sexual
 adventure—correct? Or does his form of “pleasure,” that is, his cynical
 commenting on whatever circumstances come before him, infect
 Campbell so emphatically that he can no longer distinguish what could
 be Lulie’s genuine affection from his own stimulated visions of her
 gross sensuality? Is Miss Dodge’s explanation about Lulie’s feelings
 trustworthy, or does this storyteller’s name betray a
 
transparency which  
glosses an evasion of the truth? We are never informed, and so “The
 Pleasure-Pilgrim” takes a merited place in modernist literature.
To conclude. Ella D’Arcy’s fiction deserves rescue from neglect
 
and from the
 
deteriorations of periodicals. She ventured into the varied  
types of stories familiar during her
 
era and imparted to them a new life.  
She may in part remind us of Crackanthorpe, George Egerton, or of
 others in her day, but her work also evinces clear-cut departures from
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their manners. True to the spirit of turn-of-the century artistic
 
inclinations, she assisted in the collapsing of genres. The dramatic and
 pictorial 
elements
 in her own fiction were noted repeatedly by reviewers  
in her day, and we might well turn again to expanding their terse
 comments. When the English Review was being established, Ella
 D’Arcy would have been an unavoidable representative of those who
 infused new life 
into
 the revival of the short story as a serious literary  
form? Her poetic
 
prose and experiments with interior monologue would  
thus have been avidly sought.4 She is a writer who struck out on her
 own path during a time of taking one’s own path, and who therefore
 merits renewed study. She was in her personal life a kind of New
 Woman sans trumpet fanfare. The unavailability and the limited
 quantity of her writings have, no doubt, conspired against her,
 
but those  
conspirators need not be taken seriously. Above I have sketched several
 high points regarding
 
Ella D’Arcy and her writings, but there are many  
more for consideration.
NOTES
1 Mabel Kitcat, “Henry Harland in London,
”
 The Bookman [NY], 29(1909),  
609-613. I am grateful to Michael P. Dean, my colleague at The University of
 Mississippi, for providing me a hearing for my work on Ella D’Arcy. Since that
 time (November 1990), I have since published “Ella D’Arcy: A Commentary with
 an Annotated Primary and Secondary Bibliography,” ELT, 32(1992), 179-211. I
 
am
 also indebted to information published by Alan Anderson in Ella D’Arcy: Some  
Letters to John Lane (Edinburgh, 1990). Along with Henry James, Charlotte
 Mew, Hubert Crackanthorpe, and others, D
’
Arcy was considered “modem, ” and  
well-known to Americans. See the Chicago Tribune, 6 May 
1894,
 p. 44; the  
Chicago Inter-Ocean, 18 August 1894, p. 10; the Buffalo Commerical, 15 October
 1894, p. 9; 8 June 
1895,
 p. 7; and 12 June 1895, p. 7; and the Philadelphia  
Public Ledger, 19 June 1895, 
p.
 18.
2 Those early researches led to friendships with Katherine Mix 
and
 her great  
mentor from University of Kansas days, in the 1920s and 30s, who has become
 one of my own, Professor Clyde K. Hyder, one of the few currently surviving
 pioneer Victorianists; elsewhere, with J. Mark Longaker, and Helmut E. Gerber,
 two doughty 90s enthusiasts, and, time and again, back to Ella D’Arcy and her
 work.
Katherine Lyon Mix, A Study in Yellow: The Yellow Book and Its
 
Contributors. (Lawrence, 1960), p. 234. Much of the information in this section
 came from D’Arcy herself, and therefore can not be verified. I have located no
 story by D’Arcy in All the Year Round, where she was supposed to have
 published, although the late Walter E. Houghton checked materials available for
 the Wellesley Index. No other information on any D’Arcy connection with the
 periodical that Dickens began has come to light, so far as I am aware. Perhaps no
 records exist or perhaps D’Arcy’s memory played her false. In addition to those
 named above, I thank Richard Fusco, Karl Beckson, Stanley Weintraub, Calvin D.
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Yost, Julie A. Fisher, Sara E. Selby, and the late Maurice W. Armstrong, W. J.
 
Phillips, and Katherine Lyon Mix for assisting my preparation of the work above.
3
 
Although he does not name her, concentrating instead on Crackanthorpe,  
George J. Worth offers critical perspectives that might well apply to D’Arcy’s
 fiction as similar to that of Maupassant—’’The English ‘Maupassant School
'
 of the  
1890’s: Some Reservations,” MLN, 72(1957), 337-340.
4
 
Ford, “Foreward ” to The English Review Book, of Short Stories, comp.  
Horace E. Shipp. London: Sampson Low & Marston [1932], viii; Jerrold’s
 “Foreward”
 to the Second English Review Book of Short Stories [London:Sampson  
Low & Marston, 1933, xi] notes renewed in the short story form as the second
 decade of the twentieth century commenced. Cf. Malcolm Bradbury, “The. English
 Review,
”
 London Magazine, 5(August 1958), 58-59. These commentaries allude  
to the kind of poetic prose that enriches many of D’Arcy
’
s stories: and that was  
much admired in the works of many early twentieth-century short-story writers.
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THE SENIOR SIMMSES — MISSISSIPPI
UNSHROUDED
Miriam 
J.
 Shillingsburg
Mississippi State University
Since 1892 scholars have repeated William Peterfield Trent’s
 
statements1 that Gilmore Simms’s father settled in Georgeville in
 Holmes County, north of Jackson, Mississippi2; or, in another
 version, William Gilmore Simms, Sr., had a plantation near the towns
 of Georgeville and Hattiesburg.3 Gilmore Simms’s grand-daughter and
 a historian in her own right, the late Mary C. Simms Oliphant was
 never able to locate the site on which her great-grandfather and his
 brother James
 
settled.
However, Trent was wrong. Georgeville was, indeed, located in
 Holmes County, but it was not established until 1828. Migrants from
 South Carolina did establish Franklin, three miles northwest, in the
 1830s.4 But in the mid-1820s Holmes County was in the Yazoo
 territory, still peopled primarily with Indians.
According to Trent, around 1816-17 Simms’s
 
father commissioned  
some friends (Salley says it was James Simms himself) to bring this
 son back to Mississippi, but when the matter came into court, the
 youth was given his choice of custodian and home, and he chose to
 remain in Charleston with his grandmother.6 Shortly after this failure
 to retrieve his son, Simms, Sr., returned to Charleston to visit Gilmore
 around 1817, no doubt inviting him to come out to the Mississippi
 territory at some later date.6
Gilmore Simms, Jr., made three trips to Mississippi and a fourth
 
to Tuscaloosa in 1842. Proof of the third trip did not appear until the
 first volume of Simms’s letters was
 
published in 1952,7  and the  second  
trip was confirmed only in 1983 when James Kibler found a unique
 copy of The Album.8 The chronology and geography which can be
 extracted from Gilmore Simms’s writings about these visits have
 helped locate the
 
elder Simmses, James and William, Sr.
In late 1824-25 young Gilmore, then eighteen, travelled from
 Charleston by stagecoach to Montgomery, Alabama, and then on the
 Alabama River to Mobile. Then he went up the Tombigbee River to
 Demopolis (a bustling river crossroads), and on the Black Warrior River
 to Tuscaloosa.9 He claimed to have travelled 150 miles beyond the
 Mississippi River 
on
 horseback (presumably with his father), and he  
returned via
 
Columbus  to  the Black Warrior River, thence  to  Mobile.10
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Simms’s second trip began January 12,1826, when he sailed from
 
Charleston around the Florida Keys, up the Mississippi River, and
 overland to New Orleans. Then he sailed across Lake Ponchartrain to
 Mobile,
 
Alabama, where he boarded a  steamboat arriving  in Columbus,  
Mississippi, before March 1, via the Tombigbee River. Simms
 travelled apparently by pole raft, coach, and horseback through the
 Choctaw Nation to Pearl River.11 Then he returned to Columbus
 before April 12, 1826, and proceeded to Charleston probably via
 Mobile.
 On his third trip, which took place
 
in  March and April, 1831, (and  
which Trent believed was to attend to his father’s estate), Simms
 travelled by riverboat from Savannah to Augusta, by coach to
 Montgomery, then by river to Mobile, where he took a stagecoach to
 Pascagoula, Mississippi, and a steamer to New Orleans. He went to
 Columbia, Mississippi, and then took a horseback trip for seventeen
 days into the Yazoo
 
territory, returning  to  Columbia, and  back home to  
Charleston probably
 
by riding across Georgia.12
In 1842 Simms travelled overland to Tuscaloosa, leaving records
 comparing this trip with his earlier ones.13
When the details of these trips are examined, they lead to the
 
conclusion that Simms’s father and uncle did not live in Georgeville,
 nor in George County (which is near Hattiesburg), nor in Georgetown
 on the Pearl River
 
in Copiah County, nor  in Holmes County, nor even  
in Holmesville—a town on maps of the 1810s (near the present-day
 Tylertown). Instead, questions keep coming back: On his first trip,
 where did he meet his father for the horseback trek across the
 Mississippi? What was Simms’s destination when he went by raft,
 then by carriage and horse,
 
and then down the Pearl River on his second  
trip? Why did he
 
twice go to Columbia, Mississippi, in 1831?
The short answer to these questions is that young Gilmore
 Simms* was going to see his father, William, Sr., and his uncle,
 James, who lived near Columbia, Mississippi, the seat of Marion
 County since January, 1818, the largest town on the Pearl River, and
 the temporary capital of the State for about six months in 1821.14
 Marion County was named for Revolutionary War General Francis
 Marion, a South Carolinian. Clearly both senior Simmses were
 respected citizens, relied upon
 
in public  affairs. 
* * *
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Briefly the record proved so far.
In the August term, 1812, W. G. Sims attended court in Marion
 
County as a
 
“by Stander”; William G. Sims was appointed by the  court  
to act
 
as a juror  “to view and lay out” a road in Township  4 of Marion  
County; and W. G. Sims was called and then dismissed as a juror in
 Marion County.15
William G. Sims served as a sergeant under General Andrew
 
Jackson in the War of 1812 in Lieutenant-Colonel George 
H.
 Nixon’s  
13 th Regiment, Marion County.16
In 1813 W. G. Sims was called to jury duty for both the February
 
and August
 
terms.17
On April 25, 1817 Jas. Sims recorded a tract of land in Range
 18W, Township 5N, Section 2 of Marion County.18
In 1820 James Simms headed a household in Marion County
 
consisting of 2
 
white  males over 45 years  old  and 12 slaves.19
On Nov. 2, 1823 William G. Sims witnessed the will of
 
Thomas  
S. Collins in Marion County; six weeks later (Dec. 15, 1823) James
 Sims acted as appraiser for Collins’s estate, which contained 13
 slaves.20
In 1825 W. G. Sim owned 153 acres of 4th class, 1st quality land
 
in Marion County
 
near  the Pearl River, and one slave.21
In 1825 James Simms was listed in the tax rolls in Marion
 County.22
In the late 
1820s
 James Simms gave power of attorney to W. G.  
Simms in Marion County.22
In 1830 James Simms headed a household in Marion County
 
consisting of
 
one white male over 60 and under 70 years old and one  
white male over 70 and under 80; the household had 3 male and 5
 female slaves.24
On Feb. 26, 1830 James Simms was authorized to appraise an
 
estate.25
* * *
As more information is. discovered, the many stories, essays and
 
poems emanating from Simms’s excursions to the Southwest will be
 better understood in relationship to these trips. For now, the
 genealogy
 
of the South’s foremost antebellum author is  unshrouded.
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